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I
About the
Facilitator's Outline

111 This training module contains a facilitator's outline designed to
assist instructors as they plan and prepare to teach the material

1111
contained in this module. The outline provides overviews of each
chapter which include:

Chapter goals to be accomplished by students.
Topics to be covered in each section.
Discussion questions to facilitate lectures and discussions and

111 activities to be completed by students both in and out of class.

These items are the same as those appearing in the outside
margins of the facilitator's edition of this module. The discussion
and activity notes, and answers to activity questions, appear in the
facilitator's edition only they do not appear in the students' edi-
tion. The text, however, is the same in both. In some cases, the dis-
cussions and activities may have been abbreviated in this outline,

111

but provide the same basic information as it appears within the
context of the chapter.

This outline can be used when planning lessons. It's a good

111
idea to read through the outline before using it for instruction in
order to know what to expect and get a better sense of how the
material is tied together.

The content of this module is based on a training series piloted
in 1994 by Hutchinson Technical College in Hutchinson, Minne-
sota. Because of this, many references are specific to Minnesota's

111 school and social service systems. We encourage instructors lo-
cated in other states to replace the Minnesota-specific information

111
with information more relevant to their state. We hope that facili-
tators will add their own experiences and stories to make this ma-
terial "come alive".I

111

111
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Self-Advocacy

Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Define self-advocacy, empowerment, and interdependence.

Recognize their role as a paraprofessional in the self-advo-
cacy process.

Demonstrate an ability to promote both self-advocacy and
111

empowerment.

Section 1: Self Advocacy

Activity 1

In addition to reading the descriptions of self-advocacy, empow-
erment, and interdependence, have students take turns reading
aloud sentences in order from the handout entitled "The Dig-
nity of Risk" found in Appendix A. Afterwards, ask students to
express their feelings about the statements. Do they feel they are
accurate statements about the limitations placed on people with
disabilities by society? Do they think those limitations have merit
or are fair. Allow the feelings of the group to be expressed, relat-
ing the ideas expressed to the importance of the need for indi-
viduals to have the right and ability to set their own course.

Activity 2

An important aspect of self-advocacy is the family's involvement.
As background information and "food" for discussion, have the

111 students read the article "Family Empowerment" from the
Beach Center on Families and Disability newsletter found in Ap-

111
pendix B. Encourage discussion about the issues related to fam-
ily involvement and empowerment. How does this affect the
working relationship of the paraprofessional who is often the
"go between" between parents and other staff because the para-
professional is the one who may have the most physical contact
with family members on a daily basis? Also discuss the role of the
paraprofessional in encouraging the family to let their member
make more decisions and choices as the individual moves to-
ward/into adulthood.

Activity 3

Have students read the article entitled "Empowerment Depen-
dence versus Independence" by Frank G. Bowe, Ph.D. from the
OSERS News In Print newsletter found in Appendix C. Discuss
the article with the class in terms of its implications on self-advo-
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cacy now with the Americans with Disabilities Act legislation.

Activity 4

Ask the students to do this at the beginning of class. Give them
about 5-8 minutes to complete circling. Then ask the group to list
behaviors they chose. Write them down. Which behaviors are most
prevalent? Ask the students which behaviors they feel are most sup-
portive of self-determination behaviors. Which behaviors do they
feel don't promote self-determination? Make a list. Ask the stu-
dents to, for their own records only, state behaviors they would like
to improve upon in the future that would promote self-advocacy.

Activity 5

Have two students read the "Shifting Patterns, Beliefs and Atti-
tudes" chart out loud. Have one student read "from" statements
and alternate with another student reading "to" statements. Af-
ter they finish, ask the group their feeling or reaction to the
"from" phrases versus the "to" phrases. Discuss any unknown
phrases or terms. Do they have an emotional response to one
over the other? Do they characterize the individuals they work
with or will work with using more statements found in the
"from" side more than the "to" side? Ask them to think about
going to work in a new setting where the treatment of the indi-
viduals with disabilities is characterized more by the "from" col-
umn than the "to" column. How would they react to this envi-
ronment? What steps could/would they make to change the
environment? Allow time for good discussion on this topic.

Chapter 2
Promoting Self-Advocacy
Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Identify ways they can encourage self-advocacy.

Recognize their attitude about self-advocacy.
Define ways people self-advocate.

Demonstrate an ability to respond to self-advocacy.
Identify steps they can use to help people learn to negotiate.

Section 1: Encouraging Self-Advocacy

Activity 1

Have students read and discuss this section along with the ar-
ticles "Advocacy: Noun, Verb, Adjective or Profanity?" in Appen-

11
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dix D, and "Confessions of a Professional" in Appendix E. Ask
students to discuss what role the paraprofessional may have as

111 an advocate for an individual or family. Is this informal or for-
mal advocacy? What should it be? Ask the students to share per-

il sonal experiences as advocates. Discuss the five lessons learned
by the professional and how they relate to the students' experi-
ences. Discuss enabling attitudes when they're appropriate
and when they're not. Explain that helping individuals to be-
come self-advocates is tricky business. On the one hand they
need you and on the other hand you must "push them out of
the nest". Make sure that students realize their role isn't to en-
able learned helplessness. Discuss this as a group.

Activity 2

Have the students complete the following scenario outside of
the classroom. They should be prepared to discuss the process
they applied to reach appropriate self-advocacy with the class
upon completion.

111 Activity 3

Have students complete "Evaluating Your Attitude" following
the instructions given. Then have them find a partner and com-
pare their responses. After discussing with a partner, call the

111
group together to discuss what, as a group, they feel are the es-
sential attitudes and beliefs necessary to promote self-advocacy.

111
Activity 4

Go through this list and explain and discuss each question. Ask
students to examine their behavior in the past and consider how

111 they will or do work with individuals with disabilities. Since we
must assume we all have biases to some extent, in what way do

111

their biases show themselves? The above questions may draw out
some of those biases. If they do, discuss with students what they
can do to readjust their thinking to be more pro-active in behalf
of individual's self-advocacy.

Activity 5

111
Discuss with students the importance of them being aware of
such "cues" as these ten questions. Sometimes individuals won't
act in a very demonstrative way, but still may have good skills to

111 self-advocate and may be asking for help, but the paraprofes-
sional may not recognize it. This can be so disappointing to the

111
individual that it may discourage him or her from advocating in
the future. Therefore, the paraprofessional must have a "trained
ear" to listen for signs of self-advocating and encourage those

111
signs. Discussing these questions can be one way of creating an
awareness for paraprofessional.

I
I
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Activity 6

Tell the students that these steps are equally appropriate for stu-
dents or individuals in a work setting. These are steps that are
intended to be used with situations as they arise on a daily basis.
Detailed plans for self-advocacy will be included in the individu-
alized program to be used on a regular basis.

Activity 7

Have students try the following situation in small groups, then
share their responses with the class.

Situation: A sixth grade student with a learning disability
comes to you, the paraprofessional in the special ed resource
room, and says she has to write a paper on the Civil War for
history class. The girl has a severe writing disability and some
organizational skills challenges. You have been helping her
and working with the classroom teacher throughout the year.
What solutions will the two of you identify?

Section 2: The Art of Negotiation

Activity 1

Have the students discuss the importance of clearly "training"
individuals in negotiation skills as they help them prepare to
advocate for themselves.

Activity 2

Have students read the seven situations from the "Basic Human
Rights and Responsibilities" scenarios. Encourage students to
notice how important it is to observe individual rights and re-
sponsibilities in the negotiation process. Have the students pick
a partner and have them discuss their styles of negotiation and
then share their observations with the rest of the class.

13
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Chapter 3
What it Takes to Be
a Successful Self-Advocate

111

Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

111
Define the successful behaviors of a self-advocate.

Identify passive, aggressive, and assertive behavior.

Demonstrate effective self-advocacy techniques in difficult
situations.

Assist a person with disabilities to prepare for an individual

III planning meeting.
Identify reasonable accommodations.

111 Section 1: Characteristics of a
Successful Self-Advocate

111
Activity 1

Discuss the attributes of successful self-advocates. Have students
add to the list. Discuss what they feel their role as a paraprofes-
sional can and should be toward this success.

111 Activity 2

Have the students practice using the charts on pages 24 and 25
either with a partner from the class, an individual they are cur-
rently working with, a friend or family member, or on them-
selves. Tell students to be very specific in listing skills. What
seems small and insignificant may lead to discovering a vital link
to help the individual.

111 Activity 3

Passive, aggressive, and assertive behaviors were discussed in the
first module in this series, The Paraprofessional: An Introduction.
Referring back to that module may be appropriate here. Ex-
plain that it's important for the paraprofessional to have a work-
ing understanding of the difference between these three behav-
iors because they have a daily influence on how the individual
learns these behaviors and responds to situations in an assertive,
appropriate manner.

Activity 4

These are suggestions for paraprofessionals to use with individu-
als who are self-advocating. Everyone is bound to run into the
four C's eventually: complaints, criticism, conflict, and compliments.
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Individuals need to realize that each of these have potential
problems and rewards. Being able to handle conflict and com-
pliments is a skill that is part of independent living. Tell students
to discuss these four C's with the people they will work with and
help them understand the meaning of each. Help students take
an active role and address complaints, criticism, conflict, and
compliments with people with whom they work in the natural
setting of their daily environment.

Activity 5

Have the students fill this out with a partner in class and then
discuss it as a group. What are the types of accommodations the
students decided upon for this student? What others might be
needed on the job? Have students go through this process with
the comments on their own strengths and weaknesses charts.
Explain to the students how important it is to take time with in-
dividuals to prepare them for meetings so they will be able to
responsibly advocate for themselves.

Activity 6

Review and discuss these steps to self-directed individual plan-
ning meetings with the class.

Activity 7

Explain to participants what an important role they can play in
helping individuals decide on a daily basis what to ask for in or-
der to receive the accommodations needed to be successful in
all environments. Have them share experiences where they have
helped individuals determine their needs and then ask for them
appropriately. Explain that one of the pitfalls for paraprofession-
als here is knowing when to back out and let the individual take
over for him- or herself. There's a very delicate balance that
needs to be observed so the individual becomes accustomed to
self-advocating as soon as possible. Explain to participants how
important they are in helping individuals learn to make deci-
sions about their needs and accommodations in various environ-
ments.

Activity 8

Have students read "Out of My Old Life and Into My New One"
by Michael Kennedy, a young man with cerebral palsy, found in
Appendix F. This article is meant to illustrate to students the
determination of one man and what assertive self-advocacy can
accomplish. Discuss Michael's situation and the examples of self-
advocacy illustrated in the article. Have the students share situa-
tions that may be similar. After students have read the article,
have them discuss the following topics with each other. Have any
of the students had similar situations with individuals like
Michael? Ask students to imagine what Michael's life was like

is
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before he attained the level of independence he was capable of.
What does this article say to paraprofessionals working with indi-
viduals with disabilities? What does it say to all of us about limita-
tions we place on each other?

111 Activity 9

An optional activity at this point would be to have a panel discus-

!" sion. Invite individuals in the area who have disabilities and have
developed self-advocacy skills to come into class and discuss
their experiences, both positive and negative, in this endeavor.
Ask each panel member to prepare to give initial statements
about their lives, their histories, and how they have become self-
advocates. After these initial statements, have the students use
the following questions to enhance discussion with the panel
members. At the end of the discussion, thank the panel member
and students for participating in the discussion. If you can
gather a good panel together one time, ask their permission to
videotape the discussion. This videotape can then be used at a
later time with other students or for further discussion.

Chapter 4
Rights of People
with Disabilities
Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify the rights of the self-advocate, the consumer rights
statement, and the Resident Bill of Rights.
Discuss the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation act of 1973, IDEA, and Part H of IDEA.

Discuss the use of behavioral interventions.

Section 1: Individual Rights

Activity 1
Have the students read these three sets of rights. Explain that

111
these are examples of basic human rights for which all people
are entitled. Explain to the students that these are included in
the module because sometimes people with disabilities are de-

llnied the basic rights of others on the basis of their disability. Ex-
plain that it's important to remember as a starting point that
these are basic human rights for all. Have a discussion about

111 these rights, especially the United Nations Universal Declaration
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of Human Rights and how those rights may be and have been
denied individuals with disabilities.

Activity 2

Have students read and then discuss the various components of
the "Residents' Bill of Rights". Tell students this is an example of
the type of rights statements they should find or be given upon
request in any residential setting. Use this as another example to
illustrate the rights that are mandated and provided for indi-
viduals with disabilities.

Section 2: Disability-Related Laws

Activity 1

Have students read the Fact Sheet on ADA, found in Appendix
G, and discuss the main points of the law. Have students discuss
the impact the law has had on Roberta L. Juarez based on her
article `°The Kindness of Others" in Appendix H.

Activity 2

Read and discuss the Section 504 Fact Sheet found in Appendix
I and other information with students. Remind students how
important it is for the individuals with whom they work to un-
derstand their rights under Section 504 and other laws.

Activity 3

Discuss the rights of parents under IDEA. Ask for student input.
Relate the knowledge of these laws and their importance to the
ability of individuals and their parents to advocate.

Activity 4

Because so many paraprofessionals in schools deal with behav-
ioral challenges, this section should lend itself to discussion. En-
courage students to discuss the pros and cons of this ruling and
to relate personal experiences. Remind students that the disci-
pline decisions for students they work with should be directed
from their supervisor.

17
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111

Chapter 5
Making a Commitment to
Self-Advocacy

111
Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:Ill Describe ways they and others can encourage and promote

self-advocacy for individuals with disabilities.

Describe ways the community can encourage self-advocacy
III for individuals with disabilities.

111
Section 1: Promoting Self-Advocacy in Individuals
with Whom You Work

1111
Activity 1

Participants can use these tips as ways to promote and encour-

11
age independence, empowerment and self-advocacy in their
setting. Tell students that an atmosphere must be created where
it's the norm to expect individuals to self-advocate. They can be
a big part of that atmosphere by carefully nurturing individuals
toward their capacity and their own level of independence and
then sharing those successes with other staff members and ad-
ministration. Have students discuss ways they can promote inde-
pendence.

Activity 2
Discuss these points with the class as a lead-in to the activity
called "Promoting Self-Advocacy".

Activity 3

Have students complete this as a homework assignment. If they
aren't in a work setting yet, have them either brainstorm ideas
they could use to promote self-advocacy or interview someone in
their community that would have good ideas, such as a rehabili-
tation counselor, teacher, or a school counselor. Students should
bring this form back to the next session filled out and then form

1111 small groups to discuss their ideas. Have each group share their
ideas with the class. Make a master list of these ideas and give

111
each student a copy for future reference.

Activity 4

Tell students that in their position as a paraprofessional, they
can be very influential in encouraging individuals and their
families to get involved in the change process and make their
communities better for individuals with disabilities. Tell them
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these are some ways they can encourage action, but what are
some others? Encourage discussion around these action steps.

Activity 5

Have the students read the article "Who Can Teach Change Bet-
ter?" in Appendix J as another perspective of how and advocate
can relate to individuals as an advisor, as well as an advocate. Ask
them how they view themselves as paraprofessionals. Can they
see their role as also one of advising individuals toward their
own independence? Have students discuss this with a partner.
What should their role be in advising?

Activity 6

Have students read the NICHCY newsletter on self-determina-
tion found in Appendix K.

Chapter 6
Facilitating Friendships &
Socialization Skills
Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Identify the philosophy in facilitating friendships for indi-
viduals with disabilities.

Describe the three kinds of activities that help people build
connections with others: finding opportunities, interpreta-
tion, and accommodations.

Section 1: Facilitating Friendships and Socialization

Activity 1

This section serves as an introduction. It can be read indepen-
dently and then discussed as a group. When discussing this, ask
students what they think happens when one group is segregated
from society. Ask them to share any experiences they might have
had in facilitating friendships with individuals with disabilities.

Activity 2

Ask students to fill out this twelve point "Friendship Quotient"
individually. If they have comments or feelings about any of the
statements, ask them to write those under each statement. Then
go through the questions, item by item with the entire group
and ask for comments anyone has for each statement. Hopefully
they will have strong feelings about integrated vs. segregated

19
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U
environments for socialization skill development. Encourage
them to discuss their personal biases about friendship develop-
ment between persons with disabilities and persons without dis-
abilities. Tell the students in this module they will learn skills to

111
facilitate persons in relationships so they can learn to develop
healthy friendships in school work and in community settings.

Activity 3

Have the students break up into small groups and brainstorm
what they would do in the following situations to facilitate

111 friendships by finding opportunities, interpretation, and ac-
commodations. Have them meet for ten minutes in these

111
groups and write down their answers. Then have the groups
share and discuss their results with each other.

Chapter 7
Issues in Developing
Friendships for Individuals
with Disabilities
Chapter Goals

111
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Understand the importance of community ties and friend-
ships.

Understand issues in developing and sustaining acquaintan-
ces, friendships, interests, and membership in the community.

1111 Understand issues surrounding being part of a family, having
a partner, or being a good neighbor.

Section 2: Issues in Developing Friendships

Activity 1

Discuss with other ways to facilitate friendships. Write them
down as the suggestions are given. Have students write these
suggestions in the space that says "other suggestions that work".

USection 3: Issues in Developing Acquaintances

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate acquaintances. Write
them down as the suggestions are given. Have students write these
suggestions in the space that says "other suggestions that work".
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Section 4: Issues in Developing Membership

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate membership. Write
them down as the suggestions are given. Have students write
them in the space for "other suggestions that work".

Section 5: Issues in "Keeping in Touch"

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate "keeping in touch".
Write them down as the suggestions are given. Have students
write them in the space for "other suggestions that work".

Section 6: Issues in Being Part of a Family

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate being part of a fam-
ily. Write them down as the suggestions are given. Have students
write these suggestions in the space that says "other suggestions
that work".

Section 7: Issues in Having a Partner

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate positive partner-
ships. Write them down as the suggestions are given. Have stu-
dents write these suggestions in the space that says "other sug-
gestions that work".

Section 8: Issues in Being a Good Neighbor

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other ways to facilitate good neighborhood
relationships. Write them down as the suggestions are given.
Have students write these suggestions in the space that says
"other suggestions that work".
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Chapter 8
Developing Social Networks

111 Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:I Identify your support system.

Identify strategies to find out about neighborhood groups.
Demonstrate the benefits people in a social network get from
one another and give to one another.
List ten considerations when building a relationship.
Identify facilitator do's and don't's.

1111 Section 1: Social Networks

Activity 1
Have students fill out the handout "Looking at My Support Sys-
tem" either as a homework assignment or in class. Have them
discuss who in their own lives makes up their support system.
Discuss this as a group. Tell students to use this activity to help
prepare individuals they work with for the next activity.

Activity 2
Tell students you're going to walk through this next activity in
the same way they could do it with individuals with whom they
work. Say to students, "Who are the people in your life who are
important to you? Start with yourself in the center ring. Fill in
the names of people who are the most important to you in the
next ring, the next level in the next ring, and so on, until the
outer ring includes acquaintances or people who are on the pe-
riphery in your life. Notice the notches in each circle. Each
notch is a place for a name of someone in that ring you would
like to be in a closer ring. Write there name there. What can you
do to work toward that with that person? How can you relate
these ideas to helping individuals with disabilities you work with
to work toward closer relationships?" Tell students they can use
the second blank circle to do this same exercise with an indi-
viduals they're working with (or will in the future) who needs to
improve his or her relationships with others.

Activity 3
Have the students look at and discuss the figures "I Get My Sup-
port from My Relationship with Others" and "My Personal Support
Network". Discuss the circles that overlap and how relationships
are all different from each other. Discuss how these could be used

111 to help people with whom students will work. As an out of class
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assignment, have students work through this worksheet in one of
two ways, depending on the nature of the class. If most students are
currently working, have them do this exercise with an individuals
with whom they work. If not, have them do the activity with a friend
or neighbor.

Activity 4

Have the students complete this chart using themselves. Tell them
this is also an activity they could use with individuals to help them
discover others in their lives they'd like to know better.

Activity 5

Go through this list with the class and discuss how important it is
for paraprofessionals to have a network and supply of ideas
when helping individuals learn how to network and become in-
volved in their communities since most individuals won't have
many ideas of their own. Ask students to add to the list, from
their experience.

Activity 6

All these reasons for a social network should be discussed. Discuss
what life would be like for the students if they had no, or very
little, social network. Then discuss the difficulties many persons
with disabilities have in relation to these difficulties. Explain that
often individuals with disabilities don't have as many opportuni-
ties to tap into sources for building social networks. This creates
feelings of uselessness and isolation. This makes it even more im-
portant for the paraprofessional to work as a facilitator for friend-
ship and social network building. Everyone of the above avenues
for social network building can be opportunities for paraprofes-
sionals to help individuals tap into systems to make friends.

Have students read and discuss "Making Contributions" in
Appendix L. Discuss the ideas for students to help encourage
individuals to get involved in neighborhood & community activi-
ties to help create and develop their own social network.

Activity 7

Have the students break up into small groups and "pretend" to
be running a weekly staffing where they're discussing the social
situation in the following role-play. Have someone record the
discussion. The group "team meeting" should come up with
some IEP/IHP long-term objectives for this situation and some
short-term, or weekly goals for which to strive.

Activity 8

Explain to students that the importance of understanding this
list of "Ten Considerations for Building Relationships" is in the
fact that all relationships with all people follow this pattern to
one degree or another. When working to facilitate friendships
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for and with persons with disabilities it's especially important to
remember that there might be some difficulty in some of these
considerations. Some individuals may not understand the sub-
titles addressed here in establishing relationships and may need
to be taught these ten steps very deliberately as a means to help
facilitate relationships. Paraprofessionals should discuss these
ten points as a group and brainstorm ways they would "teach"
these tips to individuals with whom they work.

Activity 9

Hold a discussion with students about the do's and don't's of
facilitating friendships. Emphasize that there's a delicate bal-
ance between being proactive and taking over the relationship
development and the paraprofessional needs to support the ac-
tivity but not force friendships.

Chapter 9
Facilitating Friendships
Chapter Goals
Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Identify strategies that could assist people with disabilities to
start friendships.
Identify activities to facilitate friendships.

Section 1: How to Facilitate Friendships

Activity 1

Ask students to give examples for each of the eight steps to fa-
cilitating friendships from work or personal experiences. Discuss
these as a group. Ask students to discuss these questions: What's
the most difficult part of facilitating friendships? How do you
think you'll know when to back out and let the people handle
the friendship on their own? How can you "find opportunities"
without getting overbearing? How can you accommodate situa-
tions without being patronizing?

Activity 2

Have students brainstorm in small groups and come up with
additional activity ideas, then have each group share their ideas
with the whole group.

Activity 3

Paraprofessionals may want to look at the ideas in the "Conver-
sation Start-Up Kit" found in Appendix M as ideas to use to role
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play situations with individuals to help them get started in a con-
versation. Paraprofessionals can practice ideas for starting con-
versations with individuals in various circumstances as a way to
initiate contact that can lead to relationships.

Activity 4

Additional resource ideas to help facilitate friendships: Students
should read and discuss the ideas in the handouts "A Catalogue
of Ideas", "Doing Things Together", and "Community Re-
sources" located in Appendix N.

Chapter 10
Planning for the Future
Chapter Goals

Upon completing this chapter, students should be able to:

Describe MAPS and Personal Futures Planning.
Identify do's and don't's of person-centered planning.

Section 1: Promoting Friendships and
Self-Advocacy Through Futures Planning

Activity 1

Tell the students there are many strategies used for planning the
future with individuals with disabilities. These are just two, but
they illustrate the importance of individual self-advocacy.

Activity 2

Have students read and discuss the seven steps of Personal Fu-
tures Planning. Discuss the implications of Personal Futures Plan-
ning on the IEP /IHP process. This is required in the transition
planning process. Paraprofessionals can be instrumental in gath-
ering this information and sharing it at the individual's planning
meeting. Discuss the Personal Futures Planning process and the
impact it can have on the process of empowering individuals to
be their own best advocates. How can Personal Futures Planning
effect the individual's ability to develop relationships?

Activity 3

Stress the following do's and don'ts about futures planning and
looking at the abilities and capacities of the individual.

Activity 4

To become more familiar with the process of futures planning,
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have students read the three following scenarios. Although these
three situations deal with adult individuals, stress that futures

111 planning can be done at all ages. After students read the sce-
narios, discuss the benefits that the futures planning brought to
the lives of Gordon, Cindy, and Helen.
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An Introduction to the Series
This series should be useful to paraprofessionals and paraeduca-
tors in education as well as direct service staff in community agen-
cies in preparing for a career or in upgrading skills while already
employed. Skills needed by individuals working under a variety of
titles are often similar. Our focus is on those individuals working
in education, but most of the information contained in this series
is appropriate for others; please feel free to adapt it where needed.

The Need for Today's Paraprofessionals

The need for paraprofessionals to work with persons who have
disabilities has been growing in recent years. Increasing numbers
of persons with a range of disabilities are now living in small resi-
dential settings in our communities, attending regular classes in
neighborhood schools, holding jobs in local businesses, and par-
ticipating in community recreation and social activities. There is a
great need for paraprofessionals to provide the services and sup-
ports these individual need for community living.

By employing paraprofessionals, services for persons with dis-
abilities are able to expand and improve the quality of assistance
they provide. Some of the benefits paraprofessionals offer service
agencies and consumers are:

Expanded learning opportunities for persons with disabilities.
More individualized attention and instruction.
Increased opportunities for individuals with disabilities to ob-
serve and learn appropriate behaviors.
Increased planning time for educators, supervisors, and others.

Improved staff morale.
Better monitoring and evaluation of persons with disabilities.
Greater consistency in services.
Improved parent-school relationships.
Greater involvement of persons with disabilities in education
and other settings in the community at large.
Transportation assistance for individuals with disabilities.

Vocational skill development for individuals with disabilities.

The Role of Today's Paraprofessional

Paraprofessionals who work with individuals with disabilities have
a variety of roles and definitions, depending on the environment
in which they work. The Minnesota Department of Education
(MN 3525.0200, Subp. 9b) definition states that a program assis-
tant or pupil support assistant provides services to students only
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under the direct guidance and direction of a regular or special
education teacher or related provider, and those services must be:

To enhance the instruction provided by the teacher or related
staff in academic instruction, physical or behavior manage-
ment programs, transition, and other integrated activities.
To supplement instructional activities or to provide extended
practice in instances in which the support assistant has had
training from a special education or related services staff, and
continues to receive ongoing direction and support from a
special education teacher.

From the National Resource Center for Paraprofessionals in Spe-
cial Education and Related Services (City University of New York)
comes this definition of a paraprofessional:

A paraprofessional is an employee:

Whose position is either instructional in nature or who deliv-
ers other direct services to individuals and/or their parents.
Who works under the supervision of a professional staff mem-
ber who is responsible for the overall management of the pro-
gram area including the design, implementation and evalua-
tion of instructional programs and the individual's progress.

Paraprofessionals provide services in the following areas:

Educational programs
Physical therapy

Occupational therapy
Speech therapy
Recreation programs
Early intervention and preschool programs
Social work/case management
Parent training/child-find programs
Vocational training programs and job coaching
Community programs
Transition

Paraprofessionals are typically different from professionals in the
amount of education, certification required for the job, degree of
responsibility, and extent of supervision required.

Because the support of paraprofessionals is so essential to the
success of individuals with disabilities, this series is dedicated to im-
proving and enhancing skills for paraprofessionals.

About the Series

Whether you have years of experience working with persons who
have disabilities or are just beginning, there are probably many
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Introduction to the Series iii

111
questions you have about the role of a paraprofessional. Some con-

s cerns and questions will be very specific to your work setting, while
others will be more general. This series, Strategies for Paraprofession-
als Who Support Individuals with Disabilities, will cover both.

This curriculum is primarily for paraprofessionals who are (or
will be) working in educational settings (i.e., special and general
education). It will, however, also be useful for those in direct ser-
vice settings, such as vocational programs and residential settings.

The Strategies for Paraprofessionals Who Support Individuals with
Disabilities curriculum has four general, or core, training modules

111 and three specialized modules. The core modules, designed for
all paraprofessionals, are:

Module 1: The Paraprofessional: An Introduction
Module 2: Providing Cross-Cultural Support Services to

Individuals with Disabilities and Their Families
Module 3: Promoting Self Advocacy and Facilitating

Friendships and Socialization Skills for
Individuals with Disabilities

Module 4: Positive Behavior Strategies for
Paraprofessionals

The three specialized modules that address competencies needed

111
in specific types of service settings are:

Module 5: Early Childhood: The Role of the Paraprofessional
Module 6: Working with Individuals Who Are Medically

111 Fragile or Have Physical Disabilities

Module 7: Transition: The Role of the Paraprofessional

Each module is designed to stand alone, so you may select any
one that best meets your needs. However, it's recommended that

111
everyone begin with Module 1 because it provides a basic frame-
work for work as a paraprofessional and for the material covered
in all the other modules.

111
The training you are about to begin will not only address the

current reality for paraprofessionals working with individuals with
disabilities, but more importantly, the challenges for the future in

111 your career as a paraprofessional. Paraprofessionals aren't ex-
pected to have a total understanding of all the concepts in these
modules, but the paraprofessional who has a working knowledge
of these core concepts will be most effective.

Guiding Principles

Each module emphasizes six basic guiding principles for parapro-

111
fessionals working with individuals with disabilities. Those princi-
pals include:

111
The individual with a disability is the ultimate locus of control and
is the most important member in the decision making process.
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The family is the other primary locus of control. Family involve-
ment is essential in any decision making process.

The team concept is essential in setting up a plan with an indi-
vidual. This team includes the individual, the family, and all
those working with the individual, including the paraprofes-
sional. The paraprofessional is an essential link between what
is and what can be for the individual. The best follow-through
on any plan comes from teamwork.

The community should be the basis for all training, as much as
possible. This means that, whether offering real-life examples
in the classroom or working in real life situations in the com-
munity, the focus must be on the most natural setting and sup-
port possible. This is essential so the individual can make con-
nections between what is being learned on a daily basis and the
real world. This will help the individual generalize the experi-
ence to similar situations in his or her life.
Inclusion is the goal. This means that individuals with disabili-
ties should be included in the mainstream of society work,
school, and recreation. Devotion to such a model will create
the most positive results for the individuals and society as a
whole. Inclusion suggests that we can and will all benefit by
learning to work and live side by side with each other.
The most effective paraprofessional will be the individual who has
a good self-esteem and is able to be assertive. The assertive para-
professional is able to ask for support and guidance from staff.

About You: The Adult Learner

We know that the adult learner learns differently than younger
learners. This training reflects that understanding. In Strategies for
Paraprofessionals Who Support Individuals with Disabilities we respect
these principles about you, the adult learner:

You are capable and eager to learn new information.

You have voluntarily given your consent to become a part of
this training, and are spending valuable time and money in
order to participate.

You have a rich range of experiences. Therefore you learn best
when new information is built upon your past knowledge and
experiences. That's why we will do exercises to help you syn-
thesize the old and new information together.

You come to a new learning situation as a self-reliant learner
who has a good idea of how you want and expect to learn.

Your willingness to learn is based on a combination of outside
forces (family, kids, job, etc.) and inside forces (your anxiety,
excitement, fears, etc.). All these factors are going to affect
your feelings about learning.
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1111
You come into new learning with your own agenda. You know
what you want to get out of the training.

111 You have set aside time and reorganized priorities to make this
learning part of your already-busy life.

111 You expect and genuinely appreciate a facilitator or instructor
who is well-informed and well-prepared.

You need to get actively involved in the learning exercises to
get the most out of this curriculum.
You want to apply what you learn to your own situations. That's

1111 when it has real meaning for you.
You need a safe, comfortable environment in which to learn.

111
You want to establish networks with others who are also inter-
ested in paraprofessional skills.

11
Because of these facts about you, trainers will:

Review and ask questions about what you know.

Respect and view you as a resource.

Create a comfortable environment.
Expect you to take responsibility for your own learning.
Plan opportunities to practice new skills during class.
Give examples of how to apply information.
Use a variety of types of instruction.

Provide ways to evaluate training.

Use alternate methods to help you understand.
Give information in a logical sequence.

Give time for you to share your experiences.

Give you the chance to get know other paraprofessionals.

After the Training

111
You will leave this training with more information about parapro-
fessionals than you had when you started. It's important to remem-
ber that no matter how much knowledge you have about your job,
the individuals you work with are your greatest trainers. Each one
is unique and has his or her own interests and needs. The greatest
responsibility you have is to listen to those interests and needs, re-'. member what you have learned, ask what is needed, and use that
information in your working relationship and responsibilities.

1111

Therefore, use this training as a basis and build your skills from
this point, drawing upon each setting and individual. Whether cli-
ent, student, teacher, supervisor, principal, director, or superin-

111
tendent, you will learn from each. With each setting and situation
your confidence, ability, and skills will continue to grow. Remem-
ber, this training is only as good as the degree to which you use
what you learn; seek assistance so you can "do what you know."
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Introduction
This module is designed to help the paraprofessional facilitate the
ability of individuals with disabilities to determine for themselves
what they want and need in their lives. It will help you encourage
the exercise of self-advocacy skills in the individuals you serve.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Define self-advocacy, empowerment, and interdependence.

Recognize your role as a paraprofessional in the self-advocacy
process.

Demonstrate an ability to promote both self-advocacy and
empowerment.

Section 1
Self-Advocacy
In recent times, many terms have been used to describe the indi-
vidual pursuit of independence by persons with disabilities. A list
of buzz words around this topic have been developed, none of
which are clearly defined. Three terms used to describe this topic
are self-advocacy, empowerment, and interdependence. These terms are
defined below:

Self-Advocacy

Self-advocacy is the ability of an individual to know what he or
she needs and wants, and then based on those needs and wants,
make personal choices. Among the choices is that of asking for
support and assistance in order to live and work as independently
as possible. It can also be defined as what a person does to com-
municate (advocate for) his or her own needs or to protect his or
her interests or rights. In order to do this, the individual must
understand his or her personal strengths and weaknesses. He or
she must know what accommodations are needed, based on per-
sonal strengths and weaknesses. Self-advocacy is based on one's
ability to answer the following four questions:

What do I want?

What do I need? (as defined by the individual)
What do I like?

What do I dislike?

In Promoting Self-Advocacy by Mary Powell and Joan Shoepke
(1993), self-advocacy is summarized this way: "Self-advocacy is em-
powerment. It's not a single act, but rather a process which grows
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Activity 1

In addition to reading the
descriptions of self-advo-
cacy, empowerment, and in-
terdependence, have stu-
dents take turns reading
aloud sentences in order
from the handout entitled
"The Dignity of Risk" found
in Appendix A. Afterwards,
ask students to express their
feelings about the state-
ments. Do they feel they are
accurate statements about
the limitations placed on
people with disabilities by
society? Do they think those
limitations have merit or
are fair. Allow the feelings
of the group to be ex-
pressed, relating the ideas
expressed to the impor-
tance of the need for indi-
viduals to have the right
and ability to set their own
course.

Show Transparency 1.1



Activity 2

An important aspect of self-
advocacy is the family's in-
volvement. As background
information and "food" for
discussion, have the stu-
dents read the article "Fam-
ily Empowerment" from the
Beach Center on Families
and Disability newsletter
found in Appendix B. En-
courage discussion about
the issues related to family
involvement and empower-
ment. How does this affect
the working relationship of
the paraprofessional who is
often the "go between" be-
tween parents and other
staff because the parapro-
fessional is the one who
may have the most physical
contact with family mem-
bers on a daily basis? Also
discuss the role of the para-
professional in encouraging
the family to let their mem-
ber make more decisions
and choices as the indi-
vidual moves toward/into
adulthood.

2 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

with nurturing. The goals to help the person to fully develop his
or her potential for a regular life with regular choices. It can oc-
cur in individual or group situations."

Empowerment
Empowerment has been defined in many ways. Two examples

include: "Enabling people to obtain the skills, knowledge, and
abilities necessary to make their own decisions and gain control of
their own lives. Empowerment means leading independent, pro-
ductive lives" (Robert R. Davilla, former assistant secretary of
OSERS). According to the Minnesota Governor's Council on De-
velopmental Disabilities empowerment is defined as "processes
whereby individuals achieve increasing control over various as-
pects of their lives and participate in the community with dignity."

Interdependence
Interdependence is mutual dependence. It means depending

on one another. The individual has the ability to know personal
strengths and weaknesses, to know what he or she can do indepen-
dently, and to know how to ask for assistance. It means the indi-
vidual not only asks of and "takes" from the environment (includ-
ing the relationships that are part of that environment), but is also
asked of and contributes to the environment. It's a level of "deter-
mination" one would hope for with all individuals, with or with-
out disabilities.

Depending on the environment you work in, one of the above
terms may be used more than another.

The Paraprofessional's Role in Self-Advocacy

No matter what term is used to describe an individual's quest for
independence, the paraprofessional and other members of the
team have important roles in enabling people to self-advocate. As
stated in Shifting Patterns (1992): "At a personal level, people can
develop the capacities and competencies of empowerment and
self-determination only within themselves. People empower themselves.
Others can assist individuals to gain the skills, knowledge, capaci-
ties, and allies they will need to take control of their lives, create
and take advantage of opportunities, and overcome barriers."

When parents of individuals with disabilities were asked in a
focus group what tips they would give paraprofessionals about
encouraging independence in their son or daughter, they advised:

Watch the individual with the disability. Let him or her take
the lead, then help where or when needed.
Hold yourself back. Don't jump in to do what the person can
figure out to do for him- or herself.
Give extra help when needed.
Teach the individual to ask for help.
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Teach peers how to encourage independence by being role
models, and by telling individuals how to act to address their
own needs, rather than always jumping in and helping.

You are, or will be, working with people who have unique and
sometimes very great needs, and the natural response is often to
jump in and help. But self-advocacy is about choices and giving the
individual the respect and integrity to always have the opportunity
to make personal choices, as everyone deserves.

Consider this poem and think about self-advocacy. What do
you think about the poem? How does this relate? How did you feel
after you read it?

The Language of Us & Them

We like things.

We by to make fiends.

We take breaks.

We stand up for ourselves.

We have hobbies.

We choose our friends wisely.

We persevere.

We love people.

We go fora walk.

We insist.

We change our minds.

We have talents.

We are human.

They fixate on objects.
They display attention-seeking
behavior.
They display off-task behavior.

They are non-compliant.
They self -slim.

They display poor peer
socialization.

They perseverate.
They have dependencies on
people.
They run away.

They tantrum.
They are disoriented and have
short attention spans.
They have splinter skills.

They are...?

Adapted with permission from Mayer Shevin, in J. Pearpoint, M. Forest, &J.
Snow, The Inclusion Papers: Strategies to Make Inclusion Work, 1991.

What Kind of Behavior Are You Promoting?

Listed below are many headings that describe various types or
styles of behavior. It's important for you to think about where you
"fit in" with these styles. The activity on the following page will help
you understand the behaviors you rely on in your work as a para-
professional.

Activity 3

Have students read the ar-
ticle entitled "Empower-
ment Dependence versus
Independence" by Frank G.
Bowe, Ph.D. from the
OSERS News In Print news-
letter found in Appendix C.
Discuss the article with the
class in terms of its implica-
tions on self-advocacy now
with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) legis-
lation.



Activity 4

Ask the students to do this at
the beginning of class. Give
them about 5-8 minutes to
complete circling. Then ask
the group to list the behav-
iors they chose. Write them
down. Which behaviors are
the most prevalent? Ask the
students which behaviors
they feel are most supportive
of self-determination behav-
iors. Which behaviors do
they feel don't promote self-
determination? Make a list of
them. Ask the students to,
for their own records only,
start the behaviors they
would like to improve upon
in the future that would pro-
mote self-advocacy. Ask stu-
dents in paraprofessional
roles to share with those who
are not yet in that role.

4 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

Activity: Modeling Roles

Think of the phrases that promote self-advocacy below. Think of
the phrases that encourage dependency. Think of how you re-
spond to individuals in your work as a paraprofessional. Then
circle the twelve phrases which describe how you view your role as
a paraprofessional. Which skills do you want to be modeling?

As a Nurturer
Accepts, allows, encourages

Seeks out and acknowledges the ideas/expertise each person
offers

Invites

Requires

Sees potential in others
Brings out creativity in others
Creates a safe environment
Trusts

Ignores undesirable qualities in others
Communicates privately
Shows others how to sharpen skills
Self validates

Validates others
Defers

As an Innovator
Experiments; takes risks

Resists change

Sees, creates, focuses on possible options
Is open-ended

Suggests trying another way or idea

Assists others in expressing their views

Accepts differing opinions
Acts defensively

Sets up group problem solving and advises
Brainstorms

Initiates negotiations

Recognizes need for more information
Suggests how or when others might locate alternatives
Locates alternatives

Uses resources freely

Recognizes the need for help
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Introduction to Self-Advocacy 5

Caretakes, rescues

Includes individual in deciding what is needed
Sees the value of learning from what may seem a mistake or
bad experience
Sees challenges as opportunities to grow
Deals with "problem" situations

As One Who Cooperates
Believes in own personal power

1 Manipulates
Empowers others
Collaborates, cooperates
Sees that we are all in it together
Focuses on "being with"
Shares credit with others

1111

Values private time and space
Is always availableI. Creates a support network

111 Becomes unproductive, overwhelmed, immobilized
Appreciates and allows silent times

111 Feels a need to fill in silences with words; likes to hear self talk

As a Positive Person with High Self-Esteem
Celebrates self and others
Apologizes

111 Sees people as developing, growing
Trusts own intuition; encourages others to do the same

1111
Imagines things as they could be
Is positive and hopeful about the future
Acts burned-out, cynical
Believes that when offered a variety of choices, people will
make the best personal choice
Appreciates humor in self and others
Takes it all too seriously

Laughs with self and others
Perseveres; shows courage

As a Assertive Speaker/Listener
Speaks easily, tactfully, candidly

111 Hides behind jargon
Uses non-verbal, as well as verbal skills

Pays attention to requests
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Models gentleness and kindness with self or others
Models "asking for what I want"
Initiates or confronts

Relays back what is seen, heard, felt
Asks before giving feedback

Gives feedback, whether or not recipient is agreeable

As an Open-minded Individual
Treats others as equals

Accepts persons rather than forming preconceived ideas
Refuses to put people in slots, categories
Uses judgments, labels

When listening, refers issues to the appropriate persons
Blaming

Shows courage

Values differences, disagreements
Values only sameness, likeness

As a Delegator

Organizes, prioritizes for self, encourages others to do same
Models and supports taking responsibility for self
Takes responsibility for others
Listens and watches, focusing on strengths, skills that will help
person help him- or herself
Seems controlling
Encourages independence, risk
Encourages dependence
Provides ideas to define, clarify

Acts as a source of information only when appropriate
Delegates, with agreement
Does only for others and feels overloaded

Adapted from Using Natural Supports in Community Integration by E. Curtis, New
Hats, Inc., P.O. Box 57567, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84157. Telephone 801/268-9811.
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Shifting Patterns, Beliefs, and Attitudes

Shifting Patterns is a comparison of the ways individuals with dis-
abilities are often considered versus the ways individuals are con-
sidered. Read the "from" and "to" items below and think of these
comparisons as you go.

From To

No choice
Feeling hopeless
Self-doubt
Self-blame

'They owe me";
blaming others
Seeing deficits
Professionals know better
than parents or lay people
"We" choose for "them"

Power over
Exclusive ("us and them")
Differences as inadequacy
(he cultural perspective
The system sets the agenda
for individuals and families
Focus on information to
individuals and families so
they'll know what experts
think is best and act
appropriately
Focus on changing indi-
viduals and families

Focus on self-improvement

Professionals planning for
people
A professional team, to
which individuals and
families may be invited
Focus on services into
which the individual
can fit

Choice
Feeling hopeful
Belief in self
Promoting the possible
I am responsible for the future;
take control of my own life
Seeing strengths
People have different kinds
of knowledge
Consumers choose for
themselves
Power with and among
Inclusive ("all of us")
Differences as assets
Multicultural perspective
Individuals and families setting
and pursuing own agendas
Focus on skills, competencies
and knowledge so individuals
and families can set and pursue
what they think is best

Focus on individuals & families
changing the system and
public policy
Focus on self-determination,
self-creation, advocacy and
improvement
Individuals and families
planning for themselves
A team of family and friends,
to which staff who are dose to
the individual may be invited
Focus on how the world needs
to work so the individual is a
member of and contributor to
the community

Activity 5

Have two students read the
"Shifting Patterns, Beliefs
and Attitudes" chart out
loud. Have one student
read "from" statements and
alternate with another stu-
dent reading "to" state-
ments. After they finish, ask
the group their feeling or
reaction to the "from"
phrases versus the "to"
phrases. Discuss any un-
known phrases or terms. Do
they have an emotional re-
sponse to one over the
other? Do they characterize
the individuals they work
with or will work with using
more statements found in
the "from" side more than
the "to" side? Ask them to
think about going to work
in a new setting where the
treatment of the individuals
with disabilities is character-
ized more by the "from" col-
umn than the "to" column.
How would they react to
this environment? What
steps could/would they
make to change the envi-
ronment? Allow time for
good discussion on this
topic.
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A preoccupation with test
scores, problems, and
weaknesses

Having one's best interests
represented by others,
usually families

Being seen and treated as
a client
Life skills training

A preoccupation with strengths
and capacities

Making choices & representing
one's own interests

Representing oneself as a
citizen and person with rights
Assertiveness/advocacy training

Adapted with permission from the Cornell Empowerment Project and Shifting
Patterns developed by the Minnesota Governor's Council on Developmental
Disabilities, October 1992.

Summary
Understanding and being able to promote self-advocacy and em-
powerment in an invaluable tool for paraprofessionals working
with individuals with disabilities. This chapter defined self-advocacy,
empowerment, and interdependence and discussed your role in the self-
advocacy process. It also helped identify behaviors paraprofession-
als rely on in their work and offered a comparison of the ways
people with disabilities are viewed versus the way "normal" people
are considered. These concepts can be applied when assisting in-
dividuals with disabilities to become more empowered in all area
of their lives. Chapter Two explores ways to put these principles
into practice.

Questions to Ponder
In what ways do you currently promote self-advocacy and em-
powerment?

In your job, what are ways you can promote self-advocacy and
empowerment?

What are some ways others encourage and support your em-
powerment?

What are three ways individuals with disabilities are often
viewed in comparison with individuals without disabilities?
Think of ways you can help change this in your role and
through your behaviors.
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Introduction
How can you as a paraprofessional encourage self-advocacy? What
are your attitudes about self-advocacy? How do you respond to it?
How do you encourage negotiation? This chapter focuses on ways
paraprofessionals can put self-advocacy into practice.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify ways you can encourage self-advocacy.

Recognize your attitude about self-advocacy.
Define ways people self-advocate.

Demonstrate an ability to respond to self-advocacy.
Identify steps you can use to help people learn to negotiate.

Section 1
Encouraging Self-Advocacy
Those who encourage behavior that leads to self-advocacy are true
bridge-builders for the future of individuals. Some ways you can
encourage self-advocacy are:

Take time to build trust networks so the individual has confi-
dence in his or her support system and feels the courage to
self-advocate.

Give responsibility to the individual.

Show appreciation for contributions the individual makes at
home, school, and work.
Ask for the individual's opinion. This gives the individual the
understanding that their experiences and ideas have merit
and are valued.
Encourage the individual to participate in problem solving
and decision making at all times.
Accept mistakes.

Guide the individual through situations until he or she can ad-
vocate for him- or herself.
Get to know the individual and his or her strengths and weak-
nesses so you can help him or her make connections.
Start with small goals and work into the big ones.

Be patient and take time with the individual. Self-advocacy can
be scary business.

Give up control. Let events take their own course and just
"happen" when you feel the individual can handle his or her
own advocating.
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Activity 1

Have students read and dis-
cuss this section along with
the articles "Advocacy:
Noun, Verb, Adjective or
Profanity?" in Appendix D,
and "Confessions of a Pro-
fessional" in Appendix E.
Ask students to discuss what
role the paraprofessional
may have as an advocate for
an individual or family. Is
this informal or formal ad-
vocacy? What should it be?
Ask the students to share
personal experiences as ad-
vocates. Discuss the five les-
sons learned by the profes-
sional and how they relate
to the students' experi-
ences. Discuss enabling atti-
tudes when they're appro-
priate and when they're
not. Explain that helping
individuals to become self-
advocates is tricky business.
On the one hand they need
you and on the other hand
you must "push them out of
the nest". Make sure that
students realize their role
isn't to enable learned help-
lessness. Discuss this as a
group.

Show Transparency 2.1



Activity 2

Have the students complete
the following scenario out-
side of the classroom. They
should be prepared to dis-
cuss the process they ap-
plied to reach appropriate
self-advocacy with the class
upon completion.

10 Promoting Self-Advocacy

Don't fix or change things. Let the individual work things out
on his or her own.

Don't teach the community how to "accommodate". Teach the
individual to ask for the specific and appropriate accommoda-
tions needed.

Be responsive.

Have a commitment to the importance of self-advocacy.

Be creative with both decisions and judgments.

Understand that your role in promoting self-advocacy is, at
best,.unclear. You will be learning with each individual what
will be the best techniques to support his or her self-advocacy.

"You Create It" Scenario

Pick one choice from each of the items below and then create your
own scenario:

The individual is:

A child under five
A teenager
A young adult in college
An adult in a residential setting

The individual has:

Never advocated for self before
Has advocated unsuccessfully
Is a good self-advocate
Is aggressive in advocating
Is passive and doesn't know needs

The individual has:

A supportive, nurturing family
A passive, uninvolved family
A demanding, aggressive family
No family or family support

The individual is:

Ready to self-advocate
Is frightened to self-advocate
Doesn't know what to do
Can advocate with support

You have worked with the individual:

Daily over a long period
Never
Only occasionally
Only in self-advocacy training
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The individual:

Trusts you
Knows you're patient
Doesn't like you
Has had good experiences with you in the past
Has had bad experiences with you in the past

You are:

Committed to self-advocacy
An enabler
Responsive and perceptive
Dreading this part of your job

You and the individual are working on advocacy skills in

A work situation
A school situation
A home situation
A neighborhood situation
A relationship situation

Now address the following questions based on your scenario.

What was the specific situation?

What I did to promote self-advocacy?
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Activity 3

Have students complete
"Evaluating Your Attitude"
following the instructions
given. Then have them find
a partner and compare
their responses. After dis-
cussing with a partner, call
the group together to dis-
cuss what, as a group, they
feel are the essential atti-
tudes and beliefs necessary
to promote self-advocacy.

Show Transparency 2.2
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What did the individual do to be a self-advocate?

What accommodations needed to be made in the setting to
facilitate independence?

Who asked for those accommodations and how that was re-
ceived in the setting?

What part family members, friends, neighbors, teachers, or
agency people played in the situation?

What was the end result of the situation? Was it positive? Nega-
tive? How could the process have been better?

Activity: Evaluating Your Attitude

In order to promote self-advocacy, you must first evaluate your
own beliefs and attitudes. Understanding how you react to indi-
viduals with disabilities will help you understand how the commu-
nity at large reacts. It's also important to be honest withyour feel-
ings so that you can approach the issue of self-advocacy. If, for
example, your honest belief is that individuals with disabilities
have very limited capabilities on the job, and you're working as a
job coach, you will probably not promote and encourage the
individual's skills. On the other hand, you might behavevery dif-
ferently in that same situation if you felt the "sky's the limit." You
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would be more likely to help the individual accomplish whatever
he or she wanted to accomplish. How you view people limits their
ability to advocate and accomplish their goals. You must be hon-
est about this before becoming a promoter of self-advocacy.

With this in mind, complete the following inventory about
yourself and your attitudes and beliefs. Read the statements below.
Check each statement you truly believe.

I believe everyone (regardless of disability) has the right to achieve
their goals and dreams.

I believe that individuals with disabilities are entitled to reasonable
accommodations that will help them achieve their goals.

I also believe that there is a point beyond reasonable accommoda-
tions for which individuals should not have accommodations made.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to know what
they want.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to make good
choices for themselves.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to speak out for
themselves.

I believe individuals with disabilities must ask assertively for what
they want and need.

I believe its important to understand your rights, your strengths, and
your weaknesses in order to self-advocate.

I believe that self-advocates can create a lot of conflict in their advo-
cating, but sometimes that is a necessary part of the process.

I believe my major role in advocacy is to guide, encourage, and sup-
port individuals toward their desired goals, but the true, effective ad-
vocacy must come from the individual him- or herself.

Find a partner and discuss the statements you checked. Com-
pare your "beliefs" with his or hers. Do you differ significantly in
your beliefs? Decide together which items you feel are essential to
have checked to be a good promoter of self-advocacy.

Questions for Paraprofessionals to Ask Themselves
When Promoting Self-Advocacy

The following are "thought" questions for you to read. After read-
ing them, think about how you really feel about the questions and
how you would answer them. You don't have to write your answers
down but may if you wish. Pick two or three questions you want to
discuss and form a small group and discuss your reactions or feel-
ings about the questions. This exercise is meant to help you think
about your attitudes toward self-advocacy, what you do to encour-
age self-advocacy, and maybe ways you could improve.

Activity 4

Go through this list and ex-
plain and discuss each ques-
tion. Ask students to exam-
ine their behavior in the
past and consider how they
will or do work with indi-
viduals with disabilities.
Since we must assume we all
have biases to some extent,
in what way do their biases
show themselves? The
above questions may draw
out some of those biases. If
they do, discuss with stu-
dents what they can do to
readjust their thinking to be
more proactive in behalf of
individual's self-advocacy.



Activity 5

Discuss with students the
importance of them being
aware of such "cues" as
these ten questions. Some-
times individuals won't act
in a very demonstrative way,
but still may have good
skills to self-advocate and
may be asking for help, but
the paraprofessional may
not recognize it. This can
be so disappointing to the
individual that it may dis-
courage him or her from
advocating in the future.
Therefore, the paraprofes-
sional must have a "trained
ear" to listen for signs of
self-advocating and encour-
age those signs. Discussing
these questions can be one
way of creating an aware-
ness for paraprofessional.

Activity 6

Tell the students that these
steps are equally appropri-
ate for students or individu-
als in a work setting. These
are steps that are intended
to be used with situations as
they arise on a daily basis.
Detailed plans for self-advo-
cacy will be included in the
individualized program to
be used on a regular basis.
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Am I listening to the needs, interests, and desires of individu-
als or am I imposing my own point of view?

Do I see the human growth and potential of individuals or do
I see the "disability" and "limitations"?

How do I react when an individual is his or her own advocate?
Can I handle it?
Do I have a need to control the individual's decision-making?
Could any of my actions be considered a conflict of interest?
Is it okay for individuals to question my point of view and or
give me negative feedback about what I am doing?

Is it okay for individuals to tell me they don't need me and can
make their own decisions?
Do my actions:

Increase the self-respect, self-confidence, and self-reliance
of individuals so they feel comfortable taking risks?
Decrease dependence on me?
Teach individuals a process for making decisions and prob-
lem solving?
Involve individuals in activities that increase self-under-
standing and promote being the key player in personal de-
cision making?
Encourage individuals to obtain a wide variety of informa-
tion and points of view so they make informed decisions?
Recognize that anger is okay and even justified in many in-
stances and encourage individuals to use that anger toward
positive growth and societal change?

If you can answer yes to most or all of these questions, you're
preparing individuals to become positive self-advocates.

How Do I Know if an Individual is Self-Advocating?

If you can answer yes to any of these questions, the individual is ap-
propriately self-advocating. If the individual is doing the following,
praise him or her for assertive behavior. If the individual isn't us-
ing these behaviors, encourage him or her to do so. Give examples
of how this could be accomplished.

Is the individual:

Asking me for specific help?
Able to explain his or her disability to me?
Asking me in a direct manner?
Communicating slowly and in a manner that I can understand?

Organized to ask me for specific assistance because he or she
planned ahead?
Clear about his or her specific needs?
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Asking for assistance that seems reasonable given his or her
needs and the specific setting?
Respecting my rights as a paraprofessional?
Aware of his or her rights?
Talking about ideas that would help and asking for my input?

Responding to a Self-Advocate

You now know the "cues" of someone who may be appropriately
asking for assistance. But what steps do you take when an indi-
vidual does ask for help? These steps may be useful in helping you
develop a plan to support the individual.

Listen to the individual explain the situation in which he or
she is asking for assistance.
Ask the individual for his or her ideas on possible solutions (ac-
commodations or modifications).
Talk over the possible solutions with the individual.
Discuss the positives and negatives of each solution discussed.
Make sure solutions being discussed relate to the disability
area needing accommodation or modification. (Sometimes
you may come up with solutions that would be nice but don't
really relate to the specific needs of the individual and there-
fore aren't really considered "reasonable accommodations".)
Arrive at a solution you can agree on. Be sure to include any-
one else in the decision making that will be a part of carrying
out the modification or accommodation.
Set a time-line to implement a solution and follow up with an
evaluation of the solution chosen.
Make adjustments, if necessary, or continue of the solution is
working to the satisfaction of the individual.
Commend the individual for arriving at a solution. Remind
him or her that you will continue to "be there" for him or her
as needed for future issues and concerns.

Activity 7

Have students try the fol-
lowing situation in small
groups, then share their re-
sponses with the class.

Situation: A sixth grade stu-
dent with a learning disabil-
ity comes to you, the para-
professional in the special
education resource room,
and says she has to write a
paper on the Civil War for
history class. The girl has a
severe writing disability and
some organizational skills
problems. You have been
helping her and working
with the classroom teacher
throughout the year. What
solutions will the two of you
come up with?



Activity 1

Have the students discuss
the importance of clearly
"training" individuals in ne-
gotiation skills as they help
them prepare to advocate.

Show Transparency 2.3

Activity 2

Have students read the
seven situations from the
"Basic Human Rights and
Responsibilities" scenarios.
Encourage students to no-
tice how important it is to
observe individual rights
and responsibilities in the
negotiation process. Have
the students pick a partner
and have them discuss their
styles of negotiation. Then
have students share their
observations with the rest of
the class.
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Section 2
The Art of Negotiation
Learning to negotiate is an essential skill that will tie all the other
pieces of advocating together for individuals with disabilities. Here
are some steps that you can use and adapt with individuals to help
them learn how to negotiate for what they want and need in a con-
structive manner:

Introduce what you need to the person you need it from.
Present your needs clearly.

Discuss the rationale for your request. When you do this, re-
member to use your knowledge of your strengths and weak-
nesses, be specific, be consistent, and most of all, be believable.
You will be believable when you state what you know about
yourself in a clear, respectful, knowledgeable fashion.

Discuss example situations where you will need what it is
you're asking. In this way you're showing that you aren't "ask-
ing for the moon", but that at certain times and in certain situ-
ations, you have very specific needs, based on your strengths
and weaknesses.

Express the needs that you have one at a time (step by step) so
that the individuals can understand them.
Explain how this will make a difference to you in your life and
in your ability to perform.

Verbally (or otherwise, if necessary) rehearse your presenta-
tion/request. Use someone you trust as an audience. This will
help build your comfort level.

To the best of the individual's ability, encourage him or her use
the following body language:

Face the person with whom you're negotiating.
Use an appropriate voice tone.

Use appropriate (positive) facial expressions.
Use good body posture.

Use good listening skills.

Adapted from Self-Advocacy (unpublished) by Steve Hazell and Rud Turnbull,
University of Kansas.

Basic Human Rights and Responsibilities

Look at these seven situations in preparation for classroom discus-
sion. Notice the difference between someone's rights and their
responsibilities.
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Situation 1

Right: A person has the right to ask for what he or she wants.
Example: John has the right to ask to borrow his mother's car.
Responsibility: When asking for what he wants, John has the
responsibility to state his request specifically and in a calm
manner. He also needs to realize that his request may not be
granted.
Example: John asks his mother to borrow her car to go to the
movies Friday night. His mother, however, has other plans for
the car and refuses his request. John has the responsibility to
accept his mother's answer, to not throw a temper tantrum,
and possibly to discuss with his mother other options for get-
ting to the movies.

Situation 2
Right: A person has the right to try to change things that he
or she doesn't like.
Example: James doesn't like his job. He has the right to ei-
ther try to change the conditions of his current job or find
another job.
Responsibility: When trying to make changes, James has the
responsibility to state his concerns calmly and directly to the
people in charge. Grumbling about a situation but doing noth-
ing to change it is irresponsible behavior.
Example: If James is unhappy with his job and would like to
change the situation, he has the responsibility to talk directly
to his boss about the matter. He also has the option to quit his
job and find another.

Situation 3
Right: A person has the right to make his or her own choices.
Example: Jane has the right to choose what she will do with
her life when she finishes high school.
Responsibility: Jane has the responsibility to accept the con-
sequences of her choice and to make sure her choice doesn't
take away the rights of others.
Example. After much thought, Jane, an eighteen-year-old
high school student, decides she would like to be a construc-
tion worker when she finishes school. She knows, however,
that her dad would like her to go to college. Jane has the right
to choose whether she will go to school or work. She has the
responsibility, however, to accept the consequences of this
choice. In this case, two possible consequences might be
finding a job and dealing with an upset parent. Jane has the
further responsibility to make sure her choice doesn't take
away the rights of others, including her dad. If Jane tells her
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dad about her decision in a calm and direct manner, then she
will be acting in a responsible manner. However, if Jane yells
at her dad or lies to him, she'll be violating her dad's rights as
a parent (among which is the right to be treated with respect).

Situation 4
Right: Mary has the right to say "no."
Example: Mary has the right to say no to a classmate if he asks
her to do something that she doesn't want to do.
Responsibility: When saying "no", a person has the responsi-
bility to say it in a calm manner and without preventing other
people from exercising their rights.
Example: Mary's friend asks her to skip fifth hour English.
Mary doesn't want to so she simply says "no." Mary doesn't
need to explain her decision, but may if she chooses. By say-
ing "no" to her friend in a calm yet firm manner, Mary stands
up for her right. At the same time, she doesn't prevent her
friend from exercising his rights.

Situation 5
Right: A person has the right to privacy.
Example: Anna has the right to have some privacy in the
apartment she shares with two roommates.
Responsibility: A person has the responsibility to express her
desire for privacy and to make sure that by exercising this right
it doesn't infringe upon the rights of others.
Example: Anna shares an apartment with two roommates. She
asks a friend, Luis, to come over to watch TV. Anna asks her
roommates if she could use the family room for Saturday
evening so she could entertain her guest. Marsha, one of her
roommates, says it's fine with her because she's going out of
town for the weekend. Rosa, the other roommate, says it's okay
with her because she's working on an art project in her room.

Situation 6
Right: A person has the right to make mistakes.
Example: Terrell has the right to make the mistake of getting
on the wrong bus. This may be unpleasant, but it isn't the end
of the world. Making mistakes is one way people learn.

Responsibility: When an individual makes a mistake, he has
the responsibility to accept the consequences of that mistake.
Example: If Terrell gets on the wrong bus and is late for work,
he has the responsibility to explain what happened to his boss.
He also has the responsibility to accept other consequences of
his mistake, such as a reduction in pay.
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I
Situation 7

Right: A person has the right to be treated with respect.
Example: Nadine has the right to have her teacher listen to
her speak no matter how difficult it might be for Mary to ex-
press her ideas.
Responsibility: Every person has the responsibility to treat
other people with respect.
Example: If Nadine's teacher is giving an assignment, Nadine

111
has the responsibility to treat her teacher with respect. One
way Mary can do this is by listening to what her teacher says
rather than talking to her classmates. This shows respect not
only for Mary's teacher, but also for her classmates who need
to hear the assignment

111
All individuals have rights and responsibilities for their behav-

ior. The previous situations have shown in a variety of instances
that individuals clearly have rights and with each of those rights
comes the responsibility to act out those rights in an appropriate,
respectful manner. Along with rights and responsibilities are also
choices. Individuals have choices about how they will act out their
rights and it's their responsibility to make those choices in an ap-
propriate manner at all times in order not to infringe on the rights
of others.

These situations were adapted with permission from Self-Advocacy (unpublished)
by Steve Hazell and Rud Turnbull from the University of Kansas.

Summary
Understanding self-advocacy and negotiation, and the techniques
to promote theses skills, are abilities that paraprofessionals can use
to assist individuals with individuals with disabilities to become
empowered. As a paraprofessional, being able to identify and re-
inforce self-advocacy skills facilitates the ability of persons with
disabilities to determine what the want and need in their own lives.

This chapter discussed ways of promoting self-advocacy and
negotiation for persons with disabilities. Activities provided you

111
with opportunities to evaluate your attitudes concerning self-ad-
vocacy and ways you currently promote self-advocacy. Chapter
Three explores what it takes to be a successful self-advocate.

111
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Questions to Ponder
What were yoUr feelings when a person with disabilities self-
advocated and you supported his or her efforts? How did you
respond?

What were your feelings when a person with disabilities self-
advocated and you didn't support his or her efforts? How did
you respond?

In your own job, how have individuals with disabilities self-
advocated?

How do you promote negotiation skills in individuals with
disabilities?
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Introduction
In order to support the self-advocacy of individuals with disabili-
ties, you need to know the characteristics of a skillful self-advocate:
the necessary behaviors, understanding one's strengths and
needs, preparation, and practice.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Define the successful behaviors of a self-advocate.

Identify passive, aggressive, and assertive behavior.

Demonstrate effective self-advocacy techniques in difficult
situations.

Assist a person with disabilities to prepare for an individual
planning meeting.
Identify reasonable accommodations.

Section 1
Characteristics ofa
Skillful Self-Advocate
Many behaviors must be present for an individual to successfully
self-advocate, and these skills and behaviors will be introduced in
this section, along with activities designed to clarify the impor-
tance of these characteristics.

Behaviors of Successful Self-Advocates

A self-advocate is one who can:

Take the initiative to talk with others in person.
Tell the appropriate person about his or her disability.
Make his or her needs clearly known.
Ask to meet needs with an assertive (not aggressive) approach.

Explain his or her strengths and weaknesses to others to re-
ceive appropriate services and who can ask for appropriate ac-
commodations.

Show self-confidence in describing his or her needs.
Develop a positive relationship with people.

Approach the situation calmly and with self-control.
Supply information about his or her disability to those who will
be working with him or her.
Show respect to those from whom he or she is requesting help,
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Activity 1

Discuss the attributes of suc-
cessful self-advocates. Have
students add to the list. Dis-
cuss what they feel their
role as a paraprofessional
can and should be toward
this success.
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services and/or support.

Plan ahead for needs (rather than asking at the last minute).

What other characteristics can you and the class think of?

As a paraprofessional, it's important for you to know what can
be expected of the individual. When you understand the indi-
vidual's abilities, you can help, train, and support the positive atti-
tudes necessary for him or her to be a successful self-advocate. You
can expect self-advocacy behaviors to some degree from all indi-
viduals. Therefore, it's important to separate things you, do for the
individual that are necessary, and those things that the individuals
should be doing or asking for him- or herself.

You must be careful not to enable individuals to be inappro-
priately dependent upon you. Enabling means to do for the indi-
vidual what he or she could or should learn to do independently.
Sometimes it's difficult to determine what is enabling behavior
and what isn't. The best step to take when you're not sure is to ask
your supervisor, or better yet, observe and ask the individual. No-
tice his or her capacities and work from that point.

Discussing Strengths and Weaknesses

In order for an individual to be able to self-advocate, that person
must know his or her personal needs. This means understanding
one's strengths, gifts, and capacities and how to build upon these
assets. It also means knowing one's weaknesses and limitations and
how to accommodate or compensate for those areas. By learning
about one's strengths and weaknesses, an individual can develop
a strategy, in any given situation, for how to learn or accomplish
the task in the best way possible for him or her.

As part of the team process, it's important to share all informa-
tion including testing findings with the individual. As a parapro-
fessional working closely with the individual, it's important to
share observations about how the individual appears to learn and
cope with situations on a daily basis. It's important to encourage
staff to share information about the individual (both strengths and
weaknesses) with the him or her as a means of helping to develop
a better understanding of self. In too many situations, the needs
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(especially the weaknesses) of individuals are discussed without
their involvement. Too often extensive tests are given to individu-
als to learn their strengths and weaknesses and then never shared
with the individual in an understandable way.

It's important to explore with the individual all aspects of his
or her life. There are many areas of strengths all individuals have
that don't show up on test performance or daily activities but are
an important part of a person's life. These may be areas that can
be used to compensate or accommodate the individual when ob-
served as a "whole being". The best person to explore these
strengths (capacities) and weaknesses (limitations) is the indi-
vidual him- or herself.

An effective, simple way of exploring these areas with an indi-
vidual is to collect all the information you can about the
individual's strengths and weaknesses from a professional stand-
point. Then ask the individual to gather and think about all the
information on his or her strengths and weaknesses in all areas of
life. Then get together, with the collective information, and make
a chart together about including the combined information.
Based on the combined information on the chart, you and the
individual can work toward finding reasonable accommodations
based on individual needs and capacities.

Pages 24 and 25 contain examples of charts you could com-
plete with an individual with this combined information.

Passive, Aggressive, or Assertive?

Once people understand themselves by making a picture of their
strengths, weaknesses, and needed accommodations, they are
more prepared to start self-advocating. There are three ways indi-
viduals can express their needs: in a passive, aggressive, or asser-
tive manner. It's very important for individuals to know and un-
derstand the difference between these three styles and which one
will work the best in gaining the support they need. It's crucial for
individuals to clearly understand the different ways of expressing
needs and the best way to obtain the support they need. The three
types of expression are defined as follows:

Passive Behavior: This is when an individual knows he or she
needs assistance but is either afraid to ask for help or doesn't
really know how to ask. So rather than seeking assistance, he
or she just ignores the need or waits passively hoping someone
will step in and guess or assume the need.

Aggressive Behavior: This is when an individual knows, or
thinks he or she knows what is needed and demands service or
asks in a very angry or aggressive way. This method doesn't re-
spect the rights of others and is generally not accepted well by
the person from whom help is being sought

[Continued on page 26]

Activity 2

Have the students practice
using the charts on pages
24 and 25 either with a part-
ner from the class, an indi-
vidual they are currently
working with, a friend or
family member, or on them-
selves. Tell students to be
very specific in listing skills.
What seems small and insig-
nificant may lead to discov-
ering a vital link to help the
individual.

Activity 3

Passive, aggressive, and as-
sertive behaviors were dis-
cussed in the first module
in this series, The Paraprofes-
sional: An Introduction. Re-
ferring back to that module
may be appropriate here.
Explain that it's important
for the paraprofessional to
have a working understand-
ing of the difference be-
tween these three behaviors
because they have a daily in-
fluence on how the indi-
vidual learns these behav-
iors and responds to situa-
tions in an assertive, appro-
priate manner.

Show Transparency 3.1
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My Strengths and Capacities

Things I can do and am proud of doing:

In My Neighborhood In School

In My Place of Worship

On My Job

In My Social Life

In My Clubs & Social Groups

Accommodations that help me be successful:

S 9
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My Weaknesses and Limitations

Things I have more difficulty with and need support for:

In My Neighborhood In School

In My Place of Worship

On My Job

In My Social Life

In My Clubs & Social Groups

Accommodations that help me be successful:



Activity 4

These are suggestions for
paraprofessionals to use
with individuals who are
self-advocating. Everyone is
bound to run into the four
C's eventually. complaints,
criticism, conflict, and compli-
ments. Individuals need to
realize that each of these
have potential problems
and rewards. Being able to
handle conflict and compli-
ments is a skill that is part
of independent living. Tell
students to discuss these
four C's with the people
they will work with and help
them understand the mean-
ing of each. Help students
take an active role and ad-
dress complaints, criticism,
conflict, and compliments
with people with whom they
work in the natural setting
of their daily environment

Show Transparency 3.2
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Assertive Behavior. This is the behavior we are striving to de-
velop in positive self-advocacy. It's exhibited when an indi-
vidual knows what support/accommodations he or she needs
in a given situation, know who to ask for assistance, and then
asks in a clear, concise, polite manner. The assertive person
knows his or her legal rights, but isn't rude or aggressive in
having those rights meet

Self-Advocacy in Difficult Situations

As the paraprofessional working with the individual closely every
day, you can help him or her understand they are in charge of
their own assertive behavior and sometimes they will encounter
especially difficult situations. Techniques for them to use in han-
dling those situations may include:

When you have complaints, start with the source and state your
facts. If you don't get satisfaction, go through the proper chan-
nels using available support, until the problem is solved.
When you're being criticized, listen for the constructive com-
ments about yourself, take them seriously, accept the criticism,
but keep it in perspective so that you don't respond in a de-
fensive manner.
When you're involved in a conflict, state the problem and lis-
ten to the other person's perspective. Then brainstorm solu-
tions and select the best choice together. Try the solutions,
then evaluate it to see if it was effective. If the solution isn't
working, make necessary changes.

When you're complimented, accept the compliment without
expecting more or feeling you must return the compliment.

Be Prepared

Once the individual knows what it takes to be a positive self-advo-
cate, has an understanding of his or her strengths and weaknesses,
knows the proper behavior (assertive) to self-advocate, and under-
stands how to be in charge of his or her own behavior, the indi-
vidual is ready to get prepared! This means that the individual has
all the tools to advocate, but still needs some skills that you can
help provide. The two remaining steps in getting prepared are:

Sharing the appropriate information about him- or herself
with others.

Asking for accommodations or modifications based on this self
knowledge and an understanding of legal rights.

The best way to help the individual use the information
learned about him- or herself is to practice preparing for a meet-
ing. Use your experience collecting information on the strengths
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and weaknesses charts to complete the following scenario as a ex-
ercise. You can use this format in the future when helping indi-
viduals prepare for meetings. By planning and organizing the
individual's thought with him or her in this way ahead of time, he
or she will be able to express his or her own needs in the meeting.

Scenario

Let's assume that Jon, an individual you have been working with, is prepar-
ing for an transition meeting. He will be graduating from high school and
going to work. The following is the information you collected together.

Strengths and Capacities: You and Jon have listed on the strengths
and capacities chart that he's had a paper route in the neighborhood
for five years and has mowed lawns for neighbors for three years. He
has been successful on these jobs and has saved money in a bank ac-
count over the years. In school Jon has done well in industrial arts
classes, has been on the swim team, and has done well in basic math
concepts. He hasn't attended a church. In his social life, Jon has been
involved with a group of kids throughout high school that also live in his
neighborhood. Jon doesn't have a driver's license, but he takes the bus
or rides with friends wherever he goes. In terms of clubs or groups, Jon
has been in the swim club for three years. He appears to be well liked
by both faculty and students.

Weaknesses and Limitations: Jon has had several academic prob-
lems over the years, stemming from his disability. His reading skills are
at about the fifth grade level. He has had trouble following complicated
directions (both oral and written). Jon has been encouraged to be in-
volved in church youth group activities but feels he has been teased by
the group so he doesn't participate. He isn't able to drive and feels this
has an impact on his social life. Jon hasn't had a job outside the neigh-
borhood and has never had an indoor job.

Planning: Based on this information, Jon is going to enter the plan-
ning meeting and make some decisions about the type of work he
wants after high school. You, Jon, his parent(s), a psychologist, teach-
ers, rehabilitation counselor will all be in the meeting. Jon will be asked
to state the his experience, what he feels are his strengths and weak-
nesses, and what support (accommodations/modifications) he will need
on the job. Complete the following as a "cheat sheet" for the Jon in
preparation for the meeting.

My key strengths are:

Activity 5

Have the students fill this
out with a partner in class
and then discuss it as a
group. What are the types
of accommodations the stu-
dents decided upon for this
student? What others might
be needed on the job? Have
students go through this
process with the comments
on their own strengths and
weaknesses charts. Explain
to the students how impor-
tant it is to take time with
individuals to prepare them
for meetings so they will be
able to responsibly advocate
for themselves.
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My key weaknesses are:

My work experience includes:

The kind of work I am interested in:

The help I will need on the job:
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Steps to Self-Directed Individual Planning Meetings

Once an individual is prepared, he or she can function successfully
in his or her individual planning meeting and express personal
strengths, weaknesses, and desires. Each individual you work with
will be at a different level in his or her ability to participate in the
meeting. Nevertheless, individuals should be made aware that this
is their meeting and their opportunity to express personal dreams
and desires.

Time needs to be spent with the individual prior to the meet-
ing to explain what will happen, what his or her role should be,
and how important it will be for him or her to express personal
wants and needs in this group. As a part of the planning meeting,
you, as the paraprofessional, can assist your supervisor and the
individual in preparing the individual for his or her meeting by
encouraging him or her to ask for and/or do the following steps
in the meeting:

State the purpose of the meeting.
Invite everyone in the group to introduce themselves.
Review past goals to bring everyone up to date.
Ask for feedback from others in the group.
State the individual's, family's, and institution/school goals.
Encourage all to ask questions if they don't understand.
Be open to different opinions.
Have the opportunity to state the support he or she will need.
Summarize the goals.
Close the meeting by thanking everyone.
Make a verbal promise to work on the goals until the next
meeting.

If the individual has limited communication abilities, plan ways
with the team that the individual can interact and participate in
the meeting. Work with the individual ahead of time to help pre-
pare him or her to participate as much as possible. Make sure that
the individual's needs and wants are not overlooked just because
of limited communication or intellectual abilities.

Adapted from Self-Directed MP Student Workbook, Center for Educational Research,
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs.

Deciding on Reasonable Accommodations

An important part of what it takes to be a successful self-advocate
is to know what accommodations the individual will need to be
successful in reaching his or her goals. Accommodations don't just
refer to job situations. Individuals may need accommodations in
social settings, schools settings, residential, neighborhood, or
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Activity 6

Review and discuss these
steps to self-directed indi-
vidual planning meetings
with the class.



Activity 7

Explain to participants what
an important role they can
play in helping individuals
decide on a daily basis what
to ask for in order to re-
ceive the accommodations
needed to be successful in
all environments. Have
them share experiences
where they have helped in-
dividuals determine their
needs and then ask for
them appropriately. Explain
that one of the pitfalls for
paraprofessionals here is
knowing when to back out
and let the individual take
over for him- or herself.
There's a very delicate bal-
ance that needs to be ob-
served so the individual be-
comes accustomed to self-
advocating as soon as pos-
sible. Explain to partici-
pants how important they
are in helping individuals
learn to make decisions
about their needs and ac-
commodations in various
environments.
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work settings. The kind of modifications or accommodations
needed will vary depending on the individual. There's no list one
can go through and pick the right accommodation to meet the
needs of individuals in all settings. "Reasonable accommodations"
describes what is needed to accommodate individuals with disabili-
ties because it's language used in the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) which was enacted in 1990.

The best way for an individual to receive the accommodations
he or she needs is to know what they are. This means knowing
strengths and capabilities as well as weaknesses and limitations and
also knowing what has worked in the past.

If an individual you're working with is very young or has re-
cently acquired a disability, he or she may not have had enough
experience to know what works as an accommodation for him or
her in various situations. Some individuals who have had a lifelong
disability also don't know themselves very well. Individuals will
need you to offer suggestions about what accommodations might
work. In order to make suggestions, you should first ask or have
someone else find out for you:

What are your needs in this situation?

What help do you need from me or others?

What environmental changes can we create to make this situa-
tion work for you?

What types of needs do you have that we could solve with
equipment/technology? (The individual may not know the
answer to this but you may .have ideas based on how he or she
responds and your observation of the situation.)

Based on the answers you receive, develop a plan with the indi-
vidual to try some accommodations and see what works. If it feels
like you're "shooting from the hip," you probably are but some
of the best accommodations were designed this way. Deciding on
reasonable accommodations isn't a science. Most of the best ac-
commodations come from these kinds of brainstorming sessions.
Successful accommodations are often inexpensive and effective.

Once the individual has had experience with you guiding him
or her through the questions above, he or she will begin to feel
comfortable determining his or her own accommodations without
your guidance. When the individual reaches this point, he or she
is ready to advocate in his or her own behalf.

What Are Reasonable Accommodations?

The following are examples of reasonable accommodations in
learning situations for individuals with particular learning difficul-
ties. These are typical accommodations requested in school and
are just examples to give you an idea of what an accommodation
may be in a given situation.
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Accommodations for Reading Difficulties

Have the textbook tape recorded, or do this yourself or have
peers do it for him or her.
Read the textbook to him or her or ask a peer to do it.
Ask the individual if he or she would rather have directions
read aloud, or tests read aloud to him or her.
Ask the individual if it would help in understanding if he or
she had an outline or brief set of directions to follow along to
help focus attention.
Ask him or her if extra time is needed to complete reading
tasks.

Show him or her how to highlight or underline the main
points for clarification.
Suggest that the individual let the teacher or others know if he
or she is uncomfortable reading aloud in a group setting.
Help the individual with reading skills on a individual basis.
Help the individual to find a peer to help him or her review
the important points.
Teach the individual to work in a quiet area.

Accommodations for Writing Difficulties
Teach the individual to use a spelling dictionary.
Teach the individual to learn to use word processing with spell-
ing and grammar checking features.
Teach the individual to ask someone to proofread his or her
work.

Have the individual dictate written work.
Suggest that the individual ask if he or she could present in-
formation in another way other than written, like a verbal pre-
sentation or a drawing.
Suggest that the individual ask a peer to share his or her notes.

Tape-record instructions or lectures to listen to later.

Accommodations for Math Difficulties
Ask the individual to sit near the instruction or direction.
Suggest that the individual ask for explanation of symbols and
steps if he or she isn't sure.

Teach the individual to write down mathematical processes
step-by-step.

Set up the individual working with a peer who can explain the
math necessary to complete the task.
Show the individual how to use graph paper to keep problems
in line.

Show Transparency 3.3

Activity 8

Have students read "Out of
My Old Life and Into My
New One" by Michael
Kennedy, a young man with
cerebral palsy, found in Ap-
pendix F. This article is
meant to illustrate to stu-
dents the determination of
one man and what assertive
self-advocacy can accom-
plish. Discuss Michael's situ-
ation and the examples of
self-advocacy illustrated in
the article. Have the stu-
dents share situations that
may be similar. After stu-
dents have read the article,
have them discuss the fol-
lowing topics with each
other. Have any of the stu-
dents had similar situations
with individuals like
Michael? Ask students to
imagine what Michael's life
was like before he attained
the level of independence
he was capable of. What
does this article say to para-
professionals working with
individuals with disabilities?
What does it say to all of us
about limitations we place
on each other?



Activity 9

An optional activity at this
point would be to have a
panel discussion. Invite in-
dividuals in the area who
have disabilities and have
developed self-advocacy
skills to come into class and
discuss their experiences,
both positive and negative,
in this endeavor. Ask each
panel member to prepare
to give initial statements
about their lives, their histo-
ries, and how they have be-
come self-advocates. After
these initial statements,
have the students use the
following questions to en-
hance discussion with the
panel members. At the end
of the discussion, thank the
panel member and students
for participating in the dis-
cussion. If you can gather a
good panel together one
time, ask their permission
to videotape the discussion.
This videotape can then be
used at a later time with
other students or for fur-
ther discussion.
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Suggest that the individual ask for concrete examples when he
or she doesn't understand.

Suggest that the individual ask for additional time where math
is involved.

Teach the individual how to use a calculator.

Accommodations for Organizational Difficulties
Teach the individual to ask for an outline of instruction, rules,
directions, etc.

Teach the individual to ask for a schedule of what is going to
happen at the beginning of a class, or a job, or a series of in-
structions.

Teach the individual to ask for instructions to be repeated if
he or she didn't understand them.
Teach the individual to ask to have instructions written down
if needed.

Teach the individual to ask for individual time with the instruc-
tor or supervisor (on a job) for further explanation if he or she
doesn't understand what is expected of him or her.

These are just simple examples of accommodations that can be
arranged. Always remember that the individual should initiate his
or her own accommodations as much as possible. Your role, as a
paraprofessional, is to support these efforts toward independence
but not to discourage the individual's ability to seek out his or her
own opportunity to achieve that independence.

Self-Determination Panel Discussion

You may decide it may be helpful to have a panel discussion in class
or with the individuals with whom you work. The following ques-
tions may be used to ask the panel: use them to encourage discus-
sion with visiting panel members about their experiences as self-
advocates. You may also want to use these questions on the job
when you notice that some individuals seem to be better able to
express their needs than others. Asking questions, respectfully,
can be a very useful learning experience for you in helping other
less assertive individuals improve their skills.

What was the hardest thing for you to learn as you worked to
be a better self-advocate?

Can you give me an example of a time when your efforts at
speaking for yourself really paid off?

Can you give me an example of when speaking up and asking
for services or help backfired and got you into trouble?

What one piece of advice can you give me about advocating,
based on your experiences?
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What can I do as a paraprofessional on my job to facilitate self-
advocacy among individuals with whom I work?

Can you remember one person in your life who helped en-
courage you to self-advocate? Who was that? What did he or

111
she do to help you?

Adapted from Self-Determination: Thejourney to Independence developed by Michael

111
Wehmeyer and Hank Bersani, Jr.

Summary
IThis chapter discussed characteristics of a skillful self-advocate.
Specific behaviors were identified, including assertiveness, self-

111
confidence, planning, stating needs clearly, and respect for oth-
ers. A capacity chart was used to identify and build on self-advo-
cacy skills. Passive and aggressive behaviors were also discussed

111
particularly why they aren't successful behaviors.

Questions to Ponder
111 What are five behaviors of a successful self-advocate?

Have you personally observed a skillful self-advocate? What
made you feel he or she was skillful?
Have you ever had an experience where you felt you were a

1111

skillful advocate for yourself but were not successful?

How can you encourage individuals to advocate for them-
selves?
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Introduction
In order to be an effective self-advocate, you not only need to dem-
onstrate skillful behaviors, but also possess knowledge of the ap-
propriate rights and laws. By having knowledge of such rights and
being able to apply it in specific situations, you hold another key
to empowerment.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify the rights of the self-advocate, the consumer rights
statement, and the Resident Bill of Rights.
Discuss the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation act of 1973, IDEA, and Part H of IDEA.
Discuss the use of behavioral interventions.

Section 1
Individual Rights
People with disabilities have the same rights as any other human
beings. In order for an individual to be able to self-advocate, he or
she must understand his or her rights and it's your role as a para-
professional to assist people in the understanding of these rights.
The following are three examples of rights statements as pub-
lished in the manual Promoting Self-Advocacy by Mary Powell and
Joan Shoepke: the Self-Advocacy Workbook List, Consumer Rights State-
ment, and the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
When using these as examples, think about other rights that apply
specifically to the individuals with whom you work.

Rights Statement 1: Self-Advocacy Workbook List

The right to life.
The right of choice.
The right to freedom.
The right to try to be happy.
The right to make up your own mind.
The right to choose the people you want to be with.
The right to be listened to.
The right to eat what you want.
The right to go to bed when you want.

Adapted with permission from We Can Speak for Ourselves

Activity 1

Have the students read
these three sets of rights.
Explain that these are ex-
amples of basic human
rights for which all people
are entitled. Explain to the
students that these are in-
cluded in the module be-
cause sometimes people
with disabilities are denied
the basic rights of others on
the basis of their disability.
Explain that it's important
to remember as a starting
point that these are basic
human rights for all. Have a
discussion about these
rights, especially the United
Nations Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights and
how those rights may be
and have been denied indi-
viduals with disabilities.
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Rights Statement 2: Consumer Rights Statement

Rights are the things that the law says you should get, like the train-
ing that you need to live and work like everyone else. You have
many rights when you work here:

You have the right to be by yourself when you want to be.

You have the right to be treated well by staff.

You have the right to a safe place to work where you won't get
hurt.

People do not have the right to say or do bad things to you or
to keep you from eating or to take your money.

You have the right to know the rules about working here.
You need to know what to do when you don't like something.
You have the right to speak up for yourself.

You have the right to ask for an advocate, or someone to speak
up for you.

You can ask that a report about how you're doing be given to
you, your family, or your advocate.

You have the right to have your questions or concerns an-
swered as soon as possible.

You have the right to have a place to keep your things.
You have the right to use a telephone for private calls.
None of your rights can be taken away without a chance for
you to tell your side of the story.

You have a right to get the training you need to live and work
more independently.
You have the right to see a doctor when you need to and with-
out waiting a long time.

Staff cannot do things that might physically hurt you.

Adapted from Read My Lips

Rights Statement 3: The United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in
cooperation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal
respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental
freedoms,

Whereas a common understanding of these rights and free-
doms is of the greatest importance for the full realization of this
pledge,

Now, therefore, the General Assembly proclaims this Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights as a common standard of
achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
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I
individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration
constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to pro-

111 mote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive
measures, national and international, to secure their universal and
effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of
Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories
under their jurisdiction.

1 All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and
should act toward one another in a spirit of community.

2 A: Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as
race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

111
B: Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of
the political, jurisdictional or international status of the coun-
try or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be inde-

1111
pendent, trust, non-self governing or under any other limita-
tion of sovereignty.

3 Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
4 No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the

slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.
5 No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment.
6 Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person

before the law.
7 All are equal before the law and are entitled without any dis-

crimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to
equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this
Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

8 Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the compe-
tent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental

111
rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

10 Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hear-
ing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determi-
nation of one's rights and obligations and of any criminal

111
charge against him.

11 A: Everyone charged with a penal offense has the right to be
presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a
public trial at which one has had all the guarantees necessary
for one's defense.
B: No one shall be held guilty of any penal offense on ac-
count of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal
offense, under national or international law, at the time

111 when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be im-
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posed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal
offense was committed.

12 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with one's
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon
one's honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the pro-
tection of the law against such interference or attacks.

13 A: Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and resi-
dence within the borders of each State.
B: Everyone has the right to leave any country, including one's
own, and to return to his country.

14 A: Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other coun-
tries asylum from persecution.
B: This right may not be invoked in the case of persecutions
genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts con-
trary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

15 A: Everyone has the right to a nationality.
B: No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor
denied the right to change one's nationality.

16 A: Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to
race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to
found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage,
during marriage and at its dissolution.
B: Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full
consent of the intending spouses.
C: The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of
society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.

17 A: Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
association with others.
B: No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of property.

18 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or
belief; and freedom, either alone or in community with others
and in public or in private, to manifest one's religion or belief
in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interfer-
ence and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of frontier.

20 Everyone has the right to the freedom of peaceful assembly
and association. No one may be compelled to belong to an as-
sociation.

21 A: Everyone has the right to take part in the government of
one's country, directly or through freely chosen representa-
tives. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service
in one's country.
B: The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of
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I
government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genu-
Me elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting
procedures.

22 Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social secu-
rity and is entitled to realization, through national effort and

111

international cooperation and in accordance with the organi-
zation and resources of each State, of the economic, social and
cultural rights indispensable for one's dignity and the free de-
velopment of one's personality.

23 A: Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employ-
ment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to protec-

111 lion against unemployment.
B: Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to

111
equal pay for equal work.
C: Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable re-
muneration ensuring for oneself and one's family an existence
worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by
other means of social protection.
D: Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for

11 the protection of one's interests.

24 Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reason-

!' able limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with
pay.

25 A: Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for
the health and well being of oneself and of one's family, in-
cluding food, clothing, housing and medical care and neces-

11
sary social services, and the right to security in the event of un-
employment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other
lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond one's control.

111
B: Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and
assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock,
shall enjoy the same social protection.

26 A: Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. El-
ementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and pro-
fessional education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis
of merit.
B: Education shall be directed to the full development of the
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for

111 human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote un-
derstanding, tolerance, and friendship among all nations, ra-
cial, or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the
United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
C: Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education

111
that shall be given to their children.



Activity 2

Have students read and
then discuss the various
components of the "Resi-
dents' Bill of Rights". Tell
students this is an example
of the type of rights state-
ments they should find or
be given upon request in
any residential setting. Use
this as another example to
illustrate the rights that are
mandated and provided for
individuals with disabilities.
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27 A: Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural
life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scien-
tific advancement and its benefits.
B: Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and
material interests resulting from any scientific, literary, or ar-
tistic production of which one is the author.

28 Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in
which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can
be fully realized.

29 A: Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the
free and full development of one's personality is possible.
B: In the exercise of one's rights and freedoms, everyone shall
be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law
solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect
for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order, and the general wel-
fare in a democratic society.
C: These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised
contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

30 Nothing in the Declaration may be interpreted as implying for
any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity
or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the
rights and freedoms set forth herein.

This section on rights was adapted with permission from Promoting Self - Advocacy,
Instructor's Guide by M. Powell and J. Shoepke, presented by the Minnesota Associa-
tion of Rehabilitation Facilities (MARF), the Minnesota Developmental Achieve-
ment Center Association (MnDACA), and Brainerd/Staples Regional Technical
College (B/SRTC) as part of a collaborative grant from the Bush Foundation, 1993.

The Residents' Bill of Rights

The following Bill of Rights is another example of the rights man-
dated by law and provided especially for individuals with disabili-
ties. You may see a version of these rights in many forms in differ-
ent residential environments.

A: Purpose of the Residents' Bill of Rights
The purpose of the Residents' Bill of Rights is to identify the

rights of residents in Minnesota's community residential facilities
which are licensed as health care facilities and certified as inter-
mediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICF/
MR) . Services to persons with developmental disabilities should be
based on individual interests and needs and be designed to pre-
serve human dignity, and to protect both civil and human rights.

Home and Community Based Waiver programs use the Home
Care Bill of Rights which may be obtained from the Minnesota
Department of Human Services, 612/296-3971.
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B: Introduction to the Bill of Rights

The following is the introduction which is included in the Resi-
dents' Bill of Rights:

This document describes the rights of residents in Minnesota's
community residential facilities which are licensed as health care
facilities and certified as Intermediate Care Facilities for person
with Mental Retardation (ICF/MR). These rights are set forth in
M.S. 144.651-2, and in Volume 42, Code of Federal Regulations,
Sections 442.403 and 442.404.

Definitions: "Resident" means a person who is admitted to a
non-acute care program including extended care facilities, nurs-
ing homes, and board and care homes for care required because
of prolonged mental or physical illness or disability, recovery from
injury or disease, or advancing age.

Public policy declaration: It is declared to be the public policy of
this state that the interests of each resident be protected by a dec-
laration of a Residents' Bill of Rights which shall include but not
be limited to the following:

It is the intent of the legislature and the purpose of the Resi-
dents' Bill of Rights to promote the interests and well-being of
residents of community facilities. No community program may
require a resident to waive these rights as a condition of admission
to the program. Any guardian or conservator of a resident or, in
the absence of a guardian or conservator, an interested person,
may seek enforcement of these rights on behalf of a resident. An
interested person may also seek enforcement of these rights on
behalf of a resident who has a guardian or conservator through
administrative agencies or in probate court or county court hav-
ing jurisdiction over guardianships and conservatorships. Pending
the outcome of an enforcement proceeding, the community pro-
gram may, in good faith, comply with the instructions of a guard-
ian or conservator. It is the intent of this section that every
resident's civil and religious liberties, including the right to inde-
pendent personal decisions and knowledge of available choices,
shall not be infringed and that the program shall encourage and
assist in the fullest possible exercise of these rights.

The resident is to be fully informed, as evidenced by written ac-
knowledgment witnessed by a third party, prior to or at the time of
admission and during the stay of these rights and of all rules and
regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities. A copy
of the law is to be given to the resident. The interests of the resident
and, where appropriate, guardians, next of kin, sponsoring agen-
cies, representative payees or the public shall be protected by, but
not limited to, the following policies and procedures:

C: Individual Rights
Listed below are each of the rights contained in the Residents'

Bill of Rights.

7 6
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The Right to Information About Rights

Residents shall be told at admission that there are legal rights
for their protection during their stay at the program or through-
out their course of treatment and maintenance in the community
and that these are described in a written statement of the appli-
cable rights and responsibilities set forth in this section. In the case
of persons admitted to residential programs as defined in MN Stat-
utes 253C.01, the document shall also describe the right of a per-
son sixteen years old or older to request release as provided in
section 253B.04, subdivision 2, and shall list the names and tele-
phone numbers of individuals and organizations that provide ad-
vocacy and legal services for persons in residential programs.
Upon receipt of this statement and a full explanation, the resident
must acknowledge the receipt in writing. Residents already in the
program must be provided with written amended statements if
these provisions are changed. Reasonable accommodations shall
be made for those with communicative disabilities and those who
speak a language other than English. Current program policies,
inspection findings of state and local health authorities, and fur-
ther explanation of the written statement of rights shall be avail-
able to residents, their guardians or their chosen representatives
upon reasonable request to the administrator or other designated
staff person, consistent with Chapter 13, the data practices act, and
section 626.557, relating to vulnerable adults.

The Right to Courteous Treatment

Residents have the right to be treated with courtesy and respect
for their individuality by employees of or persons providing ser-
vice in a community residential program.

The Right to Appropriate Medical and Personal Care

Residents have the right to appropriate medical and personal
care based on individual needs. Appropriate care for residents
means care designed to enable residents to achieve their highest
level of physical and mental functioning. This right is limited where
the service is not reimbursable by public or private resources.

Isolation and Restraints

A minor who has been admitted to a residential program as
defined in MN Statutes 253C.01 has the right to be free from physi-
cal restraint and isolation except in emergency situations involv-
ing a likelihood that the resident will physically harm self or oth-
ers. These procedures may not be used for disciplinary purposes,
to enforce program rules, or for the convenience of staff. Isolation
or restraint may be used only upon prior authorization of a physi-
cian, psychiatrist, or licensed consulting psychologist, only when
less restrictive measures are ineffective or not feasible and only for
the shortest time necessary.
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111

The Right to Know Who is Providing Physicians Services

Residents shall have or be given, in writing, the name, business
address, telephone number, and specialty, if any, of the physician

111
responsible for coordination of their care. In cases where it is
medically inadvisable, as documented by the attending physician
in a resident's care record, the information shall be given to the
resident's guardian or other person designated by the resident as
his or her representative.

The Right to Know Who is Providing Services

Residents who receive service from an outside provider are
entitled, upon request, to be told the identity of the provider.
Residents shall be informed, in writing, of any services which are
provided to those residents by individuals, corporations, or orga-

nnizations other than their program. Information shall include the
name of the outside provider, the address, and a description of the
service which may be rendered. In cases where it is medically in-
advisable, as documented by the attending physician in a
resident's care record, the information shall be given to the
resident's guardian or other person designated by the resident as
his or her representative.

111

The Right to Information about Treatment

Residents shall be given by their physicians' complete and cur-
rent information concerning their diagnosis, treatment, alterna-

111
fives, risks, and prognosis as required by the physician's legal duty
to disclose. This information shall be in terms and language the
resident can reasonably be expected to understand. Residents
may be accompanied by a family member or other chosen repre-
sentative. This information shall include the likely medical or
major psychological results of the treatment and its alternatives.
In cases where it is medically inadvisable, as documented by the
attending physician in a resident's medical record, the informa-

l' don shall be given to the resident's guardian or other person des-
ignated by the resident as his or her representative. Individuals
have the right to refuse this information. Every resident suffering
from any form of breast cancer shall be fully informed, prior to or
at the time of admission and during her stay, of all alternative ef-
fective methods of treatment of which the treating physician is

1111 knowledgeable, including surgical, radiological, or chemothera-
peutic or combination of treatments and the risks associated with

111
each of these methods.

The Right to Participate in Planning One's Own Treatment

Residents shall have the right to participate in the planning of
their health care. This right includes the opportunity to discuss
treatment and alternatives with individual caregivers, the oppor-

111 tunity to request and participate in formal care conferences, and
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the right to include a family member or other chosen representa-
tive. In the event that the resident cannot be present, a family
member or other representative chosen by the resident may be
included in such conference.

If a patient or resident who enters a program is unconscious or
is unable to communicate, the program shall make reasonable
efforts as required under paragraph C to notify either a family
member or a person designated in writing by the patient as the
person to contact in an emergency that the patient or resident has
been admitted to the program. The program shall allow the fam-
ily member to participate in treatment planning, unless the pro-
gram knows or has reason to believe the patient or resident has an
effective advance directive to the contrary or knows the patient or
resident has specified in writing that they do not want a family
member included in treatment planning. After notifying a family
member but prior to allowing a family member to participate in
treatment planning, the program must make reasonable efforts,
consistent with reasonable medical practice, to determine if the
patient or resident has executed an advance directive relative to
the patient or resident's health care decisions.

For purposes of this paragraph, "reasonable efforts" include 1)
examining the personal effects of the patient or resident; 2) exam-
ining the medical records of the patient or resident in the posses-
sion of the program; 3) inquiring of any emergency contact or fam-
ily member contacted under this section whether the patient or
resident has executed an advance directive and whether the patient
or resident has a physician to whom he or she normally goes for
care; and 4) inquiring of the physician to whom the patient or
resident normally goes for care, if known, whether the he or she
has executed an advance directive. If a program notifies a family
member or designated emergency contact or allows a family mem-
ber to participate in treatment planning in accordance with this
paragraph, the program is not liable to the patient or resident for
damages on the grounds that the notification of the familymem-
ber or emergency contact or the participation of the familymem-
ber was improper or violated the patient's privacy rights.

In making reasonable efforts to notify a family member or des-
ignated emergency contact, the program shall attempt to identify
family members or a designated emergency contact by examining
the personal effects of the patient or resident and the medical
records of the patient or resident in the possession of the pro-
gram. If the program is unable to notify a family member or desig-
nated emergency contact within twenty-four hours after the admis-
sion, the program shall notify the county social service agency or
local law enforcement agency that the patient or resident has been
admitted and the program has been unable to notify a family
member or designated emergency contact. The county social ser-
vice agency and local law enforcement agency shall assist the pro-
gram in identifying and notifying a family member or designated
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emergency contact. A county social service agency of local law

111

enforcement agency that assists a program in implementing this
subdivision is not liable to the patient or resident for damages on
the grounds that the notification of the family member or emer-

111
gency contact or the participation of the family member was im-
proper or violated the patient's privacy rights.

111
Treatment Plan

A minor who has been admitted to a residential program as
defined in MN Statutes 253C.01 has the right to a written treat-.' ment plan that describes in behavioral terms the case problems,
the precise goals of the plan, and the procedures that will be uti-

111
lined to minimize the length of time that the minor requires treat-
ment. The plan shall also state goals for release to a less restrictive
program and follow-up treatment measures and services, if appro-
priate. To the degree possible, the minor resident and his or her
parents or guardians shall be involved in the development of the
treatment and discharge plan.

The Right to Continuity of Care

111

Residents shall have the right to be cared for with reasonable
regularity and continuity of staff assignments as far as program
policy allows.

The Right to Refuse Care

Competent residents shall have the right to refuse treatment
based on the information required above. Residents who refuse
treatment, medication or dietary restrictions shall be informed of
the likely medical or major psychological results of the refusal,
with documentation in the individual record. In cases where a resi-
dent is incapable of understanding the circumstances but has not
been adjudicated incompetent, or when legal requirements limit
the right to refuse treatment, the conditions and circumstances
shall be fully documented by the attending physician in the
resident's medical record.

The Right to Refuse to Participate in Experimental Research

111 Written, informed consent must be obtained prior to a
resident's participation in experimental research. Residents have
the right to refuse participation. Both consent and refusal shall be
documented in the individual care record.

The Right to Be Free from Abuse

Residents shall be free from mental and physical abuse as de-
fined in the Vulnerable Adults Protection Act (Section 626.557,
Subd. 2d). "Abuse" means any act which constitutes assault, sexual
exploitation, or criminal sexual conduct as referenced in the Vul-
nerable Adults Act or the intentional and non-therapeutic inflic-
tion of physical pain or injury, or any persistent course of conduct
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intended to produce mental or emotional distress. Every resident
shall also be free from non-therapeutic chemical and physical re-
straints, except in two possible situations: 1) as authorized in writ-
ing after examination by a resident's physician for a specified and
limited period of time and only when necessary to protect the resi-
dent from self injury or injury to others; or 2) in fully documented
emergencies if necessary to protect the resident from himself or
others, if the use is authorized by a professional staff member iden-
tified in written policies and procedures as having the authority to
do so, and the use is reported promptly to the resident's physician
by the staff member.

The Right to Treatment Privacy

Residents shall have the right to respectfulness and privacy as
it relates to their medical and personal care program. Case discus-
sion, consultation, examination, and treatment are confidential
and shall be conducted discreetly. Privacy shall be respected dur-
ing toileting, bathing, and other activities of personal hygiene,
except as needed for resident safety or assistance.

The Right to Confidentiality cf Records

Residents shall be assured confidential treatment of their per-
sonal and medical records, and may approve or refuse their re-
lease to any individual outside the program. Residents shall be
notified when personal records are requested by any individual
outside the program and may select someone to accompany them
when the records or information are the subject of a personal in-
terview. Copies of records and written information from the
records shall be made available in accordance with this subdivision
and the Minnesota statutes governing access to health records
(144.335). This right does not apply to complaint investigations
and inspections by the Department of Health, where required by
third party contracts, or where otherwise provided by law.

The Right to Know about Services Available

Residents shall be informed, prior to or at the time of admis-
sion and during their stay, of services which are included in the
program's basic per diem or daily room rate and that other services
are available at additional charge. Facilities shall make every effort
to assist residents in obtaining information regarding whether the
Medicare or Medical Assistance program will pay for any or all of
the aforementioned services.

The Right to Responsive Service

Residents shall have the right to a prompt and reasonable re-
sponse to their questions and requests.

The Right to Personal Privacy

Residents shall have the right to every consideration of their
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privacy, individuality, and cultural identity as related to their so-
cial, religious, and psychological well-being. Program staff shall
respect the privacy of a resident's room by knocking on the door
and seeking consent before entering, except in an emergency or
where clearly inadvisable.

The Right to Have Grievances Heard

Residents shall be encouraged and assisted, throughout their
stay in a program or their course of treatment, to understand and
exercise their rights as residents and citizens. Residents may voice
grievance and recommend changes in policies and services to pro-.
gram staff and others of their choice, free from restraint, interfer-
ence, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal, including threat of dis-
charge. Notice of the grievance procedure of the program or
organization, as well as address and telephone numbers for the Of-
fice of Health Program Complaints and the area nursing home
ombudsman pursuant to the Older Americans Act, section
307(a) (12) shall be posted in a conspicuous place. Every residen-
tial program as defined in MN Statues 253C.01, and ever program
employing more than two people that provides outpatient mental
health services shall have a written internal grievance procedure
that, at a minimum, sets forth the process to be followed; specifies
time limits, including time limits for program response, provides

111
for the resident to have the assistance of an advocate; requires a
written response to written grievances; and provides for a timely
decision by an impartial decision maker if the grievance is not oth-

111
erwise resolved. Compliance by residential programs as defined in
MN Statutes 253C.01 with section 144.691 is deemed to be com-
pliance with the requirements for a written internal grievance pro-. cedure.

Protection and Advocacy Services

Residents shall have the right of reasonable access at reason-
able times to any available rights, protectionists services and advo-

111
cacy services so that the resident may receive assistance in under-
standing, exercising, and protecting the rights described in this
section and other law. This right shall include the opportunity for
private communication between resident and a representative of
the rights protection service or advocacy service.

The Right to Communicate Privately

Residents may associate and communicate privately with per-

il sons of their choice and enter and, except as provided by the Min-
nesota Commitment Act, leave the program as they choose. Resi-
dents shall have access, at their expense, to writing instruments,
stationery, and postage. Personal mail shall be sent without inter-
ference and received unopened unless medically or programmati-
cally contraindicated and documented by the physician in the
medical record. There shall be access to a telephone where resi-
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dents can make and receive calls as well as speak privately. Facili-
ties which are unable to provide a private area shall make reason-
able arrangement to accommodate the privacy of resident's call.
This right is limited where medically inadvisable, as documented
by the attending physician in a resident's care record, where pro-
grammatically limited by a program abuse prevention plan pursu-
ant to Section 626.557, subd. 14, clause 2, this right shall also be
limited accordingly.

The Right to Have and Use Personal Property

Residents may retain and use their personal clothing and pos-
sessions as space permits, unless to do so would infringe upon
rights of other residents, and unless medically or programmati-
cally contraindicated for documented medical, safety or program-
matic reasons. The program must either maintain a central locked
depository or provide individual locked storage areas in which
residents may store their valuables for safekeeping. The program
may, but is not required to, provide compensation for or replace-
ment of lost or stolen items.
The Right Not to Perform Services for the Program:

Residents shall not perform labor or services for the program
unless those activities are included for therapeutic purposes and
appropriately goal-oriented in their individual medical record.

The Right to Manage Financial Affairs

Competent residents may manage their personal financial af-
fairs, or shall be given at least a quarterly accounting of financial
transactions on their behalf if they delegate this responsibility in
accordance with the laws of Minnesota to the program for any
period of time.

The Right to Associate

Residents may meet with visitors and participate in activities of
commercial, religious, political (as defined by the Minnesota stat-
ues regarding voting while residing in a community residential
program, 203B. 1) and community groups without interference at
their discretion if the activities do not infringe on the right to pri-
vacy of other residents or are not programmatically contraindi-
cated and documented in the resident's record. This includes the
right to join with other individuals within and outside the program
to work for improvements in long term care.

The Right to an Advisory Council

Residents and their families shall have the right to organize,
maintain, and participate in resident advisory and family councils.
Each program shall provide assistance and space for meetings.
Council meetings shall be afforded privacy, with staff or visitors
attending only upon the council's invitation. A staff person shall
be designated the responsibility of providing this assistance and
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responding to written requests which result from council meet-
ings. Resident and family councils shall be encouraged to make
recommendations regarding program policies.

The Rights (1. MarriedResidents

Residents, if married, shall be assured privacy for visits by their
spouses, and if both spouses are residents of the program, they

111
shall be permitted to share a room, unless medically conta-a-indi-
cated and documented by their physicians in the medical records.

TheRights of Transfers and Discharges

Residents shall not be arbitrarily transferred or discharged.
Residents must be notified, in writing, of the proposed discharge
or transfer and its justification no later than thirty days before a
discharge from the program and seven days before transfer to

111
another room within the program. This notice shall include the
resident's right to contest the proposed action, with the address
and telephone number of the area nursing home ombudsman
pursuant to the Older Americans Act (Section 307 (aX12). The
resident, informed of this right, may choose to relocate before the
notice period ends. The notice period may be shortened in situa-
tions outside the program's control, such as determination by uti-
lization review, the accommodation of newly admitted residents,
a change in the resident's medical or treatment program, the
resident's own or another resident's welfare, or nonpayment for
stay unless prohibited by the public program or programs paying
for the resident's care, as documented in the medical record. Fa-
cilities shall make a reasonable effort to accommodate new resi-
dents without disrupting room assignments.

The Right to Know theRules

Every resident shall be fully informed, prior to or at the time
of admission and during the stay at a program, of the rights and
responsibilities set forth in this section of all rules governing resi-

ildent conduct and responsibilities.

Section 2
Disability Related Laws

111
Individuals with disabilities and their families are protected under Show Transparency 4.1
several laws. It's important for individuals with disabilities to un-
derstand this and know what laws may apply to them and the rights
they have in a particular situation, whether it be work, school, or
home. Therefore, examples of laws have been added to this sec-
tion on rights so you, as a paraprofessional, have a basic under-.' standing of what some of the laws are affecting the rights of indi-
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Activity 1

Have students read the Fact
Sheet on ADA, found in Ap-
pendix G, and discuss the
main points of the law.
Have students discuss the
impact the law has had on
Roberta L. Juarez based on
her article "The Kindness of
Others" in Appendix H.

Activity 2

Read and discuss the Sec-
tion 504 Fact Sheet found
in Appendix I and other in-
formation with students.
Remind students how im-
portant it is for the indi-
viduals with whom they
work to understand their
rights under Section 504
and other laws.
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viduals with disabilities.
The following are examples of laws that affect individuals with

disabilities. This isn't an all-inclusive list, however these are the
laws most often referred to in schools and in residential and work
settings.

The Americans with Disabilities Act

The most recent law affecting individuals with disabilities is the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). Read the Fact
Sheet from the U.S. Department of Justice and then the article
"The Kindness of Others" found in Appendix H to give you a bet-
ter background of the law and its implications.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The Rights of Individuals with Disabilities Under Federal Law: As part
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112) Congress
enacted Section 504, the first federal civil rights law protecting the
rights of individuals with disabilities. Section 504 provides that,
"no otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United
States... shall, solely by reason of... handicap, be excluded from
the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance."

This law applies to state and local agencies and governments if
they receive any federal money.

This law protects any person with a disability who is "otherwise
qualified", just like ADA. That means the person with the disabil-
ity must be able to perform the necessary tasks (with accommoda-
tions and modifications if needed) in spite of the disability. This
means, if the disability doesn't prevent the individual from doing
an adequate performance on the job, he or she is entitled to the
job and cannot, under federal law, be denied the job. For ex-
ample, a person who is mildly retarded who can pass the drivers
license test is entitled to be hired to drive the school van because
he or she has proven the ability to perform the necessary tasks in
spite of the disability.

Section 504 also applied to school. If a student is in need of
accommodations or modifications to learn, he or she is entitled to
reasonable accommodations. For example, a person who uses a
wheelchair may enroll in a community college and find that the
department he or she needs to access doesn't have a ramp or el-
evator. The school must accommodate that student to access the
information. They may do that by relocating the class or lab, or by
putting in an elevator or curb cuts. Under Section 504, students
who may have learning disabilities are entitled to readers, note-
takers, books on tape, or other accommodations to facilitate their
learning.
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Section 504 came long before ADA but has been recently up-
dated and still covers some situations that ADA may not.

For further information about Section 504 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act, refer to the Fact Sheet provided in the appendices.

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

IDEA is a federal law (PL 101-476) which was formerly called the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142). There
are certain minimum standards all states must comply with under
IDEA and then each state can add to that compliance with addi-
tional statutes. Minnesota Chapter 3525 and Minnesota Laws on
Special Education along with IDEA spell out the rights of parents
for their children in special education. Some of these rights in-
clude the right to:

Agree or disagree to the school's request to test the child.
Have the child given a test that isn't discriminatory based on
race or disability once agreement to assessment is given.
Receive a written copy of the assessment results
Have assessment results explained thoroughly.
Have an independent evaluation if parents disagree with the
school's assessment. In this case, the school must pay for the
evaluation unless, through a due process hearing, the evalua-
tion given by the school is determined to be appropriate.
Have parents as equal members of the student's planning team
that decides if the student needs special education and if so,
to what extent.
Have someone accompany parents to the Individualized Edu-
cation Plan (IEP) conference.
Agree or disagree with the action suggested by the school.

Public Law 99-457 (Part H of IDEA)

This federal law requires schools to serve young children with dis-
abilities beginning at birth. The Individual Family Service Plan
(IFSP) is the written document, like the IEP, for this law. In this
plan, the needs of children are planned from birth to the age of
three. Minnesota has developed an IFSP plan. As of the fall of
1993, all services described in the IFSP (by all the agencies in-
volved) must be implemented.

Material on IDEA adapted with permission from PACER Center, Inc., 4826
Chicago Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55417, (612) 827-2966

ti 6

Activity 3

Discuss the rights of parents
under IDEA. Ask for stu-
dent input. Relate the
knowledge of these laws
and their importance to the
ability of individuals and
their parents to advocate.



Activity 4

Because so many parapro-
fessionals in schools deal
with behavioral challenges,
this section should lend it-
self to discussion. Encour-
age students to discuss the
pros and cons of this ruling
and to relate personal expe-
riences. Remind students
that the discipline decisions
for students they work with
should be directed from
their supervisor.
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Minnesota Rule 3525.2925:
Use of Behavioral Intervention with Pupils

As another example of Minnesota laws that provide rights to indi-
viduals with disabilities, the Behavioral Intervention Procedures
for Students with Disabilities is included in this section. This law is
specifically directed to rules governing the discipline procedures
used with students in school who have disabilities.

In 1989, the Minnesota State Board of Education was directed
by the Legislature to adopt rules governing the use of aversive and
deprivation procedures for students with disabilities. The Board
was asked to draft rules which promote the use of positive behav-
ioral interventions, and to ensure that aversive or deprivation pro-
cedures, when appropriate for a student, are included in that
student's Individual Education Plan (IEP). The rule, which went
into effect in January 1992, is intended to encourage the use of
positive approaches to modify students' behavior.

Three categories of behavioral interventions are listed in
Minnesota's Proposed Permanent Rule for Use of Behavioral In-
terventions with Pupils Who Have Disabilities. They are exempted
procedures, prohibited procedures, and regulated procedures.

Each school district is to revise district policies, where neces-
sary, and to provide any necessary staff development to appropri-
ately implement the new rule. Each district should distribute their
written discipline policy during IEP meetings, and review common
practices in terms of appropriateness for a particular student.

Exempted Procedures
Exempted procedures are planned instructional techniques

which are common practices in schools, and consistent with the
school discipline policy. Exempted procedures may include, but
are not limited to:

The use of corrective feedback;

The use of physical assistance to facilitate the completion ofa
response (such as guiding a child's hand to teach a handwrit-
ing skill where there is no resistance);

Requesting that a student leave an activity for a brief period of
time, or the temporary delay or withdrawal of goods, services,
or activities as a consequence of their inappropriate use.

Exempted procedures would appear on an IEP when they are
used as instructional techniques to help a child meet IEP goals and
objectives.

Prohibited Procedures
Prohibited procedures are those procedures which, under

Minnesota law, have been declared illegal for use in schools with
children who have disabilities. Such procedures are never to be
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I
used by teachers or other school staff. Since they are expressly

1111

prohibited, they would never appear on a student's IEP.
The following procedures are prohibited in Minnesota for use

with students who have disabilities:

111 Corporal punishment;
Requiring students to stand or sit in a position causing physi-

111
cal pain, the use of intense sounds, lights or other sensory
stimuli as an aversive stimulus;

The use of noxious smell, taste, substance or spray as an aver-
sive stimulus;

Denying or restricting a student's access to equipment such as
hearing aids and communication boards;
Faradic skin shock;

Totally or partially restricting either of a pupil's auditory or vi-
sual senses; or

Withholding regularly scheduled meals or water.
111 Regulated Procedures

Regulated procedures are any interventions used in a planned
manner that meet the definition of an aversive or deprivation pro-
cedure (see Definitions on the last page of this section). Regulated
procedures may be permitted as instructional strategies only when
positive or less intrusive methods of encouraging behavior change
have been tried without success. Any regulated procedure that is
being considered must be clearly articulated in a Behavioral Inter-
vention Plan (BIP), as part of a student's IEP, and can be imple-
mented only with the signed consent of the parents or in an emer-

111 gency situation. Regulated procedures include:

The use of manual restraints
The use of mechanical or locked restraints (e.g., handcuffs)
The planned use of suspension or dismissal from school
The use of time-out (where the student is removed from the
educational program and may be placed in an isolation room
or similar space), or

The temporary delay of regularly scheduled meals or water not
to exceed thirty minutes (except in an emergency).SIfa regulated procedure is being considered for use with a stu-

dent who receives special education services, a professional with
expertise in the use of positive approaches to behavior manage-
ment must be a member of the IEP team.

Assessment

An assessment must be performed before any regulated behav-
ioral interventions are recommended or initiated. The assessment
must examine the purpose of the intervention, the effect of the
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behavior exhibited by the student, and its seriousness. The assess-
ment summary must describe:

The behavior for which a regulated procedure is recommended;

A base-line measurement of the behavior;

Documentation of two positive behavioral interventions, and
any extra interventions attempted and their effectiveness;

A review of frequent use of Exempted Procedures (e.g., sitting in
the hallway or being sent to the principal's office);

Documentation that other treatable causes for the behavior
have been ruled out (health, medical, etc.);

What alternative procedures have been considered and ruled
out and why, and

A description of the proposed regulated procedure.

Positive Behavioral Interventions

Before any regulated behavioral intervention can become a
part of the IEP, the school must 1) document that it has tried and
was unsuccessful with positive approaches to manage the offend-
ing behavior, and 2) show that the purpose of the intervention is
to enable the student to develop appropriate skills. (The use of
Regulated Procedures should not be considered just to eliminate
unwanted behaviors, or for the convenience of staff).

If the two positive behavioral interventions have not been suc-
cessful in meeting the IEP goal a team meeting must be convened
to review the student's IEP. If the IEP team decides that the use of
a regulated procedure is necessary to meet the goal, the procedure
must be written into a Behavioral Intervention Plan in the IEP.
The RIP must list:

The target behavior and a base-line measurement of its fre-
quency and severity;

A description of the proposed behavioral intervention procedure;

The conditions under which the procedure will be used;
An explanation of why the procedure was chosen;

A statement of the expected behavior change that will occur;
A description of any discomfort, risk, or side effects;

The conditions or circumstances under which the intervention
can or must be discontinued prior to team review;
The anticipated effects if the procedure isn't used;
Who will implement the program;

The team review and evaluation date, not to exceed two months;

Coordination with home or care facility, and

The parent's informed consent (which may be withdrawn at
any time by notifying the program administrator; the proce-
dure must be stopped immediately upon parental request).
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I
Parental Consent

Parents must be contacted within three days of their having
withdrawn consent to the Behavioral Intervention Plan in the IEP,
to determine the need to review and amend the Behavioral Inter-
vention Plan and the need to convene an IEP meeting for a
change in placement or program. If parents are divorced but have
joint legal custody, informed consent must be obtained from both
parents before using a regulated procedure.

Emergencies

In the case of emergencies, regulated procedures may be used

111
to protect a student or other person from injury, emotional abuse,
or to prevent severe property damage, even if those procedures
are not written into the IEP however, emergency procedures that
are used twice or more per month require that a team meeting be
called to see if the IEP continues to meet the needs of the child.

Any time a regulated procedure is used in an emergency (any

111 time that the use of the procedure hasn't been planned in the IEP),
district administration and parents must be notified immediately.

Time-out

One of the most frequently used regulated procedures is time-

"!
out. Exclusion time-out occurs when a child is removed from his
or her regularly scheduled educational program. Seclusion time-
out is when a child is placed in a specially designed isolation room.
The use of time-out must be addressed in a Behavioral Interven-
tion Plan as part of a child's IEP. Included in the BIP must be a
provision for continuous monitoring of the child during time-out,

11 the criteria for the child's return to his regular activities, access to
water and restrooms if time-out exceeds fifteen minutes, and

ti
docu-

111

mentaon of the number of occurrences of time-out and the
length of time for each time -out. Time-out rooms must be safe for
children, with walls and floors covered to guard against injury.
Light switches must be outside the room. A time-out room must
have an observation window for continuous monitoring, have
smoke and fire monitoring devices, be well lit, clean, heated, and
ventilated, and must measure at least five by five feet.

Independent Review Committee
An Independent Review Committee must be available in each

district as an option for either parents or school staff, to review the
Behavioral Intervention Plan (BIP). The team must contain at
least two members who aren't employees of the district. Parents
may appoint one member of the team if they desire. Districts must

111
inform parents of their right to request a review; the responsibility
of the committee is to review relevant assessment and make rec-
ommendations regarding the Behavioral Intervention Plan. The

111 decision of the Independent Review Committee is advisory only

I
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and has no power to override the decision of the IEP team; it
should be viewed as a "second opinion" when either the parent or
the school has concerns regarding the planned interventions for
a particular child. The committee must include persons who are
knowledgeable about cultural and ethnic issues as well as about be-
havioral interventions.

Definitions
Aversive stimulus: an object used or an event or situation oc-
curring immediately after a specified behavior in order to stop
the behavior (a consequence perceived as unpleasant).
Aversive procedure: the planned application of an aversive
stimulus (the planned use of consequences).

Deprivation procedure: the planned delay or withdrawal of
goods, services, or activities the child would otherwise receive
if an identified behavior occurs or in an emergency situation.
Time-out: a procedure in which a student is completely re-
moved from the educational activity. Seclusion time-out occurs
when a student is placed in a specially designed isolation room
or similar space.

Emergency: a situation in which immediate intervention is
necessary to protect a student or others from physical injury,
or to prevent severe property damage.

Provided by PACER Center, Inc., 4826 Chicago Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55417,
(612) 827-2966. Refer additional questions you may have to PACER Center.

Summary
Knowing your rights and how to use them in specific situations is
a key point in the self-advocacy process. It's also beneficial to know
where to get new or additional information about rights and laws.
This chapter discussed specific rights and laws specific to individu-
als with disabilities.

Questions to Ponder
What are three of your individual rights? How did you learn
about these rights? How do you learn about the rights of indi-
viduals with disabilities?

How do you feel when your rights are being violated?

As a paraprofessional, what do you do to assure the rights of
an individual with whom you're working aren't being violated?
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Introduction
In this section you will read about ideas you can use to promote
self-advocacy with individuals you work with. Think of what you do
or will do on a daily basis as a paraprofessional. Compare what you
do with the sections below: how do you compare? What can you
do to improve your promotion of self-advocacy?

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Describe ways you and others can encourage and promote self-
advocacy for individuals with disabilities.

Describe ways the community can encourage self-advocacy for
individuals with disabilities.

Section 1
Promoting Self-Advocacy
in Individuals with Whom
You Work
Read the following tips: they can be used as ways for you to pro-
mote and encourage independence, empowerment, and self-ad-
vocacy in your setting.

Tips for Encouraging Self-Advocacy

Make a commitment to yourself, that promoting self-advocacy
is crucial to the future success of the individual.

Create a positive environment in whatever setting you're with
the individual.

Involve the administration in your efforts to encourage self-
advocacy.

Promote self-advocacy as a philosophy that will encourage in-
dependence.

Involve individuals with disabilities as a group to work toward
their own advocacy.

Prove to other "non-believers" that providing opportunities for
people to advocate for themselves is the best guarantee for
their success. Share stories highlighting self-advocacy at work.

Ensure that goals for the development of empowerment and
self-advocacy are part of the team process and the individual
planning process.
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Activity 1

Participants can use these
tips as ways to promote and
encourage independence,
empowerment and self-ad-
vocacy in their setting. Tell
students that an atmo-
sphere must be created
where it's the norm to ex-
pect individuals to self-advo-
cate. They can be a big part
of that atmosphere by care-
fully nurturing individuals
toward their capacity and
their own level of indepen-
dence and then sharing
those successes with other
staff members and adminis-
tration. Have students dis-
cuss ways they can promote
independence.

Activity 2

Discuss these points with
the class as a lead-in to the
activity called "Promoting
Self-Advocacy".
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What Works to Help People Advocate for Themselves?

People (parents, relatives, friends, and staff people) need to see
and treat the individual as a responsible person. Some ways to pro-
mote that are:

Firmly believe the individual has the right to choices, both in
everyday life and setting life goals.

Don't label the person, but get to know him or her as an
individual.

Ask and listen with care to what the person wants, what the
person's goals are, and what specific help the individual needs.
Do not assume you know what he or she needs.

Focus on the individual's capabilities rather than his or her
inabilities.

Match support to the individual instead of fitting the person
to what support is available.

Encourage the individual to work on what he or she wants to
work on, even if it's hard to see how far the person can go to-
ward the goal.

Work with the individual to find ways to make what the indi-
vidual wants possible by helping to problem solve and to con-
nect the individual with people who can help and be trusted.
Realize that some of the most valuable learning comes from
mistakes. The individual has as much right to make mistakes
as anyone else.

Avoid using labels. When labels are used, expectations are di-
minished. People do not expect someone with "that label" to
be able to speak for themselves to make their own choices, or
to be heard.

Encourage individuals to participate in integrated neighbor-
hood activities. Individuals with disabilities need to be seen as
active members in the community who have a valuable contri-
bution to make. When this happens, the old segregation ste-
reotypes can be eliminated.

"What Works to Help People Advocate for Themselves?" is adapted from Effective
Self Advocacy: Empowering People with Disabilities to Speak for Themselves, Report #90-
4, October 1990, Research and Training Center on Community Living, Institute
on Community Integration, University of Minnesota.

Promoting Self-Advocacy

What does this mean for you as a paraprofessional working with
individuals with disabilities? How can you promote self-advocacy
with the individuals with whom you work and still support them in
ways they need? How are you supposed to know when you're giv-
ing too much support and when you aren't giving enough? Make
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a list of ways you can promote self-advocacy of individuals with
whom you work. Bring it to class to discuss with the group.

In the classroom, I can promote self-advocacy by:

In the community, I can promote self-advocacy by:

On the job with individuals, I can promote self-advocacy by:

In the neighborhood, I can promote self-advocacy by:

Within the family, I can promote self-advocacy by:

Within myself, I can promote self-advocacy by:

Activity 3

Have students complete this
as a homework assignment.
If they aren't in a work set-
ting yet, have them either
brainstorm ideas they could
use to promote self-advo-
cacy or interview someone
in their community that
would have good ideas,
such as a rehab counselor,
teacher, or a school counse-
lor. Students should bring
this form back to the next
session filled out and then
form small groups to dis-
cuss their ideas. Have each
group share their ideas with
the class. Make a master list
of these ideas and give each
student a copy for future
reference.



Activity 4

Tell students that in their
position as a paraprofes-
sional, they can be very in-
fluential in encouraging in-
dividuals and their families
to get involved in the
change process and make
their communities better
for individuals with disabili-
ties. Tell them these are
some of the ways they can
encourage action, but what
are some others? Encour-
age discussion around these
action steps.

Activity 5

Have the students read the
article "Who Can Teach
Change Better?" found in
Appendix J. Have the stu-
dents read this article as an-
other perspective of how
and advocate can relate to
individuals as an advisor, as
well as an advocate. Ask
them how they view them-
selves as paraprofessionals.
Can they see their role as
also one of advising indi-
viduals toward their own in-
dependence? Have students
discuss this with a partner.
What should their role be
in advising?

Show Transparency 5.1

Activity 6

Have students read the
NICHCY newsletter on self-
determination found in Ap-
pendix K.
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What Can Be Done To Strengthen the
Commitment to Self-Advocacy?

Read the following action steps you can take with individuals and
their families to improve their lives and their ability to promote
self-advocacy. What other steps would you suggest for your com-
munity? Write them down in the space provided.

Encourage individuals with disabilities (and their families) to:

Speak for themselves by becoming politically active

Involve community leaders in their lives and their issues
Influence the way the media presents people with disabilities

Participate in disability service boards, councils, task forces, etc.
Reach out into the community for help

Teach individuals with disabilities (and their families) how to:

Become informed about government action and laws related
to disabilities.

Work on committees for local, regional, and national reform
Bring community leaders into the issues of individuals and
their families.

Watch the way people with disabilities are shown in advertis-
ing, on television, and in movies. If it isn't accurate, write and
call companies to educate and make them aware.
Read how individuals with disabilities are reported, described
in the newspaper, magazines, etc. If it isn't accurate, write and
call to educate and make others aware.
Find out what committees and task forces are doing in behalf
of individuals with disabilities in the community.

Think about their relationship with service providers. Are they
addressing the issues. Are they serving the needs? If not, work
to change this.

Find out what others are doing nationally to create change and
promote advocacy.

Other steps:

Adapted from Effective Self Advocacy: Empowering People with Disabilities to Speak for
Themselves, Report # 90-4 , October 1990, Research and Training Center on Commu-
nity Living, Institute on Community Integration, University of Minnesota.
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111

Summary
As a paraprofessional, you can make a commitment to promote
the self-advocacy of individuals with whom you work. This chapter
discussed specific tips like creating a positive environment, pro-
moting the self-advocacy philosophy, ensuring empowerment

11 goals, and sharing stories. Also discussed were ideas of how others
and the community could promote and make a commitment to
self-advocacy for individuals with disabilities. Some tips included

111 not labelling people, listening, making no assumptions about
people, and participating in inclusion activities.

111

Questions to Ponder
What personal commitment will you make to promote self-ad-

111 vocacy in the individuals with whom you work?

Have you seen families promote self-advocacy for a family

111
member who has a disability?
How have you seen communities promote self-advocacy for
people with disabilities?

111 What do you feel is the most important thing you could teach
individuals and their families about self-advocacy?

I
I
I
I
111
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Introduction
Individuals with disabilities who have traditionally been served in
segregated settings are now becoming full members of society in
the classroom, in the workplace, in the neighborhood. But physi-
cal integration doesn't automatically lead to social integration.
The physical presence of persons with disabilities in all settings
isn't, in itself, enough. Even though formal integration has often
taken place, individuals with disabilities are still quite isolated in
the environment

Individuals with disabilities need the skills to acclimate to the
environment, make friends, and develop long-lasting relation-
ships. That's why it's important for someone in the individual's life
to have the skills to facilitate the development of friendships. This
module is designed to give background and practical suggestions
to paraprofessionals to assist individuals in these efforts.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify the philosophy in facilitating friendships for individu-
als with disabilities.

Describe the three kinds of activities that help people build
connections with others: finding opportunities, interpretation,
and accommodations.

Section 1
Facilitating Friendships
and Socialization
It may seem artificial to say we need to facilitate friendships, that
friendship should be something that just happens. But relation-
ships between any two people don't just happen. They take work.
And teaching individuals with disabilities how that "work" happens
is very important.

Positive relationships and friendships are important to every-
one. It enhances learning, creates a sense of belonging, fosters
necessary interdependence, and (especially for individuals with
disabilities) helps create a feeling of, "I'm like everyone else. I'm
not different. I'm accepted."

No one person can be the sole source for facilitating friend-
ships. All the people who work with the individual need to know
his or her needs and desires to establish and help explore oppor-
tunities and strategies for facilitating friendships. Ultimately, the
best facilitator is the individual him- or herself. Helping the indi-
vidual attain the skills to facilitate personal friendships successfully
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Activity 1

This section serves as an in-
troduction to students. It
can be read independently
and then discussed as a
group. When discussing
this, ask students what they
think happens when one
group is segregated from
society. Ask them to share
any experiences they might
have had in facilitating
friendships with individuals
with disabilities.



Activity 2

Ask students to fill out this
twelve point "Friendship
Quotient" individually. If
they have comments or feel-
ings about any of the state-
ments, ask them to write
those under each state-
ment. Then go through the
questions, item by item with
the entire group and ask for
comments anyone has for
each statement. Hopefully
they will have strong feel-
ings about integrated vs.
segregated environments
for socialization skill devel-
opment. Encourage them
to discuss their personal bi-
ases about friendship devel-
opment between persons
with disabilities and persons
without disabilities. Tell the
students in this module
they will learn skills to facili-
tate persons in relationships
so they can learn to develop
healthy friendships in
school work and in commu-
nity settings.

Show Transparency 6.1
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is the ultimate goal.
Friendships can't be forced on people. Because you as a para-

professional often work individually or in small groups with
people, you can facilitate relationships and foster them between
individuals in their natural daily environment.

Check Your Friendship Quotient

Mark whether you think the following statements are truth or myth. There
are no wrong answers. Write any reaction you have next to the statements.
This will facilitate group discussion.

1

2

3

4

0 5

6

O 7

8

9

The enabling of people with disabilities is
important to help them make friends and self-
advocate.

Government funding trends indicate that
creating jobs is of greater importance than
creating relationships.

Paraprofessionals are in key positions to
facilitate friendships between individuals in
natural settings (work, school, recreational
activities).

With all the responsibilities and needs of indi-
viduals, it's hard to find time to observe ways to
facilitate friendships.

Most assessments focus on a person's
academic deficits rather than on personal
aspirations and requests.

The "service" system keeps individuals with
disabilities on the receiving end of relationships
where they're not expected to contribute and
therefore have little opportunity to learn how to
establish personal relationships.

Most individuals with disabilities don't have
many real opportunities to establish friendships.

Part of the reason people with disabilities don't
often find and establish long-lasting relationships
is because of the attitudes of society about
persons with disabilities.

If people with disabilities are not well integrated
into society, their chance for establishing friend-
ships with persons without disabilities is slim.

0 10 When encouraging independence and
facilitating friendships, the focus should be on
diminishing and fading support.

11 People with disabilities never totally blend in
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because subtle social rules and cues are
impossible to teach.

12 Self-advocates are happier working, living, and
socializing with people like themselves.

Adapted from Using Natural Supports in Community Integration (1990) by E. Curtis,
M. Dezelsky, and C. Coffey, Salt Lake City, Utah: New Hats, Inc.

Activities and Building Connections

According to Zana Lutfiyya (1988), friendship facilitation is de- Show Transparency 6.2
fined as "providing opportunities where people can comfortably
come together to meet each other." Facilitation means that some-
one (in this case, maybe the paraprofessional) is taking the lead
or the key responsibility to ensure that individuals are making the
necessary connections with peers that may develop into friend-
ships: Facilitation is an unobtrusive process which taps the exper-
tise of those who know the individual and are willing to help the
process along. When needed, the facilitator should talk through
the problems in relationship building and be there to help foster
and nurture the friendship development. And, just like in self-ad-
vocacy, the facilitator also needs to know to back out and allow the
individual to foster and nurture the friendship on his or her own.

Lutfiyya identifies three kinds of activities that help people
build connections with others: finding opportunities, interpretation,
and accommodation.

Finding Opportunities: This means actually setting up activi-
ties, events, or situations that can bring people together. In
order to do this, one has to know the individuals involved,
their interests, and try to create or find situations and activities
around similar interests.

Interpretation: This means helping the individual with the
disability present him- or herself in a positive way to others.
The individual needs to learn how to present him- or herself
based on strengths, common interests, assets, and positive hu-
man qualities. In this way, individuals with and without disabili-
ties can look to each other for friendship based on their com-
mon attributes (and not be turned away by each others'
differences).

Accommodation: This means making necessary changes in
the environment so the individual with a disability can inter-
act with others in the best possible way. It means helping to
facilitate an environment that feels comfortable for all to in-
teract with each other without feeling awkward.

Adapted from Reflections on Relationships Between People with Disabilities and Typical
People by Z.M. Lutfiyya, Syracuse University, The Center on Human Policy,
Syracuse, NY, 1988.



Activity 3

Have the students break up
into small groups and brain-
storm what they would do
in the following situations
to facilitate friendships by:
finding opportunities, inter-
pretation, and accommoda-
tions. Have them meet for
ten minutes in these groups
and write down their an-
swers. Then have the
groups share and discuss
their results with each
other.
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Group Exercise: Facilitating Friendships

The following three situations are examples in which paraprofes-
sionals can facilitate friendships. Read each situation and then
break into small groups to discuss these. As a group, determine the
opportunities, interpretations, and accommodations. Be prepared
to share your group's answers with the entire class.

Situation 1
Carol is a paraprofessional in a classroom for students with significant

behavior support needs in an elementary school (grades 1-5). She and the
supervising teacher have been working all year with Fred, who's ten years
old. Fred usually ends up in their "time out" area whenever he's required to
work in small groups on writing assignments in the regular classroom. He
acts out against other children. There's one friend in the class, Jose, who
usually brings Fred down to time out, but other than that they have little to
do with each other. Carol learns that Fred and Jose live in the same neigh-
borhood, ride the same bus, and go to the same church, but have never
really gotten to know each other. They rarely interact unless the teacher
asks Jose to bring Fred to time out. When asking Fred about Jose, he
speaks of him as'a close friend. Carol feels there is potential here to de-
velop this relationship. What steps can Carol take with Fred and Jose using
the three steps: finding opportunity, interpretation, and accommodation?

Finding opportunities:

Interpretation:

Accommodations:

0 2
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I
Situation 2

111 Lisa works at a family-style restaurant. She's been there for nine
months. Her job coach and the restaurant trainer are very pleased with her
work. She is polite to customers. Many of the customers know Lisa because
they all live in the neighborhood. When they start a conversation with Lisa
she's nice, but doesn't make real "contact" with them. She says she likes

111
her job. When Bob, the job coach, asked her if she was making friends on
the job, she looked at him and said, "I didn't know I was supposed to." There
are other young women Lisa's age that work at the restaurant with her. Bob

111 learned they've tried to be friendly to Lisa and ask her to do activities with
them, but they say she is so "shy" she always says no. What can Bob do to

1111

facilitate friendships on the job for Lisa?

Finding opportunities:

111

I
I

Interpretation:

a

Accommodations:

Situation 3
Andy lives in a group home in an established neighborhood in a large

city. He rides the bus daily to his job at a nearby printing shop where he
separates garbage and recyclable materials and other odd jobs. He sees
the same people at work each day, the same people on the bus, the same
people when he's out in the neighborhood, and the same residents and staff

111
people in his group home. Andy expressed to Alice, a group home parapro-
fessional, that he felt lonely. He related all the people in his life he comes in
contact with every day (as stated above) but he says he has no real friends

111 and he feels sad. What can Alice do to facilitate friendships for Andy?
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Finding opportunities:

Interpretation:

Accommodations:

Summary
This chapter gave background information and practical sugges-
tions for paraprofessionals to assist individuals with disabilities
acclimate to the environment, make friends, and develop long-
lasting relationships. By filling out the "Friendship Quotient"
checklist, you were able to gain a better understanding of your
feelings as they relate to facilitating friendships.

Questions to Ponder
How do you make friends and develop long-lasting relation-
ships?

How can you support the individuals with whom you work to
attain the skills to make friends and develop long-lasting rela-
tionships?
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111

Introduction
There are many issues relating to the development of friendships

111
for individuals with disabilities. This chapter discusses a number
of them, including understanding the importance of community
ties; developing friendships, acquaintances, and membership in
the community; keeping in touch; being a part of a family; having
a partner; and being a good neighbor.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:
111 Understand the importance of community ties and friend-

ships.

I Understand issues surrounding developing and sustaining ac-
quaintances, friendships, interests, and membership in the
community.
Understand issues surrounding being part of a family, having
a partner, or being a good neighbor.

1111

Section 1
The Importance of

111 Community Ties and
Friendships
The importance of community and the sense of belonging for all
people can't be underestimated. Many people with disabilities of-
ten have missed the typical opportunities throughout their lives
to meet and develop friendships naturally. They have lived a life
more dependent upon others than people without disabilities.
This makes it more difficult to establish natural friendships and
ties. It's so important for persons working and living with individu-
als with disabilities to realize the need for connections and ties and

111 help facilitate that in any way possible. It's the connection that we
feel with others that gives our lives meaning. Some of those con-
nections may be strong, others may be weak. Some of those con-snections come from work, school, church, the neighborhood, and
some come from close friends and family. Each type of connection
or tie has importance and meaning. Critical elements that deter-
mine the strength of connections or ties to someone may be:

111
Time: The amount of time spent with someone helps to de-
termine the strength of the relationship. If you're a parapro-
fessional working one to one with a person who has medical
needs, you may spend eight hours closely working with him or
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her daily. Without realizing it, you may be the most important
person in the individual's life by virtue of the time you spend
together. This means you can have a tremendous impact on
modeling relationship behavior with him or her.
Intensity: The amount of emotion attached to the relation-
ship with an individual equals the intensity of that relationship.
If there's a great deal of emotion in a relationship, there will
be more intensity in those ties than in other relationships
where there's less emotional attachment. If a paraprofessional
has worked with the same supervisor for many years, has gone
through many family issues together and many challenging
students or individuals and many work related changes to-
gether, the ties to that supervisor are probably very strong be-
cause much emotion is attached to the relationship. If a new
paraprofessional comes on staff with this team, his or her ties
(in the beginning) will be weak, with little emotion involved.
Intimacy: The amount of trust and confidence that is shared
with individuals determines the level of intimacy. Two co-work-
ers who have shared many work and family experiences to-
gether over the years and have shared their fears, hopes and
dreams, have developed a level of intimacy with each other.
Co-workers who happen to ride the same bus or each lunch in
the cafeteria at the same time, but interact seldom, have a
much weaker tie and don't share a level of intimacy.
Reciprocity: Part of creating strong ties is in the exchange
people have with each other. That exchange may be services
between each other such as sharing equipment, or giving help
to someone on the job, or it may be sharing living space. All
relationships (either weak ties or strong ties) require some give
and take. The level of give and take involved partly determines
the strength of the tie between people. If neighbors share buy-
ing and using lawn equipment they have closer ties than
people who simply greet each other when entering an eleva-
tor. Both are example of reciprocity, at different levels.

There are many important connection sources for all people.
These are also essential for individuals with disabilities as a means
for developing relationships. Some sources include friendships,
acquaintances, memberships in clubs and organizations, keeping
in touch with others, being part of a family, having a partner, be-
ing a neighbor and knowing neighbors. Although each of these
areas has the potential for developing relationships, for individu-
als with disabilities, there can also be particular challenges. Know-
ing and understanding these challenges can help prepare you, as
a paraprofessional, to better facilitate friendships. The following
sections will look at each of these "sources of ties" in terms of what
the difficulties may be for individuals with disabilities. Each sec-
tion will then address some ways that staff can help alleviate these
difficulties.
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Section 2
Issues in Developing
Friendships
Living at home with parents or in large group homes, many people
with disabilities find themselves with very limited opportunities to
make friends. They may find themselves tied pretty closely to their
parents' social lives, surrounded mainly by people of an older gen-
eration, or by company only of their parents' choice. Or they may
find that "services" put limits around with whom and where they
meet people. For instance, the size of the building or the way it
looks may make it harder for people to mix naturally. When large
numbers are grouped together, it's easy for segregated group ar-
rangements to prevail.

Attempts to provide volunteers or befrienders can be very help-
ful, particularly when they mean that one helpful citizen is
matched up with one person with a disability. The one-to-one
matching often doesn't happen and volunteers work with whole
groups. In such cases, it isn't clear what roles the volunteers play
or how they differ from staff.

Some services are so arranged that almost every part of life
happens under one roof or on one site living arrangements,
daytime activities, leisure and recreation. This means that most
people with disabilities meet relatively few people who are not ei-
ther other people with disabilities or staff who are paid to be with
them. Even these staff members move in and out of people's lives.
When these well known staff people leave, there's no one left who
knows the individuals with disabilities well enough to be able to
sustain past friendships. Because of limited opportunities for mak-
ing friends, many people with disabilities find themselves with few
friendships in the first place. Meeting people and making friends
leads to the second important process sustaining friendship
doing all those things which help keep friendships alive. Strong
relationships can survive many challenges, but if the friendships
must be sustained through long separation, distance, and lack of
communication, it probably won't survive.

Friendship What Helps Keep It Alive?

Of all the different ways of being connected with others, friend-
ship is probably the most important. The essence of friendship is
that it's freely given and that makes it particularly difficult to "ar-
range". These ideas could help you facilitate for those you serve:

Evaluate the individual's present circle of relationships by ex-
ploring these questions with him or her:

10

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate friend-
ships. Write them down as
the suggestions are given.
Have students write these
suggestions in the space
that says "other suggestions
that work".
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Activity 1

Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate acquain-
tances. Write them down as
the suggestions are given.
Have students write these
suggestions in the space
that says "other suggestions
that work".
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What have the individual's life experiences been?
Who are the people in the individual's life?
What kind of roles does the individual play in those rela-
tionships?
Where does the individual spend time?
In what activities does the individual participate?
What works and what doesn't work for this individual?
What are the individual's interests, gifts, abilities?
What does the individual have to contribute to others?
What help does the individual need?

Pay particular attention to recognizing friendships, especially
when the individual him- or herself may not be able to tell you
much about it directly.

Don't disrupt friendships by doing things such as transferring
people a long way away, or moving them from school to school
(or house to house), or shifting staff who are just getting ac-
quainted with individuals.

When someone does have to move and an important relation-
ship is under threat, take extra care to find ways of maintain-
ing that relationship and seeing that other opportunities are
created.

Ensure that people with disabilities have lots of positive en-
couragement and active support for developing connections
with people thereby increasing the chances that acquaintances
may grow into friendship.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 3
Issues in Developing
Acquaintances
Many acquaintances grow out of everyday life experiences and are
a fairly natural part of the business of living in a family, a neigh-
borhood, and going to school or work. When people with disabili-
ties have these activities in their lives, they are more likely to de-
velop acquaintances in natural settings. Too often people with
disabilities don't have these opportunities. What they often have
instead is a series of organized activities that are structured by fami-
lies, teachers, or service providers. Individuals make acquaintan-
ces, but often their closest acquaintances are with you, as parapro-
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fessionals or other service providers. The natural act of develop-
ing acquaintances is not natural or easily available.

Acquaintances seem to be sustained by simple acts like getting
together for a cup of coffee, going to a movie together, or saying
"hi" while walking along the street. Simple acts of hospitality buy-
ing a round of drinks, making a cup of tea are all the stuff of ac-
quaintanceship. With time, some people unused to these skills are
able to learn them. Others will always need someone on hand to
ensure these customs and common social skills are observed, and
that the person with a disability gets to participate, even if he or
she may not be skilled in initiating them or carrying them through
on their own.

The lack of a rich circle of acquaintances and sensitive help
which could develop and sustain it means that many people with
disabilities simply lack company a lot of the time. They may spend
a lot of time with other people but have no sense of connection to
them. Perhaps even more important, individuals with disabilities
may lack some of the vital kinds of useful contacts which acquain-
tances bring into the lives of everyone.

Acquaintances What Helps Create Them?

Since forming and sustaining an acquaintance doesn't demand
too much of the people involved, it's relatively easy to foster. Some
ways of helping are:

Use places where other people are, and at times when other
are there. Go to a local cafe or local park where others of the
same age may frequent.
Establish a routine of using places such as the a swimming pool
or library, so that you're likely to run into the same local
people often.
Always be careful to set an example of appropriate social be-
havior. For example, set an example of appropriate noise level
in public places by speaking at the appropriate volume.
As a paraprofessional, you can act as a bridge builder to help
facilitate acquaintances when you're out in the community
with individuals. You'll also be modeling behavior on how to
introduce one's self to others.
Other suggestions that work:



Activity 1

Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate member-
ship. Write them down as
the suggestions are given.
Have students write these
suggestions in the space
that says "other suggestions
that work".
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Section 4
Issues in Developing
Membership
Many people with disabilities don't belong to any organizations,
groups, or classes others belong only to those specifically for
people with disabilities. Often from the time they are young chil-
dren, individuals spend time in "special" organizations with oth-
ers who are labeled in the same way.

In segregated schools and clubs, their experience of life be-
comes more and more separate from others of the same age and
their activities child-oriented and without any valued responsibil-
ity. As people with disabilities spend more and more time with
each other they feel less comfortable with people without disabili-
ties, and people without disabilities feel less comfortable with
them. In the end everyone begins to feel that they just don't fit in
and are "better off with their own kind". A vicious circle is created.
For these reasons, many people with disabilities need some help
or support to enable them to join and actively participate in ordi-
nary groups and classes.

People with disabilities need people who are not staff and not
paid to be with them to sponsor and support their participation
and membership in organized groups- people with the same in-
terests as themselves.

Membership What Helps Get it Started?

Becoming a member of an organization can help build a sense of
belonging. Here are some ideas to help determine what's avail-
able, appropriate, and of interest in a particular area. These ideas
can help you help someone you work with become connected to
an organization.

Making and updating a complete list of all the groups, organi-
zations, and clubs you can think of. Brainstorm at staff meet-
ings about additional ideas. Make a map of where these are
located in your area. Give the list to parents and other staff.

Help the individual develop the skills he or she may need to
join a group that is of interest.

Include discussions about membership in groups as part of the
individual planning meeting with the team.

Accompany the individual to several meetings that he or she is
interested in until there's a comfort level for independence.
Find someone who has an interest in the activity, class, or cause
and who will accompany the individual to the meetings.

111
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Other suggestions that work:

Section 5
Issues in "Keeping in Touch"
Many individuals with disabilities have no basis for developing in-
terests because they have been severely deprived of resources, re-
lationships, and experiences. Many don't know what to be inter-
ested in because they haven't been introduced to interests. Others
may have clear interests but have had few opportunities to develop
them. There are also people who have had interests selected for
them by staff or parents, or have become locked into interests
which they once had such as children's games or adolescent
records that they have had no opportunity to replace with more
appropriate adult ones.

Other people's expectations can be a problem. One parent
said, "My daughter basically isn't interested in doing anything
nobody wants to spend time with a person like that. She's happy
enough with other people like herself. Trying to draw her out into
the kind of social life we lead wouldn't work: in fact, it would be
really unkind." The problem is not only to get beyond these very
negative assumptions, but also to get beyond the very real power
that parents and staff and others may exercise over the choices
people with disabilities can make in general.

Social worlds provide easily accessible ways of gaining a place
in community life. The potential choices are almost unlimited.
What stands in the way for most people with disabilities is the lack
of someone to provide the "way in", and give long-term support
for participation and involvement keeping up the subscriptions,
organizing the collection, attending events. Support is critical.

Keeping in Touch What Helps?

Once relationships have been formed, it's hard to sustain them
and keep them going. This is hard work. Here are some ideas to
help the process.

Talk with the individual about him- or herself. Have him or her
tell you or show you what they are interested in. Think of con-
nections these interests can make to developing relationships
within your community.

Activity 1

Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate "keeping
in touch". Write them down
as the suggestions are given.
Have students write these
suggestions in the space
that says "other suggestions
that work".
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Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate being part
of a family. Write them
down as the suggestions are
given. Have students write
these suggestions in the
space that says "other sug-
gestions that work".
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Introduce the individual to a wide variety of opportunities and
activities. Get the individual to try different types of activities.

Find people who are willing to give continued support to the
individual's interest in an activity. Are there friendships that
can develop out of this?

Take time to find out what is available in your community so
that you can be a resource to individuals when they show an
interest in becoming involved. Be ready with ideas.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 6
Issues in Being
Part ofa Family
Many children and adults with disabilities live with their parents
throughout their entire lives. The family takes on a lifestyle that is
not always typical, due to the particular needs of the individual.
There are other individuals with disabilities who live away from
their families. They sometimes have difficulty maintaining good
contact with their families. This creates problems for both the in-
dividual and the other family members. In order to feel connected
to the family, whether living with them or not, some active con-
nections may need to take place.

Being Part of a Family What Helps?

The point is not just to have a family but rather to have an active
connection with family. You can help and support this connection
when you:

Ensure that administrative arrangements (like the rules and
regulations in a residential setting) don't become obstacles to
an active connection with family. Make sure connection and
involvement by family is encouraged.

Help the individual know his or her family history (where the
family members are and where they are from) to develop a
sense of connection and belonging to the family.

Arrange for family members to share photos of various family
members and have the individual share these with others, ex-
plaining who they are and their connection to themselves.

Help individuals celebrate the traditional and special times
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when families are together: Christmas, Passover, weddings, fu-
nerals, birthdays, and other times specific to the individual's
cultural background.
Support individuals in having a growing and developing rela-
tionship with their family, and at the same time respect and
support the individual's need for independence.
Make sure the individual's needs are being met, even if that
means not including the family.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 7
Issues in Having a Partner
Many people with disabilities, whether they lived with their family
growing up, in institutions, or in the community, are now forming
partnerships and/or marrying. This situation sometimes creates
considerable concern among parents, staff, and people who plan
and manage services. They are not always as helpful as they might
be. One reason why it seems so challenging when people with dis-
abilities form partnerships is that it shatters old powerful myths
like "these are children that never grow up and therefore have no
sexual urges". Many people have a hard enough time talking about
these issues in their own lives and would rather ignore than sup-
port the union of people with disabilities. Individuals with disabili-
ties need a lot of support in developing partnerships.

Supporting Partnerships: What Can You Do to Help?

The need for a partner has to be understood in the context of a
wider need of satisfying friendships. When people have very few
friends at all they may find it very hard to choose a partner. What
you can do to help:

Some special skills may be helpful (e.g., counseling, therapy,
etc.) in supporting people who are making decisions about im-
portant relationships. Probably the most helpful resource
though is a wide range of other close friends. Help to facilitate
obtaining counseling and discussions with other friends if this
seems appropriate.

People who have many close friends with many different kinds
of interests and resources are more likely to be able to make
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Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate positive
partnerships. Write them
down as the suggestions are
given. Have students write
these suggestions in the
space that says "other sug-
gestions that work".
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Discuss with the class other
ways to facilitate good
neighborhood relation-
ships. Write them down as
the suggestions are given.
Have students write these
suggestions in the space
that says "other suggestions
that work".
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some longer-term commitments to one person.
When people find it very hard to communicate, it's important
to try to understand what kind of a partnership they may be
seeking. They may not be making typical choices that others
make. Individuals in these situations may need someone to
help them decide what kind of relationship would work out
best for them. If you, as a paraprofessional, have spent a lot of
time with the individual, you probably can offer a good listen-
ing ear and support as they work through to the best choice.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 8
Issues in Being
a Good Neighbor
Neighbors are people who live near each other. In a big city that
might mean the people on your block. In a small town it might
mean a much larger area. Good neighbors are friendly and help-
ful. They should respect one another's privacy. Privacy means not
intruding in the other person's life. It means respecting confi-
dences. Friendliness means offering warm, polite greetings, and
generally being interested and encouraging: Helpfulness means
doing favors for others like keeping an eye on someone's house if
they were away, or helping someone with a yard project. It also
means being helpful in emergencies. Sometimes a casual relation-
ship between neighbors can become a real friendship over time.
When a person with a disability who needs assistance with certain
projects lives in a neighborhood, it's nice to have neighbors to
turn to that will be helpful to him or her. People with disabilities
often don't have this close, healthy relationship with neighbors
and don't understand how these relationships work. As a parapro-
fessional, you can set a good example of how a person acts "neigh-
borly" and encourage individuals to develop those kinds of atti-
tudes and supports in the neighborhood in which they live.

Supporting Neighborhood Relationships:
What Can You Do to Help?

Establishing neighborhood relationships may take some support
from you. Here are some ideas to help support those types of rela-
tionships.
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I
Be helpful and considerate so as to serve as a good role model
for how good neighbors act toward each other.
Encourage individuals to exchange greetings with their
neighbors.

I Don't act as if you must "ask permission" when people with
disabilities move into a neighborhood, but instead, first make

111

sure that good ground work is done in the neighborhood for
healthy relationships to take place.
Teach individuals that it's all right to ask neighbors to help in
small ways to lend their garden shears, or give advice on trim-
ming the hedges. Suggest that the individual offer to water the
yard for an elderly neighbor. This is good advice for a way to

111 start a relationship.
Other suggestions that work:I

111

Adapted with permission from Ties and Connections: An ordinary community life for
people with learning difficulties (1988), Roger Blunden, The Ring's Fund Centre.

Summary
This chapter examined issues in developing and sustaining friend-
ships for individuals with disabilities. Specific suggestions were
offered of ways that paraprofessionals can support the growth of
friendships for people with whom they work. You were also given
an opportunity to explore your feelings about friendships for
people with disabilities. Building on what came in this chapter,
Chapter Eight will discuss ways of developing social networks.

Questions to Ponder
How do you define a friendship?
How can you be a "bridge builder" for an individual with dis-
abilities with whom you work? Who would you identify as a

1111
non-staff "bridge builder"?
Consider your role as a neighbor. Does it differ from your per-

111

ceptions of "neighbor" you had when growing up?

Do you know the organizations and groups in the community?
If not, how can you find out about them?I
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Introduction
A social network is all the people with whom an individual does
activities or all the people who are important to the individual.
The social network includes all the people the individual comes
in contact with such as the bus driver, co-workers, schoolmates,
parents, and friends. Some contacts are frequent and some are in-
frequent, but they're all significant and a part of one's social net-
work. The following quote illustrates the importance of your help-
ing to develop an individual's network of support:

"One candle alone has the power to give light, and we em-

111 power one another by passing the flame. If we give our gift
or flame to another, our flame will not be diminished, but
there will be more light. The circle of support helps us ig-
nite and inflame the desire and will in all of us to bring out
the best in each other. By working together we overcome
obstacles that we are unable to change by working alone.
By giving our gifts, energy, and our hearts to each other we
become empowered to build a future we desire. This is the

111
gift of the circle of support."

George Ducharme, One Candle Power

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify your support system.
Identify strategies to find out about neighborhood groups.
Demonstrate the benefits people in a social network get from
one another and give to one another.

111 List ten considerations when building a relationship.
Identify facilitator do's and don't's.I

Section 1
Social Networks

1111 To help an individual increase his or her social network, watch
how long it takes for someone to become important to the indi-
vidual. Observe how much contact takes place between the indi-
vidual and others before they seem to become important to him
or her. Does the individual "warm up" to people quickly? Are there
some types of people he or she is more drawn toward? Is the per-
son actively involved in a social setting or on the sidelines watch-. ing others?

Noticing these and other signs can help you understand the
individual's interests in a social setting as well as his or her need
for support.



Activity 1

Have students fill out the
handout "Looking at My
Support System" either as a
homework assignment or in
class. Have them discuss
who in their own lives
makes up their support sys-
tem. Discuss this as a group.
Tell students to use this ac-
tivity to help prepare indi-
viduals they work with for
the next activity.

Activity 2

Tell students you're going
to walk through this next
activity in the same way they
could do it with individuals
with whom they work. Say
to students, "Who are the
people in your life who are
important to you? Start with
yourself in the center ring.
Fill in the names of people
who are the most important
to you in the next ring, the
next level in the next ring,
and so on, until the outer
ring includes acquaintances
or people who are on the

[Continued on p. 83)
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Looking at My Support System

What do I already have?

Name How am I
supported?

Is it what Is it
I want? enough?

What do I want? More support or a different kind of support?

At Work
Type of support? From whom?

At Home
Type of support? From whom?

From Friends
Type of support? From whom?

There are various types of possible support trading support,
giving feedback, nurturing, playing, getting together, inspiring,
teaching, empathizing, sharing job or career resources, advising,
listening without judgement, being there, etc.

Draw in the rings below. You go in the center ring. Who are
the people in your life who are important to you? They go in the
ring next to you. In the next ring go people in the next closest
group to you. Continue until you reach the outermost ring.

Notice the "notches": these are the places people fit. It's that

a
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person in each ring that could be closer to you with some effort.
What steps can you take for him or her to be closer?

I Get Support from My Relationships with Others

I can identify the persons in my personal support network and the
areas in which they will be involved.

The Relationship

r,
1 4

[Continued from p. 82]
periphery in your life. No-
tice the notches in each
circle. Each notch is a place
for a name of someone in
that ring you would like to
be in a closer ring. Write
there name there. What can
you do to work toward that
with that person? How can
you relate these ideas to
helping individuals with dis-
abilities you work with to
work toward closer relation-
ships?" Tell students they
can use the second blank
circle to do this same exer-
cise with an individuals you
are working with (or will in
the future) who needs to
improve his or her relation-
ships with others.

Activity 3

Have the students look at
and discuss the figures "I Get
My Support from My Rela-
tionship with Others" and
"My Personal Support Net-
work". Discuss the circles
that overlap and how rela-
tionships are all different
from each other. Discuss how
these could be used to help
people with whom students
will work. As an out of class
assignment, have students
work through this worksheet
in one of two ways, depend-
ing on the nature of the
class. If most students are
currently working, have
them do this exercise with an
individuals with whom they
work. If not, have them do
the activity with a friend or
neighbor.
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There are many different types of relationships

eaP
Some are better than others.

My Personal Support Network

I can identify the persons in my personal support network and the
areas in which they will be involved.

SUPPORT
NETWORK:
advocates,

agency reps,
counselors,

etc.

EMPLOYMENT/
WORK

T1A:LSPORTATION,
AND

GETTING AROUND
THE COMMUNITY

HOBBIES,
FREE-TIME,

AND LEISURE

PERSONAL.
BUDGET AND

MONEY SKILLS

SOCIAL LIFE,
FRIENDS, AND

FAMILY
RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH
INSURANCE
BENEFITS

LONG-TERM
FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

trusts/wills, estates
wages, & income

Esir COPY AVAIL it
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Finding My Friends

Use this exercise to plan and discuss opportunities for making
friends and developing relationships. After filling this out to-
gether, have the individual fill in his or her circle of friends, in-
cluding those he or she would like to become closer to.

What do you do to make friends?

What I Do Who I'd like to know better

In my neighborhood

At work

In school

In my place of worship

In activities

Activity 4

Have the students complete
this chart using themselves.
Tell them this is also an ac-
tivity they could use with in-
dividuals to help them dis-
cover others in their lives
they'd like to know better.



Activity 5

Go through this list and
with the class and discuss
how important it is for para-
professionals to have a net-
work and supply of ideas
when helping individuals
learn how to network and
become involved in their
communities since most in-
dividuals won't have many
ideas of their own. Ask stu-
dents to add to the list,
from their experience.

Show Transparency 8.1
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Finding Out About Neighborhood Groups

If you're looking for ways to include individuals you work with in
neighborhood activities or looking for activities for individuals to
become involved in, here are some ideas:

Read meeting schedules found in the local newspaper.

Collect directories of community organizations from the pub-
lic library or ask the United Way organization for a listing, or
seek out self-help directories.

Talk to people at local institutions such as parks, recreation
centers, churches and community centers and ask what groups
schedule regular meetings in their buildings.

Conduct a phone survey of local residents and ask, "In what do
people participate in this area?" You may first want to send a
letter to residents in a selected area about your interest in area
activities and explain that a phone call will follow the letter to
ask for their suggestions of area activities.

Ask the librarian about local meetings and the times they
meet. Many meetings are held in the local library.
Ask for group names and meeting times. Many meetings are
held at local parks.
Call local bowling alleys and ask about leagues, etc.

Call churches and ask what local meetings are held in their
building, the types of groups, and the times they meet.

Adapted with permission from Getting Connected: How toFind Out About Groups and
Organizations in Your Neighborhood (1988) by Kathy Nakagawa, Center for Urban
Affairs and Policy Research, Northwestern University and Department of Reha-
bilitation Services, State of Illinois, 2040 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60208;
Telephone, 312/491-3395.

What Friends Do For Each Other

Here are some benefits that people in a social network get from
one another and give to one another in social relationships:

Information: People in a social network give and get informa-
tion from one another. For example: "Do you know any good
plumbers?" "Where did you get those shoes?"

Feedback: People in social networks give and get advice from
each other. For example, it might be technical having to do
with work or personal, or relating to social skills or manners.
Assistance in malting major life decisions: People in social net-
works help each other make big decisions about events such
as career changes, moving, marriage, or school plans.
Emotional support: People in social networks help each other
when happy and sad situations affect their lives. Some of those
situations might be death in the family, unhappy relationships,

1J 3
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problems with children, or celebrating happy events like births
and weddings.
Material aid and service: People in a social network help each
other out in small and big ways. For example, someone may
care for a neighbor's pet while out of town, a friend may loan
money until pay day, and a neighbor may loan tools or a lad-
der for a project.
Access to others: People who are part of a social network are
introduced to other friends and may extend their base of
friends at all levels. A friend may invite another to a party or
social gathering where new people and potential friends are
met. The neighbors may have a block party where one meets
new people.
Companionship: People who are part of a social network have
others they can plan activities with and have as companions.

Adapted with permission from Social Support Manual (1989) byJ. Stephen Newton,
Neighborhood Living Project, Specialized Training Program, 135 College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403-5215.

Levels of Support to Help Improve Social Life

The following are some ideas to offer support to individuals to
help improve their social lives. These ideas may be useful to you in
helping individuals establish and maintain relationships.

Write social life objectives in the IHP/IEP/IFSP.

Use staff meetings to notice and assign tasks to each other that
may naturally result in improved social experiences for the in-
dividual throughout the course of his or her day.

Set weekly goals for socially integrated activities. Break down
those ideas into small steps so the individual is always working
on a manageable piece of a social life skill area.

Rotate the responsibility among staff members to be the social
director for a week. That person planning social activities for
the week can be non-staff people (volunteers), kitchen staff,
office staff, as well as paraprofessionals and teachers, counse-
lors, etc.

Encourage individuals and their families (or group home lead-
ers) to volunteer to have an in-home social activity. For ex-
ample, someone may host a Monday night football party get
together, another may host a walk around the area lake or
neighborhood.
Help individuals join local clubs, organizations and churches
that share his or her common interests. Then help the indi-
vidual focus on getting involved. Help in the organizational
process (such as registration fees, paper work, finding the lo-
cation and time, arranging transportation) until he or she is

2 4

Activity 6

All these reasons for a social
network should be dis-
cussed. Discuss what life
would be like for the stu-
dents if they had no, or very
little, social network. Then
discuss the difficulties many
persons with disabilities
have in relation to these dif-
ficulties. Explain that often
individuals with disabilities
don't have as many oppor-
tunities to tap into sources
for building social net-
works. This creates feelings
of uselessness and isolation.
This makes it even more im-
portant for the paraprofes-
sional to work as a facilita-
tor for friendship and social
network building. Everyone
of the above avenues for so-
cial network building can
be opportunities for para-
professionals to help indi-
viduals tap into systems to
make friends.
Have students read and dis-
cuss the handout entitled
"Making Contributions" in
Appendix L. Discuss the
ideas for students to help
encourage individuals to
get involved in neighbor-
hood & community activi-
ties to help create and de-
velop their own social net-
work.
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settled into the activity.

Explain and encourage the idea of reciprocity. For example,
as part of friendship, first I do something for you (i.e. buy you
lunch) then you do something for me (i.e. you take me out to
lunch). Explain that to keep friendships alive and growing,
people have to take turns calling each other and making plans
together.
Accompany the individual on the first meeting or first activity
into the community to help facilitate ease and comfort for him
or her and the community people. Help them understand
each other. If you work with children and have made sugges-
tions about activities to the parents, offer to attend the first
activity with the parents and the child.

Find out the individual's interests. Introduce him or her to
people with similar interests. Friendships are usually based on
similar interests. Sometimes people don't know what their in-
terests are. They need to try different activities to find out what
appeals to them. ("How do you know you won't like it if you
haven't tried?")
As a paraprofessional, you also need to build your own social
network and social integration system through community ac-
tivities. Activities are more likely to be spontaneous if you (or
someone else on staff) have had prior involvement in the ac-
tivity your are encouraging. Regular activities that are done
over and over are reinforcers for friendships (fast food restau-
rants, bowling, concerts, movies, etc.).
Teach the individual to independently go out and do activities
(as much as possible) that will facilitate his or her own social
life. For example taking the bus, biking, setting up own ar-
rangements and plans, shopping alone, going to recreational
areas alone, all create a sense of independence and enable the
possibility of friendships developing in a natural way.
Decrease or replace behaviors that compromise social life.
Help the individual improve his or her ability to have a better
social life by teaching him or her acceptable social behaviors.

Adapted with permission from SocialSupport Manual (1989) by.J. Stephen Newton,
Neighborhood Living Project, Specialized Training Program, 135 College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403-5215

Role-play Situation

Pretend you're running a weekly staffing and discussing the social
situation Toby is in. Use the "Levels of Support to Help Improve
Social Life" ideas on the previous pages to help come up with some
ideas. Do this in small groups, then share your solutions with the
entire class.
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Situation

The school psychologist, the nurse, the regular classroom teacher,
the paraprofessional, and the physical education teacher get to-
gether for a team meeting every Tuesday at Harley High School to
discuss Toby's progress in all areas. On this particular Tuesday, the
physical education teacher states that he has been watching the in-
teraction with Toby in gym class, the locker room and in the hall-
ways. Because Toby weighs 220 pounds and is a star on the foot-
ball team, the guys always want Toby on their team in class, but
they seldom interact with Toby any other time. Toby has appeared
especially dejected lately and the physical education teacher talked
to him about it last Friday. Toby says he wants to make friends with
the guys, but they're always too busy for him, or ask him to do im-
possible things with them, like drive them to a party (Toby works
night and doesn't drive). The coach would like to facilitate some
friendships for Toby. Role-play the situation to find your group's so-
lutions to this dilemma.

Feel free to adapt the situation, if needed, to be more suitable for
your group.

Ten Considerations When Building Relationships

All relationships follow the pattern below to some degree or an-
other. When working to facilitate friendships for, and with, per-
sons with disabilities, some of these considerations may be hard to
comprehend. You may need to do some direct teaching of these
ten considerations and it's important for you to know and under-
stand this.

Relationships are always possible. There's potential for rela-
tionships to form but never certainty that they will.
People have a range of relationships from acquaintances to
lovers which makes their lives complete and integrated.
There's no real logic to how relationships develop and
progress. Painful struggles can be a sign of great growth. Con-
flict is normal and okay. Absences do not necessarily mean the
relationship is over.

Rejection is part of the relationship making process. It's typi-
cal to meet people and decide you do not choose to make
friends with them.

Relationships build slowly and strengthen over time. They're
full of ups, downs and struggles.

Relationships start from small beginnings and can't be deter-
mined from only one meeting. Trust takes time to build and
friendship is built on trust.
Experiences, opportunities, and relationships are all con-
nected. The more opportunities a person has, the more

126

Activity 7

Have the students break up
into small groups and "pre-
tend" to be running a
weekly staffing where
they're discussing the social
situation in the following
role-play. Have someone
record the discussion. The
group "team meeting"
should come up with some
IEP/IHP long-term objec-
tives for this situation and
some short-term, or weekly
goals for which to strive.

Activity 8

Explain to students that the
importance of understand-
ing this list of 'Ten Consid-
erations for Building Rela-
tionships" is in the fact that
all relationships with all
people follow this pattern
to one degree or another.
When working to facilitate
friendships for and with
persons with disabilities it's
especially important to re-
member that there might
be some difficulty in some
of these considerations.
Some individuals may not
understand the subtitles ad-
dressed here in establishing
relationships and may need
to be taught these ten steps
very deliberately as a means
to help facilitate relation-
ships. Paraprofessionals
should discuss these ten
points as a group and brain-
storm ways they would
"teach" these tips to indi-
viduals with whom they
work.



Activity 9

Hold a discussion with stu-
dents about the do's and
don't's of facilitating friend-
ships. Emphasize that
there's a delicate balance
between being proactive
and taking over the rela-
tionship development and
the paraprofessional needs
to support the activity but
not force friendships.
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chance they have for relationships.

Building relationships takes a lot of self-confidence and time.
Be patient.

Relationships are always in a state of growth.

Relationships do not depend on a person's abilities and at-
tributes, but on comfort and ease between two people

Adapted with permission from Leisure, Integration, and Community (1992) by P.
Hutchinson and J. McGill, Concord, Ontario: Leisurability Publications, Inc.

Facilitator Do's and Don't's

These are important guidelines for you as a paraprofessional to
know when helping to facilitate friendships.

Don't's
Choose friends for individuals.

Decide who is appropriate and who is not appropriate to be a
friend.
Structure activities to meet their needs over the interests of the
individuals.

Decide for individuals what their interests will be.
Assign a "friend" to someone and then feel they have helped
develop friendships and their job is done.

Do's:
Have a positive relationship with the individual (this models
appropriate friendly behavior).
Have skills in including individuals in groups so they can de-
velop a sense of what it's like to be a part of a friendly group.
Support the process of finding and making friends by empha-
sizing the individual's strengths.

Act as an unobtrusive supporter and facilitator.
Help plan appropriate interest related activities.

Encourage the individual to athiocate for personal needs in a
relationship.

Offer and encourage one-on-one experiences with peers to
develop confidence in relationship building skills.

Adapted with permission from Connecting Students: A Guide to ThoughtfulThenciship
Facilitation for Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK
Parent Center, Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.
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I
Summary
This chapter defined a social network, discussed ideas for devel-

111
oping social networks, and offered you an opportunity to identify
your support system. As a paraprofessional, you're in a position to
support people you work with as they develop their social network.
Social networks empower one another to build futures that they
desire.

111

Questions to Ponder
What new information did you gain from doing the activity

111
"Looking at My Personal Support System"? How could you in-
corporate this activity for individuals with whom you work?

People in social networks give and receive a variety of things:
111 information, feedback, assistance in making life decisions,

emotional support, material aid and services, access to others,

111
and companionship. Can you identify people that give you
these types of support? Can you identify people that you give
these types of support?I

111
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Introduction
Knowing how to support individuals with disabilities with whom
you work to start friendships can strengthen the network of sup-
port and the entire empowerment process. This chapter discusses
key strategies you can apply and build on in individual situations.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify strategies that could assist people with disabilities to
start friendships.

Identify activities to facilitate friendships.

Section 1
How to Facilitate
Friendships
In many cases, you as a paraprofessional may be put in a situa-
tion where you can best facilitate friendships between two indi-
viduals. You may see the spark of a possibility for a friendship in a
work setting, school setting, a neighborhood or community set-
ting, or a residential setting. If you take the initiative to start a
friendship for two people, they may be able to continue the rela-
tionship with your support. The following suggestions and activi-
ties may help you in your efforts to help individuals with disabili-
ties start friendships.

Survey the situation. Look at the various social and work situa-
tion the individual will be in. Who does the individual seem to
gravitate towards (or visa-versa)? Is he or she lonely? Does he
or she talk about anyone particular in the neighborhood? How
does the individual communicate with others? Is there some-
one he or she makes more of an effort to be with? Does he or
she seem to be angry or upset if unable to get or keep the at-
tention of someone. These might be messages about possible friend-
ships that could be developed with some facilitating on your part.

Review the individual's day. Think of times throughout the day
that these possible friendships may be nurtured. Are there
times that you could facilitate a natural type setting for two
friends to get to know each other better? Timing is everything.
What key times can you plug in friendship facilitation?

Estimate how much facilitation will be needed. How indepen-
dent is the individual? How willing is he or she to self-advocate
and reach out to establish his or her own relationships? When
does the individual really need your help to facilitate relation-

130

Activity 1

Ask students to give ex-
amples for each of the eight
steps to facilitating friend-
ships from work or personal
experiences. Discuss these
as a group. Ask students to
discuss these questions:
What's the most difficult
part of facilitating friend-
ships? How do you think
you'll know when to back
out and let the people
handle the friendship on
their own? How can you
"find opportunities" with-
out getting overbearing?
How can you accommodate
situations without being
patronizing?

Show Transparency 9.1



Activity 2

Have students brainstorm
in small groups and come
up with additional activity
ideas, then have each group
share their ideas with the
whole group.

Activity 3

Paraprofessionals may want
to look at the ideas in the
"Conversation Start-Up Kit"
found in Appendix M as
ideas to use to role play situ-
ations with individuals to
help them get started in a
conversation. Paraprofes-
sionals can practice ideas
for starting conversations
with individuals in various
circumstances as a way to
initiate contact that can
lead to relationships.

Activity 4

Additional resource ideas to
help facilitate friendships:
Students should read and
discuss the ideas in the
handouts "A Catalogue of
Ideas", "Doing Things To-
gether", and "Community
Resources" located in Ap-
pendix N.
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ships? (It may be only at certain times in certain circum-
stances.) Figure out how much help is needed. Don't be too in-
trusive. Offer only the level of support that is needed.

Determine what you can do that will be most helpful to specifi-
cally facilitate the friendships and make a plan. Think about
whether you should help in finding opportunities, in interpre-
tation, or in accommodation. At what level is the individual's
relationship development? Start where the individual needs the
most help.

Think about who would be the best facilitator in the situation.
Each situation will be different Who's the most logical person
to assist in each situation? When you get together in your team
meetings, discuss who, based on relationship with the indi-
vidual, personality, and job assignment, is best in handling
each facilitation. Use the most logical staff person to facilitate based
on individual situations.

Explore and assess ways to use natural everyday situations to
create and develop relationships. Often the best opportunities
for friendship development are right under your nose. What
is going on in the individual's everyday life? How can you capi-
talize on that to facilitate friendships naturally. Sometimes the best
opportunities are also the simplest.

Follow-up on situations. Relationships have their ups and
downs. Once you've helped get a relationship started, you
need to be available to monitor the progress and support the
individual in those ups and downs. This will help the individual
to become confident and understanding about relationship
development so he or she can become independent in devel-
oping friends in the future. Continue to be there for the individual
during the development of the friendship.

Disappear as soon as you can. As soon as the friendship has
taken on a life of its own, back away and let it develop without
your facilitation. At the same time, let the individual know you
care and are there for support Once the relationship is established,
back out.

Adapted from Connecting Students: A Guide to Thoughtful Friendship Facilitation for
Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK Parent Center,
Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.

Activities to Facilitate Friendships

Here are some ideas you can use to help facilitate friendships.
Think of each person you work with individually: which of these
would work in your experience and understanding of the unique
needs of each person?

Give individuals opportunities to show off their strengths to
the others in the group.
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111
Tell others about special interests or talents of individuals in
the group.
Show positive ways to deal with unpleasant situations that an
individual may create to show the group coping skills for the
individual's behavior.
Be available to demonstrate strategies, answer questions, inter-
pret situations, and answer concerns as needed.
Help individuals learn how to communicate well with others
by serving as a role model for good communication and inter-
action with others.
Encourage individuals to communicate honestly, whether they
are telling about fears, concerns, questions, or issues.
Encourage discussions about friendships in the natural setting
of work or play. Talk about what friendship involves so that
others can talk openly about their friendship experiences.
Brainstorm together for solutions to issues and problems be-

111
tween friends.
Offer individuals times to honestly talk about their strengths
and weaknesses.

111 What other activities would you encourage to facilitate friend-
ships in your setting?

111 Adapted from Connecting Students: A Guide to Thoughtful Friendship Facilitation for
Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK Parent Center,
Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.

Summary

111
This chapter offered suggestions and activities that you as a para-
professional could use to help individuals with disabilities start
friendships. These included surveying the situation; reviewing the
person's day; identifying how much facilitation is needed; explor-
ing ways to use natural situations; following up; and disappearing

111

as soon as possible.

Questions to Ponder
Have you ever helped someone with a disability start a friend-
ship? What strategies were successful and how could you tell?
What about strategies that didn't work? How could you tell?
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Introduction
As you work with individuals with disabilities, encourage them to
self-advocate, and facilitate the development of friendships, you're
empowering these individuals to make their own choices about
the lives they want to lead. You help them to have the rights to
which all people are entitled. It's important to end this module
on promoting self-determination and facilitating friendships and
socialization skills with a discussion about current trends in plan-
ning that will lead to individuals who are more empowered and in
control of their own lives and making their own choices about who
they choose as friends and to associate with.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Describe MAPS and Personal Futures Planning.
Identify do's and don't's of person-centered planning.

Section 1
Promoting Friendships
and Self-Advocacy Through
Futures Planning
There are two planning strategies that also help ensure, in a more
structured way, positive empowerment and planning for the
individual's future. One strategy is called MAPS (Making Action
Plans) and the other is called PFP (Personal Futures Planning).
Both utilize the people in the individual's life who know and care
about him or her to identify and move toward desired goals. These
two strategies on planning for individuals with disabilities are
unique because they include not only professionals, but also the
individual, family, friends, and peers without disabilities. MAPS is
generally associated with students, and PFP with adults, but each
can be used in a wide variety of situations. Each is an ongoing pro-
cess that builds on the individual's capacities.

MAPS

MAPS uses a two-step process:

Key questions are asked to create a picture of the person and
to establish a direction for the group. Those questions direct
the group about the needs, interests, abilities, and desires of
the individual.
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Activity 1

Tell the students there are
many specific strategies
used for planning the fu-
ture with individuals with
disabilities. These are just
two, but they illustrate the
importance of individual
self-advocacy.

Show Transparency 10.1



Activity 2

Have students read and dis-
cuss the seven steps of Per-
sonal Futures Planning. Dis-
cuss the implications of Per-
sonal Futures Planning on
the IEP /IHP process. This is
required in the transition
planning process. Parapro-
fessionals can be instrumen-
tal in gathering this informa-
tion and sharing it at the
individual's planning meet-
ing. Discuss the Personal Fu-
tures Planning process and
the impact it can have on
the process of empowering
individuals to be their own
best advocates. How can Per-
sonal Futures Planning ef-
fect the individual's ability to
develop relationships?

Show Transparency 10.2

98 Planning for the Future

Certain people are targeted who will develop specific action
plans. These people are selected based on their knowledge of
the individual and their expertise in the area where the plan
will be developed. For example, if the individual's MAPS states
he or she needs to develop social skills in the community, a rec-
reation specialist may develop that part of the plan.

After the plan is made, alternatives and adaptations are made
as needed. Because Personal Futures Planning is becoming very
popular as a method of planning with individuals with disabilities
today, we will focus primarily on this strategy.

Personal Futures Planning: Steps

Personal Futures Planning creates a personal profile of the
individual's life. There are eight steps to the personal planning:
the details and sequence of each step vary for individuals, but each
process includes the following components:

Step 1: Identify Capacities

Map out relationships: Who's important to the focus person?
Map places: What are the patterns of community life for the
person?

List personal preferences: What gifts (special talents or abili-
ties) does the person possess?
Clarify personal dreams and desires: What goals does each in-
dividual have for him- or herself?

Step 2: Identify a Planning Group

The individual asks the people he or she would like to ask to
work together in his or her planning meeting. These people agree
to meet on a regular basis to learn together and plan for things to
happen for the focus person. They use a relationship map for this
planning.

Step 3: Clarify a Personal Future
The person and his or her group work together to clarify goals

so they share a common vision of what they are trying to accom-
plish by working together.

Step 4: Identify Obstacles and Opportunities

Obstacles, fears, and barriers to desirable futures are identi-
fied. These barriers offer a focus for problem-solving and for net-
working with other groups who face similar barriers.

Step 5: Generate Strategies

The groups meet regularly (about once every six weeks) to re-
view what they have learned, accomplished, or encountered as
new barriers or opportunities. Groups brainstorm to generate new
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strategies and directions for future activity.

Step 6: Make Commitments
Following each review and brainstorming session, individual

members make commitments to work on specific strategies. Mem-
bers choose the strategies they have the energy to work on.

Step 7: Take Action
Group members take action. Many groups focus initially on

learning more about community resources, program models, and
other barriers they face.

Step 8: Reflect on What the Group is Learning Together

Every meeting is a time of reflection, but periodically (about
every six months) the group will meet to look again at "the big
picture," to re-focus, and to summarize their accomplishments.

Adapted from One Candle Power. Building Bridges into Community Life for People with
Disabilitiesby P. Beeman, G. Ducharme, &B. Mount, Communitas, Inc., P.O. Box
374, Manchester, Cr 06040; telephone 203/645-6976

In Planning Futures, Remember...

In order to help sharpen the vision and recognize capacity in ev-
eryone, remember the following when planning futures:

Do Don't

Look and listen long
enough to find the capacity

Seek abilities not commonly
valued in our society today
(i.e. the ability to be present
or to bring people together)

Concentrate on labels

Be put off by visible
evidence of labels

Focus on the abilities of all Prejudge a person because
people in the support system of a label

Focus on the unique oppor-
tunities of each association in
a neighborhood & community

Build on strengths that an Don't dwell on disabilities
individual has, not the
weaknesses

Adapted from One Candle Power: Building Bridges into Community Life for People with
Disabilitiesby P. Beeman, G. Ducharme, & B. Mount, Communitas, Inc., Manches-
ter, CT 06040.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Activity 3

Stress the following Do's
and Don'ts about futures
planning and looking at the
abilities and capacities of
the individual.



Activity 4

To become more familiar
with the process of futures
planning, have students
read the three following
scenarios. Although these
three situations deal with
adult individuals, stress that
futures planning can be
done at all ages. After stu-
dents read the scenarios,
discuss the benefits that the
futures planning brought to
the lives of Gordon, Cindy,
and Helen.

100 Planning for the Future

Futures Planning: Scenarios

To become more familiar with the process of futures planning,
read the following three scenarios and then, in class, discuss the
benefits of futures planning for each person.

Scenario I: Gordon
Gordon is a handsome seventeen-year-old man with a good

sense of humor who really enjoys sports. He has been classified in
the moderatesevere range of mental retardation, has had some
serious medical problems beginning at an early age, and has some
serious behavior problems such as hitting others.

The persons involved in his planning group included his
mother, special education teacher, and social worker. His father
was either unable or unwilling to attend meetings. Gordon has no
siblings and no interactions with neighbors or friends in his area.

Gordon's mother had been complaining about various things
regarding Gordon for a long time. As a result of the futures plan-
ning process, she started really becoming an advocate instead of
just a complainer. She also started to get real support from other
members of her family, instead of just sympathy.

The long-range dreams for Gordon and his family included
finding a trustworthy doctor, finding a respite program where the
parents could be away from home on vacation for two to three
weeks at a time, and finding a friend for Gordon for his after-
school hours.

Gordon's mother started to take on more responsibility and
learned to ask for help when it was needed. Because of the need
for respite care, she began a letter-writing campaign to the county
commissioners. She wrote, but also got her relatives and people in
the group to write letters about the lack of respite funds. Inspired
by these efforts, the social worker also started looking into county
resources. As a result of both these actions, the county opened up
respite funds again. Gordon has been receiving respite care at
least one weekend a month now for over a year.

It used to be rare for Gordon's mother to take him out to
events. But since the futures planning, his mother has taken him
out more into the community. One evening a month, they attend
adaptive community recreation sessions in which people play gui-
tars and/or banjos for interested audience members, whether dis-
abled or not. Information on other community friendship and
recreation programs has also been sent to Gordon's mother, and
work is continuing on the ongoing challenge of finding friend-
ships outside school.

During times that have been stressful with certain doctors and
other medical personnel, the school physical therapist has gone
with Gordon and his mother to medical and orthopedic appoint-
ments to support the mother. Gordon's communication skills
have also been re-evaluated to help him experience more success
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I
in letting his needs and wants be known.

111

As Gordon is experiencing more success in his school activities,
his mother has become much more positive. She has learned
much more about asking for and getting support, and about ac-

1111
tive advocacy for her son.

Scenario Cindy's Wheels
I've had the privilege of working with Cindy and participating

in the development of her personal futures plan. Cindy is an adult
who has cerebral palsy, and a degree of borderline retardation
which sometimes means she also carries that label but some-
times she doesn't.

111
Cindy is a strong advocate for herself, and long before it was

popular she pushed the system (and herself) to move into her
own apartment. Ten years ago, she put herself through Courage
Center's apartment training program and since then has been liv-
ing in her own apartment with a personal care attendant. Some
time ago, Cindy achieved for herself many of the things that the

111 system is just now seeking for people with disabilities: an indepen-
dent living situation, full integration in the community, and time

111
to spend with friends and loved ones who care.

At her initial futures planning meeting, Cindy told us that she
had tried to get a new motorized wheelchair the year before but

111
her request had been rejected. Her old chair was ten years old,
broke down a lot, and was showing definite signs of wear. It
seemed reasonable for her to have a new chair. I speculated that
Medical Assistance probably rejected her request due to an omis-
sion or an error in the application process.

Her planning group discussed other options than a new chair.
A friend of Cindy's who also uses a motorized chair talked about
the possibility of buying a new motor if Cindy's request was re-
jected again. We realized that what was really needed was for some-
one to be willing to dig through the red tape for her. I felt that was
where I could be useful. Even though I knew nothing about the
process, I knew enough to start asking questions.

I soon learned that what Cindy really needed was a medical
expert to assess her chair, her positioning, and her needs. After
all of the assessments, the expert would formally submit the re-
quest for the new wheelchair. In order to begin the process, it was
necessary for her own physician to make the necessary referrals.

111 This entire process was lengthy and took nearly a year to complete.
Members of the planning group supported her in a variety of

ways during this time. We talked with her physician and the posi-
tioning clinic. We made appointments for Cindy, arranged for her
to be there for her appointments, and sometimes even accompa-
nied her. During this time, I talked to companies that manufac-
ture motorized wheelchairs and had their sales representatives
attend some of the appointments with Cindy.

It was exciting for Cindy to pick out the features of her new
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chair: the color and style of the frame, the color and fabric of the
upholstery, and the type of foot rests. It wasn't difficult to see the
group's enthusiasm as we ventured into this project. It was so con-
tagious that the sales representative for the wheelchair manufac-
turer got caught up in our enthusiasm and called us the very mo-
ment he heard that the application for the new wheelchair was
approved. "I am putting the order in today! Just thought you
would like to know." We had a mini-celebration upon learning this
news "mini" because Cindy still had to wait for eight weeks be-
fore her new chair would be delivered.

When the chair finally arrived we had a party to celebrate its
arrival and to congratulate ourselves for hanging in there. It's a
wonderful chair which Cindy says gives "a smooth, quiet and de-
pendable ride!"

Scenario III: Helen's Life
Family is and always has been the central focus of Helen's life.

She has an excellent relationship with her mother, who lives in
Minneapolis. Her brother lives with their mother, and often takes
Helen under his wing, taking her various places. Her sister has also
always been a strong ally.

At the time we began dreaming of an "ideal vision" for Helen's
future, she was living at a state regional center. She was involved
in a supported employment job in the community and loved her
work. Helen participated fully in the futures planning process and
let those of us in her planning group know what she wanted to ac-
complish in her life.

Her own vision for the future includes living in her own apart-
ment close to her family. She wants a dog to care for and easy ac-
cess to transportation. Being close to shopping malls and recre-
ational activities is important. She wants to cook her own meals
and have enough money to buy the things she needs. Church is
very important to Helen and she hopes to be able to help a pastor
with church activities. Her dreams for her future are fairly ordi-
nary and she doesn't expect too much.

When the staff started working on moving Helen out of the
treatment center, they were unable to move her directly into her
own apartment. Since her plan was developed, Helen's left the
regional treatment center and moved to a group home in south-
western Minnesota. Fifteen people with disabilities live in the
home and there are two people in each bedroom. Helen has a job
at a motel in town which she likes very much.

The futures planning process gave Helen the chance .to say
what shewanted. The process gave direction to the placement pro-
cess, in terms of what's important to Helen. It put her dreams to
paper and some of what she wanted has happened. Without the
process, what Helen wanted wouldn't have been articulated.

Helen's sister also lives in her new home and the two women
enjoy each other's company. They have re-established their rela-
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a
tionship and are now the best of friends. They frequently picnic
and enjoy a variety of activities together. A local taxi provides them
access to excursions into the community and shopping at the lo-
cal mall. Helen visits her mother occasionally, using the bus to get
to and from Minneapolis. There are many churches near her
home where Helen can get involved. She doesn't yet have a dog,
but hopefully this, too, will become a reality.

Helen seems very happy with her move from the regional cen-
ter to the group home. This is only the beginning of the move-
ment toward Helen's dream. The planning group has given input
to the group home staff on her visions. Helen's mother wants to
keep the planning charts up in her house. With the continued sup-

111
port of Helen's planning group, there is good reason to believe
all her visions will be realized.

These three scenarios are adapted from Listen, Lady, This is My Life: A Book About
Futures Planning in Minnesota, by A. Amado, developed by the Minnesota
Governor's Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities

U
Summary
Two types of person-centered planning were discussed in this
chapter: MAPS and Personal Futures Planning. The person-cen-
tered planning encourages individuals with disabilities to be em-

111
powered to take more control of their lives and to have their
dreams identified and supported. As a paraprofessional working
with people with disabilities, you could encourage and support
this type of person-centered planning.

Questions to Pondera Have you ever participated in a person-centered planning
meeting? How did this process differ from other planning
meetings you've attended?
What are ways you could encourage using a person-centered
planning process with individuals with disabilities with whom
you work?

What benefits do you see in using person-centered planning?
For whom?
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By a parent whose son is in a supported work program in
Richmond, Virginia

What if you never got to make a mistake?

111
What if your money wasn't always kept in an envelope where you
could get it.
What if you were never given a chance where you could do well
at something?
What if you were always treated like a child? '

What if your only chance to be with people different that you
was with your own family?

What if the job you did was not useful?
What if you never got to make a decision?
What if the only risky thing you could do was to act out?IWhat if you couldn't go outside because the last time you went
outside it rained?
What if you took the wrong bus once and now you can't take
another one?

111

What if you got into trouble and were sent away and you
couldn't come back because they always remember you're
"trouble"?
What if you worked and got paid forty-six cents an hour?
What if you had to wear was your winter coat when it rained

111
because it was all you had?

What if you had no privacy?
What if you could do part of the grocery shopping but weren't

111 allowed to do any because you weren't able to do all the
shopping?
What if you spent three hours every day just waiting?

What if you grew old and never knew adulthood?

1111

What if you never got a chance?

Appendix A
The Dignity of Risk

I
U

FrOm Changing Expectations/Planning for the Future: a Parent Advocacy Manual by
Dorothy Sauber, ARC Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Appendix B
Family Empowerment

By Rud Turnbull

111 Once upon a time, a decade ago,
Two families found a way to go

1111
Through life with pain. or else with gain,
Despite being almost the same.

111
'There's not much we can do, except be tossed
Hither and thither, and hope what we've lost
Can be recouped, just a little bit.

111
That's sufficient, more than a whit."

So said the one, whom we'll call Doubt.

111
They piqued the interest of the family About.
Doubt was skeptical, a powerless clan.
About was determined, a strong woman and man.

111 "Disability motivates. It's our spur.
It causes change in us and in her.

111
Our daughter's world is different in kind.
But some skills we have, and others we' 11 find."

111

Said Doubt, power out of their range,
"You'd better accept things you cannot change."
Answered About, putting on armament,

111
"We disagree. We're feeling empowerment."

Over the years, Doubt never learned what to do,
While About changed themselves and systems, too.
Doubt took a road traveled by some few.
About chose a path that has helped even you.

111 With doctors and teachers About raised their voice,
"Work with us! Please honor our choice!"
And as they lived in their little town,
Strengthening ties began to abound.

Neighbors and friends, and clergymen too,
All quickly learned what they could do.
They surrounded About with their generosity,

111
Providing a different social security.

In my very simple and none too elegant ditty lie most of the ele-

111
ments of the debate on empowerment. How useful is a poem
about empowerment? It has two uses. First, like many good poems,
it distills the essence of a complex concept. After reading it, the
reader needs to know nothing more. Second, it lends itself to analy-
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sis that further explains a complex concept. After reading the
poem, the reader who wants to know more about the concept may
dissect the poem and, by discovering nuances in it, achieve a
deeper understanding: Here, I begin with the elementary and
move to a more sophisticated understanding of empowerment.

Two Different Approaches

Let's begin by considering the poem 's two families. The Doubt and
About families each have a child with a disability. There is where
their similarities end, however. Doubt is not motivated by the fact
of disability. About is. Doubt accepts things pretty much as they are,
content to be reactive. About acts on that motivation by identifying
their resources and vowing to find others; they become proactive.

Choosing the path of least resistance, Doubt makes very little
difference in their own family's life, much less in any other family's
life. About opts for the more difficult path and thereby makes a
powerful impact for themselves and others, too.

Elements of Empowerment

The essential elements of empowerment are present in About but
not in Doubt motivation, plus action that uses inherent skills, devel-
ops other resources, and impacts one or more situations.

Empowerment is also a process. About experiences empower-
ment immediately upon the birth of their daughter with a disabil-
ity. They achieved more of it, over the years, much as anyone ac-
quires skills through a developmental process. "Once upon a time,
a decade ago," About took action, and continued to take it "over
the years."

Empowerment exists when the family feels they can have some
control over their lives. About said, "We're seeking empowerment,"
indicating they feel they can have some control over their lives.

Empowerment also consists of the fact that the family does
achieve some mastery over some aspect of their lives. About took a
path that helped themselves and "even you."

The Responsive Context

But a family is just one of the actors in the empowerment drama.
In every family 's life, there are many others. Even the family that
feels the most empowered and takes the firmest action will find
that it makes no difference unless others respond positively. Em-
powerment requires a responsive context. Thus, About said to provid-
ers, "Work with us! Please honor our choice!" Obviously, the pro-
viders listened to them "About changed themselves and systems,
too." By changing systems, About "chose path that has helped even
you." In short, they created a responsive context for themselves
and for others as well.
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Thus, empowerment is a purposeful developmental process
aimed at helping a family gain mastery over its life and environ-
ments, consisting of motivation, skills, and resources, and causing
changes in the family and in the systems with which it relates.

Origins of Empowerment

We still have more to learn. But we have to leave the poem's text.
Like most analysts, we need to examine the context within which
the poet wrote. Let's start by examining empowerment's origins.

Empowerment originates in political theory about democratic
government. Government of, by, and for the people is the famil-
iar phrase one that asserts that the people have power over their
governments.

Empowerment also derives from social programs of the early
1960s. These programs lived by the phrase "Power to the People"
and embodied it in model cities and community action programs.
Nowadays, politics of the right and the left both pay tribute to
empowerment but advocate different strategies.

Empowerment finally reflects psychologists' efforts to help
people be healthier and to cause their communities and public
policy to respond more to their needs.

Thus, empowerment derives from political theory, social pro-

'!"
grams, and policy reform proposals and from several disciplines.
Accordingly, it is best understood when each of these perspectives
is taken into account.I
Criticisms of Empowerment

111 Good poetry deals artfully with important subjects. Certainly no
one (especially not I) would applaud this poem's artfulness. Let's
move beyond form and style, however, and consider this potential
criticism: yes, the poem addresses a significant issue but it does so
in wrong-headed ways. Can that be said of this poem? Perhaps so,
on two grounds, but both are without merit.

Families Already Have Power

111
Some people object to the very term and concept of empower-

ment. They say that families already have "power" and that no
policy or professional (in the disability field) can "give" them what

111 they already have. We believe this view does not represent an accu-
rate understanding of empowerment.

1111

The fact of the matter is that by far the greatest number of fami-
lies do have and feel that they have inherent power, motivation,
skill, and potential for impact on systems that serve them and their

Ichildren with disabilities. The poem acknowledges this fact by fea-
turing the About family. At the same time, some the case with the
Doubt family. Empowerment does not necessarily mean that some-
one has to give power to a family. That could be the case. It equally
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can be the case that a family, such as Doubt, takes the initiative to
become more empowered.

It is also true that most families have to share power with pro-
fessionals. Sharing can be useful, or not, for the families. In shar-
ing their lives and power, About changed themselves "and systems,
too." The poem's message is clear: public policy should indeed
foster shared decision making between family and professional,
and it should encourage family participation in policy and re-
search activities.

Empowerment Research is Misguided
Some also say that research on empowerment is misguided.

Research on shared decision making and family/professional col-
laboration. they argue, legitimizes power in professionals, whereas
power should lie only or at least primarily in families. They also
contend that empowerment research assumes families are dys-
functional and can best be understood only from a "deficit" per-
spective.

Again, we disagree. Research on the process, components, and
impact of family empowerment does not assume that the families
are dysfunctional or deficit based. Rather it assumes that families
are indeed inherently strong (like About). Their empowerment
behavior (motivation, skills, resources) is worthy of study. Only
with study will we know how to increase empowering behavior in
others and how empowering behavior makes the families' worlds
more responsive. These worlds include the formal service systems
and the informal or other mediating structures, such as religious,
community, or other groups. Thus research about families in con-
text is desirable; and research about systems change is, too.

Indeed, too much research already has examined families'
"deficits/pathology/brokenness." True, we need to understand
what causes them stress and how to help them cope. But even
more, we need to know why About approaches life with a sense of
purpose and strength ("But some skills we have, and others we'll
find... We're feeling empowerment.") This is so because About's
empowerment affects not just professionals but also "neighbors
and friends, and clergymen too." About affected their informal or
mediating structures. And they did so in a most remarkable way:
they evoked the generosity of others and thereby created a differ-
ent kind of social security, a kind that no federal program can
mandate.

Now, here at last is what we know and believe about empower-
ment, as exemplified by the poem:

Empowerment' s origins are in political theory, social pro-
grams, and policy reform proposals, and its theoretical and re-
search bases are in several disciplines.

Empowerment is a process whereby families recognize their
own power and use it to gain mastery over their environments.
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I
Accordingly, empowerment is best understood from a systems
perspective, reflecting the fact that the family interacts with
various environments.

Empowerment exists when a family is able to combine its mo-

111 tivation with its own inherent or internal skills and with exter-
nal resources and, by bringing the combination of motivation,
skills, and resources to bear on their environment, cause that
environment to change.

111

Thus, empowermentwarrants research of individuals, families,
professionals, and other individuals in certain contexts. In the dis-
ability field, the usual context is the formal service provider sys-

111
tem. Because families do not relate to only that context, empow-
erment research should also focus on families' interactions with
informal or mediating structures.

Reprinted with permission from the University of Kansas, Beach Center on
Families and Disability, Institute for Life Span Studies, 3111 Haworth Hall,
Lawrence, KS 66045; (913) 864-7600, (913) 864-7605 FAX.
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Appendix C
Empowerment: Dependence
vs. Independence

IBy Frank G. Bowe, Ph.D.
Department of Counseling, Research,

1111

Special Education and Rehabilitation
Hofstra University

111
Empowering Americans with disabilities to take charge of their
own lives never has been more important or more possible. Yet
in many ways, it's never been more difficult.

111
The events of the past few years have led many to believe that

the job already is done, at least in major part. They're wrong.
The fact is that, with respect to the bulk of the population of

Americans with disabilities, we're standing still. The Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) will help. How much it helps will de-

111

Pend not only on how it is implemented and enforced but also on
how energetically Americans with disabilities adopt the lifestyles it
makes possible. For millions, this means radically altering how
they live their lives.

That's ironic in light of the efforts we've made to empower
people with disabilities in this country. In this paper, I will raise
the question: "What steps can we take now to empower the popu-
lation?" I'll begin by outlining what we say we're doing, then track
what we're actually doing. The evidence seems to suggest that
we've empowered people with disabilities in legislation only;
they've not yet incorporated into their thinking the life altering

111
choices new laws have given them. Until they do, they won't con-
sider themselves to be empowered.

Dependence versus Independence

The empowerment movement, broadly speaking, is that thrust in
which we as a nation say to individuals with disabilities: "You can
live a life of achievement, independence, and self sufficiency. To
assist you in that effort, we as a society will do our part. We'll en-
force federal laws protecting you from unfair discrimination in
education, employment, and everyday life. We'll also invest bil-

l! lions of dollars to provide you with the skills you need to support
yourself in gainful employment. And we'll remove community
barriers that stand in your way."

111
It's a beautiful sentiment, particularly to a civil rights activist

like myself. I've spent twenty years helping to fashion this "inde-
pendence message." I believe in it and I think most Americans

111 with disabilities agree with me. The evidence, though, is that we

I
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still have much more to do for this message to take hold.
The counter movement, which I sometimes call the "depen-

dence" alternative (Bowe, 1980), dates from the 1954 amend-
ments to the Social Security Act creating Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI) and the 1974 amendments creating Supplemen-
tal Security Income (SSI). These programs, together with Medi-
care (for SSDI recipients) and Medicaid (for SSI recipients), sent
a very different message to Americans with disabilities. They say:
"Society has an obligation to support you as people who should
not be obligated to support yourselves. we'll provide a safety net
as long as you need one." Although this message has been modi-
fied by 1980 and 1986 amendments to the Social Security Act so as
to remove some "work disincentives," the core message remains
the same today. That's particularly true because many SSI recipi-
ents don't believe the Social Security Administration when it says
that those changes make it safe for SSI recipients to work to sup-
port themselves.

The evidence is that the "dependence" message has taken
hold, and remains dominant, despite all efforts to wean depen-
dent individuals with disabilities from it. The 1986 Louis Harris
and Associates poll (ICD/Harris, 1986) found that two thirds of
adults with disabilities who were on entitlement rolls would rather
be working. That's what they said. So one would expect that at least
some would move from aid rolls to pay rolls.

It doesn't seem to be happening. The first data from the 1990
Census of Population and housing show us that as few adults with
disabilities were working to support themselves in the 1990 as was
the case in 1980 (Bowe, 1986a). The 1990 census found that 60.6
percent of "working-age" (16-64 year-old) adults with work dis-
abilities were not even participating in the work force. These
7,782,459 adults neither worked nor were actively seeking employ-
ment when the census was taken in April, 1990 (Bureau of the
Census, 1992).

That only 39.3 percent of adults with work disabilities were in
the labor force in 1990 after the 18-million strong growth in jobs
in the 1980s is bad enough. That so few worked despite some $20
billion in federal, state, and local spending each year on special
education, more than $2 billion in federal and state outlays on
rehabilitation annually, and untold sums in private and public in-
vestments to remove architectural, transportation, housing, and
communication barriers is, if anything, worse.

The recent numbers we have tell us that a majority of working-
age adults with disabilities neither work nor actively seek employ-
ment. Today, putting it baldly, most adults with disabilities do not
work. That's hardly the result we would expect from the concerted
efforts we made to empower the population.

There's another concern. The costs of maintaining large num-
bers of Americans with disabilities on the entitlement rolls has
mushroomed in recent years. Today, the SSA counts more than
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1
eight million persons with disabilities on its SSI and SSDI rolls.
Entitlement programs such as SSI, SSDI, Medicaid, Medicare, and
veterans benefits total more than $290 billion on the federal level
alone. Whether we as a nation can continue to pay such costs is an
open question.

Whether we should, given that these programs disempower
millions of Americans with disabilities, is equally questionable. I
have great difficulty believing that as many as eight million people
with disabilities truly cannot work, given modern adaptive aids and

1111

accessible personal computers.
These programs are controversial among people with disabili-

ties. Some argue that SSI and Medicaid are, in effect, welfare
"handouts" that people can get just by being disabled, without
having to work for them. Individuals with disabilities who worked
hard to get an education, and then worked even harder to get and
keep a good job, sometimes resent the fact that others with the
same kinds of disabilities do not have to work to buy food and
clothing, pay the rent, and receive medical care. Seen in this light,
SSI and Medicare can rob people with disabilities of the incentives
needed to become independent, self-supporting citizens.

111

Other advocates are angry because SSI and Medicare have
many outdated rules that make it difficult to get off these aid rolls
and onto payrolls. Some youth and adults with disabilities who
benefit from SSI are still concerned they may lose eligibility if they
engage in "substantial gainful activity," which usually means earn-
ing more than $500 a month. To place that figure in context, con-

1111
Sider that it means making the minimum wage at a 35-hour-a-week
job. A 1986 amendment section 1619 to the Social Security Act
allows some individuals to earn much more and yet keep Medic-

i" aid coverage. This program was designed to encourage SSI recipi-
ents to accept jobs paying more than the previously allowed
amount. In fact, relatively few SSI recipients have left the Social
Security rolls for payrolls under the section 1619 program.

These SSI and Medicaid rules disempower millions of Ameri-
cans with disabilities. For some, SSI and Medic aid are necessary;
these people, most of whom are severely disabled, have no real
choice. Others can be helped, however. The foundation for em-
powering these people is largely in place.

Empowerment Legislation

We mark the beginnings of the modern disability empowerment

111
movement with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. PL 93-112 required
development of an "Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan"
(IWRP) by each client and his or her counselor. Two years later, in
the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, Con-
gress mandated the preparation for each child with a disability of
an "Individualized Educational Program" (IEP). This document

111 was to be prepared by school officials with the approval of the

150
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child's parents (and, where appropriate, of the child as well).
In addition, parents were granted remarkable rights to access

all school records about their child, to appeal decisions with which
they disagreed, and to materials in their native language. Later
versions of the law, now called the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), added an Individualized Family Services
Plan (IFSP) for infants, toddlers, and their families, and an Indi-
vidualized Transition Plan (ITP) for adolescents age sixteen or
over. Taken together, these written plans provide meaningful op-
portunities for people with disabilities and their families to take
charge of their lives. Ideally, IEPs, ITPs, and IWRPs are developed
in concert, permitting individuals with disabilities to map out a
coordinated strategy for reaching personal goals.

Other legislation has reached deep into the private sector to
empower individuals with disabilities seeking access to community
life. The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 permits persons
with disabilities to make access modifications in apartments and
condominiums, forbidding landlords to bar such alterations. In
addition, real estate agents, brokers, and landlords are required
to practice nondiscrimination in all aspects of their work with pro-
spective tenants and homeowners. The law further requires that
all new apartment, cooperative, or condominium buildings with
four or more units be constructed to be both accessible (wide
doors, ramps, etc.) and adaptable (controls, cabinets, etc., that are
readily lowered or raised).

The landmark Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 granted
to individuals with disabilities the most far reaching civil rights
accorded persons with disabilities by any nation in the world.
Reaching deep into the private sector, the ADA requires virtually
every employer with fifteen or more workers to practice nondis-
crimination in employment and to make reasonable accommoda-
tions as needed so that individuals with disabilities may perform
jobs for which they are qualified. It ended twenty years of acerbic
national debate about access to transportation by mandating ac-
cess to mass transit, commuter rail, and intercity buses.

The Act requires millions of businesses serving the public, such
as stores, doctor's offices, entertainment centers, sporting com-
plexes, and laundry establishments to make their services avail-
able on an "equal enjoyment" basis to customers with disabilities.
The ADA also extended to persons using Text Telephones (also
called TDDs) full and equal access to the nation's public switched
telephone network, including all telephones connected to any of
the country's 1,600 local exchange companies (LECs) and all of
its long-distance carriers.

In addition, the Act granted to individuals with disabilities the
right to charge violations of their civil rights in private-sector em-
ployment, in state and local governments, in "places of public ac-
commodation" such as shopping malls and movie theaters, and in
telecommunications.
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These laws provide a framework for empowering people with
disabilities. For Capitol Hill, the greatest challenge now is to cre-
ate a single, coherent national policy on disability. To date, the two
streams of legislation have proceeded almost unaffected one by
the other. The 1974 SSI law and its 1980 and 1986 amendments,
on the one hand, established and perpetuated the "dependency
message." A separate stream of laws beginning with the 1973 Re-
habilitation Act and the 1975 education law, and continuing
through the 1990 ADA, created and expanded the "independence
message." The task for the U.S. Congress now is to articulate to the
American population of people with disabilities a single message.
That will take time. Meanwhile, there is much we can do.

Vehicles of Empowerment

The Americans with Disabilities Act charged federal agencies,
notably the Department ofJustice, the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, and the Department of Education, with pro-
viding technical assistance and information about the ADA. No-
table among the efforts undertaken to carry out these mandates
are a $1 million contract from EEOC to the Disability Rights and
Education Defense Fund (DREDF) to train disabled activists on
helping to implement the ADA. The Department of Education has
funded a network of ten ADA technical assistance centers, as well
as several materials development centers. The Department ofJus-
tice awarded grants for more than a dozen projects aimed at ac-
celerating compliance by such covered entities as restaurants, ho-
tels, and labor unions.

Still, in view of the census information, we need something
more if we are to fully empower tens of millions of Americans with
disabilities. I like the idea of looking to "independent living cen-
ters" (ILCs). The Rehabilitation Act, as amended in 1978, created
what is now a 466-strong network of local centers for independent
living. Most congressional districts have at least one such center.
The centers are governed and staffed largely by individuals with
disabilities. These advocates are active at the local level, especially
in peer counseling. Their focus on the community and their tra-
dition of peer support position them ideally as vehicles of empow-
erment. I would like to see them focus their energies on inform-
ing community residents of their rights.

An excellent local project for an ILC would be to encourage
each area resident with a disability to speak up at each store, res-
taurant, hotel, and other covered entity he or she visits in the nor-
mal course of events. It may not take much more than a com-
ment "I'd like to shop here, and I could, if you'd do what the
ADA calls for." Multiplied over millions of people saying this in
tens of millions of businesses, such small steps would do more to
stimulate implementation of the Act than almost anything I can
think of.
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The women's movement accelerated in the late 1960s and early
1970s because of exactly such actions. Millions of women became
aware of entrenched paternalistic attitudes and made the small,
individual decisions to assert themselves as equals. The women's
movement asked each woman to act on her own, at home and at
work. That was something virtually everywoman in America could
do. Centers for independent living can ask Americans with dis-
abilities in the 1990s to take similar small, local steps. Importantly,
such actions permit these individuals with disabilities to begin to
take responsibility for their own lives. As they learn what the laws
require, and ask that local companies do those things, they'll em-
power themselves.
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Appendix D
Advocacy: Noun, Verb,
Adjective, or Profanity?

111 by Linda Cress Bonney and Sandy Moore

Depending on your perspective and your personal experiences,
111 advocacy can be exciting, challenging, frustrating, frightening, or

a relief. Advocacy is often misunderstood. Yet, all of us at one time
or another have found ourselves acting as an advocate for our
children, our students, our friends, or ourselves.

For the purposes of this article, advocacy is defined as informa-

l' tion, advice, and representation provided to individuals and their
families to assist them in acquiring appropriate services for a per-
son with a disability. An advocate is a person trained to provide sup-
port, advice, and legal representation to persons with disabilities.

Law, regulation, and policy set out a process and procedural

1111

safeguards within each service system for persons with disabilities.
This is true of social services, education, and the health care sys-
tems. The process of accessing any service includes at minimum,

111
application, eligibility, assessment, service plan, service delivery,
and delineation of financial responsibilities. When this process is
working well, there is no need for an advocate. When there is con-
flict or disagreement in accessing or providing services, then an
advocate might be called. The primary purpose of an advocate's
involvement is to resolve conflict. The advocate's role is to serve

111 as a "guardian of the process" to ensure that the required steps are
taken to identify and meet the needs of the people that each sys-
tern is mandated to serve.

Families are often referred to an advocate by other families or
professionals who recognize that the process has been derailed
and that an outside party will be needed to get it back on track.
Persons often request the assistance of an advocate as a last resort.
Many have been threatened with discontinuance or reduction of
services. Some of these people will have attended many meetings,
without results, while others were unaware of their right to con-
vene a meeting at all. Some will have identified and repeated the

111 problem as they've been passed from one agency to the next, while
others may not have found someone willing to listen or help.

111
At this point, families and professionals are often feeling an-

gry and frustrated. Family members may be reluctant to involve
an advocate, not wanting to be seen as troublemakers and being
fearful of possible retribution to their family member with a dis-
ability. Professionals may be feeling defensive. People with disabili-
ties, their families, and friends need to realize that they may be in

111 that painful position of choosing between "not rocking the boat"
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and getting what is needed for the person with a disability.
It is not the role of an advocate to dictate the outcome, but

rather to direct the process to reach the desired outcome, which
is implementation of services designed to meet the unique needs
of the person and family. The first step for the advocate is to gather
the information necessary to identify the problem and determine
where and how the process got derailed. The advocate will often
be seen as a persistent person who asks and re-asks many questions
regarding the details of what has taken place, the players involved,
and the roles and power of these players. The advocate will need
to look carefully at all of the relevant assessments and information
to ensure that there is documentation supporting the professional
recommendations and decisions that are being made. This is
where the advocate's knowledge of the laws and regulations is criti-
cal in order to determine the appropriate strategies to employ.

The advocate's job is not to ensure that all participants are
comfortable or happy, but to ensure that the person with a disabil-
ity gets the needed services. Yet, a successful advocate will be an
experienced problem solver, and will work to move the team to-
wards resolution in a focused, positive manner. A skillful advocate
will always be aware that their presence is temporary, while the
person with a disability and family will continue working with
many of these service providers on a long-term basis.

While working through specific issues, the advocate has a re-
sponsibility to help build others' confidence and skills so that all
the people involved will be better equipped to deal with problems
in the future. In addition, the advocate attempts to build the sup-
ports necessary for the individual and family to continue to infor-
mally advocate for them selves, and for them to know and follow
the processes that ensure provision of services throughout life.

There are several things that persons with disabilities and fam-
ily members can do to more effectively use advocacy. First, they can
learn as much as possible about the program (s) they are working
with, and, before problems arise, ask for written information on
their rights and the appeal process for each program. They can
also identify which professionals are responsible for assisting with
which types of problems. Secondly, as problems arise, it's impor-
tant that individuals and families identify what they want and/or
don't want in services before contacting an advocate. And finally,
it's better to request assistance before doom appears inevitable.
We have yet to meet an advocate with wings, and there is seldom a
magic answer that offers a "quick fix" to long-standing problems.

Linda Cress Bonney and Sandy Moore are legal advocates with the Min-
nesota Disability Law Center, 204 1st Avenue NW, Grand Rapids, MN
55744, and 416 Board of Trade Buildings Duluth, MN 55802.

Reprinted with permission from Impact: Feature Issue on Family Empowerment,
Summer 1992,5 (2), published by the Institute on Community Integration (UAP),
University of Minnesota Minneapolis.
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Appendix E
Confessions of a
Paraprofessional
By Mary F. Hayden

I am a social worker by trade. I entered the profession with the be-
111 lief that social change could occur through the various methods

of community organization, such as social protest, advocacy, lob-
bying, whistle blowing, and self-help action groups. Through the
years I have participated in sit-ins, advocated for individuals and
classes of people, and led self-help groups. Because of these expe-

111
riences, I view myself as a "good guy".

When asked to plan and coordinate an all-day working confer-
ence on the issue of self-advocacy, I was excited to be given the

111 opportunity to educate other professionals and to show them how
to mend their ways. However, I found this holy campaign to be my
own personal awakening. I was surrounded by many teachers.
Through their actions and accounts of their personal experiences,
they taught me that professional good intentions may hinder

111
people with disabilities from speaking out for themselves. I found
that even a "good guy" has room for improvement.

Prior to meeting the other participants at the conference, the
word "client" would flash before me during conversations with
them. I would become angry and tell myself that the correct term
was "consumer". After I met with everyone at the conference, I was
gently told that the "correct term" was people with disabilities.
Through working closely with everyone, the labels quickly went by
the wayside.

Lesson 1: Don't label people.
Get to know the person as an individual.

As a member of the helping professions, I found myself wanting
to help. I wanted to do things for people. For example, some

111
people had not stayed in a hotel and, as a result, they did not know
how to check in and out, charge meals to the room, and tip bell-
hops. Initially, I took care of a number of these activities. I eventu-
ally learned to explain the hotel "system" to people and let people
take care of themselves.

Lesson 2: People have the right to make choices in everyday
Practice what you preach.

I wanted to protect people. This behavior ranged from telling
someone that the area around the hotel wasn't safe to wanting to
keep tabs on people. A series of events occurred that made me
realize that my need to protect was a reflection of my focus on
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people's disabilities rather than their capabilities.
One afternoon several people decided to go to the Martin

Luther King Center. I decided to use a rented car. One individual
with a physical disability stayed behind. To my surprise, the per-
son who "stayed behind" was at the Center waiting for us. I later
found out that he preferred to travel independently rather than
with a segregated group. Several other participants periodically
left the group to either be by themselves or to meet new people.

Lesson 3: People have the right to discover, explore, and
experience

During the conference, the group worker within me became ner-
vous; the group controlled the group process. Some people didn't
talk while others monopolized the time. A few people were over-
bearing, some were more articulate than others, and some were
more socially skilled. Initially, I belieVed someone (a professional)
had to work the group dynamics to insure that the most relevant
information was brought to light. Because of this, I listened to
people who were brief, accommodating, articulate, socially skilled,
and focused. However, the facilitator was able to get beyond the
veneer. He listened and heard each person's message. Everyone
made a contribution to the conference and it was duly noted.

Lesson 4: Don't judge a book by its cover.
Listen to the person.

As these and other events occurred, I had a series of conversations
with the other participants about when a behavior is a reflection
of caring and support or when it's a reflection of control and
overprotectiveness. People shared their experiences through
these conversations. They all provided examples of a pro-
fessional's expertise and personal agenda overriding the wishes of
a person with a disability. They gave accounts about how the social
service system hinders personal growth. They shared moments
where others judged their lifestyle. These conversations helped
me to remember that I chose to work in the field to assist and sup-
port people with disabilities. They allowed me to re-affirm my be-
lief that people should experience life to the fullest.

Lesson 5: The manner in which a person chooses to experience life may
be inconsistent with our philosophy. These dferences need
to be simply acknowledged and appreciated. No value
judgement is necessary.

Mary F Hayden is Research Coordinator with the Research and Training
Center on Community Living, University of Minnesota, 108 Pattee Hall,
150 Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455; 612/624-4848.

Reprinted with permission from Impact:Feature Issue on Self Advocacy, Winter 1990/
91, 3(4), published by the Institute on Community Integration (UAP), University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
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Appendix F
Out of My Old Life
and Into My New One

111 By Michael J. Kennedy

I grew up in three New York institutions. In 1982, when I was
twenty-one, I moved into a group living situation in the commu-
nity called a supportive apartment. I lived with three other men
with cerebral palsy, and we were supervised by staff whenever we
were home. The supported apartment was much better than the
institution, but in the six years I lived there I learned everything I

111
could learn and was ready to be on my own. Also, the program was
funded by Medicaid and had too many rules and regulations, like
having to have goals and a service plan.

I knew what I wanted, but I needed help to get it. So I started
talking to the director of the program about being on my own. I

111
was listened to in one way, but not in another way because noth-
ing was happening. What I had to do to get my point across was to
threaten to move back into the institution near my family in the
Adirondack Mountains area. The director got wind that I was ac-
tually going to do it, and the agency staff didn't want that. I know
it would have been a mistake, and I didn't want to quit my job at
the Center on Human Policy, but I felt my back was against the
wall. That was the beginning of my getting my own home.

The agency told me about a new program they had just re-
ceived funding for. It was called a Family Care program, but what
it does is to match a person with roommates and the other sup-

!"
ports he or she needs. One of the staff at the supported apartment,
John, called me into the office one day and asked me if I would
consider setting up a home with him and his roommate Gordy. I
agreed, with the understanding that I didn't have to follow Medic-
aid rules or have a service plan. I wanted to make my own deci-
sions. I made it very clear that when it was time to leave the pro-

'!" gram, I could just go, no strings or questions asked.
As time went on, the coordinator of the Family Care program

met with John and me. I told her what I wanted in terms of sup-!' ports and a home. Part of her job was to help us find a place. The
exciting part is that we had a friend who used to work for the
agency who was into buying real estate. One day I was kidding with
her and said, "Why don't you buy a house that would be easily ac-
cessible and I would rent it from you?" About a week later she told

111
me she had bought a house! At first I thought she was kidding, but
then when she took me and John over to see it I knew she was se-
rious. We called the coordinator on the phone.

1111 John and I then started meeting with her on a regular basis. It
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I
was actually pretty easy to set up the supports I would need, like
physical therapy and my orthopedic doctor, because I could just
take what I had from the apartment and transfer them to my new
house. The supports I didn't have at the apartment were just
added on. For example, I had to arrange attendant care with one
of the agencies in town. Medicaid would pay for all of this when I
was on my own because I kept my Medicaid eligibility.

Always keep in mind that it may not be as easy for someone else
as it was for me to set it up. The important thing you have to re-
member is that you should be involved in every aspect from start
to finish. You, the individual, must have the supports built around 111

you, and not be made to fit into a program that wasn't designed
just for you. This is true regardless of how severe your disabilities
are. It's very important that you have the say about how your wants
and needs are dealt with.

If you work at an agency, I'd hope that you would go along with
the individual on how he or she wants to live. You don't have to
agree, but they have the right to live like anyone else.

I've lived on my own for the last two years. Through this pe-
riod John and I have talked about moving down south. We both
like the South for a number of reasons. One is that we both have
family down there, and they have been asking us to move down
there for quite a while. The most important reason is that both
John and I felt we needed a change in our lives, we needed some-

111thing new, and we needed to move on. So, we are moving to a town
near Atlanta, Georgia. I am very excited about this move.

U
Michael Kennedy was formerly the Self- Advocacy Coordinator at the Cen-
ter on Human Policy at Syracuse University, and is currently a consultant
to the Center.

Reprinted from Impact, 3 (4) Winter 1990/91, Research and Training Center on
Community Living and the Institute on Community Integration at the University
of Minnesota.
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Appendix G
ADA Requirements
Fact Sheet

111
Employment

Employers may not discriminate against an individual with a
disability in hiring or promotion if the person is otherwise
qualified for the job.
Employers can ask about one's ability to perform a job but can-. not inquire if someone has a disability or subject a person to
tests that tent to screen out people with disabilities.
Employers will need to provide "reasonable accommodation"
to individuals with disabilities. This includes steps such as job
restructuring and modification of equipment.
Employers do not need to provide accommodations that im-
pose an "undue hardship" on business operations.

Who needs to comply:

All employers with twenty-five or more employees must com-
ply, effective July 26, 1992

111 All employers with fifteen to twenty-four employees must com-
ply, effective July 26, 1994.

Transportation
New public transit buses ordered after August 26, 1990, must
be accessible to individuals with disabilities.
Transit authorities must provide comparable paratransit or
other special transportation services to individuals with dis-
abilities who cannot use fixed route bus services, unless an
undue burden would result.
Existing rail systems must have one accessible car per train by
July 26, 1995.
New rail cars ordered after August 26, 1990, must be accessible.

New bus and train stations must be accessible.
Key stations in rapid, light, and commuter rail systems must be
made accessible by July 26, 1993, with extensions up to twenty
years for commuter rail and thirty years for rapid and light rail.

All existing Amtrak stations must be accessible by July 26, 2010.

Public Accommodations

111
Private entities such as restaurants, hotels, and retail stores may
not discriminate against individuals with disabilities, effective
January 26, 1992.
Auxiliary aids and services must be provided to individuals

I
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with vision or hearing impairments or other individuals with
disabilities, unless an undue burden would result.
Physical barriers in existing facilities must be removed, if re-
moval is readily achievable. If not, alternate methods of pro-
viding services must be offered, if they are readily achievable.
All new construction and alterations of facilities must be ac-
cessible.

State and Local Government
State and local governments may not discriminate against
qualified individuals with disabilities.

All government facilities, services, and communications must
be accessible consistent with the requirements of section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Telecommunications
Companies offering telephone service to the general public
must offer telephone relay services to individuals who use
telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDDs) or similar
devices.

This document is available in the following accessible formats:
braille, large print, audio tape, electronic file on computer disk,
and electronic bulletin board. Call 202/514-6193.

For more information about the ADA, contact the U.S. Depart-
ment ofJustice, Civil Rights Division, P.O. Box 66118, Washington,
DC 20035-6118, 202/514-0301 (voice), 202/514-0381 and 202/
514-0383 (TDD).
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Appendix H
The Kindness of Others
By Roberta L. Juarez

"I have always depended on the kindness of others..." is one of the
most memorable lines from one of my favorite plays and until very
recently it pretty well described the way people with disabilities
interacted with society, or didn't interact. Well, no more!

Thanks to the newly-passed Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), Americans with disabilities are now on a more even
ground with their able-bodied brothers and sisters. Jobs, transpor-
tation, telecommunication, and public accommodations should
soon be more fairly accessible.

As an adult with cerebral palsy who spent far too much effort
and money on a college education to be told she wouldn't be con-
sidered for a professional position because her "co-workers would
feel uncomfortable around her", I am thrilled to know it will soon
be illegal to consider my disabilities rather than my abilities. Even
if I need something changed to make my job easier to perform,
Uncle Sam says it's okay as long as it's reasonable.

When this dream job affords me that well-deserved three-week
vacation, I should be able to take a few things for granted: I'll be
able to travel to my destination using the transportation system of
my choice; I'll be able to ask for an accessible hotel room and ac-
tually expect to get one; and if I want to call a friend who has a
speech or hearing impairment just to remind her that she's at1 work and I'm not an appropriate telecommunication system will
be available.

If I were still in high school, the ADA would still prove impor-
tant. Even though it does not touch directly on education, the
ADA will strongly impact "education" outside of the classroom. No

111
longer will an adolescent be denied a trip to the movies with his
friends because the theater is inaccessible, or the bus doesn't have
a lift. No longer will he be unable to call a classmate to commiser-
ate over the unfairness of today's pop quiz because his friend
doesn't have as TDD. He can use a free, confidential telephone
interpreter service. Although these activities may seem unimpor-
tant, even trivial, they are not. Some of the most important lessons
are learned outside of the classroom.

More obvious is the fact that his education will really be worth
something because when he's ready, if he's qualified, he will get
the job.

One other thing about the ADA it eliminates the excuses for
parents and individuals with disabilities not to be assertive when it
comes to accessing the services they need for their children or
themselves. The days of relying on the kindness or paternalism of
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others are gone. People with disabilities have just become first-
class citizens. It's up to all of us to make the most of it.

Roberta L. Juarez, M.S., RD., works for the Metropolitan Center for Inde-
pendent Living in Minneapolis.
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Appendix I
Section 504 Fact Sheet

What is it?

111 Section 504 is a section of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which
protects the rights of persons with disabilities. It prohibits agen-

1111

cies or organization which receive federal funds from discriminat-
ing against otherwise qualified individuals solely on the basis of
disability.

What is a disability under 504?
An individual is determined to have a disability if he or she:

1 Has a physical or mental impairment which substantially lim-
its one or more major life activities (walking, seeing, hearing,

111
speaking, breathing, learning, working, caring for oneself, per-
forming manual tasks);

2 Has a record of such impairment; or

1111 3 Is regarded as having such an impairment

This can mean that a school-age child who has an attention
deficit disorder and does not qualify for special education services
may still be entitled to accommodation in regular education un-
der Section 504.

What are "reasonable accommodations" under 504?

11
Accommodations must achieve meaningful equal opportunity,

must consider the functional limitations of the person and alter-
native methods of performance. Some examples could be the
lowing: modified testing, preferential seating, taped textbooks,
readers, tailoring homework assignments, etc.

111
Are evaluations and IEP required?

A district must evaluate "any person who, because of handicap,
needs or is believed to need special education or related services".
Evaluation is also required prior to a significant change in placement

A written plan describing placement and services must be de-

111
veloped. A formal IEP is not required, but decisions will be made
by a group of persons. Placement decisions must be based on in-
formation from varied sources and must be documented. All in-
formation must be considered. Decisions must be made by a
group of persons who are knowledgeable about the child, the
meaning of the data, and placement options.

What are the responsibilities of schools?
Schools must provide assurance of non-discrimination, desig-

natenate an employee to ensure compliance, provide grievance proce-

111
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dures, identify and locate all qualified children with disabilities
who are receiving public education, provide notice of district's 504
responsibilities and procedural safeguards. The procedural safe-
guards are as follows:

1 The right to written notice
2 The right to review records
3 Theright to an impartial hearing

What if there appears to be a violation?
The Office of Civil Rights investigates Section 504 complaints.

Minnesota is in Region Five, 300 Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
60606; Telephone 312/353-2520.
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Appendix J
Who Can Teach
Change Better?
By Beatrice Roth

In the early days when I was first asked to be a chapter advisor with
111 Speaking for Ourselves, finding guidance material on my role was

almost impossible. I was told, "Your members and your heart will

1111

teach you." How true, and the lessons began immediately.
As a guest observing my third monthly meeting of the group,

the President once again welcomed me and expressed apprecia-lltion at my interest. Before fully understanding what was happen-
ing, I found that I had been nominated and voted in as a chapter
advisor. I know now that this was the start of a whole new way of

111 thinking, a way of reacting or better still, not reacting.
To assist others, to step in and help, had been instilled in me

since childhood. But, to "assist" often meant to take over and do it
myself. I learned that an advisor does not take over. An advisor
supports and is a friend. The leadership role belongs to members.

For example, my natural tendency is to push my own opinion
of who's best suited for chapter officers, which are elected on a
yearly basis. But, time has taught that an advisor listens first to

1111
what members have to say. Their fingers are on the pulse of what
is best for them. Those with top leadership abilities have already
taken the foreground over the previous year and members have

11 an instinctive knowledge of who can best represent the group.
When an individual speaks out on his or her own behalf; the

111
message is from deep within. Who better knows what needs to be
changed? Who can better describe the pain experienced and the
frustration of unanswered needs? Who more has felt the effects of

111
people ignoring their simple entreaties for everyday wants and
desires? Individuals need only to be encouraged to step forward
and speak out. Expressing reassuring faith in our members as in-

111 dividuals, exploring options, affirming abilities, is a vitally impor-
tant role of an advisor. It can't be faked. It starts with listening as a
true friend, prompting someone who has been devalued by soci-
ety to expose their wounds, to trust you, to believe in him- or her-
self. It's not easy for people that have been repressed and re1-

111
egated to the background to freely speak out about what's hidden
inside. But it's important for others to hear and understand the
effect of their often unintended actions that hurt. The story needs
to be told. Again, the advisor's part is that of a student learning
from a teacher, our members, who can best instruct from self
knowledge. Their insight gleaned through life's heartaches is the
best teaching tool in bringing about change. An encompassing
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circle of experience, learning, educating, and support is shared by
members and advisors alike.

One way the story is told is as members speak out on issues dear
to them during the annual Speaking for Ourselves Conference.
This event, planned, executed and presented from start to finish
by Speaking for Ourselves members, is directed toward educating
the world at large, parents, professionals, and staff about issues
such as real jobs, community integration, and awareness of the
many capabilities individuals with developmental disabilities offer
to today's society. An event of this size is only successfully accom-
plished through the dedication, systematic planning, and team-
work of members from all chapters. Throughout this, the advisor
is a strengthening backer, an affirming friend, providing transpor-
tation, paperwork and support backup. But, most important is the
vital role of encouragement, being there when needed to prompt
someone to take that scary next step.

My friends at Speaking for Ourselves inspire me to greater
heights in life. It's why being an advisor is one of the greatest en-
joyments of my life, ust rubbing elbows with so many wonderfully
courageous and determined people. It's a two-way street where
each learns and teaches, where all of us together in Speaking for
Ourselves educate those in the world around us in the ways to a
better life not just for individuals with disabilities, but for us all.

Beatrice Roth is Advisor for the Montgomery County Chapter of Speaking
for Ourselves in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, 215/549-0550.
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SELF-DETERMINATION
The purpose of this issue of Transi-

tion Summary is to acquaint readers
with the issues of independence and
self-sufficiency -- sometimes called
self-determination or self-advocacy --

that young adults with disabilities
face as they look toward the future.
In this issue, we also offer parents
guidelines, in:,i,,' c, ai.d practical ad-
vice on helping their children with dis-

abilities cultivate some of the skills
they will need to function more inde-
pendently as adults.

People with disabilities have di-
verse needs and abilities. Someone
with a physical disability may have
different needs from someone with
mental retardation; likewise, someone
with learning disabilities may have
needs that differ greatly from some-
one with an emotional disturbance. In
spite of this diversity, however, most
people with disabilities have this in
common: they can express their own
viewpoints, and can make informed
decisions about matters that affect eve-
ry aspect of their lives.

This Transition Summary does not
attempt to present the diverse needs
of people in different disability
groups or the needs specific to any
particular disability group. Instead,
the focus is on the need for young peo-
ple with disabilities to take charge of
their own lives and to speak for them-
selves in an effort to overcome dis-
crimination, segregation, and unequal
opportunities based on disability.
Also discussed are the rights and
needs of these individuals to live with
dignity and respect; to have the same
opportunities to fail and to succeed as
people without disabilities; and to no
longer be seen as individuals perpetu-
ally dependent on welfare and charity.

In most families, an adolescent's
transition to adulthood is a stressful
period. For families with children
who have disabilities, the transition
may be even more disruptive. The
forms that the stresses may take and
the ability to react to those stresses
will vary from family to family, de-
pending on the number of family
members, the family's geographical
location, their social and financial re-
sources, and their personal values and
beliefs (Brotherson et al., 1986).

For parents, the period of transi-
tion means learning how to gradually
let go, becorti:-.: It:: protective, and
fostering in their child a sense of self-
assurance, self-reliance, and responsi-
bility. For many young adults, transi-
tion means leaving school and/or
home, and undergoing personal change
as well as --- "1 their relation-
ship with th i It means hay
ing more and more re-
sponsibility.

Recently, people with disabilities
have begun to consider themselves a
minority group denied basic rights,
such as attending public schools, be-
coming employed, marrying, and bear-
ing children (Funk, 1987). Indeed,
only in the past two decades have
many rights and freedoms taken for
granted by nondisabled persons --
been made available to people with
disabilities. According to a recently
conducted nationwide survey of.1,000
disabled people, 'there are clear
signs of an emerging group conscious-
ness among disabled persons' (The
ICD Survey of Disabled Americans,
1986).

Today, the focus of civil rights leg-
islation for individuals with disabili-
ties is 'to assist individual disabled
people to achieve a normal life exper-
ience as a citizen, not to create a near-
ly normal person as has been the fo-
cus of human service providers'
(Funk, 1987). Along with the need to
be recognized as people with their
own rights, there is a call to reconsider
the ways in which society thinks about-
and treats disability and the disabled.
According to Thomas (1982), 'One of
the failures of our society is...its [in-
ability] to comprehend the normality
of handicap. It is the overwhelming

insistence that we perceive and encour-
age 'the disabled' to perceive them-
selves as deviant that is the root of the
problem.' Thomas further observes
that cultural attitudes coward those
with disabilities have progressed
through three stages: in the first, the
person with a disability was consid-
ered helpless; in the second phase,
skilled professionals became involved
in 'helping' those with disabilities;
and in the third stage, persons with
disabilities exhibit determination and
question their roles as passive recip-
ients of help (Thomas, 1982).

According to Gartner and Joe
(1987), what is needed in education
and other human service fields is 'a
recognition of the range of humankind,
the awareness that all individuals pos-
sess both strengths and limitations, in
varying mixtures and CO different de-
grees." This requires that we avoid the
use of terms and language that either
deny the fact of the disability or that
dispel reality. 'Being disabled is not
a 'challenge'... [the disabled] ... volun-
tarily undertake. Nor is it that we are
merely 'differently abled.' We are
disabled; there are just some things
we can't do, at least not as quickly .or
as easily as ocher people' (Browne et
al., cited in Garmer and Joe, 1987).

This issue of Transition Summary
contains articles about self-determination
and becoming a good seq.-advocate. Ironi-
cally, much that has been written about
these subjects has come from professionals
rather than from people with disabilities.
Each of the articles in this publication,
however, reflect the experience of someone
who has grown up with a disability.
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THE MANY FACETS OF
SELF-DETERMINATION

by Michael J. Ward
In the article that follows, the au-

thor describes his concept of self-
determination and discusses parents'
roles in encouraging their children
with disabilities to trust. and respect
themselves, to gain self-assurance,
and to become as independent as pos-
sible.

Michael Ward is the Chief of the
Secondary Education and Transition
Services Branch at the Office of Spe-

dal Education Programs, the U. S.
Department of Education. Before
holding this position, he was a reha-
bilitation counselor for adults with
developmental disabilities in Brook-
lyn, New York-

He grew up in Brooklyn, where he
attended public schools. Recently, he
completed a Ph. D. in Special ,Educa-
tion at the University of Maryland.

Dr. Ward has cerebral palsy and
uses a wheelchair.

What is Self-Determination!
Self-determination has been de-

fined in a variety of ways. The Ameri-
can Heritage Dictionary (1976), defines
it as 'the determination of one's own
fate or course of action without corn-
pulsion: free will.' Another source
defines it as 'decision according to
one's own mind and, will' (Webster's
New World Dictionary, 1972). A corn-
mon element in both definitions is the
-nportance of people taking control,
.'ithout undue external influence, over
what affects their lives.

Self-determination refers both to
the attitudes which lead people to de-
fine goals for themselves and to their
ability to take the initiative to achieve
those goals. Acquiring the personal
characteristics which lead to self-
determination is a developmental pro-
cess that begins in early childhood
and continues throughout adult life.
While it is important for all people
to acquire these traits, it is a critical --
and often more difficult -- goal for
people with disabilities. They must
first shatter the pervasive stereotypes
which imply that they cannot, or per-
haps should not, practice self-
determination.

The traits underlying self-
determination include self-
actualization, assertiveness, creativity,
pride, and self-advocacy. The terms
'self-actualization' and 'assertive-
ness,' borrowed from modern psychol-
ogy, are important in the development
and personal growth of all indivi-
luals. Self-actualization refers to re-
alizing your potential and living your
life accordingly. Assertiveness is be-
ing able to express your needs clearly

and directly and to act and speak out
with self-confidence (Des Jardins,
1986). Creativity is the ability to be
innovative; to move beyond stereo-
typed images and expectations. Pride
in yourself and yr.),.. abilities is a trait
that translates into feeling good about
the contributions you can make to soci-
ety. Self-advocacy, an essential com-
ponent of self-determination, refers to
the ablilicy to act on your own behalf.
This concept is an outgrowth of the
grass-roots disability movement of the
last 20 years, a movement which has
given disabled people the right and
power to take necrspry, but often un-
popular, actions to ensure that their
basic civil rights and social and eco-
nomic needs are addressed. For peo-
ple with disabilities, self-advocacy is
'running risks, challenging rules, and
acquiring resources" (Varela, 1986). It
also involves 'knowing your basic hu-
man rights; standing up for your rights;
taking responsibility for your life; and
asking for help because you want it or
need it' (McGill, 1978).

Achieving self-determination, to
borrow a concept from Gestalt psy-
chology, is definitely 'more than the
sum of its parts.' It requires not only
that people with disabilities develop
inner resources, but that society sup-
port and respond to these people.
Self-determination is a lifelong inter-
play between the individual and soci-
ety, in which the individual accepts
risk-caking as a fact of life and in
which society, in turn, bases an individ-
ual's worth on ability, not disability.

Persons with disabilities who want
to achieve self-determination need to
learn how to trust and respect them-

selves.. They also need to learn to
identify their rights and needs and to
find the most appropriate ways of
communicating these to others. But(
most importantly, people with disabil-
ities must acquire a sense of political
purpose and an understanding of their
rights, responsibilities, and the demo-
crack process (Williams and Shoultz,
1984).

Historical Perspective of the
Disability Rights Movement

For centuries, society as a whole
treated people with disabilities as ob-
jects of pity and fear. They were
viewed as incapable of participating
in or contributing to society. Prior to
the 20th century, societal attitudes re-
flected the view that persons with dis-
abilities were 'unhealthy, defective,
and deviant,' requiring 'special institu-
tions, services, care, and attention in or-
der to survive' (Funk, 1987). The na-
tional policy that grew out of such
attitudes emphasized the reliance of
people with disabilities on welfare
and charitable organizations.

Even today, many people assume
that children with disabilities are seg-
regated from non-disabled peers bei 111
cause they cannot learn or because
they need special help or protection.
Similarly, for many, the absence of
people with disabilities in the work-
force is obvious proof that such people
cannot work. Little thought is given to
the' idea that people with disabilities,
in fact, are discriminated against
(Funk, 1987).

Despite efforts through public pol-
icy in the 1950's and early 1960's to in-
tegrate persons with disabilities into
community programs, societal attitudes
had an isolating effect on persons with
disabilities, forcing them to identify
with and participate in groups of their
own kind. Coffman (1963) wrote in the
classic work in disabilities literature,
Stigma: Notes on the Management of
Spoiled Ideruity, that the relationship of
such people to informal and formal
community organizations made up of 11
their own kind is crucial to the self-
concepts of group members. However,
his book was written long before it
was recognized that persons with dis-
abilities could use these organizations
to improve their social status, and thus
reduce the stigmatizing effects of seg-
regation and isolation. The social and
political climate of the civil rights re-
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form movement of the 1960's greatly
influenced the disability rights move-
ment. The role of people with dis-
abilities shifted from passive depen-
dence to active involvement. Rather
than being recipients of philanthropy,
they were becoming active participants
in a far-reaching civil rights movement
that challenged the stigmas associated
with other minority groups, as well,
such as ethnic minorities, women, gays,
and the elderly. This shift in attitude
raised the consciousness of these
groups to the point where 'the minori-
ty group is no longer one for whom
pleas, reforms and changes are made
by others, but where they themselves
[those in the movement] are instrumen-
tal in provoking change' (Thomas,
1982). People with disabilities began
to understand that, among their rights,
they had freedom of choice and free-
dom to belong to and take part in soci-
ety (Funk, 1987).

Along with the civil rights move-
ment of the 1960's, local independent
living centers emerged across the coun-
try. Weiner (1986) defines an inde-
pendent living center as 'a community-
based program that has substantial
disabled citizens' involvement and
leadership and provides directly, or
coordinates indirectly through refer-
ral, those services necessary to assist
disabled individuals to increase self-
determination and to minimize depen-
dence." One of the first such centers
was the Center for Independent Liv-
ing, established in 1964 at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley. Its im-
pact was far-reaching. Not only did it
provide a wide range of services to the
community it served, it was created by
people with disabilities to meet their
needs as they saw them. Thus, it be-
came the symbol of all that those with
disabilities could achieve, given the
chance, and gave momentum and credi-
bility to the independent living move-
ment and the concept of self-
determination.

The acquiring of self-determination
is not limited to persons with physical
disabilities. People First and United
Together are two disability consumer
organizations made up of people with
mental retardation and their aides.'
These organizations offer evidence that
although it is often difficult for peo-
ple with mental retardation to express
their needs clearly, they can learn to
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. . it is difficult for adolescents to be independent
psychologically and emotionally from their
parents when they are dependent on them

for meeting their basic physical needs.
manage an advocacy organization (with
help), and can make decisions that af-
fect their lives. Self-advocacy cannot
be reserved for the 'elite' among indi-
viduals with disabilities. People with
mental handicaps who cannot commu-
nicate well can and should be encour-
aged to contribute in self-advocacy
groups. With time and help, they, too,
can learn the skills they need to par-
ticipate in issues that affect their lives.

Adolescence: The Critical Stage for
Self-Determination

Manus and Manus (1983) discuss
the theory that adolescence is a phase
in which young adults, both with and
without disabilities, test their own
knowledge, ry roles, and rely
on peer groups, .adier than their fami-
lies, for support. Generally, it is a
phase in which young people chal-
lenge parental authority in order to
assert independence and gain control
over their lives as a necessary part of
successfully moving into adulthood

Many young people with disabili-
ties have difficulty with this process cf
transition for several reasons. First, it
is difficult for adolescents to be inde-
pendent psychologically and emotion-
ally from their parents when they are
dependent on them for meeting their
basic physical needs. Second, al-
though adolescents without disabilities
may encourage and reinforce the ex-
pression of differences, a disability
may be a difference that they find un-
aceptable.

Some of the barriers that young
adults with disabilities face are in fact
found within the family structure. A
major obstacle is not being given the
right to fail. All adolescents must be
allowed ro 'absorb the pain of fail-
ure, to react immediately to failure or
to delay and react to failure later'
(Manus and Manus, 1983). As chil-
dren with disabilities become older,
they should be given more responsi-
bilities and the support they need to
make their own decisions, even when
parents feel that such decisions are not
the best ones. Young people with dis-

abilities need to learn that it is all
right to fail and start over again. Fail-
ure can provide important opportuni-
ties for problem solving, decision
making, and responding creatively to
difficult situations. By being allowed
to fail and to make mistakes, young
people with disabilities can begin to
develop an understanding of their
abilities and limitations.

Parents and other adults can do
much to encourage children with dis-
abilities to exercise independence and
self-determination. For example, chil-
dren need to be included in making
decisions that affect the whole family,
such as where the next family outing
will be, what the next family car will
be, or how family time will be spent.
As early as possible, children should
make decisions, about basic issues that
directly affect_ them -- what clothes
they wear, for example, or how their
bedroom furniture is arranged.

Parents should also encourage
their children to perform household
charts that are within their capabili-
ties. It has been said that parents
should never do anything for their
children that their children can do for
themselves. This is especially sound
advice for parents reluctant to assign
chores or responsibilities to their child
with disabilities in the belief that he
or she is already overwhelmed and
should avoid anything that would
make life more difficult. While do-
ing chores may take longer for some
people with disabilities, most are not
in any overwhelming physical discom-
fort. Chances arc that children who-
grow to feel overwhelmed by their
disabilities may have been treated as
'special' or 'sick' by parents, siblings,
teachers, friends, or relatives.

An important point for parents to
remember is that children challenge
their parents in a sincere and neces-
sary attempt to become independent
adults. For young people with disa-
bilities, this conflict may be more dif-
ficult or prolonged, but it is just as ne-
cessary as it is for all young adults.

Q

'The aides in these organizations are non-handicapped helppasywibo provide support and assistance with the development
of ideas, but who do not function as.leaders in the organiolrt-4-Williams and Shoula, 1982). 171



WHO CHOOSES?
by Bill Mitchell

Parents are a strong, stabliring'
,orce in a child's life and play an im-
portant role in helping the child devel-
op self-confidence and a sense of in-
dependence. Parents of a child with
disabilities typically want to protect
the child, an instinct based primarily

but not exclusively -- on a realistic
knowledge of the child's limitations.

In the article that follows, the au-
thor discusses the need for young
No* with disabilities to be involved,
as much as possible, in making deci-
sions that affect their lives. He also
discusses ways in which families af-
fect their child's ability to take risks,
make decisions, and live with the
consequences.

Bill Mitchell works in the Gov-
ernmental Affairs Office of the ASSO-
dation for Retarded Citizens (ARC)
in Washington, D.C.. Currently, he

is involved in a project funded by the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development to provide technical as-
sistance in the fit, ui&d design of
housing for people with disabilities.

He came to Washington on a fel-
lowship with the National Council
on the Handicapped, during which
time he wrote a paper on developing
leadership in the disability rights
movement.

Mr. Mitchell grew up in Atlanta,
Qeorgia, where he attended public
.schooLs. He later graduated from
Georgia State Um:, t. ith a Bach-
elors degree in Philosophy. Before
coming to Washington, he worked as
a counselor for students with disabil-
ities at Qeorgia State University and
as the staff advocate for the Georgia
Advocacy Office.

Mr. Mitchell has a mobility im-
pairment.

Historically, people with disabili-
ties, both individually and in groups,
have had few opportunities to exercise
\oices in their lives. In his book,
am Good Will to Civil Rights: Trans-

forming Federal Disability Policy (1984),
Richard Scotch observes that 'dis-
abled people generally have nor
spoken for themselves, and public
policies have typically dealt with their
needs in ways shaped by stereotypes
of dependency.'

The lack of involvement of people
with disabilities in decision-making at
the policy level has its roots in the
lack of participation in decision-
making at the individual level. Deci-
sions affecting people with disabili-
ties have frequently been made by
others. Those disabled early in life
have gone from having parents make
decisions for them to having doctors,
social workers, or rehabilitation coun-
selors make decisions for them. Those
raised in segregated facilities have
found their chances of making their
own decisions restricted even further.
No wonder then, that when confronted
repeatedly with the message that they
must learn to take responsibility,
many people with disabilities feel

,nfused and unprepared. /
What are the barriers to exercising

choices? Based on my observations
and experiences with other people

with disabilities, I have identified
three barriers that I believe restrict
opportunities for young people with
disabilities to learn to make their own
decisions:

1. Overprotection
Ironically, those who care most

about individuals with disabilities
may be among the obstacles to their
gaining the experiences necessary to
exert more control over their lives.
Typically, most parents, but particu-
larly parents of children with disabil-
ities, feel the need to protect their
children from the pain of failure and
rejection. Yet, as they mature, chil-
dren will be exposed to situations that
require them to make choices and
abide by the consequences.

As a part of growing up, young -
sters will be out in their environment -
- 'hanging out' with the neighborhood
kids, exploring the woods beyond the
back yard, or stopping at the corner
store on the way home from school --
out from under the watchful eye of a
parent or other authority figure. It is
during these times that children begin
to learn more about their own capabil-
ities and limitations and to feel a
sense of autonomy.

In some cases, the combined effect
of parental concern and environmental
barriers may lead to a situation in

which a child with a disability is never
our of the house unless in the presence
of a parent or another adult. The nat-
ural tendency of parents to protect
their children is reinforced by the re-
ality of the difficulties present in the
immediate environment. Parents of
children with disabilities often do not
have a basis of comparison for deter-
mining what are acceptable versus un-
acceptable risks in the environment,
and consequently may lack the reassu-
rance needed to be able to allow their
children their own 'space' to find
their way in the world.

In my own experience as a child
having a mobility impairment and us-
ing a wheelchair, I got out a lot, ex-
plored my surroundings, and played
with the neighborhood kids. These un-
supervised experiences were among
the most important in my life. I
learned about relationships and about
taking responsibility for my own ac-
tions, and generally broadened my
perceptions of the world around me
and how I fit into it.

Compare my experiences to those
of a child in a residential facility.
One situation reflects the society we
live in -- the real world; the other re-
flects a society limited by restrictions
that skew the child's perception of the
world. When I consider my experi-
ences of growing up in my own com-
munity and attending a neighborhood
school where I had the same restric-
tions as other children, and then com-
pare them to the experiences of ac-
quaintances who have spent a
significant part of their lives in resi-
dential facilities, it is not hard to ac-
count for the uncertainty many of them
feel when confronted with challenges
and opportunities.

Unfortunately, for many adults
with disabilities, decisions to take on
new experiences are influenced more
by the degree of risk involved rather
than the opportunities afforded by the
experiences. And while my observa-
tions are unscientific, there seems to
be a direct correlation between the
degree of restriction these adults had
as children and their fear of taking
risks as adults. If you have been told
much of your life that there are so
many things that are coo hazardous for
you to do, and if you have never been
given the opportunity to test the true
limits of your capabilities, it wouldn't
be surprising that you would be ob-
sessed with security.



2. Low Expectations
Another barrier to the achievement

of self-determination for many people
with disabilities involves the low ex-
pectations that society has of them and
consequently, that they have of them-
selves. As people with disabilities,
we receive conflicting messages from
different sources telling us: (1) that
we are absolutely incredible for do-
ing the most trivial of _things; and (2)
that whenever non-disabled people
are around, we should let them help
us do whatever we are doing because,
surely, they can do it better. Instead
of being encouraged to challenge our-
selves to the point that we run a real
possibility of failure, every effort is
made to ensure that this doesn't hap-
pen. In the process, we are denied the
thrill of a hard-earned success.

Such negative messages about the
capabilities of young people with dis-
abilities can be countered by conscious
efforts on the parr of parents or other
adults. As I was growing up, and to
my complete consternation at the time,
I was constantly challenged by my
parents about whether I actually had
done my best at different tasks. They
attributed neither my successes nor my
failures to my disability. In spite of
what they may have felt inwardly, they
never allowed me to feel that merely
'getting by' was good enough. While
psychologists may debate the effects
of such an upbringing on the young
psyche, it did lead me to expect more
of myself. Being challenged in this
way also regularly required me to
make choices for myself: I chose ei-
ther to keep working at something to
make it better, or I chose to declare
the deed done.

The importance of receiving the
message that those who care about you
have faith in your ability not only to
succeed, but also to survive failure,
cannot be overstated. Having a 'good"
failure is something everyone should
experience. To know that is is a nor-
mal part of life and that people still
care about you and believe in you can
encourage you to get up and try again.
Another effect of this kind of early
learning is a sense of feeling more in
control of your own destiny.

The more significant a person's dis-
ability is perceived to be, the more ur-
gent it is that he or she be given every
opportunity to exercise choices.
Whether children with disabilities in-
dicate their decisions through verbal

The importance of receiving the

message that those who care about you

have faith in your ability not only to
succeed, but also to survive failure,

cannot be overstated.

communication, or with the aid of a
pointer, a micro switch, or a communi-
cation board, it is important that they
exercise the right to make choices, and
in matters in which they can sec the ef-
fects of theii cisions.

3. Lack of S al l ...kyort Systems
The lack of basic support systems

to help one cope with failure can be
particularly difficult for persons with
disabilities. Discontinuity in some of
the basic necessities of life, such as
home, community, or friends, especial-
ly during the formative years, can add
an additional barrier to the disabled
person's freedom to make autonomous
choices. In some cases, the person's
need for security and safety in the en-
vironment may outweigh the benefits
of assuming a new role in the commu-
nity or taking on a new job that might
further his or her career. While it
may seem contradictory to the earlier
point about overprotection, having a
sense of belonging and a feeling of
continuity in your environment is an
important element in being able to
challenge your capabilities. To be
comfortable in taking risks, it helps to
know that you've got a place to come
home to after it's all over.

For parents, this means trying to
provide stability and security for your
children with disabilities to the great-
est extent possible, while also giving
them the freedom to explore. I be-
lieve that young adults with disabili-
ties who are beginning to cope with in-
creasing responsibilities and who are
feeling overwhelmed by their choices
can ease their anxiety by looking for
small ways to bring stability to their
world. For example, I love Mexican

food, so at least once a week, even if
the walls are crumbling around me, I
go to the same familiar restaurant
where they know me by name and al-
ways seem glad to see me. A small
detail, perhaps, but it helps me gain
perspective when other things are in
flux. No matter how unstable an indi-
viduals's circumstances may be, being
able to find even one small 'island of
calm' that provides an anchor can do
wonders for one's sense of stability.

I have listed three basic obstacles
that young people with disabilities
face as they strive to become adults
with the confidence in their own capa-
bilities necessary for exercising self-
determination. All three barriers
have the potential to limit opportuni-
ties in making choices. Parents can
help their children to overcome these
barriers by providing as many oppor-
tunities as possible that allow their
children to take prudent risks and
make decisions independendy.

As I see it, there are two challeng-
es to be addressed:

o How to expose children with dis-
abilities to more opportunities to
make choices for themselves and
to deal with the consequences of
their choices; and

o How to support and encourage
young adults with disabilities as
they explore their capabilities
and options.

The answers that parents and oth-
er caregivers come up with today to
these questions will determine the de-
gree to which the next generation of
young adults with disabilities is pre-
pared to meet the challenges of a
changing world.
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SELF-DETERMINATION AND
NORMALIZATION AMONG

ADOLESCENTS:
The Family as a Crucible of Values

by Rita A. Varela

Parents play an important role in
teaching their children decision-
making and problem-solving skills.
The family can be viewed as a "train-
ing ground" where members learn
how to adjust to feedback from oth-
ers, how to make decisions, and how
to receive guidance in what is expect-
ed of them (Summers, 1986).

In the article that follows, the au-
thor discusses the family as a source
of values and support.

Since 1983, Ms. Varela has
worked as a programmer analyst for
QTE Data Services in Tampa, Flori-
da. Her latest breakthrough is a book
on statistical analysis, Victory Over

Statistics, targeted to mid-level man-
agers, MBA students, and grant writ-
ers. Before coming to QTE Data
Services, Ms. Varela was a project
coordinator for the American Coali-
tion of Citizens with Disabilities in
Washington, D.C.

She was born and raised in New
York City, where she attended public
school, and received her undergradu-
ate degree at City College of New
York. She has an M.A. from New
York University and is working on
an M.B.A. from the University of
Tampa.

Ms. Varela hi, cl..b,a1 palsy.

Atroduction
When I think about the term 'self -

determination,'determination,' the overriding issue
that comes to mind is the question of
how to live your life in such a way as
to actualize its full potential. I also
associate the term with my days as a
graduate student in political science,
when the need to make a living and
pay the rent was far. from my thoughts
and the diaries of libertarians such as
John Stuart Mill. and Henry David
Thoreau absorbed me.

'Self-determination' is not a term
I generally associate with rehabilita-
tion literature. Yet, clearly, the term
touches on two areas which are crucial
to understanding both adolescents and
disability: first, the role of the family
as a crucible of values; second, the
roadblocks facing disabled youth and
the strategies families can follow to
overcome them.

The Family as a Crucible of Values
Many authors have portrayed the

family as a crucible of values from
hich we learn about winning, losing,

cooperation, and conflict. I subscribe
to this view with joy and fervor.

It was from my family that I first
learned about planning, persuasion,
and money. I don't remember when I
did not know that a nickel was worth
more than a penncy, a quarter was
worth more than a dime, and paper
money was what you saved in the bank
so that you could buy a house on Long
Island. As for planning and persua-
sion, I still remember the arguments I
had with my folks whenever I wanted
to go downtown by myself. I grew up
in New York City and was unable to
use public transportation, so before I
asked permission to go. anywhere, I
would go through the long, drawn-out
prOcess of calling a van ser,ice, nego-
tiating over a day, a time, and a price,
and investigating all the other details
I had to memorize in order aa prove to
Mom that I could be trusted to take
charge of my destiny. As I look back
on those days and the hazards of. ur-
ban life, I realize that the most ex-
traordinary part of the arguments was
that I won them.

To an adolescent, self-
determination means the power to run
your life your way. It means the deg_
to make all the choices that adults in
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society can make. Before we dismiss
this definition as simplistic, let me
suggest that it has one virtue: namely,
it mirrors the experience of transition
from adolescence to adulthood.
Though cynics may quip that parents
won't stop telling their children what
to do until they reach the age when
they forget who their children are,
parents do let go. The torch -- which
in this case is the power of young
adults with disabilities to make choices
that once were made for them -- is in-
deed passed in the vast majority of
cases. With that torch come lessons.
Planning, persuasion, and introductory
economics involve basic cultural and
political information transferred from
parent to child so early that we rarely
identify when a child begins to
scheme, negotiate, or barter. This
transfer nearly defines traditional pa-
renting.

Roadblocks and Remedies
The motivation underlying this

transfer is empowerment. Parents want
their child to enter the world of adult-
hood on an equal footing with all oth-
er adults. People with disabilities,
however, often face roadblocks to full
equality. Many roadblocks are institu-
tional. Others stem from personal
conflicts over values and identity
which invariably befuddle adoles-
cents.

All advocates know about the insti-
tutional roadblocks. We've all heard
about parents who fight to get their
child in school, who literally beg to
get a dentist to treat their child, or
who spend hours on the phone cracking
down reliable transportation. The
remedy for these roadblocks is equal-
ly clear: parent advocacy -- which
means fighting, fighting, and more
fighting. Personal roadblocks, howev-
er, are more complex.

A persistant sort faced by youth
with disabilities concerns the problem-
of putting disability in perspective.
Where does the disability end and
the 'you' begin? When things happen
to you that you don't like, how much
car. be ascribed to you as a person and
how much to your disability? Most
kids with disabilities feel they are
overprotected. So do most nondis-
abied kids. The difference is that in
the former case, the kid is plagued by
the thought, 'if I weren't disabled,
would it be different?'
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Parent-child conflicts are a fact of
life, not just a fact of disability life.
Children with disabilities need to
.now that. They need to learn how the

world works, how authority is trans-
ferred from parent to child, and how
to get around obstacles. One of the
best things parents can do to teach
their children about the world is to
widen the family's social circle.
Though socializing is not always seen
as either a priority or a simple matter
by the parents of a child with a disa-
bility, teenagers with disabilities
should see how other teenagers deal
with their own conflicts with parents.
Some teenagers with disabilities will
conclude that the grass is greener in
the next yard; others will not. In any
event, a child can learn a lot by watch-
ing other children elbowing their way
through adolescence. Parenthetically,
watching other parents deal with teen-
agers can be instructive to grown-ups,
as well.

An issue related to families and
values concerns therapy on the home-
front. More specifically, it involves
the danger of parents becoming too fo-
cused on rehabilitating their child.
Though I can't prove it scientifically, I
armly believe that the quality of your
ethics, or, more precisely, the amount
of time devoted to examining your eth-
ical assumptions, bears directly on the
quality of your life. I believe, for ex-
ample, that all children should be
taught it is wrong to steal apples. I do
not feel that you should skip teaching
this if your child hates apples or if
your child is severely spastic, in a
wheelchair, and unable to 'reach' for
an apple.

Though I do not advise parents to
refuse to do therapy at home, I do sug-
gest that parents set limits. The home
must remain a home, not a rehab cen-
ter. In that home, all children should
be treated as future citizens, not as pa-
tients. And in that home, if a choice
must be made between administering
therapy and taking time to explain
why it is wrong to steal, I urge the lat-
ter.

Summing Up
Perhaps the quintessential portrait

of the family as a crucible of values
,ccurs in The Aurobiorzphy of John Stu-

art Mill (1964). Mill describes taking
long walks with his father and discuss-
ing famous books. His father used

Parent-child conflicts are a fact of life, not

just a fact of disability life.

these occasions to offer 'explanations
and ideas respecting civilization, gov-
ernment [and] morality' (Mill, p. 29).
That portrait sums up my view of what
politics is all about, as well as my
views of parenting at its best.

Self-determination? It means the
right to make the kinds of choices that
others have a right to make, and it re-
quires equal access to public institu-
tions. Parent advocacy? Parent advo-

cares are the first in battle, tackling
roadblocks which threaten a child's
chances to participate in society and
compete on an equal footing. The
family? That's where you learn to
plan and fight and scheme and dream
about being the President of the Unit-
ed States. When you are a clumsy,
sweaty, five-year-old, no one on earth
will share those dreams with you ex-
cept, possibly, your parents.

fl

ANGER IN YOUNG ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES

Society often L.oes not allow an indi-
vidual to forget his or her disability. As a
result, many young people with disabilities
feel frustrated and angry.

The section that follows is taken from
a letter written by a young man to a coun-

selor who expressed concern over a 7-year-
old client's anger at having cerebral pal-
sy. The author of the letter, who has cere-
bral palsy, is presently studying to be a
lawyer.

Dear

...I would like to add my own ob-
servations based on my perspective as
an adult with cerebral palsy who .was
once an angry 7-year-old. When you
stop to think of it, the anger the child
feels is not unreasonable. Adults tend
to overlook the fact that being able to
walk and talk properly is much more
important to a 7-year-old's satisfaction
with life than is is for an adult. It may
seem very unfair to the child to have
been singled out for this problem.
Furthermore, the adults around the
child seem powerless to correct the
problem.

Indeed, the child's anger may be a
reflection of the disappointment that
the adults around feel. The anger may
be self-directed. I'm guessing at this
child's feelings, based on my own ex-
perience and those of other people I
have known who have this condition.
The important thing is that the anger is
interfering with the child's develop-
ment.
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In your letter [to me], you talk
about teaching the child to accept the
disability. Frankly, I chink the notion
of acceptance is overrated. Many of
the people I know who have cerebral
palsy and who have succeeded in be-
coming independent and contributing
members of society are quietly angry.
The difference is that they've learned
to use their anger in constructive ways.

Your priority challenge as a coun-
selor may be to help this child chan-
nel the anger away from self and oth-
ers and toward the challenges
presented by the disability. It may
help the child to know more about cer-
ebral palsy and about people with cer-
ebral palsy.

It's important that the child knows
that there are people in this world
who have-as much and more difficulty
with walking and still manage to lead
satisfying lives. It would be even bet-
ter if the child could meet some adults
with cerebral palsy who are living in
the community, and learn more about
the activities that people with disabili-
ties can enjoy (J. Murphy, (personal
communication), June, 1987).
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TIM BECOMES AN EAGLE SCOUT
by Bud Fredericks

Having role models may be one
way to dissipate some of the frustra-
tion, anxiety, anger, and tardiness
that many young adults with disabili-
ties feeL Role models need not be su-
perheroes, but rather people with dis-
abilities who have accomplished
goals that are important to them.

The article that follows describes
a young man whose determination
has led him to realize personal aspi-

rations that man -ever are: ain
-- a strong sense of dignity and self-
worth.

The author of this article, Bud
Fredericks, is a research professor at
the University of tgon in Mon-
mouth. He is the father of four
grown children and is active in the
Association for Retarded Citizens.

The following is an excerpt of an article
from Exceptional Parent, Volume 17, No. 2,
March, 1987. (Reprinted with permission
from the author.)

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire,
and similar groups for youth offer excel-
lent opportunities for children with dis-
abilities to participate in recreational ac-
tivities with those who are not disabled.
Often, in larger communities, separate
units are established to accommodate those

4 disabilities. This is. a story of what
. happen when integration occurs. It is

also the story of what happens when a per-
son with disabilities speaks for himself.

On April 21, 1986, Tim Fredericks
was awarded the rank of Eagle Scout
in Troop 161, a regular Boy Scout
Troop of Philomath, Ore. (population:
2,500). One of the guest speakers at
that ceremony had the following to
say:

'The State of Oregon spends mil-
lions of dollars annually to main-
tain those with disabilities in sep-
arate work facilities and in
institutions.

This community demonstrates how
to integrate someone who is dis-
abled into the mainstream of its
society. Troop 161 could be a
model for all ocher Boy Scout
troops.'

Choosing a Project
Tim Fredericks has Down syn-

'4-ome. Yet his entire Boy Scout ca-
of eleven years was spent in regu-

. Cub Scout dens and a regular Boy
Scour troop.

Tim met the :trits for the
twenty -one merit necessary for
the Eagle _rank, bw. important
was his Eagle projet.t, which he inde-
pendently chose. His desire was to
speak at school assemblies and tell
other students what it is like to be dis-
abled. Eagle projects must be ap-
proved by the Boy Scout district. In
this case, the district was quirt enthu-
siastic about the project's possibilities
and wrote an encouraging response to
Tim's request. The next step for Tim
was to prepare the speech and write
letters to school principals requesting
the opportunity to speak.

Tim reads jaz about the third-grade
level, and he prints anything he writes.
He can neither read nor write cursive
lettering, nor does he adequately com-
pose and write a: the same time.
Therefore,. Tim and his family devel-
oped a technique for all of his corre-
spondence. Tim dictates what he
wants to say while one of his parents
prints his words. Tim then copies the
dictated material. Tim's dictation over
the years has becorr.e quite fluent, and
he does not tolerate any editing of his
ideas. He occasionally tolerates a
suggested word or phrase change.

Writing a speech was more com-
plex, however. Tim had many things
he wanted to say students who are
not disabled and had no difficulty
dictating these ideas over a period of
two weeks. I suggested organizing the
speech by subjects: school, work,

friends, etc. Tim agreed, and all the
ideas for each subject were grouped.
Tim then added and deleted. Finally
a speech emerged.

The speech Tim gave was initially
planned to be given CO two or three
high schools and junior high schools or
elementary schools in the immediate
area. He ended up by speaking twen-
ty-seven times to more than 2,500 peo-
ple. The speech he gave follows:

Tim's Speech
My name is Tim Fredericks. I am

handicapped because I have Down
syndrome. I was born with Down syn-
drome. Down syndrome people have
an extra chromosome. Nobody knows
why we have this extra chromosome.
All of you have forty-six chromo-
somes. I have forty-seven. Would any
of you like my extra chromosome? I
would be glad to give it to you if I
could.

I would like to tell you what it is
like to be retarded. I am doing this so
that you might be able to understand
people like me.

School is a good place to learn,
but I don't really like to go to school. i

I am a slow learner. I have a hard
time spelling. Some of your teachers
tell me that you have a hard time
spelling, and you don't have my prob-
lem. I have trouble reading. Every-
one tells me that I read about the fifth
grade level. I hate to write letters
and to write in my diary because it is
hard for me to write.

After I graduate from school, I
hope to live in an apartment with a
good friend. I also hope to have two
or three part-time jobs. I have two now
that I get paid for. I work at Ark Ani-
mal Hospital every morning for two
hours. I have to be there at 7:15. I
work at Vandehey's Cabinet Shop
three afternoons a week. I have been
working now for more than a year at
both jobs.

I do chores ar home. I have to take
care of all the animals, twelve chick-
ens, three eats, a dog, three goldfish
and a horse. That's a lot of mouths to
fed.

i also help my Dad cut wood. I
take care of my own room, and I help .

my Morn vacuum. She says I do a bet-
ter job than she does. And she is right!

I love music, but I like hard rock
best, but my Mom doesn't.
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I have a hard time explaining how
I feel, but I feel the same way you do.

The hardest thing for me is when
!ople make fun of me or ignore me.

,-or instance, I went to a dance a few
weeks ago, and no girl would dance
with me. Can you imagine how you
would feel if that happened to you?
Well, I feel the same way.

Kids on the bus used to make fun
of me. That used to make me mad.

I have a girlfriend, but she goes to
a different school than I do. I don't
get to see her coo often. She is handi-
capped too. I have ocher handicapped
friends, but my best friends are Chris
and Mark Weaver. They have been
my friends for five years. I think they
really like me, and I like them.

I feel good when people talk to
me or are friendly to me. That's one of
the things I like about Boy Scouts. The
boys accept me as I am. They know I
are handicapped, but it doesn't make
any difference. I am a scour just like
them. It takes me longer, and I have to
work a little harder to get my merit
badges, but I get them done.

That's one of the reasons I am here.
I am trying to be an Eagle Scout. I

ply have three more merit badges to
go. My Eagle Scout project was to tell
you about myself. I hope I have done
that. I want to thank the principal, the
staff, and students for letting me come
and talk to you.

If anyone would like to ask any
questions, I'll try to answer them, but
if I can't, my Dad is here, and he can
help me.

The Students' Reaction
And what was the reaction of the

students? When he gave his speech to
the school assembly of his own high
school, the introduction by the princi-
pal was brief and noninformative:
'Tim Fredericks is going to tell us
something about his Eagle Scout project.'

Tim stood before the student body
of 400 with the microphone a little too
close to his mouth so that his voice
boomed throughout the auditorium.
This was Tim's first speech, and so we
as parents had little idea of what the
reaction might be. The speech lasted
approximately ten minutes. When he

tished speaking, there was a sponta-
ileous cheer from the student body,
and all were on their feet applauding
and cheering. Teachers were wiping
tears from their eyes. One teacher

said to Tim's mother, 'We all needed
that. Thank you.'

Tim had been integrated into the
high school for four years and had
many friends who were not disabled,
but the majority of the student body
merely accepted him without really
knowing much about him. However,
after giving the speech, Tim said that
everyone spoke to hire.

Speaking to Elementary Students
It was fascinating to watch Tim give

this speech, which was slightly edited
from the one above, to elementary
school students. The usual scenario
went as follows: Tim would be intro-
duced to approximately 100 students
who would be sitting around the floor
in a library or in some other general
meeting room in the school. He would
give his speech. At the conclusion of
the speech, when he asked for ques-

dons, there would be a few seconds of
silence followed by one hand of a stu-
dent braver than the others. The ques-
tion was usually quite simple. 'What
is your favorite music?' Tim would
answer, and two more hands would be
raised. Twenty minutes later, after a
continuous give and take during a ques-
tion period, half the student body
would have their hands raised wanting
to know more about Tim and what it is
like to be handicapped.

We do not know the full effect
Tim has had by being his own spokes-
person, although many people have
shared their personal reactions with
us. We do believe he has made many
more students and adults aware of the
competencies that people with disabil-
ities can have, and that those with dis-
abilities are, first and foremost, peo-
ple.

S2

Suggestions for Parents:
I dping Children Achieve

Self-Determination

Being aware of the significance of
self-esteem and decision-making and
problem-solving skills in a young per-
son's overall development does not ne-
cessarily mean that parents and pro-
fessionals know how to how to
encourage the growth of these skills.
The following suggestions for how
parents and others can help children
and young adults with disabilities de-
velop a sense of self-worth and self-
sufficiency have been developed from
readings in disability literature and
from conversations with individuals
with disabilities.

o Treat your child with a disability
as a capable human being by en-
couraging and supporting his or
her efforts to explore, take
healthy risks, and n-y out new situ-
ations.

o Provide opportunities for self-
awareness by focusing on your
child's strengths and the qualities
that make him or her special and
unique.

o Let your child know that you enjoy
spending time with him or her. Try
to really listen when your child
shares thoughts and experiences
with you.

o Share your family stories, histo-
ries, and traditions with your child
to help the child understand that
he or she is a member of a family
circle, with a permanent place in
the larger scheme of things.

o Provide opportunities for interac-
tion with others of different ages
and backgrounds to help your
child develop social confidence.

o Help your child experience suc-
cess by encouraging him or her to
build on known strengths and
abilities.

o Acknowledge your child's efforts
toward a goal, not just the final
product or accomplishment.

o Have realistic expectations; don't
expect so much that your child is
set up for failure or frustration, or
so little that you communicate a
lack of faith.

o Let your child take responsibility
for his or her own actions.

o Acknowledge your child's pres-
ence. Include your child in discus-
sions with family and friends.
Don't interfere unnecessarily to
answer questions that were direct-
ed at the child.
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o Give your child a chance to grow
into a unique adult. Avoid using
labels such as 'shy,' lazy," or
'clumsy' to describe your child.

o Respect your child's need for pri-
vacy and time alone. Don't intrude
unless it is absolutely necessary.

o Promote your child's assertive (not
aggressive) behavior as well as re-
spect for others. Being assertive is
an excellent way for your child to
avoid being exploited or taken ad-
vantage of.

o Encourage your child to practice
and use basic coping statements to
handle difficult emotions, such as
anger, jealousy, or fear, but by all

.11111.11111.1.111.11111111=111.111.1111.111=1111

means, encourage their expression.
(An example of a coping state-
ment might be: 'I can do this. I'll
be just fine.' or. 'I really feel up-
set, but I need to stay calm!)

o Acknowledge your own sense of
self-worth, when appropriate. Your
healthy self-image will be a good
model for your child.

There are many. resources availa-
ble to help parents understand their
role in helping their child with disa-
bilities learn to achieve self-
determination. Many such resources
are listed at the end of this Transition
Summary.

As you face your responsibility as
a parent, a teacher, or a professional
in helping a child with disabilities(
achieve self-sufficiency, remember
that learning to be independent is a
difficult task for all young adults.
Likewise, it is sometimes difficult to
earnestly encourage a child's indepen-
dence: letting go is one of the most
difficult tasks that parents face.
What is important to realize is that
all children, regardless of their
strengths or weaknesses, have to try
many times -- and sometimes fail --
before they can gain the self-assurance
and sense of -personal worth that
comes with adulthood.

This document was developed by Interstate Re-
search Associates, Inc. pursuant to Cooperative
Agreement #G0087C3051 with the Office of Special
Education Programs of the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. The contents of this document do not necessaril-
reflect the views or policies of the Department of Edu-
cation, nor does mention of trade names, commercial
products, or organizations imply endorsement by the
U.S. Government.

This information is in the public domain unless
zerwise indicated. Readers are encouraged to copy

and share it, but please credit the National Informa-
tion Center for Children and Youth with Handicaps.
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Appendix L
Making Contributions

Giving a massage

Volunteering time
Making a gift
Pitching in recycling
Sticking up for someone
Helping someone move
Doing someone a favor
Helping with yard work
Caring for children
Hugging someone
Sitting with someone who's sick
Sewing or mending as a favor
Helping with light housework
Walking a neighbor's dog
Doing community service
Giving or sending flowers
Offering help if someone needs it
Helping a neighbor shovel snow
Working on a political campaign
Taking care of animals or plants
Visiting someone in the hospital
Lending books, tapes, or videos
Holding the door open for someone
Inviting a (new) neighbor over for dinner
Running errands for someone else
Lifting things with or for a neighbor
Receiving packages for a neighbor
Offering good thoughts or prayers
Noticing or commenting on an improvement
Watering someone's lawn while they're gone
Assisting public broadcasting in fund-raising
Spending time with someone who's lonely
Giving somoeone a piece for their collection
Driving somoeone to the doctor, store, etc.
Remembering a special occasion, throwing a party
Stopping by regularly to see how someone's doing
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Participating in a local park's beautification effort.

Writing letters or placing phone calls to help out
Ushering at an event or volunteering at a booth
Asking if a friend needs something at the store

Acknowledging someone's expertise, talents, or gifts
Helping with small repairs around someone's house
Admitting a repair or utility person for someone else

Offering help finding needed numbers and resources
Sending a card thank you, valentine, birthday
Cooking for others or packing a lunch for someone

Offering friendship and support to someone having a bad day
Passing along to someone else items no longer used
Looking after a house or apartment while owners' are away
Sharing news of a bargain, job, news item of interest to another

Having a standing date for lunch with a friend at a local retire-
ment home
Taking a picture of someone in their setting or at a special
event

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Appendix M
Conversation Start-Up Kit

Ideas to assist people who have trouble knowing appropriate
ways to strike up a conversation.

Riding on a Bus

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Does this bus stop at , Street? Thank you.

2 Pardon me. Could you tell me what time it is? (or some other
information query)
Thanks. I was wondering if I'd be late for my appointment.

3 How do you like the weather today?
I like it or I don't like it because
I hope it changes tomorrow. or
I hope it stays the same tomorrow.

Conversation with someone you want to get to know better:
1 I sure like that you have. I've been looking for

something like that; where did you get it?

111
2 Would you mind if I sit by you? or

May I please sit by you? or

I'd like to sit here, would you mind?
(If no) Thanks, anyway. (smile)

11
Oh. Well then, I'll sit over here.

3 I noticed that you ride this bus every day. Do you enjoy it? or

111
Where do you get off the bus?

In a Store, Library, or Restaurant

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Do you know if there's a restroom here? (or a drinking

fountain or a public telephone.) Thank you.
2 Do you know where the are located?

(example: crackers)

(Further description) You know, the kind that

I need them for

3 Could you help me with something? I need (or I want) to go
upstairs, and .I don't know where the escalator is.
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(checking out or clarifying) Oh, do you mean.
I think I know what you mean; you mean or

Is this what you're saying? Is this the right direction?

Conversation with someone you want to know better:
1 Do you happen to know anything about

(a product)?
I'm trying to decide between
I don't know which to choose.

? or

and

2 Did you notice that oranges are on sale today? or

How do you like the new shopping carts?

(Examples: something unique or appealing or interesting, a
change, a hot tip)

3 Do you know when this place closes?

Do you know if there's a bus stop ( or a coffee shop) nearby?

At a Church, School, Social, or Sports Gathering

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Is there a nearby?

Drug store
Bus stop
Subway
Pencil sharpener
Coat room
A coat rack

2 Is it OK if I
Sing loud
Go in late
Leave early
Bring a guest
Go dressed like this
Don't have the right change
Haven't got a ticket (or reservation)

3 Do you know where I can get a
Hymn book
A drink
Some popcorn
Some refreshments
Program

4 Would you mind showing me ? (pointing it out) or
Would you consider going there with me?
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Conversation with someone you want to know better:

1 May I have a copy of or
Is it OK if I copy

Your speech
Your poem
The article
Your idea
The instructions, directions
The assignment
The schedule
Your map

2 Do you have I could borrow? or
May I borrow

A pocket knife
A pen/pencil
A pad to write on
A nickel, quarter
Your binoculars
A needle
A flashlight
Your book/tape

3 Could I have
Your telephone number, address
Another chance
Fifteen minutes or your time
Your bracelet to look at ( purse, ID card, ring, scarf, glove,
briefcase)
One of your flowers
A tissue
Some tape
A paper clip

4 Would you be willing to share your
Bench
Table
Blanket
Peanuts
Popcorn
Water
Pew
Program
Sandwich
Locker
Newspaper
Hand lotion
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5 I'd like to if that's OK with you.

Save you a seat
Call you sometime
Come over to see you
See you again

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Appendix N
Additional Resource Ideas
Creating Community: A Catalogue of Ideas

111 Organize a neighborhood yard sale, spring cleanup, or dump
run.
Participate in networks: weight watchers, ethnic associations,
recovery groups, recycling centers, environmental groups, so-
cieties, volunteer organizations, political groups, watching or
participating in athletics, fan clubs, big brother/sister.
Fix up a house or yard.
Create a community center, a playground, community recre-
ation program, thrift store, flea market, community talk radio.
Create or join groups/clubs: Hiking, biking, photography,
book reading, horse riding, boating, sewing, pet or animal
training, pottery making.

111
Share the cost and use of land, a vacation home, condo-
minium, RV.

Become affiliated with a spiritual or religious group.
Share catalogs and order things together: vitamins, sale cata-
log items, bulk foods, etc.

111
Two households share cost and use of items: vacuum, bicycles,
camping equipment, tools VCR machine.U.111 .

Create a slide show (or a series of slide shows) with individuals
contributing slides from their own collections.
Invite people over for: pancake breakfasts, games like charades

111
or Pictionary , birthdays/celebrations/parties, open house,
making Christmas cards or Valentines, Easter Egg decorating/
hunt.
Develop a lending library of books, tapes, records, videos.
Exchange skills of a trade, craft, or hobby. Exchange services

111 and skills with others: mentoring, apprenticeship, tutoring.
Rent out things that you buy: bicycles, video machines, can-
ners, juicers, etc.
Do potluck dinners, barbecues.
Make ice cream and have everybody bring ingredients for

111 something to put on it.
Attend self-help group meetings.

Start or join a co-op: food, housing, child care, respite care,
child-watch.

Share a garden or agricultural project.
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Special projects: canning, food drying, making root beer/
sasparilla, baking Christmas cookies, fix-up projects, quilt mak-
ing.

Traveling and trips: zoo, special places, aviary, concerts, mov-
ies, camping, outings.

Share rides or become part of a car pool.
Assist in group efforts: community celebrations/ festivals,
fund-raising events, disaster clean-up, sub for Santa, adopt-a-
highway, neighborhood crime prevention.

Community Resources

Recreation and Leisure
Golf course

Movie theatre

Novelty shop

Parks
Volleyball

Riding stables

Amusement parks
Gyms

Multi-purpose centers
YWCA/YMCA

Zoo

Campsites

Gardens
Museums

Ice cream parlors
Television

Art galleries

Routine/Community Life
Library
City/county building
Post office

Buses, depots

Airport
Cabs

Laundromat
Motorcycles

Public telephones

Spectator sports
Video rental
Bowling alley

Pools

Planetarium
Skating rinks
Resorts
Winter sports
County recreation
Game room or arcade games
Local national & state parks
Wilderness areas
Photography
Social circle

Plays, concerts

Water sports
Picnic areas

Grocery store
Fire station
Police station
Train stations
Travel agencies

Cars/carpools
Bicycles

Public restrooms
Driver's license
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Shelter, Money, Possessions

Residential options

Social services field offices

Department stores
Hardware stores
Motels, hotels

Spirituality/Service
Place of worship

Nature
News: TV and Radio

Magazines

Work/Money
Sheltered employment
Job Service

SSI office

Community centers
Department of Labor

Physical/Biological
Restaurants, coffee shops
Food stamps
Dental office

Medical offices

Barber, beauty shops
Special equipment retailers
Physical therapy

Hospitals

Spas

Yoga/Aerobics

Drug/alcohol abuse

Rights
Legal Center
Mental Health Center
Hospice
Mental Retardation Assoc.

DD Council

Police

Consumer groups

Malls

Shoe store
Thrift shops

Convenience stores

Music

Volunteer Organizations
Newspapers, Books,

Banks

Comnty. based employment
Medicare/Medicaid office
Vocational rehab office

Credit unions

Meals on Wheels

Community cafeteria
Doctor's office
Chiropractor
American Red Cross

Occupational therapy
Clinics

Alternative health care
Rehabilitation
Weight training

Counselor, therapist

Lawyer/Attorney
Planned Parenthood
National, state, & local Arcs

Dept. of Social Services

Legislative coalition

Vocational rehab services

Professional associations
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Relationships: Friends, Family Social Life

Dances
Dates

Clubs

Relatives.

Agencies

Mental Stimulation
Talking books
Hobbies
Respite care
Community college

Parties

Big Brother/Big Sister
Neighbors

Child care
Counseling Center

Evening classes

Personal interests
Continuing education
University

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Self-Advocacy

Empowerment

Interdependence
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Read

Chapter 2, Section 1:
Encouraging Self-Advocacy

Appendix D: Advocacy: Noun, Verb,
Adjective or Profanity?

Appendix E: Confessions of a
Paraprofessional

1

Discuss

Role of the paraprofessional as an
advocate

Personal experiences as advocates

Lessons learned by the professional
and their relationship to your
experiences

When enabling attitudes are or aren't
appropriate
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Essential Attitudes & Beliefs
Necessary to Promote
Self-Advocacy?

2.2
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How to Negotiate

Present your needs

Discuss reason for your request

Discuss example situations

Express needs one at a time

Explain how this will affect your life

Rehearse your presentation

Use appropriate body language

2.3

111
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Passive behavior

Aggressive behavior

Assertive behavior

3.1



How to Self-Advocate
in Difficult Situations

Complaints?
Go to the source and state the facts.

Criticized?
Listen, accept constructive comments,
and keep it in perspective.

Conflict?
State the problem and listen to other
perspectives.

Complimented?
Accept it.
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Read:
Appendix F: Out of My Old Life and Into
My New One

Discuss:
Michael's situation and examples of
self-advocacy

Share:
Similar experiences

Think About:
a What Michael's life might have been

like before he attained the level of
independence of which he was capable.

b What this article says to para-
professionals working with people with
disabilities.

c What it says about the limitations
people place on each other.
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There are laws that protect individuals with
disabilities and their families for:

Work

School

Home

I

U

I

I
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111

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
111 1973

Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA)

Public Law 99-457

MN Rule 3525.2925: Use of Behavioral
Intervention with Pupils

I
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Read:
Appendix J: Who Can Teach
Change Better?

Think About
How do you view yourself as a
paraprofessional?

Discuss:
Can you see your role as also one
of advising individuals toward
independence?
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Complete:
"Friendship Quotient"

Write:
Comments & questions, if any, under
each statement

Discuss:
Biases about friendships between
persons with and without disabilities

6.1
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Helping build connections
involves:

Finding opportunities

Interpretation

Accommodation

6.2
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Time

Intensity

Intimacy

Reciprocity
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Issues for Persons
with Disabilities

II Developing friendships

II Developing acquaintances

Developing membership

II Keeping in touch

III Being part of a family

II Having a partner

II Being a good neighbor

II 209



Friends Give and Receive

Information

Feedback
111

Assistance in decision-making

Emotional support

Material aid and service

Access to others

Companionship

8.1

1111
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Suggestions for Facilitating
Friendships

Survey the situation

Review individual's day

Estimate how much facilitation is
needed

Determine what you can do

Think about who would be best
facilitator

Explore ways to use natural situations

Follow-up on situations

Disappear

211
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MAPS: Making Action Plans

1 Ask key questions to establish direction

2 Target people to develop specific plans

212



PFP: Personal Futures Planning

1 Identify capacities

2 Identify a planning group

3 Clarify a personal future

4 Identify obstacles and opportunities

5 Generate strategies

6 Make commitments

7 Take action

8 Reflect on what the group is learning

213
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An Introduction to the Series
This series should be useful to paraprofessionals and paraeduca-
tors in education as well as direct service staff in community agen-
cies in preparing for a career or in upgrading skills while already
employed. Skills needed by individuals working under a variety of
titles are often similar. Our focus is on those individuals working
in education, but most of the information contained in this series
is appropriate for others; please feel free to adapt it where needed.

The Need for Today's Paraprofessionals

The need for paraprofessionals to work with persons who have
disabilities has been growing in recent years. Increasing numbers
of persons with a range of disabilities are now living in small resi-
dential settings in our communities, attending regular classes in
neighborhood schools, holding jobs in local businesses, and par-
ticipating in community recreation and social activities. There is a
great need for paraprofessionals to provide the services and sup-
ports these individual need for community living.

By employing paraprofessionals, services for persons with dis-
abilities are able to expand and improve the quality of assistance
they provide. Some of the benefits paraprofessionals offer service
agencies and consumers are:

Expanded learning opportunities for persons with disabilities.
More individualized attention and instruction.
Increased opportunities for individuals with disabilities to ob-
serve and learn appropriate behaviors.
Increased planning time for educators, supervisors, and others.

Improved staff morale.
Better monitoring and evaluation of persons with disabilities.
Greater consistency in services.

Improved parent-school relationships.
Greater involvement of persons with disabilities in education
and other settings in the community at large.
Transportation assistance for individuals with disabilities.

Vocational skill development for individuals with disabilities.

The Role of Today's Paraprofessional

Paraprofessionals who work with individuals with disabilities have
a variety of roles and definitions, depending on the environment
in which they work. The Minnesota Department of Education
(MN 3525.0200, Subp. 9b) definition states that a program assis-
tant or pupil support assistant provides services to students only
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ii Introduction to the Series

under the direct guidance and direction of a regular or special
education teacher or related provider, and those services must be:

To enhance the instruction provided by the teacher or related
staff in academic instruction, physical or behavior manage-
ment programs, transition, and other integrated activities.
To supplement instructional activities or to provide extended
practice in instances in which the support assistant has had
training from a special education or related services staff, and
continues to receive ongoing direction and support from a
special education teacher.

From the National Resource Center for Paraprofessionals in Spe-
cial Education and Related Services (City University of New York)
comes this definition of a paraprofessional:

A paraprofessional is an employee:

Whose position is either instructional in nature or who deliv-
ers other direct services to individuals and/or their parents.
Who works under the supervision of a professional staff mem-
ber who is responsible for the overall management of the pro-
gram area including the design, implementation and evalua-
tion of instructional programs and the individual's progress.

Paraprofessionals provide services in the following areas:

Educational programs
Physical therapy

Occupational therapy
Speech therapy
Recreation programs
Early intervention and preschool programs
Social work/case management
Parent training/child-find programs
Vocational training programs and job coaching
Community programs
Transition

Paraprofessionals are typically different from professionals in the
amount of education, certification required for the job, degree of
responsibility, and extent of supervision required.

Because the support of paraprofessionals is so essential to the
success of individuals with disabilities, this series is dedicated to im-
proving and enhancing skills for paraprofessionals.

About the Series

Whether you have years of experience working with persons who
have disabilities or are just beginning, there are probably many
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questions you have about the role of a paraprofessional. Some con-
cerns and questions will be very specific to your work setting, while
others will be more general. This series, Strategies for Paraprofession-
als Who Support Individuals with Disabilities, will cover both.

This curriculum is primarily for paraprofessionals who are (or
will be) working in educational settings (i.e., special and general
education). It will, however, also be useful for those in direct ser-
vice settings, such as vocational programs and residential settings.

The Strategies for Paraprofessionals Who. Support Individuals with
Disabilities curriculum has four general, or core, training modules
and three specialized modules. The core modules, designed for
all paraprofessionals, are:

Module 1: The Paraprofessional: An Introduction
Module 2: Providing Cross-Cultural Support Services to

Individuals with Disabilities and Their Families

Module 3: Promoting Self Advocacy and Facilitating
Friendships and Socialization Skills for
Individuals with Disabilities

Module 4: Positive Behavior Strategies for
Paraprofessionals

The three specialized modules that address competencies needed
in specific types of service settings are:

Module 5: Early Childhood: The Role of the Paraprofessional
Module 6: Working with Individuals Who Are Medically

Fragile or Have Physical Disabilities

Module 7: Transition:. The Role of the Paraprofessional

Each module is designed to stand alone, so you may select any
one that best meets your needs. However, it's recommended that
everyone begin with Module 1 because it provides a basic frame-
work for work as a paraprofessional and for the material covered
in all the other modules.

The training you are about to begin will not only address the
current reality for paraprofessionals working with individuals with
disabilities, but more importantly, the challenges for the future in
your career as a paraprofessional. Paraprofessionals aren't ex-
pected to have a total understanding of all the concepts in these
modules, but the paraprofessional who has a working knowledge
of these core concepts will be most effective.

Guiding Principles

Each module emphasizes six basic guiding principles for parapro-
fessionals working with individuals with disabilities. Those princi-
pals include:

The individual with a disability is the ultimate locus of control and
is the most important member in the decision making process.
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The family is the other primary locus of control. Family involve-
ment is essential in any decision making process.

The team concept is essential in setting up a plan with an indi-
vidual. This team includes the individual, the family, and all
those working with the individual, including the paraprofes-
sional. The paraprofessional is an essential link between what
is and what can be for the individual. The best follow-through
on any plan comes from teamwork.

The community should be the basis for all training, as much as
possible. This means that, whether offering real-life examples
in the classroom or working in real life situations in the com-
munity, the focus must be on the most natural setting and sup-
port possible. This is essential so the individual can make con-
nections between what is being learned on a daily basis and the
real world. This will help the individual generalize the experi-
ence to similar situations in his or her life.
Inclusion is the goal. This means that individuals with disabili-
ties should be included in the mainstream of society work,
school, and recreation. Devotion to such a model will create
the most positive results for the individuals and society as a
whole. Inclusion suggests that we can and will all benefit by
learning to work and live side by side with each other.
The most effective paraprofessional will be the individual who has
a good self-esteem and is able to be assertive. The assertive para-
professional is able to ask for support and guidance from staff.

About You: The Adult Learner

We know that the adult learner learns differently than younger
learners. This training reflects that understanding. In Strategies for
Paraprofessionals Who Support Individuals with Disabilities we respect
these principles about you, the adult learner:

You are capable and eager to learn new information.

You have voluntarily given your consent to become a part of
this training, and are spending valuable time and money in
order to participate.

You have a rich range of experiences. Therefore you learn best
when new information is built upon your past knowledge and
experiences. That's why we will do exercises to help you syn-
thesize the old and new information together.

You come to a new learning situation as a self-reliant learner
who has a good idea of how you want and expect to learn.

Your willingness to learn is based on a combination of outside
forces (family, kids, job, etc.) and inside forces (your anxiety,
excitement, fears, etc.). All these factors are going to affect
your feelings about learning.
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You come into new learning with your own agenda. You know
what you want to get out of the training.
You have set aside time and reorganized priorities to make this
learning part of your already-busy life.

You expect and genuinely appreciate a facilitator or instructor
who is well-informed and well-prepared.

You need to get actively involved in the learning exercises to
get the most out of this curriculum.
You want to apply what you learn to your own situations. That's
when it has real meaning for you.
You need a safe, comfortable environment in which to learn.
You want to establish networks with others who are also inter-
ested in paraprofessional skills.

Because of these facts about you, trainers will:

Review and ask questions about what you know.

Respect and view you as a resource.

Create a comfortable environment.
Expect you to take responsibility for your own learning.
Plan opportunities to practice new skills during class.
Give examples of how to apply information.

Use a variety of types of instruction.

Provide ways to evaluate training.
Use alternate methods to help you understand.
Give information in a logical sequence.
Give time for you to share your experiences.
Give you the chance to get know other paraprofessionals.

After the Training

You will leave this training with more information about parapro-
fessionals than you had when you started. It's important to remem-
ber that no matter how much knowledge you have about your job,
the individuals you work with are your greatest trainers. Each one
is unique and has his or her own interests and needs. The greatest
responsibility you have is to listen to those interests and needs, re-
member what you have learned, ask what is needed, and use that
information in your working relationship and responsibilities.

Therefore, use this training as a basis and build your skills from
this point, drawing upon each setting and individual. Whether cli-
ent, student, teacher, supervisor, principal, director, or superin-
tendent, you will learn from each. With each setting and situation
your confidence, ability, and skills will continue to grow. Remem-
ber, this training is only as good as the degree to which you use
what you learn; seek assistance so you can "do what you know."
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Introduction
This module is designed to help the paraprofessional facilitate the
ability of individuals with disabilities to determine for themselves
what they want and need in their lives. It will help you encourage
the exercise of self-advocacy skills in the individuals you serve.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Define self-advocacy, empowerment, and interdependence.

Recognize your role as a paraprofessional in the self-advocacy
process.

Demonstrate an ability to promote both self-advocacy and
empowerment.

Section 1
Self-Advocacy
In recent times, many terms have been used to describe the indi-
vidual pursuit of independence by persons with disabilities. A list
of buzz words around this topic have been developed, none of
which are clearly defined. Three terms used to describe this topic
are self-advocacy, empowerment, and interdependence. These terms are
defined below:

Self-Advocacy
Self-advocacy is the ability of an individual to know what he or

she needs and wants, and then based on those needs and wants,
make personal choices. Among the choices is that of asking for
support and assistance in order to live and work as independently
as possible. It can also be defined as what a person does to com-
municate (advocate for) his or her own needs or to protect his or
her interests or rights. In order to do this, the individual must
understand his or her personal strengths and weaknesses. He or
she must know what accommodations are needed, based on per-
sonal strengths and weaknesses. Self-advocacy is based on one's
ability to answer the following four questions:

What do I want?

What do I need? (as defined by the individual)

What do I like?

What do I dislike?

In Promoting Self-Advocacy by Mary Powell and Joan Shoepke
(1993), self-advocacy is summarized this war "Self-advocacy is em-
powerment. It's not a single act, but rather a process which grows
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2 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

with nurturing. The goals to help the person to fully develop his
or her potential for a regular life with regular choices. It can oc-
cur in individual or group situations."

Empowerment
Empowerment has been defined in many ways. Two examples

include: "Enabling people to obtain the skills, knowledge, and
abilities necessary to make their own decisions and gain control of
their own lives. Empowerment means leading independent, pro-
ductive lives" (Robert R. Davi lla, former assistant secretary of
OSERS). According to the Minnesota Governor's Council on De-
velopmental Disabilities empowerment is defined as "processes
whereby individuals achieve increasing control over various as-
pects of their lives and participate in the community with dignity."

Interdependence
Interdependence is mutual dependence. It means depending

on one another. The individual has the ability to know personal
strengths and weaknesses, to know what he or she can do indepen-
dently, and to know how to ask for assistance. It means the indi-
vidual not only asks of and "takes" from the environment (includ-
ing the relationships that are part of that environment), but is also
asked of and contributes to the environment. It's a level of "deter-
mination" one would hope for with all individuals, with or with-
out disabilities.

Depending on the environment you work in, one of the above
terms may be used more than another.

The Paraprofessional's Role in Self-Advocacy

No matter what term is used to describe an individual's quest for
independence, the paraprofessional and other members of the
team have important roles in enabling people to self-advocate. As
stated in Shifting Patterns (1992): "At a personal level, people can
develop the capacities and competencies of empowerment and
self-determination only within themselves. People empower themselves.
Others can assist individuals to gain the skills, knowledge, capaci-
ties, and allies they will need to take control of their lives, create
and take advantage of opportunities, and overcome barriers."

When parents of individuals with disabilities were asked in a
focus group what tips they would give paraprofessionals about
encouraging independence in their son or daughter, they advised:

Watch the individual with the disability. Let him or her take
the lead, then help where or when needed.
Hold yourself back. Don't jump in to do what the person can
figure out to do for him- or herself.
Give extra help when needed.
Teach the individual to ask for help.
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Teach peers how to encourage independence by being role
models, and by telling individuals how to act to address their
own needs, rather than always jumping in and helping.

You are, or will be, working with people who have unique and
sometimes very great needs, and the natural response is often to
jump in and help. But self-advocacy is about choices and giving the
individual the respect and integrity to always have the opportunity
to make personal choices, as everyone deserves.

Consider this poem and think about self-advocacy. What do
you think about the poem? How does this relate? How did you feel
after you read it?

The Language of Us & Them

We like things. They fixate on objects.

We try to make friends. They display attention-seeking
behavior.

We take breaks. They display off-task behavior.

We stand up for ourselves. They are non-compliant.
We have hobbies. They self-stim.

We choose our friends wisely. They display poor peer
socialization.

We persevere. They perseverate.
We love people. They have dependencies on

people.
We go for a walk. They run away.

We insist. They tantrum.
We change our minds. They are disoriented and have

short attention spans.
We have talents. They have splinter skills.

We are human. They are...?

Adapted with permission from Mayer Shevin, in J. Pearpoint, M. Forest, & J.
Snow, The Inclusion Papers: Strategies to Make Inclusion Work, 1991.

What Kind of Behavior Are You Promoting?

Listed below are many headings that describe various types or
styles of behavior. It's important for you to think about where you
"fit in" with these styles. The activity on the following page will help
you understand the behaviors you rely on in your work as a para-
professional.
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4 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

Activity: Modeling Roles

Think of the phrases that promote self-advocacy below. Think of
the phrases that encourage dependency. Think of how you re-
spond to individuals in your work as a paraprofessional. Then
circle the twelve phrases which describe how you view your role as
a paraprofessional. Which skills do you want to be modeling?

As a Nurturer
Accepts, allows, encourages

Seeks out and acknowledges the ideas/expertise each person
offers

Invites

Requires

Sees potential in others
Brings out creativity in others
Creates a safe environment
Trusts

Ignores undesirable qualities in others
Communicates privately
Shows others how to sharpen skills
Self validates

Validates others
Defers

As an Innovator
Experiments; takes risks
Resists change

Sees, creates, focuses on possible options
Is open-ended

Suggests trying another way or idea

Assists others in expressing their views

Accepts differing opinions
Acts defensively

Sets up group problem solving and advises
Brainstorms

Initiates negotiations

Recognizes need for more information
Suggests how or when others might locate alternatives
Locates alternatives

Uses resources freely

Recognizes the need for help
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Caretakes, rescues

Includes individual in deciding what is needed
Sees the value of learning from what may seem a mistake or
bad experience
Sees challenges as opportunities to grow
Deals with "problem" situations

As One Who Cooperates
Believes in own personal power
Manipulates
Empowers others
Collaborates, cooperates
Sees that we are all in it together
Focuses on "being with"
Shares credit with others
Values private time and space
Is always available

Creates a support network
Becomes unproductive, overwhelmed, immobilized
Appreciates and allows silent times
Feels a need to fill in silences with words; likes to hear self talk

As a Positive Person with High Self-Esteem
Celebrates self and others
Apologizes

Sees people as developing, growing
Trusts own intuition; encourages others to do the same
Imagines things as they could be
Is positive and hopeful about the future
Acts burned-out, cynical
Believes that when offered a variety of choices, people will
make the best personal choice
Appreciates humor in self and others
Takes it all too seriously

Laughs with self and others
Perseveres; shows courage

As a Assertive Speaker/Listener
Speaks easily, tactfully, candidly

Hides behind jargon
Uses non-verbal, as well as verbal skills

Pays attention to requests
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6 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

Models gentleness and kindness with self or others

Models "asking for what I want"

Initiates or confronts
Relays back what is seen, heard, felt
Asks before giving feedback

Gives feedback, whether or not recipient is agreeable

As an Open-minded Individual
Treats others as equals
Accepts persons rather than forming preconceived ideas
Refuses to put people in slots, categories
Uses judgments, labels
When listening, refers issues to the appropriate persons
Blaming
Shows courage
Values differences, disagreements
Values only sameness, likeness

As a Delegator
Organizes, prioritizes for self, encourages others to do same
Models and supports taking responsibility for self
Takes responsibility for others
Listens and watches, focusing on strengths, skills that will help
person help him- or herself
Seems controlling
Encourages independence, risk
Encourages dependence
Provides ideas to define, clarify
Acts as a source of information only when appropriate
Delegates, with agreement
Does only for others and feels overloaded

Adapted from Using Natural Supports in Community Integration by E. Curtis, New
Hats, Inc., P.O. Box 57567, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84157. Telephone 801/268-9811.
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Shifting Patterns, Beliefs, and Attitudes

Shifting Patterns is a comparison of the ways individuals with dis-
abilities are often considered versus the ways individuals are con-
sidered. Read the "from" and "to" items below and think of these
comparisons as you go.

From To

No choice
Feeling hopeless
Self-doubt
Self-blame

'They owe me";
blaming others
Seeing deficits
Professionals know better
than parents or lay people
"We" choose for "them"

Power over
Exclusive ("us and them")
Differences as inadequacy
Ole cultural perspective
The system sets the agenda
for individuals and families
Focus on information to
individuals and families so
they'll know what experts
think is best and act
appropriately
Focus on changing indi-
viduals and families

Focus on self-improvement

Professionals planning for
people
A professional team, to
which individuals and
families may be invited

Focus on services into
which the individual
can fit

Choice
Feeling hopeful
Belief in self

Promoting the possible
I am responsible for the future;
take control of my own life
Seeing strengths
People have different kinds
of knowledge
Consumers choose for
themselves
Power with and among
Inclusive ("all of us")

Differences as assets

Multicultural perspective
Individuals and families setting
and pursuing own agendas
Focus on skills, competencies
and knowledge so individuals
and families can set and pursue
what they think is best

Focus on individuals & families
changing the system and
public policy
Focus on self-determination,
self-creation, advocacy and
improvement
Individuals and families
planning for themselves
A team of family and friends,
to which staff who are close to
the individual may be invited
Focus on how the world needs
to work so the individual is a
member of and contributor to
the community
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8 Introduction to Self-Advocacy

A preoccupation with test
scores, problems, and
weaknesses
Having one's best interests
represented by others,
usually families
Being seen and treated as
a client
Life skills training

A preoccupation with strengths
and capacities

Making choices & representing
one's own interests

Representing oneself as a
citizen and person with rights
Assertiveness/advocacy training

Adapted with permission from the Cornell Empowerment Project and Shifting
Patterns developed by the Minnesota Governor's Council on Developmental
Disabilities, October 1992.

Summary
Understanding and being able to promote self-advocacy and em-
powerment in an invaluable tool for paraprofessionals working
with individuals with disabilities. This chapter defined self-advocacy,
empowerment, and interdependence and discussed your role in the self-
advocacy process. It also helped identify behaviors paraprofession-
als rely on in their work and offered a comparison of the ways
people with disabilities are viewed versus the way "normal" people
are considered. These concepts can be applied when assisting in-
dividuals with disabilities to become more empowered in all area
of their lives. Chapter Two explores ways to put these principles
into practice.

Questions to Ponder
In what ways do you currently promote self-advocacy and em-
powerment?

In your job, what are ways you can promote self-advocacy and
empowerment?

What are some ways others encourage and support your em-
powerment?

What are three ways individuals with disabilities are often
viewed in comparison with individuals without disabilities?
Think of ways you can help change this in your role and
through your behaviors.
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Introduction
How. can you as a paraprofessional encourage self-advocacy? What
are your attitudes about self-advocacy? How do you respond to it?
How do you encourage negotiation? This chapter focuses on ways
paraprofessionals can put self-advocacy into practice.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify ways you can encourage self-advocacy.

Recognize your attitude about self-advocacy.

Define ways people self-advocate.

Demonstrate an ability to respond to self-advocacy.
Identify steps you can use to help people learn to negotiate.

Section 1
Encouraging Self-Advocacy
Those who encourage behavior that leads to self-advocacy are true
bridge-builders for the future of individuals. Some ways you can
encourage self-advocacy are:

Take time to build trust networks so the individual has confi-
dence in his or her support system and feels the courage to
self-advocate.

Give responsibility to the individual.
Show appreciation for contributions the individual makes at
home, school, and work.
Ask for the individual's opinion. This gives the individual the
understanding that their experiences and ideas have merit
and are valued.
Encourage the individual to participate in problem solving
and decision making at all times.

Accept mistakes.
Guide the individual through situations until he or she can ad-
vocate for him- or herself.
Get to know the individual and his or her strengths and weak-
nesses so you can help him or her make connections.
Start with small goals and work into the big ones.

Be patient and take time with the individual. Self-advocacy can
be scary business.

Give up control. Let events take their own course and just
"happen" when you feel the individual can handle his or her
own advocating.
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Don't fix or change things. Let the individual work things out
on his or her own.

Don't teach the community how to "accommodate". Teach the
individual to ask for the specific and appropriate accommoda-
tions needed.

Be responsive.

Have a commitment to the importance of self-advocacy.

Be creative with both decisions and judgments.

Understand that your role in promoting self-advocacy is, at
best, unclear. You will be learning with each individual what
will be the best techniques to support his or her self-advocacy.

"You Create It" Scenario

Pick one choice from each of the items below and then create your
own scenario:

The individual is:

A child under five
A teenager
A young adult in college
An adult in a residential setting

The individual has:

Never advocated for self before
Has advocated unsuccessfully
Is a good self-advocate
Is aggressive in advocating
Is passive and doesn't know needs

The individual has:

A supportive, nurturing family
A passive, uninvolved family
A demanding, aggressive family
No family or family support

The individual is:

Ready to self-advocate
Is frightened to self-advocate
Doesn't know what to do
Can advocate with support

You have worked with the individual:

Daily over a long period
Never
Only occasionally
Only in self-advocacy training
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III The individual:

Trusts you
Knows you're patient
Doesn't like you
Has had good experiences with you in the past
Has had bad experiences with you in the past

You are:

Committed to self-advocacy
An enabler
Responsive and perceptive
Dreading this part of your job

You and the individual are working on advocacy skirls in:

A work situation
A school situation
A home situation
A neighborhood situation
A relationship situation

"You Create It" Scenario by
Your Name

Now address the following questions based on your scenario.

What was the specific situation?

What I did to promote self-advocacy?

g)3 8
/...,
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What did the individual do to be a self-advocate?

What accommodations needed to be made in the setting to
facilitate independence?

Who asked for those accommodations and how that was re-
ceived in the setting?

What part family members, friends, neighbors, teachers, or
agency people played in the situation?

What was the end result of the situation? Was it positive? Nega-
tive? How could the process have been better?

Activity: Evaluating Your Attitude

In order to promote self-advocacy, you must first evaluate your
own beliefs and attitudes. Understanding how you react to indi-
viduals with disabilities will help you understand how the commu-
nity at large reacts. It's also important to be honest with your feel-
ings so that you can approach the issue of self-advocacy. If, for
example, your honest belief is that individuals with disabilities
have very limited capabilities on the job, and you're working as a
job coach, you will probably not promote and encourage the
individual's skills. On the other hand, you might behave very dif-
ferently in that same situation if you felt the "sky's the limit." You
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would be more likely to help the individual accomplish whatever
he or she wanted to accomplish. How you view people limits their
ability to advocate and accomplish their goals. You must be hon-
est about this before becoming a promoter of self-advocacy.

With this in mind, complete the following inventory about
yourself and your attitudes and beliefs. Read the statements below.
Check each statement you truly believe.

I believe everyone (regardless of disability) has the right to achieve
their goals and dreams.

I believe that individuals with disabilities are entitled to reasonable
accommodations that will help them achieve their goals.

I also believe that there is a point beyond reasonable accommoda-
tions for which individuals should not have accommodations made.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to know what
they want.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to make good
choices for themselves.

I believe individuals with disabilities have the ability to speak out for
themselves.

I believe individuals with disabilities must ask assertively for what
they want and need.

I believe it's important to understand your rights, your strengths, and
your weaknesses in order to self-advocate.

I believe that self-advocates can create a lot of conflict in their advo-
cating, but sometimes that is a necessary part of the process.

I believe my major role in advocacy is to guide, encourage, and sup-
port individuals toward their desired goals, but the true, effective ad-
vocacy must come from the individual him- or herself.

Find a partner and discuss the statements you checked. Com-
pare your "beliefs" with his or hers. Do you differ significantly in
your beliefs? Decide together which items you feel are essential to
have checked to be a good promoter of self-advocacy.

Questions for Paraprofessionals to Ask Themselves
When Promoting Self-Advocacy

The following are "thought" questions for you to read. After read-
ing them, think about how you really feel about the questions and
how you would answer them. You don't have to write your answers
down but may if you wish. Pick two or three questions you want to
discuss and form a small group and discuss your reactions or feel-
ings about the questions. This exercise is meant to help you think
about your attitudes toward self-advocacy, what you do to encour-
age self-advocacy, and maybe ways you could improve.
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Am I listening to the needs, interests, and desires of individu-
als or am I imposing my own point of view?

Do I see the human growth and potential of individuals or do
I see the "disability" and "limitations"?

How do I react when an individual is his or her own advocate?
Can I handle it?

Do I have a need to control the individual's decision-making?
Could any of my actions be considered a conflict of interest?

Is it okay for individuals to question my point of view and or
give me negative feedback about what I am doing?
Is it okay for individuals to tell me they don't need me and can
make their own decisions?
Do my actions:

Increase the self-respect, self-confidence, and self-reliance
of individuals so they feel comfortable taking risks?
Decrease dependence on me?
Teach individuals a process for making decisions and prob-
lem solving?
Involve individuals in activities that increase self-under-
standing and promote being the key player in personal de-
cision making?
Encourage individuals to obtain a wide variety of informa-
tion and points of view so they make informed decisions?
Recognize that anger is okay and even justified in many in-
stances and encourage individuals to use that anger toward
positive growth and societal change?

If you can answer yes to most or all of these questions, you're
preparing individuals to become positive self-advocates.

How Do I Know if an Individual is Self-Advocating?

If you can answer yes to any of these questions, the individual is ap-
propriately self-advocating. If the individual is doing the following,
praise him or her for assertive behavior. If the individual isn't us-
ing these behaviors, encourage him or her to do so. Give examples
of how this could be accomplished.

Is the individual:

Asking me for specific help?
Able to explain his or her disability to me?
Asking me in a direct manner?
Communicating slowly and in a manner that I can understand?

Organized to ask me for specific assistance because he or she
planned ahead?
Clear about his or her specific needs?
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Asking for assistance that seems reasonable given his or her
needs and the specific setting?
Respecting my rights as a paraprofessional?
Aware of his or her rights?
Talking about ideas that would help and asking for my input?

Responding to a Self-Advocate

You now know the "cues" of someone who may be appropriately
asking for assistance. But what steps do you take when an indi-
vidual does ask for help? These steps may be useful in helping you
develop a plan to support the individual.

Listen to the individual explain the situation in which he or
she is asking for assistance.
Ask the individual for his or her ideas on possible solutions (ac-
commodations or modifications).
Talk over the possible solutions with the individual.
Discuss the positives and negatives of each solution discussed.
Make sure solutions being discussed relate to the disability
area needing accommodation or modification. (Sometimes
you may come up with solutions that would be nice but don't
really relate to the specific needs of the individual and there-
fore aren't really considered "reasonable accommodations".)
Arrive at a solution you can agree on. Be sure to include any-
one else in the decision making that will be a part of carrying
out the modification or accommodation.
Set a time-line to implement a solution and follow up with an
evaluation of the solution chosen.
Make adjustments, if necessary, or continue of the solution is
working to the satisfaction of the individual.
Commend the individual for arriving at a solution. Remind
him or her that you will continue to "be there" for him or her
as needed for future issues and concerns.
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Section 2
The Art of Negotiation
Learning to negotiate is an essential skill that will tie all the other
pieces of advocating together for individuals with disabilities. Here
are some steps that you can use and adapt with individuals to help
them learn how to negotiate for what they want and need in a con-
structive manner:

Introduce what you need to the person you need it from.
Present your needs clearly.

Discuss the rationale for your request. When you do this, re-
member to use your knowledge of your strengths and weak-
nesses, be specific, be consistent, and most of all, be believable.
You will be believable when you state what you know about
yourself in a clear, respectful, knowledgeable fashion.

Discuss example situations where you will need what it is
you're asking. In this way you're showing that you aren't "ask-
ing for the moon", but that at certain times and in certain situ-
ations, you have very specific needs, based on your strengths
and weaknesses.

Express the needs that you have one at a time (step by step) so
that the individuals can understand them.

Explain how this will make a difference to you in your life and
in your ability to perform.

Verbally (or otherwise, if necessary) rehearse your presenta-
tion/request. Use someone you trust as an audience. This will
help build your comfort level.

To the best of the individual's ability, encourage him or her use
the following body language:

Face the person with whom you're negotiating.
Use an appropriate voice tone.

Use appropriate (positive) facial expressions.
Use good body posture.

Use good listening skills.

Adapted from Self-Advocacy (unpublished) by Steve Hazell and Rud Turnbull,
University of Kansas.

Basic Human Rights and Responsibilities

Look at these seven situations in preparation for classroom discus-
sion. Notice the difference between someone's rights and their
responsibilities.
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Situation 1

Right: A person has the right to ask for what he or she wants.
Example: John has the right to ask to borrow his mother's car.
Responsibility: When asking for what he wants, John has the
responsibility to state his request specifically and in a calm
manner. He also needs to realize that his request may not be
granted.
Example: John asks his mother to borrow her car to go to the
movies Friday night. His mother, however, has other plans for
the car and refuses his request. John has the responsibility to
accept his mother's answer, to not throw a temper tantrum,
and possibly to discuss with his mother other options for get-
ting to the movies.

Situation 2
Right: A person has the right to try to change things that he
or she doesn't like.
Example: James doesn't like his job. He has the right to ei-
ther try to change the conditions of his current job or find
another job.
Responsibility: When trying to make changes, James has the
responsibility to state his concerns calmly and directly to the
people in charge. Grumbling about a situation but doing noth-
ing to change it is irresponsible behavior.
Example: If James is unhappy with his job and would like to
change the situation, he has the responsibility to talk directly
to his boss about the matter. He also has the option to quit his
job and find another.

Situation 3
Right: A person has the right to make his or her own choices.
Example: Jane has the right to choose what she will do with
her life when she finishes high school.
Responsibility: Jane has the responsibility to accept the con-
sequences of her choice and to make sure her choice doesn't
take away the rights of others.
Example: After much thought, Jane, an eighteen-year-old
high school student, decides she would like to be a construc-
tion worker when she finishes school. She knows, however,
that her dad would like her to go to college. Jane has the right
to choose whether she will go to school or work. She has the
responsibility, however, to accept the consequences of this
choice. In this case, two possible consequences might be
finding a job and dealing with an upset parent. Jane has the
further responsibility to make sure her choice doesn't take
away the rights of others, including her dad. If Jane tells her
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dad about her decision in a calm and direct manner, then she
will be acting in a responsible manner. However, if Jane yells
at her dad or lies to him, she'll be violating her dad's rights as
a parent (among which is the right to be treated with respect).

Situation 4
Right Mary has the right to say "no."
Example: Mary has the right to say no to a classmate if he asks
her to do something that she doesn't want to do.
Responsibility: When saying "no", a person has the responsi-
bility to say it in a calm manner and without preventing other
people from exercising their rights.
Example: Mary's friend asks her to skip fifth hour English.
Mary doesn't want to ,so she simply says "no." Mary doesn't
need to explain her decision, but may if she chooses. By say-
ing "no" to her friend in a calm yet firm manner, Mary stands
up for her right. At the same time, she doesn't prevent her
friend from exercising his rights.

Situation 5
Right A person has the right to privacy.
Example: Anna has the right to have some privacy in the
apartment she shares with two roommates.
Responsibility: A person has the responsibility to express her
desire for privacy and to make sure that by exercising this right
it doesn't infringe upon the rights of others.
Example: Anna shares an apartment with two roommates. She
asks a friend, Luis, to come over to watch TV. Anna asks her
roommates if she could use the family room for Saturday
evening so she could entertain her guest. Marsha, one of her
roommates, says it's fine with her because she's going out of
town for the weekend. Rosa, the other roommate, says it's okay
with her because she's working on an art project in her room.

Situation 6
Right A person has the right to make mistakes.
Example: Terrell has the right to make the mistake of getting
on the wrong bus. This may be unpleasant, but it isn't the end
of the world. Making mistakes is one way people learn.

Responsibility: When an individual makes a mistake, he has
the responsibility to accept the consequences of that mistake.

Example: If Terrell gets on the wrong bus and is late for work,
he has the responsibility to explain what happened to his boss.
He also has the responsibility to accept other consequences of
his mistake, such as a reduction in pay.
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Situation 7

Right: A person has the right to be treated with respect.
Example: Nadine has the right to have her teacher listen to
her speak no matter how difficult it might be for Mary to ex-
press her ideas.

Responsibility: Every person has the responsibility to treat
other people with respect.
Example: If Nadine's teacher is giving an assignment, Nadine
has the responsibility to treat her teacher with respect. One
way Mary can do this is by listening to what her teacher says
rather than talking to her classmates. This shows respect not
only for Mary's teacher, but also for her classmates who need
to hear the assignment.
All individuals have rights and responsibilities for their behav-

ior. The previous situations have shown in a variety of instances
that individuals clearly have rights and with each of those rights
comes the responsibility to act out those rights in an appropriate,
respectful manner. Along with rights and responsibilities are also
choices. Individuals have choices about how they will act out their
rights and it's their responsibility to make those choices in an ap-
propriate manner at all times in order not to infringe on the rights
of others.

These situations were adapted with permission from Self-Advocacy (unpublished)
by Steve Hazell and Rud Turnbull from the University of Kansas.

Summary
Understanding self-advocacy and negotiation, and the techniques
to promote theses skills, are abilities that paraprofessionals can use
to assist individuals with individuals with disabilities to become
empowered. As a paraprofessional, being able to identify and re-
inforce self-advocacy skills facilitates the ability of persons with
disabilities to determine what the want and need in their own lives.

This chapter discussed ways of promoting self-advocacy and
negotiation for persons with disabilities. Activities provided you
with opportunities to evaluate your attitudes concerning self-ad-
vocacy and ways you currently promote self-advocacy. Chapter
Three explores what it takes to be a successful self-advocate.
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Questions to Ponder 0
What were your feelings when a person with disabilities self-
advocated and you supported his or her efforts? How did you
respond?
What were your feelings when a person with disabilities self-
advocated and you didn't support his or her efforts? How did
you respond?
In your own job, how have individuals with disabilities self-
advocated?

How do you promote negotiation skills in individuals with
disabilities?
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Introduction
In order to support the self-advocacy of individuals with disabili-
ties, you need to know the characteristics of a skillful self-advocate:
the necessary behaviors, understanding one's strengths and
needs, preparation, and practice.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Define the successful behaviors of a self-advocate.

Identify passive, aggressive, and assertive behavior.

Demonstrate effective self-advocacy techniques in difficult
situations.
Assist a person with disabilities to prepare for an individual
planning meeting.
Identify reasonable accommodations.

Section 1
Characteristics of a
Skillful Self-Advocate
Many behaviors must be present for an individual to successfully
self-advocate, and these skills and behaviors will be introduced in
this section, along with activities designed to clarify the impor-
tance of these characteristics.

Behaviors of Successful Self-Advocates

A self-advocate is one who can:

Take the initiative to talk with others in person.
Tell the appropriate person about his or her disability.
Make his or her needs clearly known.
Ask to meet needs with an assertive (not aggressive) approach.

Explain his or her strengths and weaknesses to others to re-
ceive appropriate services and who can ask for appropriate ac-
commodations.
Show self-confidence in describing his or her needs.

Develop a positive relationship with people.
Approach the situation calmly and with self-control.
Supply information about his or her disability to those who will
be working with 'him or her.
Show respect to those from whom he or she is requesting help,
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services and/or support.
Plan ahead for needs (rather than asking at the last minute).

What other characteristics can you and the class think of?

As a paraprofessional, it's important for you to know what can
be expected of the individual. When you understand the indi-
vidual's abilities, you can help, train, and support the positive atti-
tudes necessary for him or her to be a successful self-advocate. You
can expect self-advocacy behaviors to some degree from all indi-
viduals. Therefore, it's important to separate things you do for the
individual that are necessary, and those things that the individuals
should be doing or asking for him- or herself.

You must be careful not to enable individuals to be inappro-
priately dependent upon you. Enabling means to do for the indi-
vidual what he or she could or should learn to do independently.
Sometimes it's difficult to determine what is enabling behavior
and what isn't. The best step to take when you're not sure is to ask
your supervisor, or better yet, observe and ask the individual. No-
tice his or her capacities and work from that point.

Discussing Strengths and Weaknesses

In order for an individual to be able to self-advocate, that person
must know his or her personal needs. This means understanding
one's strengths, gifts, and capacities and how to build upon these
assets. It also means knowing one's weaknesses and limitations and
how to accommodate or compensate for those areas. By learning
about one's strengths and weaknesses, an individual can develop
a strategy, in any given situation, for how to learn or accomplish
the task in the best way possible for him or her.

As part of the team process, it's important to share all informa-
tion including testing findings with the individual. As a parapro-
fessional working closely with the individual, it's important to
share observations about how the individual appears to learn and
cope with situations on a daily basis. It's important to encourage
staff to share information about the individual (both strengths and
weaknesses) with the him or her as a means of helping to develop
a better understanding of self. In too many situations, the needs
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(especially the weaknesses) of individuals are discussed without
their involvement. Too often extensive tests are given to individu-
als to learn their strengths and weaknesses and then never shared
with the individual in an understandable way.

It's important to explore with the individual all aspects of his
or her life. There are many areas of strengths all individuals have
that don't show up on test performance or daily activities but are
an important part of a person's life. These may be areas that can
be used to compensate or accommodate the individual when ob-
served as a "whole being". The best person to explore these
strengths (capacities) and weaknesses (limitations) is the indi-
vidual him- or herself.

An effective, simple way of exploring these areas with an indi-
vidual is to collect all the information you can about the
individual's strengths and weaknesses from a professional stand-
point. Then ask the individual to gather and think about all the
information on his or her strengths and weaknesses in all areas of
life. Then get together, with the collective information, and make
a chart together about including the combined information.
Based on the combined information on the chart, you and the
individual can work toward finding reasonable accommodations
based on individual needs and capacities.

Pages 24 and 25 contain examples of charts you could com-
plete with an individual with this combined information.

Passive, Aggressive, or Assertive?

Once people understand themselves by making a picture of their
strengths, weaknesses, and needed accommodations, they are
more prepared to start self-advocating. There are three ways indi-
viduals can express their needs: in a passive, aggressive, or asser-
tive manner. It's very important for individuals to know and un-
derstand the difference between these three styles and which one
will work the best in gaining the support they need. It's crucial for
individuals to clearly understand the different ways of expressing
needs and the best way to obtain the support they need. The three
types of expression are defined as follows:

Passive Behavior. This is when an individual knows he or she
needs assistance but is either afraid to ask for help or doesn't
really know how to ask. So rather than seeking assistance, he
or she just ignores the need or waits passively hoping someone
will step in and guess or assume the need.

Aggressive Behavior: This is when an individual knows, or
thinks he or she knows what is needed and demands service or
asks in a very angry or aggressive way. This method doesn't re-
spect the rights of others and is generally not accepted well by
the person from whom help is being sought.

[Continued on page 26}
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My Strengths and Capacities

Things I can do and am proud of doing:

In My Neighborhood In School

In My Place of Worship

On My Job

In My Social Life

In My Clubs & Social Groups

Accommodations that help me be successful:
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My Weaknesses and Limitations

Things I have more difficulty with and need support for:

In My Neighborhood In School

In My Place of Worship

On My Job

In My Social Life

In My Clubs & Social Groups

Accommodations that help me be successful:
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Assertive Behavior: This is the behavior we are striving to de-
velop in positive self-advocacy. It's exhibited when an indi-
vidual knows what support/accommodations he or she needs
in a given situation, know who to ask for assistance, and then
asks in a clear, concise, polite manner. The assertive person
knows his or her legal rights, but isn't rude or aggressive in
having those rights meet.

Self-Advocacy in Difficult Situations

As the paraprofessional working with the individual closely every
day, you can help him or her understand they are in charge of
their own assertive behavior and sometimes they will encounter
especially difficult situations. Techniques for them to use in han-
dling those situations may include:

When you have complaints, start with the source and state your
facts. If you don't get satisfaction, go through the proper chan-
nels using available support, until the problem is solved.
When you're being criticized, listen for the constructive com-
ments about yourself, take them seriously, accept the criticism,
but keep it in perspective so that you don't respond in a de-
fensive manner.
When you're involved in a conflict, state the problem and lis-
ten to the other person's perspective. Then brainstorm solu-
tions and select the best choice together. Try the solutions,
then evaluate it to see if it was effective. If the solution isn't
working, make necessary changes.

When you're complimented, accept the compliment without
expecting more or feeling you must return the compliment.

Be Prepared

Once the individual knows what it takes to be a positive self-advo-
cate, has an understanding of his or her strengths and weaknesses,
knows the proper behavior (assertive) to self-advocate, and under-
stands how to be in charge of his or her own behavior, the indi-
vidual is ready to get prepared! This means that the individual has
all the tools to advocate, but still needs some skills that you can
help provide. The two remaining steps in getting prepared are:

Sharing the appropriate information about him- or herself
with others.

Asking for accommodations or modifications based on this self
knowledge and an understanding of legal rights.

The best way to help the individual use the information
learned about him- or herself is to practice preparing for a meet-
ing. Use your experience collecting information on the strengths
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and weaknesses charts to complete the following scenario as a ex-
ercise. You can use this format in the future when helping indi-
viduals prepare for meetings. By planning and organizing the
individual's thought with him or her in this way ahead of time, he
or she will be able to express his or her own needs in the meeting.

Scenario

Let's assume that Jon, an individual you have been working with, is prepar-
ing for an transition meeting. He will be graduating from high school and
going to work. The following is the information you collected together.

Strengths and Capacities: You and Jon have listed on the strengths
and capacities chart that he's had a paper route in the neighborhood
for five years and has mowed lawns for neighbors for three years. He
has been successful on these jobs and has saved money in a bank ac-
count over the years. In school Jon has done well in industrial arts
classes, has been on the swim team, and has done well in basic math
concepts. He hasn't attended a church. In his social life, Jon has been
involved with a group of kids throughout high school that also live in his
neighborhood. Jon doesn't have a driver's license, but he takes the bus
or rides with friends wherever he goes. In terms of clubs or groups, Jon
has been in the swim club for three years. He appears to be well liked
by both faculty and students.

Weaknesses and Limitations: Jon has had several academic prob-
lems over the years, stemming from his disability. His reading skills are
at about the fifth grade level. He has had trouble following complicated
directions (both oral and written). Jon has been encouraged to be in-
volved in church youth group activities but feels he has been teased by
the group so he doesn't participate. He isn't able to drive and feels this
has an impact on his social life. Jon hasn't had a job outside the neigh-
borhood and has never had an indoor job.

Planning: Based on this information, Jon is going to enter the plan-
ning meeting and make some decisions about the type of work he
wants after high school. You, Jon, his parent(s), a psychologist, teach-
ers, rehabilitation counselor will all be in the meeting. Jon will be asked
to state the his experience, what he feels are his strengths and weak-
nesses, and what support (accommodations/modifications) he will need
on the job. Complete the following as a "cheat sheer for the Jon in
preparation for the meeting.

My key strengths are:
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My key weaknesses are:

My work experience includes:

The kind of work I am interested in:

The help I will need on the job:
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Steps to Self-Directed Individual Planning Meetings

Once an individual is prepared, he or she can function successfully
in his or her individual planning meeting and express personal
strengths, weaknesses, and desires. Each individual you work with
will be at a different level in his or her ability to participate in the
meeting. Nevertheless, individuals should be made aware that this
is their meeting and their opportunity to express personal dreams
and desires.

Time needs to be spent with the individual prior to the meet-
ing to explain what will happen, what his or her role should be,
and how important it will be for him or her to express personal
wants and needs in this group. As a part of the planning meeting,
you, as the paraprofessional, can assist your supervisor and the
individual in preparing the individual for his or her meeting by
encouraging him or her to ask for and/or do the following steps
in the meeting:

State the purpose of the meeting.
Invite everyone in the group to introduce themselves.
Review past goals to bring everyone up to date.
Ask for feedback from others in the group.
State the individual's, family's, and institution/school goals.
Encourage all to ask questions if they don't understand.
Be open to different opinions.
Have the opportunity to state the support he or she will need.
Summarize the goals.
Close the meeting by thanking everyone.
Make a verbal promise to work on the goals until the next
meeting.

If the individual has limited communication abilities, plan ways
with the team that the individual can interact and participate in
the meeting. Work with the individual ahead of time to help pre-
pare him or her to participate as much as possible. Make sure that
the individual's needs and wants are not overlooked just because
of limited communication or intellectual abilities.

Adapted from Self-Directed IEP Student Workbook, Center for Educational Research,
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs.

Deciding on Reasonable Accommodations

An important part of what it takes to be a successful self-advocate
is to know what accommodations the individual will need to be
successful in reaching his or her goals. Accommodations don't just
refer to job situations. Individuals may need accommodations in
social settings, schools settings, residential, neighborhood, or
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work settings. The kind of modifications or accommodations
needed will vary depending on the individual. There's no list one
can go through and pick the right accommodation to meet the
needs of individuals in all settings. "Reasonable accommodations"
describes what is needed to accommodate individuals with disabili-
ties because it's language used in the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) which was enacted in 1990.

The best way for an individual to receive the accommodatiOns
he or she needs is to know what they are. This means knowing
strengths and capabilities as well as weaknesses and limitations and
also knowing what has worked in the past.

If an individual you're working with is very young or has re-
cently acquired a disability, he or she may not have had enough
experience to know what works as an accommodation for him or
her in various situations. Some individuals who have had a lifelong
disability also don't know themselves very well. Individuals will
need you to offer suggestions about what accommodations might
work. In order to make suggestions, you should first ask or have
someone else find out for you:

What are your needs in this situation?

What help do you need from me or others?

What environmental changes can we create to make this situa-
tion work for you?

What types of needs do you have that we could solve with
equipment/technology? (The individual may not know the
answer to this but you may have ideas based on how he or she
responds and your observation of the situation.)

Based on the answers you receive, develop a plan with the indi-
vidual to try some accommodations and see what works. If it feels
like you're "shooting from the hip," you probably are but some
of the best accommodations were designed this way. Deciding on
reasonable accommodations isn't a science. Most of the best ac-
commodations come from these kinds of brainstorming sessions.
Successful accommodations are often inexpensive and effective.

Once the individual has had experience with you guiding him
or her through the questions above, he or she will begin to feel
comfortable determining his or her own accommodations without
your guidance. When the individual reaches this point, he or she
is ready to advocate in his or her own behalf.

What Are Reasonable Accommodations?

The following are examples of reasonable accommodations in
learning situations for individuals with particular learning difficul-
ties. These are typical accommodations requested in school and
are just examples to give you an idea of what an accommodation
may be in a given situation.
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Accommodations for Reading Difficulties

Have the textbook tape recorded, or do this yourself or have
peers do it for him or her.
Read the textbook to him or her or ask a peer to do it.
Ask the individual if he or she would rather have directions
read aloud, or tests read aloud to him or her.
Ask the individual if it would help in understanding if he or
she had an outline or brief set of directions to follow along to
help focus attention.
Ask him or her if extra time is needed to complete reading
tasks.

Show him or her how to highlight or underline the main
points for clarification.
Suggest that the individual let the teacher or others know if he
or she is uncomfortable reading aloud in a group setting.
Help the individual with reading skills on a individual basis.

Help the individual to find a peer to help him or her review
the important points.
Teach the individual to work in a quiet area.

Accommodations for Writing Difficulties
Teach the individual to use a spelling dictionary.
Teach the individual to learn to use word processing with spell-
ing and grammar checking features.
Teach the individual to ask someone to proofread his or her
work.

Have the individual dictate written work.
Suggest that the individual ask if he or she could present in-
formation in another way other than written, like a verbal pre-
sentation or a drawing.
Suggest that the individual ask a peer to share his or her notes.

Tape-record instructions or lectures to listen to later.

Accommodations for Math Difficulties
Ask the individual to sit near the instruction or direction.
Suggest that the individual ask for explanation of symbols and
steps if he or she isn't sure.
Teach the individual to write down mathematical processes
step-by-step.

Set up the individual working with a peer who can explain the
math necessary to complete the task.
Show the individual how to use graph paper to keep problems
in line.
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Suggest that the individual ask for concrete examples when he
or she doesn't understand.
Suggest that the individual ask for additional time where math
is involved.

Teach the individual how to use a calculator.

Accommodations for Organizational Difficulties
Teach the individual to ask for an outline of instruction, rules,
directions, etc.

Teach the individual to ask for a schedule of what is going to
happen at the beginning of a class, or a job, or a series of in-
structions.

Teach the individual to ask for instructions to be repeated if
he or she didn't understand them.
Teach the individual to ask to have instructions written down
if needed.
Teach the individual to ask for individual time with the instruc-
tor or supervisor (on a job) for further explanation if he or she
doesn't understand what is expected of him or her.

These are just simple examples of accommodations that can be
arranged. Always remember that the individual should initiate his
or her own accommodations as much as possible. Your role, as a
paraprofessional, is to support these efforts toward independence
but not to discourage the individual's ability to seek out his or her
own opportunity to achieve that independence.

Self-Determination Panel Discussion

You may decide it may be helpful to have a panel discussion in class
or with the individuals with whom you work. The following ques-
tions may be used to ask the panel: use them to encourage discus-
sion with visiting panel members about their experiences as self-
advocates. You may also want to use these questions on the job
when you notice that some individuals seem to be better able to
express their needs than others. Asking questions, respectfully,
can be a very useful learning experience for you in helping other
less assertive individuals improve their skills.

What was the hardest thing for you to learn as you worked to
be a better self-advocate?

Can you give me an example of a time when your efforts at
speaking for yourself really paid off?

Can you give me an example of when speaking up and asking
for services or help backfired and got you into trouble?

What one piece of advice can you give me about advocating,
based on your experiences?
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What can I do as a paraprofessional on my job to facilitate self-
advocacy among individuals with whom I work?

Can you remember one person in your life who helped en-
courage you to self-advocate? Who was that? What did he or
she do to help you?

Adapted from Self-Determination: TheJourney to Independence developed by Michael
Wehmeyer and Hank Bersani, Jr.

Summary
This chapter discussed characteristics of a skillful self-advocate.
Specific behaviors were identified, including assertiveness, self-
confidence, planning, stating needs clearly, and respect for oth-
ers. A capacity chart was used to identify and build on self-advo-
cacy skills. Passive and aggressive behaviors were also discussed
particularly why they aren't successful behaviors.

Questions to Ponder
What are five behaviors of a successful self-advocate?
Have you personally observed a skillful self-advocate? What
made you feel he or she was skillful?

Have you ever had an experience where you felt you were a
skillful advocate for yourself but were not successful?
How can you encourage individuals to advocate for them-
selves?
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Introduction
In order to be an effective self-advocate, you not only need to dem-
onstrate skillful behaviors, but also possess knowledge of the ap-
propriate rights and laws. By having knowledge of such rights and
being able to apply it in specific situations, you hold another key
to empowerment.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify the rights of the self-advocate, the consumer rights
statement, and the Resident Bill of Rights.

Discuss the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation act of 1973, IDEA, and Part H of IDEA.

Discuss the use of behavioral interventions.

Section 1
Individual Rights
People with disabilities have the same.rights as any other human
beings. In order for an individual to be able to self-advocate, he or
she must understand his or her rights and it's your role as a para-
professional to assist people in the understanding of these rights.
The following are three examples of rights statements as pub-
lished in the manual Promoting Self-Advocacy by Mary Powell and
Joan Shoepke: the Self-Advocacy Workbook List, Consumer Rights State-
ment, and the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
When using these as examples, think about other rights that apply
specifically to the individuals with whom you work.

Rights Statement 1: Self - Advocacy Workbook List

The right to life.

The right of choice.
The right to freedom.
The right to try to be happy.
The right to make up your own mind.

The right to choose the people you want to be with.
The right to be listened to.
The right to eat what you want.

The right to go to bed when you want.

Adapted with permission from We Can Speak for Ourselves
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Rights Statement 2: Consumer Rights Statement

Rights are the things that the law says you should get, like the train-
ing that you need to live and work like everyone else. You have
many rights when you work here:

You have the right to be by yourself when you want to be.

You have the right to be treated well by staff.

You have the right to a safe place to work where you won't get
hurt.
People do not have the right to say or do bad things to you or
to keep you from eating or to take your money.
You have the right to know the rules about working here.
You need to know what to do when you don't like something.
You have the right to speak up for yourself.

You have the right to ask for an advocate, or someone to speak
up for you.
You can ask that a report about how you're doing be given to
you, your family, or your advocate.

You have the right to have your questions or concerns an-
swered as soon as possible.

You have the right to have a place to keep your things.
You have the right to use a telephone for private calls.
None of your rights can be taken away without a chance for
you to tell your side of the story.
You have a right to get the training you need to live and work
more independently.
You have the right to see a doctor when you need to and with-
out waiting a long time.
Staff cannot do things that might physically hurt you.

Adapted from Read My Lips

Rights Statement 3: The United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in
cooperation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal
respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental
freedoms,

Whereas a common understanding of these rights and free-
doms is of the greatest importance for the full realization of this
pledge,

Now, therefore, the General Assembly proclaims this Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights as a common standard of
achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
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individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration
constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to pro-
mote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive
measures, national and international, to secure their universal and
effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of
Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories
under their jurisdiction.

1 All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and
should act toward one another in a spirit of community.

2 A: Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as
race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
B: Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of
the political, jurisdictional or international status of the coun-
try or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be inde-
pendent, trust, non-self governing or under any other limita-
tion of sovereignty.

3 Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
4 No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the

slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.
5 No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment.
6 Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person

before the law.
7 All are equal before the law and are entitled without any dis-

crimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to
equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this
Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

8 Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the compe-
tent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental
rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
10 Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hear-

ing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determi-
nation of one's rights and obligations and of any criminal
charge against him.

11 A: Everyone charged with a penal offense has the right to be
presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a
public trial at which one has had all the guarantees necessary
for one's defense.
B: No one shall be held guilty of any penal offense on ac-
count of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal
offense, under national or international law, at the time
when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be im-
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posed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal
offense was committed.

12 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with one's
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon
one's honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the pro-
tection of the law against such interference or attacks.

13 A: Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and resi-
dence within the borders of each State.
B: Everyone has the right to leave any country, including one's
own, and to return to his country.

14 A: Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other coun-
tries asylum from persecution.
B: This right may not be invoked in the case of persecutions
genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts con-
trary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

15 A: Everyone has the right to a nationality.
B: No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor
denied the right to change one's nationality.

16 A: Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to
race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to
found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage,
during marriage and at its dissolution.
B: Marriage shall be entered into only. with the free and full
consent of the intending spouses.
C: The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of
society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.

17 A: Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
association with others.
B: No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of property.

18 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, Conscience and
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or
belief; and freedom, either alone or in community with others
and in public or in private, to manifest one's religion or belief
in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interfer-
ence and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of frontier.

20 Everyone has the right to the freedom of peaceful assembly
and association. No one may be compelled to belong to an as-
sociation.

21 A: Everyone has the right to take part in the government of
one's country, directly or through freely chosen representa-
tives. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service
in one's country.
B: The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of

6
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government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genu-
ine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting
procedures.

22 Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social secu-
rity and is entitled to realization, through national effort and
international cooperation and in accordance with the organi-
zation and resources of each State, of the economic, social and
cultural rights indispensable for one's dignity and the free de-
velopment of one's personality.

23 A: Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employ-
ment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to protec-
tion against unemployment.
B: Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to
equal pay for equal work.
C: Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable re-
muneration ensuring for oneself and one's family an existence
worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by
other means of social protection.
D: Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for
the protection of one's interests.

24 Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reason-
able limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with
pay.

25 A: Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for
the health and well being of oneself and of one's family, in-
cluding food, clothing, housing and medical care and neces-
sary social services, and the right to security in the event of un-
employment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other
lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond one's control.
B: Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and
assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock,
shall enjoy the same social protection.

26 A: Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be
free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. El-
ementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and pro-
fessional education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis
of merit.
B: Education shall be directed to the full development of the
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote un-
derstanding, tolerance, and friendship among all nations, ra-
cial, or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the
United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
C: Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education
that shall, be given to their children.
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27 A: Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural
life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scien-
tific advancement and its benefits.
B: Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and
material interests resulting from any scientific, literary, or ar-
tistic production of which one is the author.

28 Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in
which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can
be fully realized.

29 A: Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the
free and full development of one's personality is possible.
B: In the exercise of one's rights and freedoms, everyone shall
be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law
solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect
for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order, and the general wel-
fare in a democratic society.
C: These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised
contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

30 Nothing in the Declaration may be interpreted as implying for
any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity
or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the
rights and freedoms set forth herein.

This section on rights was adapted with permission from Promoting Self-Advocacy,
Instructor's Guide by M. Powell and J. Shoepke, presented by the Minnesota Associa-
tion of Rehabilitation Facilities (MARE), the Minnesota Developmental Achieve-
ment Center Association (MnDACA), and Brainerd/Staples Regional Technical
College (B/SRTC) as part of a collaborative grant from the Bush Foundation, 1993.

The Residents' Bill of Rights

The following Bill of Rights is another example of the rights man-
dated by law and provided especially for individuals with disabili-
ties. You may see a version of these rights in many forms in differ-
ent residential environments.

A: Purpose of the Residents' Bill of Rights
The purpose of the Residents' Bill of Rights is to identify the

rights of residents in Minnesota's community residential facilities
which are licensed as health care facilities and certified as inter-
mediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICF/
MR). Services to persons with developmental disabilities should be
based on individual interests and needs and be designed to pre-
serve human dignity, and to protect both civil and human rights.

Home and Community Based Waiver programs use the Home
Care Bill of Rights which may be obtained from the Minnesota
Department of Human Services, 612/296-3971.
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B: Introduction to the Bill of Rights

The following is the introduction which is included in the Resi-
dents' Bill of Rights:

This document describes the rights of residents in Minnesota's
community residential facilities which are licensed as health care
facilities and certified as Intermediate Care Facilities for person
with Mental Retardation (ICF/MR). These rights are set forth in
M.S. 144.651-2, and in Volume 42, Code of Federal Regulations,
Sections 442.403 and 442.404.

Definitions: "Resident" means a person who is admitted to a
non-acute care program including extended care facilities, nurs-
ing homes, and board and care homes for care required because
of prolonged mental or physical illness or disability, recovery from
injury or disease, or advancing age.

Public policy declaration: It is declared to be the public policy of
this state that the interests of each resident be protected by a dec-
laration of a Residents' Bill of Rights which shall include but not
be limited to the following:

It is the intent of the legislature and the purpose of the Resi-
dents' Bill of Rights to promote the interests and well-being of
residents of community facilities. No community program may
require a resident to waive these rights as a condition of admission
to the program. Any guardian or conservator of a resident or, in
the absence of a guardian or conservator, an interested person,
may seek enforcement of these rights on behalf of a resident. An
interested person may also seek enforcement of these rights on
behalf of a resident who has a guardian or conservator through
administrative agencies or in probate court or county court hav-
ing jurisdiction over guardianships and conservatorships. Pending
the outcome of an enforcement proceeding, the community pro-
gram may, in good faith, comply with the instructions of a guard-
ian or conservator. It is the intent of this section that every
resident's civil and religious liberties, including the right to inde-
pendent personal decisions and knowledge of available choices,
shall not be infringed and that the program shall encourage and
assist in the fullest possible exercise of these rights.

The resident is to be fully informed, as evidenced by written ac-
knowledgment witnessed by a third party, prior to or at the time of
admission and during the stay of these rights and of all rules and
regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities. A copy
of the law is to be given to the resident. The interests of the resident
and, where appropriate, guardians, next of kin, sponsoring agen-
cies, representative payees or the public shall be protected by, but
not limited to, the following policies and procedures:

C: Individual Rights
Listed below are each of the rights contained in the Residents'

Bill of Rights.
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The Right to Information About Rights

Residents shall be told at admission that there are legal rights
for their protection during their stay at the program or through-
out their course of treatment and maintenance in the community
and that these are described in a written statement of the appli-
cable rights and responsibilities set forth in this section. In the case
of persons admitted to residential programs as defined in MN Stat-
utes 253C.01, the document shall also describe the right of a per-
son sixteen years old or older to request release as provided in
section 253B.04, subdivision 2, and shall list the names and tele-
phone numbers of individuals and organizations that provide ad-
vocacy and legal services for persons in residential programs.
Upon receipt of this statement and a full explanation, the resident
must acknowledge the receipt in writing. Residents already in the
program must be provided with written amended statements if
these provisions are changed. Reasonable accommodations shall
be made for those with communicative disabilities and those who
speak a language other than English. Current program policies,
inspection findings of state and local health authorities, and fur-
ther explanation of the written statement of rights shall be avail-
able to residents, their guardians or their chosen representatives
upon reasonable request to the administrator or other designated
staff person, consistent with Chapter 13, the data practices act, and
section 626.557, relating to vulnerable adults.

The Right to Courteous Treatment

Residents have the right to be treated with courtesy and respect
for their individuality by employees of or persons providing ser-
vice in a community residential program.

The Right to Appropriate Medical and Personal Care

Residents have the right to appropriate medical and personal
care based on individual needs. Appropriate care for residents
means care designed to enable residents to achieve their highest
level of physical and mental functioning. This right is limited where
the service is not reimbursable by public or private resources.

Isolation and Restraints

A minor who has been admitted to a residential program as
defined in MN Statutes 253C.01 has the right to be free from physi-
cal restraint and isolation except in emergency situations involv-
ing a likelihood that the resident will physically harm self or oth-
ers. These procedures may not be used for disciplinary purposes,
to enforce program rules, or for the convenience of staff. Isolation
or restraint may be used only upon prior authorization of a physi-
cian, psychiatrist, or licensed consulting psychologist, only when
less restrictive measures are ineffective or not feasible and only for
the shortest time necessary.
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The Right to Know Who is Providing Physicians Services

Residents shall have or be given, in writing, the name, business
address, telephone number, and specialty, if any, of the physician
responsible for coordination of their care. In cases where it is
medically inadvisable, as documented by the attending physician
in a resident's care record, the information shall be given to the
resident's guardian or other person designated by the resident as
his or her representative.

The Right to Know Who is Providing Services

Residents who receive service from an outside provider are
entitled, upon request, to be told the identity of the provider.
Residents shall be informed, in writing, of any services which are
provided to those residents by individuals, corporations, or orga-
nizations other than their program. Information shall include the
name of the outside provider, the address, and a description of the
service which may be rendered. In cases where it is medically in-
advisable, as documented by the attending physician in a
resident's care record, the information shall be given to the
resident's guardian or other person designated by the resident as
his or her representative.

The Right to Information about Treatment

Residents shall be given by their physicians' complete and cur-
rent information concerning their diagnosis, treatment, alterna-
tives, risks, and prognosis as required by the physician's legal duty
to disclose. This information shall be in terms and language the
resident can reasonably be expected to understand. Residents
may be accompanied by a family member or other chosen repre-
sentative. This information shall include the likely medical or
major psychological results of the treatment and its alternatives.
In cases where it is medically inadvisable, as documented by the
attending physician in a resident's medical record, the informa-
tion shall be given to the resident's guardian or other person des-
ignated by the resident as his or her representative. Individuals
have the right to refuse this information. Every resident suffering
from any form of breast cancer shall be fully informed, prior to or
at the time of admission and during her stay, of all alternative ef-
fective methods of treatment of which the treating physician is
knowledgeable, including surgical, radiological, or chemothera-
peutic or combination of treatments and the risks associated with
each of these methods.

The Right to Participate in Planning One's Own Treatment

Residents shall have the right to participate in the planning of
their health- care. This right includes the opportunity to discuss
treatment and alternatives with individual caregivers, the oppor-
tunity to request and participate in formal care conferences, and
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the right to include a family member or other chosen representa-
tive. In the event that the resident cannot be present, a family
member or other representative chosen by the resident may be
included in such conference.

If a patient or resident who enters a program is unconscious or
is unable to communicate, the program shall make reasonable
efforts as required under paragraph C to notify either a family
member or a person designated in writing by the patient as the
person to contact in an emergency that the patient or resident has
been admitted to the program. The program shall allow the fam-
ily member to participate in treatment planning, unless the pro-
gram knows or has reason to believe the patient or resident has an
effective advance directive to the contrary or knows the patient or
resident has specified in writing that they do not want a family
member included in treatment planning. After notifying a family
member but prior to allowing a family member to participate in
treatment planning, the program must make reasonable efforts,
consistent with reasonable medical practice, to determine if the
patient or resident has executed an advance directive relative to
the patient or resident's health care decisions.

For purposes of this paragraph, "reasonable efforts" include 1)
examining the personal effects of the patient or resident; 2) exam-
ining the medical records of the patient or resident in the posses-
sion of the program; 3) inquiring of any emergency contact or fam-
ily member contacted under this section whether the patient or
resident has executed an advance directive and whether the patient
or resident has a physician to whom he or she normally goes for
care; and 4) inquiring of the physician to whom the patient or
resident normally goes for care, if known, whether the he or she
has executed an advance directive. If a program notifies a family
member or designated emergency contact or allows a family mem-
ber to participate in treatment planning in accordance with this
paragraph, the program is not liable to the patient or resident for
damages on the grounds that the notification of the family mem-
ber or emergency contact or the participation of the family mem-
ber was improper or violated the patient's privacy rights.

In making reasonable efforts to notify a family member or des-
ignated emergency contact, the program shall attempt to identify
family members or a designated emergency contact by examining
the personal effects of the patient or resident and the medical
records of the patient or resident in the possession of the pro-
gram. If the program is unable to notify a family member or desig-
nated emergency contact within twenty-four hours after the admis-
sion, the program shall notify the county social service agency or
local law enforcement agency that the patient or resident has been
admitted and the program has been unable to notify a family
member or designated emergency contact. The county social ser-
vice agency and local law enforcement agency shall assist the pro-
gram in identifying and notifying a family member or designated
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emergency contact. A county social service agency of local law
enforcement agency that assists a program in implementing this
subdivision is not liable to the patient or resident for damages on
the grounds that the notification of the family member or emer-
gency contact or the participation of the family member was im-
proper or violated the patient's privacy rights.

Treatment Plan

A minor who has been admitted to a residential program as
defined in MN Statutes 253C.01 has the right to a written treat-
ment plan that describes in behavioral terms the case problems,
the precise goals of the plan, and the procedures that will be uti-
lized to minimize the length of time that the minor requires treat-
ment. The plan shall also state goals for release to a less restrictive
program and follow-up treatment measures and services, if appro-
priate. To the degree possible, the minor resident and his or her
parents or guardians shall be involved in the development of the
treatment and discharge plan.

The Right to Continuity of Care

Residents shall have the right to be cared for with reasonable
regularity and continuity of staff assignments as far as program
policy allows.

The Right to Refuse Care

Competent residents shall have the right to refuse treatment
based on the information required above. Residents who refuse
treatment, medication or dietary restrictions shall be informed of
the likely medical or major psychological results of the refusal,
with documentation in the individual record. In cases where a resi-
dent is incapable of understanding the circumstances but has not
been adjudicated incompetent, or when legal requirements limit
the right to refuse treatment, the conditions and circumstances
shall be fully documented by the attending physician in the
resident's medical record.

The Right to Refuse to Participate in Experimental Research

Written, informed consent must be obtained prior to a
resident's participation in experimental research. Residents have
the right to refuse participation. Both consent and refusal shall be
documented in the individual care record.

The Right to Be Free from Abuse

Residents shall be free from mental and physical abuse as de-
fined in the Vulnerable Adults Protection Act (Section 626.557,
Subd. 2d). "Abuse" means any act which constitutes assault, sexual
exploitation, or criminal sexual conduct as referenced in the Vul-
nerable Adults Act or the intentional and non-therapeutic inflic-
tion of physical pain or injury, or any persistent course of conduct
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intended to produce mental or emotional distress. Every resident
shall also be free from non-therapeutic chemical and physical re-
straints, except in two possible situations: 1) as authorized in writ-
ing after examination by a resident's physician for a specified and
limited period of time and only when necessary to protect the resi-
dent from self injury or injury to others; or 2) in fully documented
emergencies if necessary to protect the resident from himself or
others, if the use is authorized by a professional staff member iden-
tified in written policies and procedures as having the authority to
do so, and the use is reported promptly to the resident's physician
by the staff member.

The Right to Treatment Privacy

Residents shall have the right to respectfulness and privacy as
it relates to their medical and personal care program. Case discus-
sion, consultation, examination, and treatment are confidential
and shall be conducted discreetly. Privacy shall be respected dur-
ing toileting, bathing, and other activities of personal hygiene,
except as needed for resident safety or assistance.

The Right to Confidentiality of Records

Residents shall be assured confidential treatment of their per-
sonal and medical records, and may approve or refuse their re-
lease to any individual outside the program. Residents shall be
notified when personal records are requested by any individual
outside the program and may select someone to accompany them
when the records or information are the subject of a personal in-
terview. Copies of records and written information from the
records shall be made available in accordance with this subdivision
and the Minnesota statutes governing access to health records
(144.335). This right does not apply to complaint investigations
and inspections by the Department of Health, where required by
third party contracts, or where otherwise provided by law.

The Right to Know about Services Available

Residents shall be informed, prior to or at the time of admis-
sion and during their stay, of services which are included in the
program's basic per diem or daily room rate and that other services
are available at additional charge. Facilities shall make every effort
to assist residents in obtaining information regarding whether the
Medicare or Medical Assistance program will pay for any or all of
the aforementioned services.

The Right to Responsive Service

Residents shall have the right to a prompt and reasonable re-
sponse to their questions and requests.

The Right to Personal Privacy

Residents shall have the right to every consideration of their
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privacy, individuality, and cultural identity as related to their so-
cial, religious, and psychological well-being. Program staff shall
respect the privacy of a resident's room by knocking on the door
and seeking consent before entering, except in an emergency or
where clearly inadvisable.

The Right to Have Grievances Heard

Residents shall be encouraged and assisted, throughout their
stay in a program or their course of treatment, to understand and
exercise their rights as residents and citizens. Residents may voice
grievance and recommend changes in policies and services to pro-
gram staff and others of their choice, free from restraint, interfer-
ence, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal, including threat of dis-
charge. Notice of the grievance procedure of the program or
organization, as well as address and telephone numbers for the Of-
fice of Health Program Complaints and the area nursing home
ombudsman pursuant to the Older Americans Act, section
307(a) (12) shall be posted in a conspicuous place. Every residen-
tial program as defined in MN Statues 253C.01, and ever program
employing more than two people that provides outpatient mental
health services shall have a written internal grievance procedure
that, at a minimum, sets forth the process to be followed; specifies
time limits, including time limits for program response, provides
for the resident to have the assistance of an advocate; requires a
written response to written grievances; and provides for a timely
decision by an impartial decision maker if the grievance is not oth-
erwise resolved. Compliance by residential programs as defined in
MN Statutes 253C.01 with section 144.691 is deemed to be com-
pliance with the requirements for a written internal grievance pro-
cedure.

Protection and Advocacy Services

Residents shall have the right of reasonable access at reason-
able times to any available rights, protectionists services and advo-
cacy services so that the resident may receive assistance in under-
standing, exercising, and protecting the rights described in this
section and other law. This right shall include the opportunity for
private communication between resident and a representative of
the rights protection service or advocacy service.

The Right to Communicate Privately

Residents may associate and communicate privately with per-
sons of their choice and enter and, except as provided by the Min-
nesota Commitment Act, leave the program as they choose. Resi-
dents shall have access, at their expense, to writing instruments,
stationery, and postage. Personal mail shall be sent without inter-
ference and received unopened unless medically or programmati-
cally contraindicated and documented by the physician in the
medical record. There shall be access to a telephone where resi-
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dents can make and receive calls as well as speak privately. Facili-
ties which are unable to provide a private area shall make reason-
able arrangement to accommodate the privacy of resident's call.
This right is limited where medically inadvisable, as documented
by the attending physician in a resident's care record, where pro-
grammatically limited by a program abuse prevention plan pursu-
ant to Section 626.557, subd. 14, clause 2, this right shall also be
limited accordingly.

The Right to Have and Use Personal Property

Residents may retain and use their personal clothing andpos-
sessions as space permits, unless to do so would infringe upon
rights of other residents, and unless medically or programmati-
cally contraindicated for documented medical, safetyor program-
matic reasons. The program must either maintain a central locked
depository or provide individual locked storage areas in which
residents may store their valuables for safekeeping. The program
may, but is not required to, provide compensation for or replace-
ment of lost or stolen items.
The Right Not to Perform Services for the Program:

Residents shall not perform labor or services for the program
unless those activities are included for therapeutic purposes and
appropriately goal-oriented in their individual medical record.

The Right to Manage Financial Affairs

Competent residents may manage their personal financial af-
fairs, or shall be given at least a quarterly accounting of financial
transactions on their behalf if they delegate this responsibility in
accordance with the laws of Minnesota to the program for any
period of time.

The Right to Associate

Residents may meet with visitors and participate in activities of
commercial, religious, political (as defined by the Minnesota stat-
ues regarding voting while residing in a community residential
program, 203B. 1) and community groups without interference at
their discretion if the activities do not infringe on the right to pri-
vacy of other residents or are not programmatically contraindi-
cated and documented in the resident's record. This includes the
right to join with other individuals within and outside the program
to work for improvements in long term care.

The Right to an Advisory Council

Residents and their families shall have the right to organize,
maintain, and participate in resident advisory and family councils.
Each program shall provide assistance and space for meetings.
Council meetings shall be afforded privacy, with staff or visitors
attending only upon the council's invitation. A staffperson shall
be designated the responsibility of providing this assistance and
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responding to written requests which result from council meet-
ings. Resident and family councils shall be encouraged to make
recommendations regarding program policies.

The Rights of Married Residents

Residents, if married, shall be assured privacy for visits by their
spouses, and if both spouses are residents of the program, they
shall be permitted to share a room, unless medically contra-indi-
cated and documented by their physicians in the medical records.

The Rights of Transfers and Discharges

Residents shall not be arbitrarily transferred or discharged.
Residents must be notified, in writing, of the proposed discharge
or transfer and its justification no later than thirty days before a
discharge from the program and seven days before transfer to
another room within the program. This notice shall include the
resident's right to contest the proposed action, with the address
and telephone number of the area nursing home ombudsman
pursuant to the Older Americans Act (Section 307 (aX12). The
resident, informed of this right, may choose to relocate before the
notice period ends. The notice period may be shortened in situa-
tions outside the program's control, such as determination by uti-
lization review, the accommodation of newly admitted residents,
a change in the resident's medical or treatment program, the
resident's own or another resident's welfare, or nonpayment for
stay unless prohibited by the public program or programs paying
for the resident's care, as documented in the medical record. Fa-
cilities shall make a reasonable effort to accommodate new resi-
dents without disrupting room assignments.

The Right to Know the Rules

Every resident shall be fully informed, prior to or at the time
of admission and during the stay at a program, of the rights and
responsibilities set forth in this section of all rules governing resi-
dent conduct and responsibilities.

Section 2
Disability-Related Laws
Individuals with disabilities and their families are protected under
several laws. It's important for individuals with disabilities to un-
derstand this and know what laws may apply to them and the rights
they have in a particular situation, whether it be work, school, or
home. Therefore, examples of laws have been added to this sec-
tion on rights so you, as a paraprofessional, have a basic under-
standing of what some of the laws are affecting the rights of indi-
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viduals with disabilities.
The following are examples of laws that affect individuals with

disabilities. This isn't an all-inclusive list, however these are the
laws most often referred to in schools and in residential and work
settings.

The Americans with Disabilities Act

The most recent law affecting individuals with disabilities is the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). Read the Fact
Sheet from the U.S. Department of Justice and then the article
"The Kindness of Others" found in Appendix H to give you a bet-
ter background of the law and its implications.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The Rights of Individuals with Disabilities Under Federal Law: As part
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112) Congress
enacted Section 504, the first federal civil rights law protecting the
rights of individuals with disabilities. Section 504 provides that,
"no otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United
States... shall, solely by reason of... handicap, be excluded from
the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance."

This law applies to state and local agencies and governments if
they receive any federal money.

This law protects any person with a disability who is "otherwise
qualified", just like ADA. That means the person with the disabil-
ity must be able to perform the necessary tasks (with accommoda-
tions and modifications if needed) in spite of the disability. This
means, if the disability doesn't prevent the individual from doing
an adequate performance on the job, he or she is entitled to the
job and cannot, under federal law, be denied the job. For ex-
ample, a person who is mildly retarded who can pass the drivers
license test is entitled to be hired to drive the school van because
he or she has proven the ability to perform the necessary tasks in
spite of the disability.

Section 504 also applied to school. If a student is in need of
accommodations or modifications to learn, he or she is entitled to
reasonable accommodations. For example, a person who uses a
wheelchair may enroll in a community college and find that the
department he or she needs to access doesn't have a ramp or el-
evator. The school must accommodate that student to access the
information. They may do that by relocating the class or lab, or by
putting in an elevator or curb cuts. Under Section 504, students
who may have learning disabilities are entitled to readers, note-
takers, books on tape, or other accommodations to facilitate their
learning.
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Section 504 came long before ADA but has been recently up-
dated and still covers some situations that ADA may not.

For further information about Section 504 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act, refer to the Fact Sheet provided in the appendices.

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

IDEA is a federal law (PL 101476) which was formerly called the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142). There
are certain minimum standards all states must comply with under
IDEA and then each state can add to that compliance with addi-
tional statutes. Minnesota Chapter 3525 and Minnesota Laws on
Special Education along with IDEA spell out the rights of parents
for their children in special education. Some of these rights in-
clude the right to:

Agree or disagree to the school's request to test the child.
Have the child given a test that isn't discriminatory based on
race or disability once agreement to assessment is given.
Receive a written copy of the assessment results
Have assessment results explained thoroughly.
Have an independent evaluation if parents disagree with the
school's assessment. In this case, the school must pay for the
evaluation unless, through a due process hearing, the evalua-
tion given by the school is determined to be appropriate.
Have parents as equal members of the student's planning team
that decides if the student needs special education and if so,
to what extent.
Have someone accompany parents to the Individualized Edu-
cation Plan (IEP) conference.
Agree or disagree with the action suggested by the school.

Public Law 99-457 (Part H of IDEA)

This federal law requires schools to serve young children with dis-
abilities beginning at birth. The Individual Family Service Plan
(IFSP) is the written document, like the IEP, for this law. In this
plan, the needs of children are planned from birth to the age of
three. Minnesota has developed an IFSP plan. As of the fall of
1993, all services described in the IFSP (by all the agencies in-
volved) must be implemented.

Material on IDEA adapted with permission from PACER Center, Inc., 4826
Chicago Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55417, (612) 827-2966
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Minnesota Rule 3525.2925:
Use of Behavioral Intervention with Pupils

As another example of Minnesota laws that provide rights to indi-
viduals with disabilities, the Behavioral Intervention Procedures
for Students with Disabilities is included in this section. This law is
specifically directed to rules governing the discipline procedures
used with students in school who have disabilities.

In 1989, the Minnesota State Board of Education was directed
by the Legislature to adopt rules governing the use of aversive and
deprivation procedures for students with disabilities. The Board
was asked to draft rules which promote the use of positive behav-
ioral interventions, and to ensure that aversive or deprivation pro-
cedures, when appropriate for a student, are included in that
student's Individual Education Plan (IEP). The rule, which went
into effect in January 1992, is intended to encourage the use of
positive approaches to modify students' behavior.

Three categories of behavioral interventions are listed in
Minnesota's Proposed Permanent Rule for Use of Behavioral In-
terventions with Pupils Who Have Disabilities. They are exempted
procedures, prohibited procedures, and regulated procedures.

Each school district is to revise district policies, where neces-
sary, and to provide any necessary staff development to appropri-
ately implement the new rule. Each district should distribute their
written discipline policy during IEP meetings, and review common
practices in terms of appropriateness for a particular student.

Exempted Procedures
Exempted procedures are planned instructional techniques

which are common practices in schools, and consistent with the
school discipline policy. Exempted procedures may include, but
are not limited to:

The use of corrective feedback;

The use of physical assistance to facilitate the completion of a
response (such as guiding a child's hand to teach a handwrit-
ing skill where there is no resistance);

Requesting that a student leave an activity for a brief period of
time, or the temporary delay or withdrawal of goods, services,
or activities as a consequence of their inappropriate use.

Exempted procedures would appear on an IEP when they are
used as instructional techniques to help a child meet IEP goals and
objectives.

Prohibited Procedures
Prohibited procedures are those procedures which, under

Minnesota law, have been declared illegal for use in schools with
children who have disabilities. Such procedures are never to be
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used by teachers or other school staff. Since they are expressly
prohibited, they would never appear on a student's IEP.

The following procedures are prohibited in Minnesota for use
with students who have disabilities:

Corporal punishment;
Requiring students to stand or sit in a position causing physi-
cal pain, the use of intense sounds, lights or other sensory
stimuli as an aversive stimulus;

The use of noxious smell, taste, substance or spray as an aver-
sive stimulus;

Denying or restricting a student's access to equipment such as
hearing aids and communication boards;
Faradic skin shock;
Totally or partially restricting either of a pupil's auditory or vi-
sual senses; or
Withholding regularly scheduled meals or water.

Regulated Procedures
Regulated procedures are any interventions used in a planned

manner that meet the definition of an aversive or deprivation pro-
cedure (see Definitions on the last page of this section). Regulated
procedures may be permitted as instructional strategies only when
positive or less intrusive methods of encouraging behavior change
have been tried without success. Any regulated procedure that is
being considered must be clearly articulated in a Behavioral Inter-
vention Plan (BIP), as part of a student's IEP, and can be imple-
mented only with the signed consent of the parents or in an emer-
gency situation. Regulated procedures include:

The use of manual restraints
The use of mechanical or locked restraints (e.g., handcuffs)
The planned use of suspension or dismissal from school
The use of time-out (where the student is removed from the
educational program and may be placed in an isolation room
or similar space), or
The temporary delay of regularly scheduled meals or water not
to exceed thirty minutes (except in an emergency).

If a regulated procedure is being considered for use with a stu-
dent who receives special education services, a professional with
expertise in the use of positive approaches to behavior manage-
ment must be a member of the IEP team.

Assessment

An assessment must be performed before any regulated behav-
ioral interventions are recommended or initiated. The assessment
must examine the purpose of the intervention, the effect of the
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behavior exhibited by the student, and its seriousness. The assess-
ment summary must describe:

The behavior for which a regulated procedure is recommended;

A base-line measurement of the behavior;
Documentation of two positive behavioral interventions, and
any extra interventions attempted and their effectiveness;
A review of frequent use of Exempted Procedures (e.g., sitting in
the hallway or being sent to the principal's office);

Documentation that other treatable causes for the behavior
have been ruled out (health, medical, etc.);

What alternative procedures have been considered and ruled
out and why, and

A description of the proposed regulated procedure.

Positive Behavioral Interventions

Before any regulated behavioral intervention can become a
part of the IEP, the school must 1) document that it has tried and
was unsuccessful with positive approaches to manage the offend-
ing behavior, and 2) show that the purpose of the intervention is
to enable the student to develop appropriate skills. (The use of
Regulated Procedures should not be considered just to eliminate
unwanted behaviors, or for the convenience of staff).

If the two positive behavioral interventions have not been suc-
cessful in meeting the IEP goal a team meeting must be convened
to review the student's IEP. If the IEP team decides that the use of
a regulated procedure is necessary to meet the goal, the procedure
must be written into a Behavioral Intervention Plan in the IEP.
The BIP must list:

The target behavior and a base-line measurement of its fre-
quency and severity;

A description of the proposed behavioral intervention procedure;

The conditions under which the procedure will be used;
An explanation of why the procedure was chosen;

A statement of the expected behavior change that will occur;
A description of any discomfort, risk, or side effects;

The conditions or circumstances under which the intervention
can or must be discontinued prior to team review;
The anticipated effects if the procedure isn't used;
Who will implement the program;

The team review and evaluation date, not to exceed two months;

Coordination with home or care facility, and

The parent's informed consent (which may be withdrawn at
any time by notifying the program administrator; the proce-
dure must be stopped immediately upon parental request).
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Parental Consent

Parents must be contacted within three days of their having
withdrawn consent to the Behavioral Intervention Plan in the IEP,
to determine the need to review and amend the Behavioral Inter-
vention Plan and the need to convene an IEP meeting for a
change in placement or program. If parents are divorced but have
joint legal custody, informed consent must be obtained from both
parents before using a regulated procedure.

Emergencies

In the case of emergencies, regulated procedures may be used
to protect a student or other person from injury, emotional abuse,
or to prevent severe property damage, even if those procedures
are not written into the IEP however, emergency procedures that
are used twice or more per month require that a team meeting be
called to see if the IEP continues to meet the needs of the child.

Any time a regulated procedure is used in an emergency (any
time that the use of the procedure hasn't been planned in the IEP) ,
district administration and parents must be notified immediately.

Time-out

One of the most frequently used regulated procedures is time-
out. Exclusion time-out occurs when a child is removed from his
or her regularly scheduled educational program. Seclusion time-
out is when a child is placed in a specially designed isolation room.
The use of time-out must be addressed in a Behavioral Interven-
tion Plan as part of a child's IEP. Included in the BIP must be a
provision for continuous monitoring of the child during time-out,
the criteria for the child's return to his regular activities, access to
water and restrooms if time-out exceeds fifteen minutes, and docu-
mentation of the number of occurrences of time-out and the
length of time for each time -out. Time-out rooms must be safe for
children, with walls and floors covered to guard against injury.
Light switches must be outside the room. A time-out room must
have an observation window for continuous monitoring, have
smoke and fire monitoring devices, be well lit, clean, heated, and
ventilated, and must measure at least five by five feet.

Independent Review Committee
An Independent Review Committee must be available in each

district as an option for either parents or school staff, to review the
Behavioral Intervention Plan (BIP). The team must contain at
least two members who aren't employees of the district. Parents
may appoint one member of the team if they desire. Districts must
inform parents of their right to request a review; the responsibility
of the committee is to review relevant assessment and make rec-
ommendations regarding the Behavioral Intervention Plan. The
decision of the Independent Review Committee is advisory only
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and has no power to override the decision of the IEP team; it
should be viewed as a "second opinion" when either the parent or
the school has concerns regarding the planned interventions for
a particular child. The committee must include persons who are
knowledgeable about cultural and ethnic issues as well as about be-
havioral interventions.

Definitions
Aversive stimulus: an object used or an event or situation oc-
curring immediately after a specified behavior in order to stop
the behavior (a consequence perceived as unpleasant).
Aversive procedure: the planned application of an aversive
stimulus (the planned use of consequences).
Deprivation procedure: the planned delay or withdrawal of
goods, services, or activities the child would otherwise receive
if an identified behavior occurs or in an emergency situation.
Time-out a procedure in which a student is completely re-
moved from the educational activity. Seclusion time-out occurs
when a student is placed in a specially designed isolation room
or similar space.

Emergency: a situation in which immediate intervention is
necessary to protect a student or others from physical injury,
or to prevent severe property damage.

Provided by PACER Center, Inc., 4826 Chicago Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55417,
(612) 827-2966. Refer additional questions you may have to PACER Center.

Summary
Knowing your rights and how to use them in specific situations is
a key point in the self-advocacy process. It's also beneficial to know
where to get new or additional information about rights and laws.
This chapter discussed specific rights and laws specific to individu-
als with disabilities.

Questions to Ponder
What are three of your individual rights? How did you learn
about these rights? How do you learn about the rights of indi-
viduals with disabilities?

How do you feel when your rights are being violated?

As a paraprofessional, what do you do to assure the rights of
an individual with whom you're working aren't being violated?
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Introduction
In this section you will read about ideas you can use to promote
self-advocacy with individuals you work with. Think of what you do
or will do on a daily basis as a paraprofessional. Compare what you
do with the sections below: how do you compare? What can you
do to improve your promotion of self-advocacy?

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Describe ways you and others can encourage and promote self-
advocacy for individuals with disabilities.

Describe ways the community can encourage self-advocacy for
individuals with disabilities.

Section 1
Promoting Self-Advocacy
in Individuals with Whom
You Work
Read the following tips: they can be used as ways for you to pro-
mote and encourage independence, empowerment, and self-ad-
vocacy in your setting.

Tips for Encouraging Self-Advocacy

Make a commitment to yourself, that promoting self-advocacy
is crucial to the future success of the individual.

Create a positive environment in whatever setting you're with
the individual.

Involve the administration in your efforts to encourage self-
advocacy.

Promote self-advocacy as a philosophy that will encourage in-
dependence.

Involve individuals with disabilities as a group to work toward
their own advocacy.

Prove to other "non-believers" that providing opportunities for
people to advocate for themselves is the best guarantee for
their success. Share stories highlighting self-advocacy at work.

Ensure that goals for the development of empowerment and
self-advocacy are part of the team process and the individual
planning process.
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What Works to Help People Advocate for Themselves?

People (parents, relatives, friends, and staff people) need to see
and treat the individual as a responsible person. Some ways to pro-
mote that are:

Firmly believe the individual has the right to choices, both in
everyday life and setting life goals.

Don't label the person, but get to know him or her as an
individual.

Ask and listen with care to what the person wants, what the
person's goals are, and what specific help the individual needs.
Do not assume you know what he or she needs.

Focus on the individual's capabilities rather than his or her
inabilities.

Match support to the individual instead of fitting the person
to what support is available.

Encourage the individual to work on what he or she wants to
work on, even if it's hard to see how far the person can go to-
ward the goal.

Work with the individual to find ways to make what the indi-
vidual wants possible by helping to problem solve and to con-
nect the individual with people who can help and be trusted.
Realize that some of the most valuable learning comes from
mistakes. The individual has as much right to make mistakes
as anyone else.

Avoid using labels. When labels are used, expectations are di-
minished. People do not expect someone with "that label" to
be able to speak for themselves to make their own choices, or
to be heard.

Encourage individuals to participate in integrated neighbor-
hood activities. Individuals with disabilities need to be seen as
active members in the community who have a valuable contri-
bution to make. When this happens, the old segregation ste-
reotypes can be eliminated.

"What Works to Help People Advocate for Themselves?" is adapted from Effective
Self Advocacy: Empowering People with Disabilities to Speak for Themselves, Report #90-
4, October 1990, Research and Training Center on Community Living, Institute
on Community Integration, University of Minnesota.

Promoting Self-Advocacy

What does this mean for you as a paraprofessional working with
individuals with disabilities? How can you promote self-advocacy
with the individuals with whom you work and still support them in
ways they need? How are you supposed to know when you're giv-
ing too much support and when you aren't giving enough? Make
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a list of ways you can promote self-advocacy of individuals with
whom you work. Bring it to class to discuss with the group.

In the classroom, I can promote self-advocacy by:

In the community, I can promote self-advocacy by:

On the job with individuals, I can promote self-advocacy by:

In the neighborhood, I can promote self-advocacy by:

Within the family, I can promote self-advocacy by:

Within myself, I can promote self-advocacy by:
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What Can Be Done To Strengthen the
Commitment to Self-Advocacy?

Read the following action steps you can take with individuals and
their families to improve their lives and their ability to promote
self-advocacy. What other steps would you suggest for your com-
munity? Write them down in the space provided.

Encourage individuals with disabilities (and their families) to:

Speak for themselves by becoming politically active

Involve community leaders in their lives and their issues
Influence the way the media presents people with disabilities
Participate in disability service boards, councils, task forces, etc.

Reach out into the community for help

Teach individuals with disabilities (and their families) how to:

Become informed about government action and laws related
to disabilities.

Work on committees for local, regional, and national reform
Bring community leaders into the issues of individuals and
their families.

Watch the way people with disabilities are shown in advertis-
ing, on television, and in movies. If it isn't accurate, write and
call companies to educate and make them aware.
Read how individuals with disabilities are reported, described
in the newspaper, magazines, etc. If it isn't accurate, write and
call to educate and make others aware.

Find out what committees and task forces are doing in behalf
of individuals with disabilities in the community.
Think about their relationship with service providers. Are they
addressing the issues. Are they serving the needs? If not, work
to change this.

Find out what others are doing nationally to create change and
promote advocacy.

Other steps:

Adapted from Effective Self Advocacy: Empowering People with Disabilities to Speak for
Themselves, Report #90-4, October 1990, Research and Training Center on Commu-
nity Living, Institute on Community Integration, University of Minnesota.
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Summary
As a paraprofessional, you can make a commitment to promote
the self-advocacy of individuals with whom you work. This chapter
discussed specific tips like creating a positive environment, pro-
moting the self-advocacy philosophy, ensuring empowerment
goals, and sharing stories. Also discussed were ideas of how others
and the community could promote and make a commitment to
self-advocacy for individuals with disabilities. Some tips included
not labelling people, listening, making no assumptions about
people, and participating in inclusion activities.

Questions to Ponder
What personal commitment will you make to promote self-ad-
vocacy in the individuals with whom you work?

Have you seen families promote self-advocacy for a family
member who has a disability?

How have you seen communities promote self-advocacy for
people with disabilities?

What do you feel is the most important thing you could teach
individuals and their families about self-advocacy?
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Introduction
Individuals with disabilities who have traditionally been served in
segregated settings are now becoming full members of society in
the classroom, in the workplace, in the neighborhood. But physi-
cal integration doesn't automatically lead to social integration.
The physical presence of persons with disabilities in all settings
isn't, in itself, enough. Even though formal integration has often
taken place, individuals with disabilities are still quite isolated in
the environment:

Individuals with disabilities need the skills to acclimate to the
environment, make friends, and develop long-lasting relation-
ships. That's why it's important for someone in the individual's life
to have the skills to facilitate the development of friendships. This
module is designed to give background and practical suggestions
to paraprofessionals to assist individuals in these efforts.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify the philosophy in facilitating friendships for individu-
als with disabilities.

Describe the three kinds of activities that help people build
connections with others: finding opportunities, interpretation,
and accommodations.

Section 1
Facilitating Friendships
and Socialization
It may seem artificial to say we need to facilitate friendships, that
friendship should be something that just happens. But relation-
ships between any two people don't just happen. They take work.
And teaching individuals with disabilities how that "work" happens
is very important.

Positive relationships and friendships are important to every-
one. It enhances learning, creates a sense of belonging, fosters
necessary interdependence, and (especially for individuals with
disabilities) helps create a feeling of, "I'm like everyone else. I'm
not different. I'm accepted."

No one person can be the sole source for facilitating friend-
ships. All the people who work with the individual need to know
his or her needs and desires to establish and help explore oppor-
tunities and strategies for facilitating friendships. Ultimately, the
best facilitator is the individual him- or herself. Helping the indi-
vidual attain the skills to facilitate personal friendships successfully
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is the ultimate goal.
Friendships can't be forced on people. Because you as a para-

professional often work individually or in small groups with
people, you can facilitate relationships and foster them between
individuals in their natural daily environment.

Check Your Friendship Quotient

Mark whether you think the following statements are truth or myth. There
are no wrong answers. Write any reaction you have next to the statements.
This will facilitate group discussion.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

The enabling of people with disabilities is
important to help them make friends and self-
advocate.

Government funding trends indicate that
creating jobs is of greater importance than
creating relationships.

Paraprofessionals are in key positions to
facilitate friendships between individuals in
natural settings (work, school, recreational
activities).

With all the responsibilities and needs of indi-
viduals, ifs hard to find time to observe ways to
facilitate friendships.

Most assessments focus on a person's
academic deficits rather than on personal
aspirations and requests.

The "service" system keeps individuals with
disabilities on the receiving end of relationships
where they're not expected to contribute and
therefore have little opportunity to learn how to
establish personal relationships.

Most individuals with disabilities don't have
many real opportunities to establish friendships.

Part of the reason people with disabilities don't
often find and establish long-lasting relationships
is because of the attitudes of society about
persons with disabilities.

If people with disabilities are not well integrated
into society, their chance for establishing friend-
ships with persons without disabilities is slim.

When encouraging independence and
facilitating friendships, the focus should be on
diminishing and fading support.

People with disabilities never totally blend in
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because subtle social rules and cues are
impossible to teach.

CI El CI 12 Self-advocates are happier working, living, and
socializing with people like themselves.

Adapted from Using Natural Supports in Community Integration (1990) by E. Curtis,
M. Dezelsky, and C. Coffey, Salt Lake City, Utah: New Hats, Inc.

Activities and Building Connections

According to Zana Lutfiyya (1988), friendship facilitation is de-
fined as "providing opportunities where people can comfortably
come together to meet each other." Facilitation means that some-
one (in this case, maybe the paraprofessional) is taking the lead
or the key responsibility to ensure that individuals are making the
necessary connections with peers that may develop into friend-
ships. Facilitation is an unobtrusive process which taps the exper-
tise of those who know the individual and are willing to help the
process along. When needed, the facilitator should talk through
the problems in relationship building and be there to help foster
and nurture the friendship development. And, just like in self-ad-
vocacy, the facilitator also needs to know to back out and allow the
individual to foster and nurture the friendship on his or her own.

Lutfiyya identifies three kinds of activities that help people
build connections with others: finding opportunities, interpretation,
and accommodation.

Finding Opportunities: This means actually setting up activi-
ties, events, or situations that can bring people together. In
order to do this, one has to know the individuals involved,
their interests, and try to create or find situations and activities
around similar interests.

Interpretation: This means helping the individual with the
disability present him- or herself in a positive way to others.
The individual needs to learn how to present him- or herself
based on strengths, common interests, assets, and positive hu-
man qualities. In this way, individuals with and without disabili-
ties can look to each other for friendship bised on their com-
mon attributes (and not be turned away by each others'
differences).

Accommodation: This means making necessary changes in
the environment so the individual with a disability can inter-
act with others in the best possible way. It means helping to
facilitate an environment that feels comfortable for all to in-
teract with each other without feeling awkward.

Adapted from Reflections on Relationships Between People with Disabilities and Typical
People by Z.M. Lutfiyya, Syracuse University, The Center on Human Policy,
Syracuse, NY, 1988.
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Group Exercise: Facilitating Friendships

The following three situations are examples in which paraprofes-
sionals can facilitate friendships. Read each situation and then
break into small groups to discuss these. As a group, determine the
opportunities, interpretations, and accommodations. Be prepared
to share your group's answers with the entire class.

Situation 1
Carol is a paraprofessional in a classroom for students with significant

behavior support needs in an elementary school (grades 1-5). She and the
supervising teacher have been working all year with Fred, who's ten years
old. Fred usually ends up in their "time our area whenever he's required to
work in small groups on writing assignments in the regular classroom. He
acts out against other children. There's one friend in the class, Jose, who
usually brings Fred down to time out, but other than that they have little to
do with each other. Carol learns that Fred and Jose live in the same neigh-
borhood, ride the same bus, and go to the same church, but have never
really gotten to know each other. They rarely interact unless the teacher
asks Jose to bring Fred to time out. When asking Fred about Jose, he
speaks of him as a close friend. Carol feels there is potential here to de-
velop this relationship. What steps can Carol take with Fred and Jose using
the three steps: finding opportunity, interpretation, and accommodation?

Finding opportunities:

Interpretation:

Accommodations:
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Situation 2

Lisa works at a family-style restaurant. She's been there for nine
months. Her job coach and the restaurant trainer are very pleased with her
work. She is polite to customers. Many of the customers know Lisa because

they all live in the neighborhood. When they start a conversation with Lisa
she's nice, but doesn't make real "contact" with them. She says she likes
her job. When Bob, the job coach, asked her if she was making friends on
the job, she looked at him and said, "I didn't know I was supposed to." There
are other young women Lisa's age that work at the restaurant with her. Bob
learned they've tried to be friendly to Lisa and ask her to do activities with
them, but they say she is so "shy" she always says no. What can Bob do to
facilitate friendships on the job for Lisa?

Finding opportunities:

Interpretation:

Accommodations:

Situation 3
Andy lives in a group home in an established neighborhood in a large

city. He rides the bus daily to his job at a nearby printing shop where he
separates garbage and recyclable materials and other odd jobs. He sees
the same people at work each day, the same people on the bus, the same
people when he's out in the neighborhood, and the same residents and staff
people in his group home. Andy expressed to Alice, a group home parapro-
fessional, that he felt lonely. He related all the people in his life he comes in
contact with every day (as stated above) but he says he has no real friends
and he feels sad. What can Alice do to facilitate friendships for Andy?
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Finding opportunities:

Interpretation:

Accommodations:

Summary
This chapter gave background information and practical sugges-
tions for paraprofessionals to assist individuals with disabilities
acclimate to the environment, make friends, and develop long-
lasting relationships. By filling out the "Friendship Quotient"
checklist, you were able to gain a better understanding of your
feelings as they relate to facilitating friendships.

Questions to Ponder
How do you make friends and develop long-lasting relation-
ships?

How can you support the individuals with whom you work to
attain the skills to make friends and develop long-lasting rela-
tionships?
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Introduction
There are many issues relating to the development of friendships
for individuals with disabilities. This chapter discusses a number
of them, including understanding the importance of community
ties; developing friendships, acquaintances, and membership in
the community; keeping in touch; being a part of a family; having
a partner; and being a good neighbor.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Understand the importance of community ties and friend-
ships.

Understand issues surrounding developing and sustaining ac-
quaintances, friendships, interests, and membership in the
community.

Understand issues surrounding being part of a family, having
a partner, or being a good neighbor.

Section 1
The Importance of
Community Ties and
Friendships
The importance of community and the sense of belonging for all
people can't be underestimated. Many people with disabilities of-
ten have missed the typical opportunities throughout their lives
to meet and develop friendships naturally. They have lived a life
more dependent upon others than people without disabilities.
This makes it more difficult to establish natural friendships and
ties. It's so important for persons working and living with individu-
als with disabilities to realize the need for connections and ties and
help facilitate that in any way possible. It's the connection that we
feel with others that gives our lives meaning. Some of those con-
nections may be strong, others may be weak. Some of those con-
nections come from work, school, church, the neighborhood, and
some come from close friends and family. Each type of connection
or tie has importance and meaning. Critical elements that deter-
mine the strength of connections or ties to someone may be:

Time: The amount of time spent with someone helps to de-
termine the strength of the relationship. If you're a parapro-
fessional working one to one with a person who has medical
needs, you may spend eight hours closely working with him or
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her daily. Without realizing it, you may be the most important
person in the individual's life by virtue of the time you spend
together. This means you can have a tremendous impact on
modeling relationship behavior with him or her.
Intensity: The amount of emotion attached to the relation-
ship with an individual equals the intensity of that relationship.
If there's a great deal of emotion in a relationship, there will
be more intensity in those ties than in other relationships
where there's less emotional attachment. If a paraprofessional
has worked with the same supervisor for many years, has gone
through many family issues together and many challenging
students or individuals and many work related changes to-
gether, the ties to that supervisor are probably very strong be-
cause much emotion is attached to the relationship. If a new
paraprofessional comes on staff with this team, his or her ties
(in the beginning) will be weak, with little emotion involved.
Intimacy: The amount of trust and confidence that is shared
with individuals determines the level of intimacy. Two co-work-
ers who have shared many work and family experiences to-
gether over the years and have shared their fears, hopes and
dreams, have developed a level of intimacy with each other.
Co-workers who happen to ride the same bus or each lunch in
the cafeteria at the same time, but interact seldom, have a
much weaker tie and don't share a level of intimacy.
Reciprocity: Part of creating strong ties is in the exchange
people have with each other. That exchange may be services
between each other such as sharing equipment, or giving help
to someone on the job, or it may be sharing living space. All
relationships (either weak ties or strong ties) require some give
and take. The level of give and take involved partly determines
the strength of the tie between people. If neighbors share buy-
ing and using lawn equipment they have closer ties than
people who simply greet each other when entering an eleva-
tor. Both are example of reciprocity, at different levels.

There are many important connection sources for all people.
These are also essential for individuals with disabilities as a means
for developing relationships. Some sources include friendships,
acquaintances, memberships in clubs and organizations, keeping
in touch with others, being part of a family, having a partner, be-
ing a neighbor and knowing neighbors. Although each of these
areas has the potential for developing relationships, for individu-
als with disabilities, there can also be particular challenges. Know-
ing and understanding these challenges can help prepare you, as
a paraprofessional, to better facilitate friendships. The following
sections will look at each of these "sources of ties" in terms of what
the difficulties may be for individuals with disabilities. Each sec-
tion will then address some ways that staff can help alleviate these
difficulties.
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Section 2
Issues in Developing
Friendships
Living at home with parents or in large group homes, many people
with disabilities find themselves with very limited opportunities to
make friends. They may find themselves tied pretty closely to their
parents' social lives, surrounded mainly by people of an older gen-
eration, or by company only of their parents' choice. Or they may
find that "services" put limits around with whom and where they
meet people. For instance, the size of the building or the way it
looks may make it harder for people to mix naturally. When large
numbers are grouped together, it's easy for segregated group ar-
rangements to prevail.

Attempts to provide volunteers or befrienders can be very help-
ful, particularly when they mean that one helpful citizen is
matched up with one person with a disability. The one-to-one
matching often doesn't happen and volunteers work with whole
groups. In such cases, it isn't clear what roles the volunteers play
or how they differ from staff.

Some services are so arranged that almost every part of life
happens under one roof or on one site living arrangements,
daytime activities, leisure and recreation. This means that most
people with disabilities meet relatively few people who are not ei-
ther other people with disabilities or staff who are paid to be with
them. Even these staff members move in and out of people's lives.
When these well known staff people leave, there's no one left who
knows the individuals with disabilities well enough to be able to
sustain past friendships. Because of limited opportunities for mak-
ing friends, many people with disabilities find themselves with few
friendships in the first place. Meeting people and making friends
leads to the second important process sustaining friendship
doing all those things which help keep friendships alive. Strong
relationships can survive many challenges, but if the friendships
must be sustained through long separation, distance, and lack of
communication, it probably won't survive.

Friendship What Helps Keep It Alive?

Of all the different ways of being connected with others, friend-
ship is probably the most important. The essence of friendship is
that it's freely given and that makes it particularly difficult to "ar-
range". These ideas could help you facilitate for those you serve:

Evaluate the individual's present circle of relationships by ex-
ploring these questions with him or her
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What have the individual's life experiences been?
Who are the people in the individual's life?
What kind of roles does the individual play in those rela-
tionships?
Where does the individual spend time?
In what activities does the individual participate?
What works and what doesn't work for this individual?
What are the individual's interests, gifts, abilities?
What does the individual have to contribute to others?
What help does the individual need?

Pay particular attention to recognizing friendships, especially
when the individual him- or herself may not be able to tell you
much about it directly.

Don't disrupt friendships by doing things such as transferring
people a long way away, or moving them from school to school
(or house to house), or shifting staff who are just getting ac-
quainted with individuals.

When someone does have to move and an important relation-
ship is under threat, take extra care to find ways of maintain-
ing that relationship and seeing that other opportunities are
created.
Ensure that people with disabilities have lots of positive en-
couragement and active support for developing connections
with people thereby increasing the chances that acquaintances
may grow into friendship.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 3
Issues in Developing
Acquaintances
Many acquaintances grow out of everyday life experiences and are
a fairly natural part of the business of living in a family, a neigh-
borhood, and going to school or work. When people with disabili-
ties have these activities in their lives, they are more likely to de-
velop acquaintances in natural settings. Too often people with
disabilities don't have these opportunities. What they often have
instead is a series of organized activities that are structured by fami-
lies, teachers, or service providers. Individuals make acquaintan-
ces, but often their closest acquaintances are with you, as parapro-
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fessionals or other service providers. The natural act of develop-
ing acquaintances is not natural or easily available.

Acquaintances seem to be sustained by simple acts like getting
together for a cup of coffee, going to a movie together, or saying
"hi" while walking along the street. Simple acts of hospitality buy-
ing a round of drinks, making a cup of tea are all the stuff of ac-
quaintanceship. With time, some people unused to these skills are
able to learn them. Others will always need someone on hand to
ensure these customs and common social skills are observed, and
that the person with a disability gets to participate, even if he or
she may not be skilled in initiating them or carrying them through
on their own.

The lack of a rich circle of acquaintances and sensitive help
which could develop and sustain it means that many people with
disabilities simply lack company a lot of the time. They may spend
a lot of time with other people but have no sense of connection to
them. Perhaps even more important, individuals with disabilities
may lack some of the vital kinds of useful contacts which acquain-
tances bring into the lives of everyone.

Acquaintances What Helps Create Them?

Since forming and sustaining an acquaintance doesn't demand
too much of the people involved, it's relatively easy to foster. Some
ways of helping are:

Use places where other people are, and at times when other
are there. Go to a local cafe or local park where others of the
same age may frequent.
Establish a routine of using places such as the a swimming pool
or library, so that you're likely to run into the same local
people often.
Always be careful to set an example of appropriate social be-
havior. For example, set an example of appropriate noise level
in public places by speaking at the appropriate volume.
As a paraprofessional, you can act as a bridge builder to help
facilitate acquaintances when you're out in the community
with individuals. You'll also be modeling behavior on how to
introduce one's self to others.
Other suggestions that work:
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Section 4
Issues in Developing
Membership
Many people with disabilities don't belong to any organizations,
groups, or classes others belong only to those specifically for
people with disabilities. Often from the time they are young chil-
dren, individuals spend time in "special" organizations with oth-
ers who are labeled in the same way.

In segregated schools and clubs, their experience of life be-
comes more and more separate from others of the same age and
their activities child-oriented and without any valued responsibil-
ity. As people with disabilities spend more and more time with
each other they feel less comfortable with people without disabili-
ties, and people without disabilities feel less comfortable with
them. In the end everyone begins to feel that they just don't fit in
and are "better off with their own kind". A vicious circle is created.
For these reasons, many people with disabilities need some help
or support to enable them to join and actively participate in ordi-
nary groups and classes.

People with disabilities need people who are not staff and not
paid to be with them to sponsor and support their participation
and membership in organized groups- people with the same in-
terests as themselves.

Membership What Helps Get it Started?

Becoming a member of an organization can help build a sense of
belonging. Here are some ideas to help determine what's avail-
able, appropriate, and of interest in a particular area. These ideas
can help you help someone you work with become connected to
an organization.

Making and updating a complete list of all the groups, organi-
zations, and clubs you can think of. Brainstorm at staff meet-
ings about additional ideas. Make a map of where these are
located in your area. Give the list to parents and other staff.

Help the individual develop the skills he or she may need to
join a group that is of interest.

Include discussions about membership in groups as part of the
individual planning meeting with the team.

Accompany the individual to several meetings that he or she is
interested in until there's a comfort level for independence.
Find someone who has an interest in the activity, class, or cause
and who will accompany the individual to the meetings.
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Other suggestions that work:

Section 5
Issues in "Keeping in Touch"
Many individuals with disabilities have no basis for developing in-
terests because they have been severely deprived of resources, re-
lationships, and experiences. Many don't know what to be inter-
ested in because they haven't been introduced to interests. Others
may have clear interests but have had few opportunities to develop
them. There are also people who have had interests selected for
them by staff or parents, or have become locked into interests
which they once had such as children's games or adolescent
records that they have had no opportunity to replace with more
appropriate adult ones.

Other people's expectations can be a problem. One parent
said, "My daughter basically isn't interested in doing anything
nobody wants to spend time with a person like that. She's happy
enough with other people like herself. Trying to draw her out into
the kind of social life we lead wouldn't work: in fact, it would be
really unkind." The problem is not only to get beyond these very
negative assumptions, but also to get beyond the very real power
that parents and staff and others may exercise over the choices
people with disabilities can make in general.

Social worlds provide easily accessible ways of gaining a place
in community life. The potential choices are almost unlimited.
What stands in the way for most people with disabilities is the lack
of someone to provide the "way in", and give long-term support
for participation and involvement keeping up the subscriptions,
organizing the collection, attending events. Support is critical.

Keeping in Touch What Helps?

Once relationships have been formed, it's hard to sustain them
and keep them going. This is hard work. Here are some ideas to
help the process.

Talk with the individual about him- or herself. Have him or her
tell you or show you what they are interested in. Think of con-
nections these interests can make to developing relationships
within your community.
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Introduce the individual to a wide variety of opportunities and
activities. Get the individual to try different types of activities.

Find people who are willing to give continued support to the
individual's interest in an activity. Are there friendships that
can develop out of this?

Take time to find out what is available in your community so
that you can be a resource to individuals when they show an
interest in becoming involved. Be ready with ideas.

Other suggestions that work:

Section 6
Issues in Being
Part ofa Family
Many children and adults with disabilities live with their parents
throughout their entire lives. The family takes on a lifestyle that is
not always typical, due to the particular needs of the individual.
There are other individuals with disabilities who live away from
their families. They sometimes have difficulty maintaining good
contact with their families. This creates problems for both the in-
dividual and the other family members. In order to feel connected
to the family, whether living with them or not, some active con-
nections may need to take place.

Being Part of a Family What Helps?

The point is not just to have a family but rather to have an active
connection with family. You can help and support this connection
when you:

Ensure that administrative arrangements (like the rules and
regulations in a residential setting) don't become obstacles to
an active connection with family. Make sure connection and
involvement by family is encouraged.

Help the individual know his or her family history (where the
family members are and where they are from) to develop a
sense of connection and belonging to the family.

Arrange for family members to share photos of various family
members and have the individual share these with others, ex-
plaining who they are and their connection to themselves.

Help individuals celebrate the traditional and special times
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when families are together: Christmas, Passover, weddings, fu-
nerals, birthdays, and other times specific to the individual's
cultural background.
Support individuals in having a growing and developing rela-
tionship with their family, and at the same time respect and
support the individual's need for independence.
Make sure the individual's needs are being met, even if that
means not including the family.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 7
Issues in Having a Partner
Many people with disabilities, whether they lived with their family
growing up, in institutions, or in the community, are now forming
partnerships and/or marrying. This situation sometimes creates
considerable concern among parents, staff, and people who plan
and manage services. They are not always as helpful as they might
be. One reason why it seems so challenging when people with dis-
abilities form partnerships is that it shatters old powerful myths
like "these are children that never grow up and therefore have no
sexual urges". Many people have a hard enough time talking about
these issues in their own lives and would rather ignore than sup-
port the union of people with disabilities. Individuals with disabili-
ties need a lot of support in developing partnerships.

Supporting Partnerships: What Can You Do to Help?

The need for a partner has to be understood in the context of a
wider need of satisfying friendships. When people have very few
friends at all they may find it very hard to choose a partner. What
you can do to help:

Some special skills may be helpful (e.g., counseling, therapy,
etc.) in supporting people who are making decisions about im-
portant relationships. Probably the most helpful resource
though is a wide range of other close friends. Help to facilitate
obtaining counseling and discussions with other friends if this
seems appropriate.

People who have many close friends with many different kinds
of interests and resources are more likely to be able to make
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some longer-term commitments to one person.
When people find it very hard to communicate, it's important
to try to understand what kind of a partnership they may be
seeking. They may not be making typical choices that others
make. Individuals in these situations may need someone to
help them decide what kind of relationship would work out
best for them. If you, as a paraprofessional, have spent a lot of
time with the individual, you probably can offer a good listen-
ing ear and support as they work through to the best choice.
Other suggestions that work:

Section 8
Issues in Being
a Good Neighbor
Neighbors are people who live near each other. In a big city that
might mean the people on your block. In a small town it might
mean a much larger area. Good neighbors are friendly and help-
ful. They should respect one another's privacy. Privacy means not
intruding in the other person's life. It means respecting confi-
dences. Friendliness means offering warm, polite greetings, and
generally being interested and encouraging. Helpfulness means
doing favors for others like keeping an eye on someone's house if
they were away, or helping someone with a yard project. It also
means being helpful in emergencies. Sometimes a casual relation-
ship between neighbors can become a real friendship over time.
When a person with a disability who needs assistance with certain
projects lives in a neighborhood, it's nice to have neighbors to
turn to that will be helpful to him or her. People with disabilities
often don't have this close, healthy relationship with neighbors
and don't understand how these relationships work. As a parapro-
fessional, you can set a good example of how a person acts "neigh-
borly" and encourage individuals to develop those kinds of atti-
tudes and supports in the neighborhood in which they live.

Supporting Neighborhood Relationships:
What Can You Do to Help?

Establishing neighborhood relationships may take some support
from you. Here are some ideas to help support those types of rela-
tionships.
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Be helpful and considerate so as to serve as a good role model
for how good neighbors act toward each other.
Encourage individuals to exchange greetings with their
neighbors.
Don't act as if you must "ask permission" when people with
disabilities move into a neighborhood, but instead, first make
sure that good ground work is done in the neighborhood for
healthy relationships to take place.
Teach individuals that it's all right to ask neighbors to help in
small ways to lend their garden shears, or give advice on trim-
ming the hedges. Suggest that the individual offer to water the
yard for an elderly neighbor. This is good advice for a way to
start a relationship.
Other suggestions that work:

Adapted with permission from Ties and Connections: An ordinary community life for
people with learning difficulties (1988), Roger Blunden, The King's Fund Centre.

Summary
This chapter examined issues in developing and sustaining friend-
ships for individuals with disabilities. Specific suggestions were
offered of ways that paraprofessionals can support the growth of
friendships for people with whom they work. You were also given
an opportunity to explore your feelings about friendships for
people with disabilities. Building on what came in this chapter,
Chapter Eight will discuss ways of developing social networks.

Questions to Ponder
How do you define a friendship?

How can you be a "bridge builder" for an individual with dis-
abilities with whom you work? Who would you identify as a
non-staff "bridge builder"?

Consider your role as a neighbor. Does it differ from your per-
ceptions of "neighbor" you had when growing up?

Do you know the organizations and groups in the community?
If not, how can you find out about them?
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Introduction
A social network is all the people with whom an individual does
activities or all the people who are important to the individual.
The social network includes all the people the individual comes
in contact with such as the bus driver, co-workers, schoolmates,
parents, and friends. Some contacts are frequent and some are in-
frequent, but they're all significant and a part of one's social net-
work. The following quote illustrates the importance of your help-
ing to develop an individual's network of support

"One candle alone has the power to give light, and we em-
power one another by passing the flame. If we give our gift
or flame to another, our flame will not be diminished, but
there will be more light. The circle of support helps us ig-
nite and inflame the desire and will in all of us to bring out
the best in each other. By working together we overcome
obstacles that we are unable to change by working alone.
By giving our gifts, energy, and our hearts to each other we
become empowered to build a future we desire. This is the
gift of the circle of support."

George Ducharme, One Candle Power

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify your support system.
Identify strategies to find out about neighborhood groups.
Demonstrate the benefits people in a social network get from
one another and give to one another.
List ten considerations when building a relationship.
Identify facilitator do's and don't's.

Section 1
Social Networks
To help an individual increase his or her social network, watch
how long it takes for someone to become important to the indi-
vidual. Observe how much contact takes place between the indi-
vidual and others before they seem to become important to him
or her. Does the individual "warm up" to people quickly? Are there
some types of people he or she is more drawn toward? Is the per-
son actively involved in a social setting or on the sidelines watch-
ing others?

Noticing these and other signs can help you understand the
individual's interests in a social setting as well as his or her need
for support.
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Looking at My Support System

What do I already have?

Name How am I Is it what Is it
supported? I want? enough?

What do I want? More support - or a different kind of support?

At Work
Type of support? From whom?

At Home
Type of support? From whom?

From Friends
Type of support? From whom?

There are various types of possible support trading support,
giving feedback, nurturing, playing, getting together, inspiring,
teaching, empathizing, sharing job or career resources, advising,
listening without judgement, being there, etc.

Draw in the rings below. You go in the center ring. Who are
the people in your life who are important to you? They go in the
ring next to you. In the next ring go people in the next closest
group to you. Continue until you reach the outermost ring.

Notice the "notches": these are the places people fit. It's that
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person in each ring that could be closer to you with some effort.
What steps can you take for him or her to be closer?

I Get Support from My Relationships with Others

I can identify the persons in my personal support network and the
areas in which they will be involved.

The Relationship
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There are many different types of relationships

c6 00

c§De,
Some are better than others.

My Personal Support Network

I can identify the persons in my personal support network and the
areas in which they will be involved.

SUPPORT
NETWORK:
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counselors,

etc.

EMPLOYMENT/
WORK

TRANSPORTATION,
AND

GETTING AROUND
THE COMMUNRY
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FREE-TIME,
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HOME

SOCIAL LIFE,
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FAMILY
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HEALTH
INSURANCE
BENEFITS
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FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

trusts/wills, estates
wages, & income

UNIQUE NEEDS:
health,
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Finding My Friends

Use this exercise to plan and discuss opportunities for making
friends and developing relationships. After filling this out to-
gether, have the individual fill in his or her circle of friends, in-
cluding those he or she would like to become closer to.

What do you do to make friends?

What I Do Who I'd like to know better

In my neighborhood

At work

In school

In my place of worship

In activities
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Finding Out About Neighborhood Groups

If you're looking for ways to include individuals you work with in
neighborhood activities or looking for activities for individuals to
become involved in, here are some ideas:

Read meeting schedules found in the local newspaper.
Collect directories of community organizations from the pub-
lic library or ask the United Way organization for a listing, or
seek out self-help directories.

Talk to people at local institutions such as parks, recreation
centers, churches and community centers and ask what groups
schedule regular meetings in their buildings.
Conduct a phone survey of local residents and ask, "In what do
people participate in this area?" You may first want to send a
letter to residents in a selected area about your interest in area
activities and explain that a phone call will follow the letter to
ask for their suggestions of area activities.

Ask the librarian about local meetings and the times they
meet. Many meetings are held in the local library.
Ask for group names and meeting times. Many meetings are
held at local parks.

Call local bowling alleys and ask about leagues, etc.
Call churches and ask what local meetings are held in their
building, the types of groups, and the times they meet.

Adapted with permission from Getting Connected: How to Find Out About Groups and
Organizations in Your Neighborhood (1988) by Kathy Nakagawa, Center for Urban
Affairs and Policy Research, Northwestern University and Department of Reha-
bilitation Services, State of Illinois, 2040 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60208;
Telephone, 312/491-3395.

What Friends Do For Each Other

Here are some benefits that people in a social network get from
one another and give to one another in social relationships:

Information: People in a social network give and get informa-
tion from one another. For example: "Do you know any good
plumbers?" "Where did you get those shoes?"
Feedback: People in social networks give and get advice from
each other. For example, it might be technical having to do
with work or personal, or relating to social skills or manners.
Assistance in making major life decisions: People in social net-
works help each other make big decisions about events such
as career changes, moving, marriage, or school plans.
Emotional support: People in social networks help each other
when happy and sad situations affect their lives. Some of those
situations might be death in the family, unhappy relationships,
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problems with children, or celebrating happy events like births
and weddings.

Material aid and service: People in a social network help each
other out in small and big ways. For example, someone may
care for a neighbor's pet while out of town, a friend may loan
money until pay day, and a neighbor may loan tools or a lad-
der for a project.
Access to others: People who are part of a social network are
introduced to other friends and may extend their base of
friends at all levels. A friend may invite another to a party or
social gathering where new people and potential friends are
met. The neighbors may have a block party where one meets
new people.
Companionship: People who are part of a social network have
others they can plan activities with and have as companions.

Adapted with permission from Social Support Manual (1989) byJ. Stephen Newton,
Neighborhood Living Project, Specialized Training Program, 135 College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403-5215.

Levels of Support to Help Improve Social Life

The following are some ideas to offer support to individuals to
help improve their social lives. These ideas may be useful to you in
helping individuals establish and maintain relationships.

Write social life objectives in the IHP/IEP/IFSP.
Use staff meetings to notice and assign tasks to each other that
may naturally result in improved social experiences for the in-
dividual throughout the course of his or her day.
Set weekly goals for socially integrated activities. Break down
those ideas into small steps so the individual is always working
on a manageable piece of a social life skill area.

Rotate the responsibility among staff members to be the social
director for a week. That person planning social activities for
the week can be non-staff people (volunteers), kitchen staff,
office staff, as well as paraprofessionals and teachers, counse-
lors, etc.

Encourage individuals and their families (or group home lead-
ers) to volunteer to have an in-home social activity. For ex-
ample, someone may host a Monday night football party get
together, another may host a walk around the area lake or
neighborhood.

Help individuals join local clubs, organizations and churches
that share his or her common interests. Then help the indi-
vidual focus on getting involved. Help in the organizational
process (such as registration fees, paper work, finding the lo-
cation and time, arranging transportation) until he or she is
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settled into the activity.

Explain and encourage the idea of reciprocity. For example,
as part of friendship, first I do something for you (i.e. buy you
lunch) then you do something for me (i.e. you take me out to
lunch). Explain that to keep friendships alive and growing,
people have to take turns calling each other and making plans
together.

Accompany the individual on the first meeting or first activity
into the community to help facilitate ease and comfort for him
or her and the community people. Help them understand
each other. If you work with children and have made sugges-
tions about activities to the parents, offer to attend the first
activity with the parents and the child.

Find out the individual's interests. Introduce him or her to
people with similar interests. Friendships are usually based on
similar interests. Sometimes people don't know what their in-
terests are. They need to try different activities to find out what
appeals to them. ("How do you know you won't like it if you
haven't tried?")

As a paraprofessional, you also need to build your own social
network and social integration system through community ac-
tivities. Activities are more likely to be spontaneous if you (or
someone else on staff) have had prior involvement in the ac-
tivity your are encouraging. Regular activities that are done
over and over are reinforcers for friendships (fast food restau-
rants, bowling, concerts, movies, etc.).

Teach the individual to independently go out and do activities
(as much as possible) that will facilitate his or her own social
life. For example taking the bus, biking, setting up own ar-
rangements and plans, shopping alone, going to recreational
areas alone, all create a sense of independence and enable the
possibility of friendships developing in a natural way.

Decrease or replace behaviors that compromise social life.
Help the individual improve his or her ability to have a better
social life by teaching him or her acceptable social behaviors.

Adapted with permission from Social Support Manual (1989) byJ. Stephen Newton,
Neighborhood Living Project, Specialized Training Program, 135 College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403-5215

Role-play Situation

Pretend you're running a weekly staffing and discussing the social
situation Toby is in. Use the "Levels of Support to Help Improve
Social Life" ideas on the previous pages to help come up with some
ideas. Do this in small groups, then share your solutions with the
entire class.
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Situation

The school psychologist, the nurse, the regular classroom teacher,
the paraprofessional, and the physical education teacher get to-
gether for a team meeting every Tuesday at Harley High School to
discuss Toby's progress in all areas. On this particular Tuesday, the
physical education teacher states that he has been watching the in-
teraction with Toby in gym class, the locker room and in the hall-
ways. Because Toby weighs 220 pounds and is a star on the foot-
ball team, the guys always want Toby on their team in class, but
they seldom interact with Toby any other time. Toby has appeared
especially dejected lately and the physical education teacher talked
to him about it last Friday. Toby says he wants to make friends with
the guys, but they're always too busy for him, or ask him to do im-
possible things with them, like drive them to a party (Toby works
night and doesn't drive). The coach would like to facilitate some
friendships for Toby. Role-play the situation to find your group's so-
lutions to this dilemma.

Feel free to adapt the situation, if needed, to be more suitable for
your group.

Ten Considerations When Building Relationships

All relationships follow the pattern below to some degree or an-
other. When working to facilitate friendships for, and with, per-
sons with disabilities, some of these considerations may be hard to
comprehend. You may need to do some direct teaching of these
ten considerations and it's important for you to know and under-
stand this.

Relationships are always possible. There's potential for rela-
tionships to form but never certainty that they will.
People have a range of relationships from acquaintances to
lovers which makes their lives complete and integrated.
There's no real logic to how relationships develop and
progress. Painful struggles can be a sign of great growth. Con-
flict is normal and okay. Absences do not necessarily mean the
relationship is over.

Rejection is part of the relationship making process. It's typi-
cal to meet people and decide you do not choose to make
friends with them.
Relationships build slowly and strengthen over time. They're
full of ups, downs and struggles.

Relationships start from small beginnings and can't be deter-
mined from only one meeting. Trust takes time to build and
friendship is built on trust.
Experiences, opportunities, and relationships are all con-
nected. The more opportunities a person has, the more
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chance they have for relationships.

Building relationships takes a lot of self-confidence and time.
Be patient.

Relationships are always in a state of growth.

Relationships do not depend on a person's abilities and at-
tributes, but on comfort and ease between two people

Adapted with permission from Leisure, Integration, and Community (1992) by P.
Hutchinson and J. McGill, Concord, Ontario: Leisurability Publications, Inc.

Facilitator Do's and Don't's

These are important guidelines for you as a paraprofessional to
know when helping to facilitate friendships.

Don't's
Choose friends for individuals.

Decide who is appropriate and who is not appropriate to be a
friend.

Structure activities to meet their needs over the interests of the
individuals.

Decide for individuals what their interests will be.

Assign a "friend" to someone and then feel they have helped
develop friendships and their job is done.

Do's:

Have a positive relationship with the individual (this models
appropriate friendly behavior).

Have skills in including individuals in groups so they can de-
velop a sense of what it's like to be a part of a friendly group.
Support the process of finding and making friends by empha-
sizing the individual's strengths.
Act as an unobtrusive supporter and facilitator.
Help plan appropriate interest related activities.
Encourage the individual to advocate for personal needs in a
relationship.

Offer and encourage one-on-one experiences with peers to
develop confidence in relationship building skills.

Adapted with permission from Connecting Students: A Guide to ThoughtfulFriendship
Facilitation for Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK
Parent Center, Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.
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Summary
This chapter defined a social network, discussed ideas for devel-
oping social networks, and offered you an opportunity to identify
your support system. As a paraprofessional, you're in a position to
support people you work with as they develop their social network.
Social networks empower one another to build futures that they
desire.

Questions to Ponder
What new information did you gain from doing the activity
"Looking at My Personal Support System"? How could you in-
corporate this activity for individuals with whom you work?

People in social networks give and receive a variety of things:
information, feedback, assistance in making life decisions,
emotional support, material aid and services, access to others,
and companionship. Can you identify people that give you
these types of support? Can you identify people that you give
these types of support?
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Introduction
Knowing how to support individuals with disabilities with whom
you work to start friendships can strengthen the network of sup-
port and the entire empowerment process. This chapter discusses
key strategies you can apply and build on in individual situations.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Identify strategies that could assist people with disabilities to
start friendships.
Identify activities to facilitate friendships.

Section 1
How to Facilitate
Friendships
In many cases, you as a paraprofessional may be put in a situa-
tion where you can best facilitate friendships between two indi-
viduals. You may see the spark of a possibility for a friendship in a
work setting, school setting, a neighborhood or community set-
ting, or a residential setting. If you take the initiative to start a
friendship for two people, they may be able to continue the rela-
tionship with your support. The following suggestions and activi-
ties may help you in your efforts to help individuals with disabili-
ties start friendships.

Survey the situation. Look at the various social and work situa-
tion the individual will be in. Who does the individual seem to
gravitate towards (or visa-versa)? Is he or she lonely? Does he
or she talk about anyone particular in the neighborhood? How
does the individual communicate with others? Is there some-
one he or she makes more of an effort to be with? Does he or
she seem to be angry or upset if unable to get or keep the at-
tention of someone. These might be messages about possible friend-
ships that could be developed with some facilitating on your part.

Review the individual's day. Think of times throughout the day
that these possible friendships may be nurtured. Are there
times that you could facilitate a natural type setting for two
friends to get to know each other better? Timing is everything.
What key times can you plug in friendship facilitation?

Estimate how much facilitation will be needed. How indepen
dent is the individual? How willing is he or she to self-advocate
and reach out to establish his or her own relationships? When
does the individual really need your help to facilitate relation-
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ships? (It may be only at certain times in certain circum-
stances.) Figure out how much help is needed. Don't be too in-
trusive. Offer only the level of support that is needed.

Determine what you can do that will be most helpful to specifi-
cally facilitate the friendships and make a plan. Think about
whether you should help in finding opportunities, in interpre-
tation, or in accommodation. At what level is the individual's
relationship development? Start where the individual needs the
most help.

Think about who would be the best facilitator in the situation.
Each situation will be different. Who's the most logical person
to assist in each situation? When you get together in your team
meetings, discuss who, based on relationship with the indi-
vidual, personality, and job assignment, is best in handling
each facilitation. Use the most logical staff person to facilitate based
on individual situations.

Explore and assess ways to use natural everyday situations to
create and develop relationships. Often the best opportunities
for friendship development are right under your nose. What
is going on in the individual's everyday life? How can you capi-
talize on that to facilitate friendships naturally. Sometimes the best
opportunities are also the simplest.

Follow-up on situations. Relationships have their ups and
downs. Once you've helped get a relationship started, you
need to be available to monitor the progress and support the
individual in those ups and downs. This will help the individual
to become confident and understanding about relationship
development so he or she can become independent in devel-
oping friends in the future. Continue to be there for the individual
during the development of the friendship.

Disappear as soon as you can. As soon as the friendship has
taken on a life of its own, back away and let it develop without
your facilitation. At the same time, let the individual know you
care and are there for support. Once the relationship is established,
back out.

Adapted from Connecting Students: A Guide to Thoughtful Friendship Facilitation for
Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK Parent Center,
Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.

Activities to Facilitate Friendships

Here are some ideas you can use to help facilitate friendships.
Think of each person you work with individually: which of these
would work in your experience and understanding of the unique
needs of each person?

Give individuals opportunities to show off their strengths to
the others in the group.
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Tell others about special interests or talents of individuals in
the group.
Show positive ways to deal with unpleasant situations that an
individual may create to show the group coping skills for the
individual's behavior.

Be available to demonstrate strategies, answer questions, inter-
pret situations, and answer concerns as needed.
Help individuals learn how to communicate well with others
by serving as a role model for good communication and inter-
action with others.

Encourage individuals to communicate honestly, whether they
are telling about fears, concerns, questions, or issues.
Encourage discussions about friendships in the natural setting
of work or play. Talk about what friendship involves so that
others can talk openly about their friendship experiences.
Brainstorm together for solutions to issues and problems be-
tween friends.

Offer individuals times to honestly talk about their strengths
and weaknesses.

What other activities would you encourage to facilitate friend-
ships in your setting?

Adapted from Connecting Students: A Guide to Thoughtful Friendship Facilitation for
Educators and Families (1992) by C. Schaffner & B. Buswell, PEAK Parent Center,
Inc., Colorado Springs, CO 80918.

Summary
This chapter offered suggestions and activities that you as a para-
professional could use to help individuals with disabilities start
friendships. These included surveying the situation; reviewing the
person's day; identifying how much facilitation is needed; explor-
ing ways to use natural situations; following up; and disappearing
as soon as possible.

Questions to Ponder
Have you ever helped someone with a disability start a friend-
ship? What strategies were successful and how could you tell?
What about strategies that didn't work? How could you tell?
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Introduction
As you work with individuals with disabilities, encourage them to
self-advocate, and facilitate the development of friendships, you're
empowering these individuals to make their own choices about
the lives they want to lead. You help them to have the rights to
which all people are entitled. It's important to end this module
on promoting self-determination and facilitating friendships and
socialization skills with a discussion about current trends in plan-
ning that will lead to individuals who are more empowered and in
control of their own lives and making their own choices about who
they choose as friends and to associate with.

Upon completing this chapter, you should be able to:

Describe MAPS and Personal Futures Planning.
Identify do's and don't's of person-centered planning.

Section 1
Promoting Friendships
and Self-Advocacy Through
Futures Planning
There are two planning strategies that also help ensure, in a more
structured way, positive empowerment and planning for the
individual's future. One strategy is called MAPS (Making Action
Plans) and the other is called PFP (Personal Futures Planning).
Both utilize the people in the individual's life who know and care
about him or her to identify and move toward desired goals. These
two strategies on planning for individuals with disabilities are
unique because they include not only professionals, but also the
individual, family, friends, and peers without disabilities. MAPS is
generally associated with students, and PFP with adults, but each
can be used in a wide variety of situations. Each is an ongoing pro-
cess that builds on the individual's capacities.

MAPS

MAPS uses a two-step process:

Key questions are asked to create a picture of the person and
to establish a direction for the group. Those questions direct
the group about the needs, interests, abilities, and desires of
the individual.
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Certain people are targeted who will develop specific action
plans. These people are selected based on their knowledge of
the individual and their expertise in the area where the plan
will be developed. For example, if the individual's MAPS states
he or she needs to develop social skills in the community, a rec-
reation specialist may develop that part of the plan.

After the plan is made, alternatives and adaptations are made
as needed. Because Personal Futures Planning is becoming very
popular as a method of planning with individuals with disabilities
today, we will focus primarily on this strategy.

Personal Futures Planning: Steps

Personal Futures Planning creates a personal profile of the
individual's life. There are eight steps to the personal planning:
the details and sequence of each step vary for individuals, but each
process includes the following components:

Step 1: Identify Capacities

Map out relationships: Who's important to the focus person?
Map places: What are the patterns of community life for the
person?
List personal preferences: What gifts (special talents or abili-
ties) does the person possess?

Clarify personal dreams and desires: What goals does each in-
dividual have for him- or)herself?

Step 2: Identify a Planning Group

The individual asks the people he or she would like to ask to
work together in his or her planning meeting. These people agree
to meet on a regular basis to learn together and plan for things to
happen for the focus person. They use a relationship map for this
planning.

Step 3: Clarify a Personal Future

The person and his or her group work together to clarify goals
so they share a common vision of what they are trying to accom-
plish by working together.

Step 4: Identify Obstacles and Opportunities

Obstacles, fears, and barriers to desirable futures are identi-
fied. These barriers offer a focus for problem-solving and for net-
working with other groups who face similar barriers.

Step 5: Generate Strategies

The groups meet regularly (about once every six weeks) to re-
view what they have learned, accomplished, or encountered as
new barriers or opportunities. Groups brainstorm to generate new
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strategies and directions for future activity.

Step 6: Make Commitments
Following each review and brainstorming session, individual

members make commitments to work on specific strategies. Mem-
bers choose the strategies they have the energy to work on.

Step 7: Take Action
Group members take action. Many groups focus initially on

learning more about community resources, program models, and
other barriers they face.

Step 8: Reflect on What the Group is Learning Together
Every meeting is a time of reflection, but periodically (about

every six months) the group will meet to look again at "the big
picture," to re-focus, and to summarize their accomplishments.

Adapted from One Candle Power: Building Bridges into Community Life for People with
Disabilitiesby P. Beeman, G. Ducharme, &B. Mount, Communitas, Inc., P.O. Box
374, Manchester, CT 06040; telephone 203/645-6976

In Planning Futures, Remember...

In order to help sharpen the vision and recognize capacity in ev-
eryone, remember the following when planning futures:

Do Don't

Look and listen long
enough to find the capacity

Seek abilities not commonly
valued in our society today
(i.e. the ability to be present
or to bring people together)

Focus on the abilities of all
people in the support system

Focus on the unique oppor-
tunities of each association in
a neighborhood & community

Build on strengths that an
individual has, not the
weaknesses

Concentrate on labels

Be put off by visible
evidence of labels

Prejudge a person because
of a label

Don't dwell on disabilities

Adapted from One Candle Power. Building Bridges into Community Life forPeople with
Disabilities by P. Beeman, G. Ducharme, & B. Mount, Communitas, Inc., Manches-
ter, CT 06040.
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Futures Planning: Scenarios

To become more familiar with the process of futures planning,
read the following three scenarios and then, in class, discuss the
benefits of futures planning for each person.

Scenario I: Gordon
Gordon is a handsome seventeen-year-old man with a good

sense of humor who really enjoys sports. He has been classified in
the moderatesevere range of mental retardation, has had some
serious medical problems beginning at an early age, and has some
serious behavior problems such as hitting others.

The persons involved in his planning group included his
mother, special education teacher, and social worker. His father
was either unable or unwilling to attend meetings. Gordon has no
siblings and no interactions with neighbors or friends in his area.

Gordon's mother had been complaining about various things
regarding Gordon for a long time. As a result of the futures plan-
ning process, she started really becoming an advocate instead of
just a complainer. She also started to get real support from other
members of her family, instead of just sympathy.

The long-range dreams for Gordon and his family included
finding a trustworthy doctor, finding a respite program where the
parents could be away from home on vacation for two to three
weeks at a time, and finding a friend for Gordon for his after-
school hours.

Gordon's mother started to take on more responsibility and
learned to ask for help when it was needed. Because of the need
for respite care, she began a letter-writing campaign to the county
commissioners. She wrote, but also got her relatives and people in
the group to write letters about the lack of respite funds. Inspired
by these efforts, the social worker also started looking into county
resources. As a result of both these actions, the county opened up
respite funds again. Gordon has been receiving respite care at
least one weekend a month now for over a year.

It used to be rare for Gordon's mother to take him out to
events. But since the futures planning, his mother has taken him
out more into the community. One evening a month, they attend
adaptive community recreation sessions in which people play gui-
tars and/or banjos for interested audience members, whether dis-
abled or not. Information on other community friendship and
recreation programs has also been sent to Gordon's mother, and
work is continuing on the ongoing challenge of finding friend-
ships outside school.

During times that have been stressful with certain doctors and
other medical personnel, the school physical therapist has gone
with Gordon and his mother to medical and orthopedic appoint-
ments to support the mother. Gordon's communication skills
have also been re-evaluated to help him experience more success
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in letting his needs and wants be known.
As Gordon is experiencing more success in his school activities,

his mother has become much more positive. She has learned
much more about asking for and getting support, and about ac-
tive advocacy for her son.

Scenario II: Cindy's Wheels
I've had the privilege of working with Cindy and participating

in the development of her personal futures plan. Cindy is an adult
who has cerebral palsy, and a degree of borderline retardation
which sometimes means she also carries that label but some-
times she doesn't.

Cindy is a strong advocate for herself, and long before it was
popular she pushed the system (and herself) to move into her
own apartment. Ten years ago, she put herself through Courage
Center's apartment training program and since then has been liv-
ing in her own apartment with a personal care attendant. Some
time ago, Cindy achieved for herself many of the things that the
system is just now seeking for people with disabilities: an indepen-
dent living situation, full integration in the community, and time
to spend with friends and loved ones who care.

At her initial futures planning meeting, Cindy told us that she
had tried to get a new motorized wheelchair the year before but
her request had been rejected. Her old chair was ten years old,
broke down a lot, and was showing definite signs of wear. It
seemed reasonable for her to have a new chair. I speculated that
Medical Assistance probably rejected her request due to an omis-
sion or an error in the application process.

Her planning group discussed other options than a new chair.
A friend of Cindy's who also uses a motorized chair talked about
the possibility of buying a new motor if Cindy's request was re-
jected again. We realized that what was really needed was for some-
one to be willing to dig through the red tape for her. I felt that was
where I could be useful. Even though I knew nothing about the
process, I knew enough to start asking questions.

I soon learned that what Cindy really needed was a medical
expert to assess her chair, her positioning, and her needs. After
all of the assessments, the expert would formally submit the re-
quest for the new wheelchair. In order to begin the process, it was
necessary for her own physician to make the necessary referrals.
This entire process was lengthy and took nearly a year to complete.

Members of the planning group supported her in a variety of
ways during this time. We talked with her physician and the posi-
tioning clinic. We made appointments for Cindy, arranged for her
to be there for her appointments, and sometimes even accompa-
nied her. During this time, I talked to companies that manufac-
ture motorized wheelchairs and had their sales representatives
attend some of the appointments with Cindy.

It was exciting for Cindy to pick out the features of her new
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chair: the color and style of the frame, the color and fabric of the
upholstery, and the type of foot rests. It wasn't difficult to see the
group's enthusiasm as we ventured into this project. It was so con-
tagious that the sales representative for the wheelchair manufac-
turer got caught up in our enthusiasm and called us the very mo-
ment he heard that the application for the new wheelchair was
approved. "I am putting the order in today! Just thought you
would like to know." We had a mini-celebration upon learning this
news "mini" because Cindy still had to wait for eight weeks be-
fore her new chair would be delivered.

When the chair finally arrived we had a party to celebrate its
arrival and to congratulate ourselves for hanging in there. It's a
wonderful chair which Cindy says gives "a smooth, quiet and de-
pendable ride!"

Scenario HI: Helen's Life
Family is and always has been the central focus of Helen's life.

She has an excellent relationship with her mother, who lives in
Minneapolis. Her brother lives with their mother, and often takes
Helen under his wing, taking her various places. Her sister has also
always been a strong ally.

At the time we began dreaming of an "ideal vision" for Helen's
future, she was living at a state regional center. She was involved
in a supported employment job in the community and loved her
work. Helen participated fully in the futures planning process and
let those of us in her planning group know what she wanted to ac-
complish in her life.

Her own vision for the future includes living in her own apart-
ment close to her family. She wants a dog to care for and easy ac-
cess to transportation. Being close to shopping malls and recre-
ational activities is important. She wants to cook her own meals
and have enough money to buy the things she needs. Church is
very important to Helen and she hopes to be able to help a pastor
with church activities. Her dreams for her future are fairly ordi-
nary and she doesn't expect too much.

When the staff started working on moving Helen out of the
treatment center, they were unable to move her directly into her
own apartment. Since her plan was developed, Helen's left the
regional treatment center and moved to a group home in south-
western Minnesota. Fifteen people with disabilities live in the
home and there are two people in each bedroom. Helen has a job
at a motel in town which she likes very much.

The futures planning process gave Helen the chance to say
what shewanted. The process gave direction to the placement pro-
cess, in terms of what's important to Helen. It put her dreams to
paper and some of what she wanted has happened. Without the
process, what Helen wanted wouldn't have been articulated.

Helen's sister also lives in her new home and the two women
enjoy each other's company. They have re-established their rela-
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tionship and are now the best of friends. They frequently picnic
and enjoy a variety of activities together. A local taxi provides them
access to excursions into the community and shopping at the lo-
cal mall. Helen visits her mother occasionally, using the bus to get
to and from Minneapolis. There are many churches near her
home where Helen can get involved. She doesn't yet have a dog,
but hopefully this, too, will become a reality.

Helen seems very happy with her move from the regional cen-
ter to the group home. This is only the beginning of the move-
ment toward Helen's dream. The planning group has given input
to the group home staff on her visions. Helen's mother wants to
keep the planning charts up in her house. With the continued sup-
port of Helen's planning group, there is good reason to believe
all her visions will be realized.

These three scenarios are adapted from Listen, Lady, This is My Life: A Book About
Futures Planning in Minnesota, by A. Amado, developed by the Minnesota
Governor's Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities

Summary
Two types of person-centered planning were discussed in this
chapter: MAPS and Personal Futures Planning. The person-cen-
tered planning encourages individuals with disabilities to be em-
powered to take more control of their lives and to have their
dreams identified and supported. As a paraprofessional working
with people with disabilities, you could encourage and support
this type of person-centered planning.

Questions to Ponder
Have you ever participated in a person-centered planning
meeting? How did this process differ from other planning
meetings you've attended?
What are ways you could encourage using a person-centered
planning process with individuals with disabilities with whom
you work?

What benefits do you see in using person-centered planning?
For whom?
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Appendix A
The Dignity of Risk

By a parent whose son is in a supported work program in
Richmond, Virginia

What if you never got to make a mistake?

What if your money wasn't always kept in an envelope where you
could get it.

What if you were never given a chance where you could do well
at something?

What if you were always treated like a child?

What if your only chance to be with people different that you
was with your own family?

What if the job you did was not useful?
What if you never got to make a decision?

What if the only risky thing you could do was to act out?
What if you couldn't go outside because the last time you went
outside it rained?
What if you took the wrong bus once and now you can't take
another one?
What if you got into trouble and were sent away and you
couldn't come back because they always remember you're
"trouble"?

What if you worked and got paid forty-six cents an hour?
What if you had to wear was your winter coat when it rained
because it was all you had?

What if you had no privacy?

What if you could do part of the grocery shopping but weren't
allowed to do any because you weren't able to do all the
shopping?

What if you spent three hours every day just waiting?

What if you grew old and never knew adulthood?

What if you never got a chance?

From Changing Expectations/Planning for the Future: a Parent Advocacy Manual by
Dorothy Sauber, ARC Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Appendix B
Family Empowerment

By Rud Turnbull

Once upon a time, a decade ago,
Two families found a way to go
Through life with pain. or else with gain,
Despite being almost the same.

"There's not much we can do, except be tossed
Hither and thither, and hope what we've lost
Can be recouped, just a little bit.
That's sufficient, more than a whit"

So said the one, whom we'll call Doubt.
They piqued the interest of the family About.
Doubt was skeptical, a powerless clan.
About was determined, a strong woman and man.

"Disability motivates. It's our spur.
It causes change in us and in her.
Our daughter's world is different in kind.
But some skills we have, and others we' 11 find."

Said Doubt, power out of their range,
"You'd better accept things you cannot change."
Answered About, putting on armament,
"We disagree. We're feeling empowerment."

Over the years, Doubt never learned what to do,
While About changed themselves and systems, too.
Doubt took a road traveled by some few.
About chose a path that has helped even you.

With doctors and teachers About raised their voice,
"Work with us! Please honor our choice!"
And as they lived in their little town,
Strengthening ties began to abound.

Neighbors and friends, and clergymen too,
All quickly learned what they could do.
They surrounded About with their generosity,
Providing a different social security.

In my very simple and none too elegant ditty lie most of the ele-
ments of the debate on empowerment. How useful is a poem
about empowerment? It has two uses. First, like many good poems,
it distills the essence of a complex concept. After reading it, the
reader needs to know nothing more. Second, it lends itself to analy-
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sis that further explains a complex concept. After reading the
poem, the reader who wants to know more about the concept may
dissect the poem and, by discovering nuances in it, achieve a
deeper understanding. Here, I begin with the elementary and
move to a more sophisticated understanding of empowerment.

Two Different Approaches

Let's begin by considering the poem 's two families. The Doubt and
About families each have a child with a disability. There is where
their similarities end, however. Doubt is not motivated by the fact
of disability. About is. Doubt accepts things pretty much as they are,
content to be reactive. About acts on that motivation by identifying
their resources and vowing to find others; they become proactive.

Choosing the path of least resistance, Doubt makes very little
difference in their own family's life, much less in any other family's
life. About opts for the more difficult path and thereby makes a
powerful impact for themselves and others, too.

Elements of Empowerment

The essential elements of empowerment are present in About but
not in Doubt motivation, plus action that uses inherent skills, devel-
ops other resources, and impacts one or more situations.

Empowerment is also a process. About experiences empower-
ment immediately upon the birth of their daughter with a disabil-
ity. They achieved more of it, over the years, much as anyone ac-
quires skills through a developmental process. "Once upon a time,
a decade ago," About took action, and continued to take it "over
the years."

Empowerment exists when the family feels they can have some
control over their lives. About said, "We're seeking empowerment,"
indicating they feel they can have some control over their lives.

Empowerment also consists of the fact that the family does
achieve some mastery over some aspect of their lives. About took a
path that helped themselves and "even you."

The Responsive Context

But a family is just one of the actors in the empowerment drama.
In every family 's life, there are many others. Even the family that
feels the most empowered and takes the firmest action will find
that it makes no difference unless others respond positively. Em-
powerment requires a responsive context. Thus, About said to provid-
ers, "Work with us! Please honor our choice!" Obviously, the pro-
viders listened to them "About changed themselves and systems,
too." By changing systems, About "chose path that has helped even
you." In short, they created a responsive context for themselves
and for others as well.
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Thus, empowerment is a purposeful developmental process
aimed at helping a family gain mastery over its life and environ-
ments, consisting of motivation, skills, and resources, and causing
changes in the family and in the systems with which it relates.

Origins of Empowerment

We still have more to learn. But we have to leave the poem's text.
Like most analysts, we need to examine the context within which
the poet wrote. Let's start by examining empowerment's origins.

Empowerment originates in political theory about democratic
government. Government of, by, and for the people is the famil-
iar phrase one that asserts that the people have power over their
governments.

Empowerment also derives from social programs of the early
1960s. These programs lived by the phrase "Power to the People"
and embodied it in model cities and community action programs.
Nowadays, politics of the right and the left both pay tribute to
empowerment but advocate different strategies.

Empowerment finally reflects psychologists' efforts to help
people be healthier and to cause their communities and public
policy to respond more to their needs.

Thus, empowerment derives from political theory, social pro-
grams, and policy reform proposals and from several disciplines.
Accordingly, it is best understood when each of these perspectives
is taken into account.

Criticisms of Empowerment

Good poetry deals artfully with important subjects. Certainly no
one (especially not I) would applaud this poem's artfulness. Let's
move beyond form and style, however, and consider this potential
criticism: yes, the poem addresses a significant issue but it does so
in wrong-headed ways. Can that be said of this poem? Perhaps so,
on two grounds, but both are without merit.

Families Already Have Power
Some people object to the very term and concept of empower-

ment. They say that families already have "power" and that no
policy or professional (in the disability field) can "give" them what
they already have. We believe this view does not represent an accu-
rate understanding of empowerment.

The fact of the matter is that by far the greatest number of fami-
lies do have and feel that they have inherent power, motivation,
skill, and potential for impact on systems that serve them and their
children with disabilities. The poem acknowledges this fact by fea-
turing the About family. At the same time, some the case with the
Doubt family. Empowerment does not necessarily mean that some-
one has to give power to a family. That could be the case. It equally
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can be the case that a family, such as Doubt, takes the initiative to
become more empowered.

It is also true that most families have to share power with pro-
fessionals. Sharing can be useful, or not, for the families. In shar-
ing their lives and power, About changed themselves "and systems,
too." The poem's message is clear: public policy should indeed
foster shared decision making between family and professional,
and it should encourage family participation in policy and re-
search activities.

Empowerment Research is Misguided
Some also say that research on empowerment is misguided.

Research on shared decision making and family/professional col-
laboration. they argue, legitimizes power in professionals, whereas
power should lie only or at least primarily in families. They also
contend that empowerment research assumes families are dys-
functional and can best be understood only from a "deficit" per-,
spective.

Again, we disagree. Research on the process, components, and
impact of family empowerment does not assume that the families
are dysfunctional or deficit based. Rather it assumes that families
are indeed inherently strong (like About). Their empowerment
behavior (motivation, skills, resources) is worthy of study. Only
with study will we know how to increase empowering behavior in
others and how empowering behavior makes the families' worlds
more responsive. These worlds include the formal service systems
and the informal or other mediating structures, such as religious,
community, or other groups. Thus research about families in con-
text is desirable; and research about systems change is, too.

Indeed, too much research already has examined families'
"deficits/pathology/brokenness." True, we need to understand
what causes them stress and how to help them cope. But even
more, we need to know why About approaches life with a sense of
purpose and strength ("But some skills we have, and others we'll
find... We're feeling empowerment.") This is so because About's
empowerment affects not just professionals but also "neighbors
and friends, and clergymen too." About affected their informal or
mediating structures. And they did so in a most remarkable way:
they evoked the generosity of others and thereby created a differ-
ent kind of social security, a kind that no federal program can
mandate.

Now, here at last is what we know and believe about empower-
ment, as exemplified by the poem:

Empowerment' s origins are in political theory, social pro-
grams, and policy reform proposals, and its theoretical and re-
search bases are in several disciplines.

Empowerment is a process whereby families recognize their
own power and use it to gain mastery over their environments.
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Accordingly, empowerment is best understood from a systems
perspective, reflecting the fact that the family interacts with
various environments.

Empowerment exists when a family is able to combine its mo-
tivation with its own inherent or internal skills and with exter-
nal resources and, by bringing the combination of motivation,
skills, and resources to bear on their environment, cause that
environment to change.

Thus, empowerment warrants research of individuals, families,
professionals, and other individuals in certain contexts. In the dis-
ability field, the usual context is the formal service provider sys-
tem. Because families do not relate to only that context, empow-
erment research should also focus on families' interactions with
informal or mediating structures.

Reprinted with permission from the University of Kansas, Beach Center on
Families and Disability, Institute for Life Span Studies, 3111 Haworth Hall,
Lawrence, KS 66045; (913) 864-7600, (913) 864-7605 FAX.
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Appendix C
Empowerment: Dependence
vs. Independence
By Frank G. Bowe, Ph.D.
Department of Counseling, Research,
Special Education and Rehabilitation
Hofstra University

Empowering Americans with disabilities to take charge of their
own lives never has been more important or more possible. Yet
in many ways, it's never been more difficult.

The events of the past few years have led many to believe that
the job already is done, at least in major part. They're wrong.

The fact is that, with respect to the bulk of the population of
Americans with disabilities, we're standing still. The Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) will help. How much it helps will de-
pend not only on how it is implemented and enforced but also on
how energetically Americans with disabilities adopt the lifestyles it
makes possible. For millions, this means radically altering how
they live their lives.

That's ironic in light of the efforts we've made to empower
people with disabilities in this country. In this paper, I will raise
the question: "What steps can we take now to empower the popu-
lation?" I'll begin by outlining what we say we're doing, then track
what we're actually doing. The evidence seems to suggest that
we've empowered people with disabilities in legislation only;
they've not yet incorporated into their thinking the life altering
choices new laws have given them. Until they do, they won't con-
sider themselves to be empowered.

Dependence versus Independence

The empowerment movement, broadly speaking, is that thrust in
which we as a nation say to individuals with disabilities: "You can
live a life of achievement, independence, and self sufficiency. To
assist you in that effort, we as a society will do our part. We'll en-
force federal laws protecting you from unfair discrimination in
education, employment, and everyday life. We'll also invest bil-
lions of dollars to provide you with the skills you need to support
yourself in gainful employment. And we'll remove community
barriers that stand in your way."

It's a beautiful sentiment, particiatly to a civil rights activist
like myself. I've spent twenty years helping to fashion' this "inde-
pendence message." I believe in it and I think most Americans
with disabilities agree with me. The evidence, though, is that we
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still have much more to do for this message to take hold.
The counter movement, which I sometimes call the "depen-

dence" alternative (Bowe, 1980), dates from the 1954 amend-
ments to the Social Security Act creating Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI) and the 1974 amendments creating Supplemen-
tal Security Income (SSI). These programs, together with Medi-
care (for SSDI recipients) and Medicaid (for SSI recipients), sent
a very different message to Americans with disabilities. They say:
"Society has an obligation to support you as people who should
not be obligated to support yourselves. we'll provide a safety net
as long as you need one." Although this message has been modi-
fied by 1980 and 1986 amendments to the Social Security Act so as
to remove some "work disincentives," the core message remains
the same today. That's particularly true because many SSI recipi-
ents don't believe the Social Security Administration when it says
that those changes make it safe for SSI recipients to work to sup-
port themselves.

The evidence is that the "dependence" message has taken
hold, and remains dominant, despite all efforts to wean depen-
dent individuals with disabilities from it. The 1986 Louis Harris
and Associates poll (ICD/Harris, 1986) found that two thirds of
adults with disabilities who were on entitlement rolls would rather
be working. That's what they said. So one would expect that at least
some would move from aid rolls to pay rolls.

It doesn't seem to be happening. The first data from the 1990
Census of Population and housing show us that as few adults with
disabilities were working to support themselves in the 1990 as was
the case in 1980 (Bowe, 1986a). The 1990 census found that 60.6
percent of "working-age" (16-64 year-old) adults with work dis-
abilities were not even participating in the work force. These
7,782,459 adults neither worked nor were actively seeking employ-
ment when the census was taken in April, 1990 (Bureau of the
Census, 1992).

That only 39.3 percent of adults with work disabilities were in
the labor force in 1990 after the 18-million strong growth in jobs
in the 1980s is bad enough. That so few worked despite some $20
billion in federal, state, and local spending each year on special
education, more than $2 billion in federal and state outlays on
rehabilitation annually, and untold sums in private and public in-
vestments to remove architectural, transportation, housing, and
communication barriers is, if anything, worse.

The recent numbers we have tell us that a majority of working-
age adults with disabilities neither work nor actively seek employ-
ment. Today, putting it baldly, most adults with disabilities do not
work. That's hardly the result we would expect from the concerted
efforts we made to empower the population.

There's another concern. The costs of maintaining large num-
bers of Americans with disabilities on the entitlement rolls has
mushroomed in recent years. Today, the SSA counts more than
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eight million persons with disabilities on its SSI and SSDI rolls.
Entitlement programs such as SSI, SSDI, Medicaid, Medicare, and
veterans benefits total more than $290 billion on the federal level
alone. Whether we as a nation can continue to pay such costs is an
open question.

Whether. we should, given that these programs disempower
millions of Americans with disabilities, is equally questionable. I
have great difficulty believing that as many as eight million people
with disabilities truly cannot work, given modern adaptive aids and
accessible personal computers.

These programs are controversial among people with disabili-
ties. Some argue that SSI and Medicaid are, in effect, welfare
"handouts" that people can get just by being disabled, without
having to work for them. Individuals with disabilities who worked
hard to get an education, and then worked even harder to get and
keep a good job, sometimes resent the fact that others with the
same kinds of disabilities do not have to work to buy food and
clothing, pay the rent, and receive medical care. Seen in this light,
SSI and Medicare can rob people with disabilities of the incentives
needed to become independent, self-supporting citizens.

Other advocates are angry because SSI and Medicare have
many outdated rules that make it difficult to get off these aid rolls
and onto payrolls. Some youth and adults with disabilities who
benefit from SSI are still concerned they may lose eligibility if they
engage in "substantial gainful activity," which usually means earn-
ing more than $500 a month. To place that figure in context, con-
sider that it means making the minimum wage at a 35-hour-a-week
job. A 1986 amendment section 1619 to the Social Security Act
allows some individuals to earn much more and yet keep Medic-
aid coverage. This program was designed to encourage SSI recipi-
ents to accept jobs paying more than the previously allowed
amount. In fact, relatively few SSI recipients have left the Social
Security rolls for payrolls under the section 1619 program.

These SSI and Medicaid rules disempower millions of Ameri-
cans with disabilities. For some, SSI and Medic aid are necessary;
these people, most of whom are severely disabled, have no real
choice. Others can be helped, however. The foundation for em-
powering these people is largely in place.

Empowerment Legislation

We mark the beginnings of the modern disability empowerment
movement with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. PL 93-112 required
development of an "Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan"
(IWRP) by each client and his or her counselor. Two years later, in
the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, Con-
gress mandated the preparation for each child with a disability of
an "Individualized Educational Program" (IEP). This document
was to be prepared by school officials with the approval of the
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child's parents (and, where appropriate, of the child as well).
In addition, parents were granted remarkable rights to access

all school records about their child, to appeal decisions with which
they disagreed, and to materials in their native language. Later
versions of the law, now called the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), added an Individualized Family Services
Plan (IFSP) for infants, toddlers, and their families, and an Indi-
vidualized Transition Plan (ITP) for adolescents age sixteen or
over. Taken together, these written plans provide meaningful op-
portunities for people with disabilities and their families to take
charge of their lives. Ideally, IEPs, ITPs, and IWRPs are developed
in concert, permitting individuals with disabilities to map out a
coordinated strategy for reaching personal goals.

Other legislation has reached deep into the private sector to
empower individuals with disabilities seeking access to community
life. The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 permits persons
with disabilities to make access modifications in apartments and
condominiums, forbidding landlords to bar such alterations. In
addition, real estate agents, brokers, and landlords are required
to practice nondiscrimination in all aspects of their work with pro-
spective tenants and homeowners. The law further requires that
all new apartment, cooperative, or condominium buildings with
four or more units be constructed to be both accessible (wide
doors, ramps, etc.) and adaptable (controls, cabinets, etc., that are
readily lowered or raised).

The landmark Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 granted
to individuals with disabilities the most far reaching civil rights
accorded persons with disabilities by any nation in the world.
Reaching deep into the private sector, the ADA requires virtually
every employer with fifteen or more workers to practice nondis-
crimination in employment and to make reasonable accommoda-
tions as needed so that individuals with disabilities may perform
jobs for which they are qualified. It ended twenty years of acerbic
national debate about access to transportation by mandating ac-
cess to mass transit, commuter rail, and intercity buses.

The Act requires millions of businesses serving the public, such
as stores, doctor's offices, entertainment centers, sporting com-
plexes, and laundry establishments to make their services avail-
able on an "equal enjoyment" basis to customers with disabilities.
The ADA also extended to persons using Text Telephones (also
called TDDs) full and equal access to the nation's public switched
telephone network, including all telephones connected to any of
the country's 1,600 local exchange companies (LECs) and all of
its long-distance carriers.

In addition, the Act granted to individuals with disabilities the
right to charge violations of their civil rights in private-sector em-
ployment, in state and local governments, in "places of public ac-
commodation" such as shopping malls and movie theaters, and in
telecommunications.
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These laws provide a framework for empowering people with
disabilities. For Capitol Hill, the greatest challenge now is to cre-
ate a single, coherent national policy on disability. To date, the two
streams of legislation have proceeded almost unaffected one by
the other. The 1974 SSI law and its 1980 and 1986 amendments,
on the one hand, established and perpetuated the "dependency
message." A separate stream of laws beginning with the 1973 Re-
habilitation Act and the 1975 education law, and continuing
through the 1990 ADA, created and expanded the "independence
message." The task for the U.S. Congress now is to articulate to the
American population of people with disabilities a single message.
That will take time. Meanwhile, there is much we can do.

Vehicles of Empowerment

The Americans with Disabilities Act charged federal agencies,
notably the Department ofJustice, the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, and the Department of Education, with pro-
viding technical assistance and information about the ADA. No-
table among the efforts undertaken to carry out these mandates
are a $1 million contract from EEOC to the Disability Rights and
Education Defense Fund (DREDF) to train disabled activists on
helping to implement the ADA. The Department of Education has
funded a network of ten ADA technical assistance centers, as well
as several materials development centers. The Department ofJus-
tice awarded grants for more than a dozen projects aimed at ac-
celerating compliance by such covered entities as restaurants, ho-
tels, and labor unions.

Still, in view of the census information, we need something
more if we are to fully empower tens of millions of Americans with
disabilities. I like the idea of looking to "independent living cen-
ters" (ILCs). The Rehabilitation Act, as amended in 1978, created
what is now a 466-strong network of local centers for independent
living. Most congressional districts have at least one such center.
The centers are governed and staffed largely by individuals with
disabilities. These advocates are active at the local level, especially
in peer counseling. Their focus on the community and their tra-
dition of peer support position them ideally as vehicles of empow-
erment. I would like to see them focus their energies on inform-
ing community residents of their rights.

An excellent local project for an ILC would be to encourage
each area resident with a disability to speak up at each store, res-
taurant, hotel, and other covered entity he or she visits in the nor-
mal course of events. It may not take much more than a com-
ment "I'd like to shop here, and I could, if you'd do what the
ADA calls for." Multiplied over millions of people saying this in
tens of millions of businesses, such small steps would do more to
stimulate implementation of the Act than almost anything I can
think of.
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The women's movement accelerated in the late 1960s and early
1970s because of exactly such actions. Millions of women became
aware of entrenched paternalistic attitudes and made the small,
individual decisions to assert themselves as equals. The women's
movement asked each woman to act on her own, at home and at
work. That was something virtually every woman in America could
do. Centers for independent living can ask Americans with dis-
abilities in the 1990s to take similar small, local steps. Importantly,
such actions permit these individuals with disabilities to begin to
take responsibility for their own lives. As they learn what the laws
require, and ask that local companies do those things, they'll em-
power themselves.
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Appendix D
Advocacy: Noun, Verb,
Adjective, or Profanity?
by Linda Cress Bonney and Sandy Moore

Depending on your perspective and your personal experiences,
advocacy can be exciting, challenging, frustrating, frightening, or
a relief. Advocacy is often misunderstood. Yet, all of us at one time
or another have found ourselves acting as an advocate for our
children, our students, our friends, or ourselves.

For the purposes of this article, advocacy is defined as informa-
tion, advice, and representation provided to individuals and their
families to assist them in acquiring appropriate services for a per-
son with a disability. An advocate is a person trained to provide sup-
port, advice, and legal representation to persons with disabilities.

Law, regulation, and policy set out a process and procedural
safeguards within each service system for persons with disabilities.
This is true of social services, education, and the health care sys-
tems. The process of accessing any service includes at minimum,
application, eligibility, assessment, service plan, service delivery,
and delineation of financial responsibilities. When this process is
working well, there is no need for an advocate. When there is con-
flict or disagreement in accessing or providing services, then an
advocate might be called. The primary purpose of an advocate's
involvement is to resolve conflict. The advocate's role is to serve
as a "guardian of the process" to ensure that the required steps are
taken to identify and meet the needs of the people that each sys-
tem is mandated to serve.

Families are often referred to an advocate by other families or
professionals who recognize that the process has been derailed
and that an outside party will be needed to get it back on track.
Persons often request the assistance of an advocate as a last resort.
Many have been threatened with discontinuance or reduction of
services. Some of these people will have attended many meetings,
without results, while others were unaware of their right to con-
vene a meeting at all. Some will have identified and repeated the
problem as they've been passed from one agency to the next, while
others may not have found someone willing to listen or help.

At this point, families and professionals are often feeling an-
gry and frustrated. Family members may be reluctant to involve
an advocate, not wanting to be seen as troublemakers and being
fearful of possible retribution to their family member with a dis-
ability. Professionals may be feeling defensive. People with disabili-
ties, their families, and friends need to realize that they may be in
that painful position of choosing between "not rocking the boat"
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and getting what is needed for the person with a disability.
It is not the role of an advocate to dictate the outcome, but

rather to direct the process to reach the desired outcome, which
is implementation of services designed to meet the unique needs
of the person and family. The first step for the advocate is to gather
the information necessary to identify the problem and determine
where and how the process got derailed. The advocate will often
be seen as a persistent person who asks and re-asks many questions
regarding the details of what has taken place, the players involved,
and the roles and power of these players. The advocate will need
to look carefully at all of the relevant assessments and information
to ensure that there is documentation supporting the professional
recommendations and decisions that are being made. This is
where the advocate's knowledge of the laws and regulations is criti-
cal in order to determine the appropriate strategies to employ.

The advocate's job is not to ensure that all participants are
comfortable or happy, but to ensure that the person with a disabil-
ity gets the needed services. Yet, a successful advocate will be an
experienced problem solver, and will work to move the team to-
wards resolution in a focused, positive manner. A skillful advocate
will always be aware that their presence is temporary, while the
person with a disability and family will continue working with
many of these service providers on a long-term basis.

While working through specific issues, the advocate has a re-
sponsibility to help build others' confidence and skills so that all
the people involved will be better equipped to deal with problems
in the future. In addition, the advocate attempts to build the sup-
ports necessary for the individual and family to continue to infor-
mally advocate for them selves, and for them to know and follow
the processes that ensure provision of services throughout life.

There are several things that persons with disabilities and fam-
ily members can do to more effectively use advocacy. First, they can
learn as much as possible about the program (s) they are working
with, and, before problems arise, ask for written information on
their rights and the appeal process for each program. They can
also identify which professionals are responsible for assisting with
which types of problems. Secondly, as problems arise, it's impor-
tant that individuals and families identify what they want and/or
don't want in services before contacting an advocate. And finally,
it's better to request assistance before doom appears inevitable.
We have yet to meet an advocate with wings, and there is seldom a
magic answer that offers a "quick fix" to long-standing problems.

Linda Cress Bonney and Sandy Moore are legal advocates with the Min-
nesota Disability Law Centel; 204 1st Avenue NW, Grand Rapids, MN
55744, and 416 Board of Trade Building Duluth, MN 55802.

Reprinted with permission from Impact: Feature Issue on Family Empowerment,
Summer 1992, 5 (2) , published by the Institute on Community Integration (UAP) ,

University of Minnesota Minneapolis.
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Confessions ofa
Paraprofessional
By Mary F. Hayden

I am a social worker by trade. I entered the profession with the be-
lief that social change could occur through the various methods
of community organization, such as social protest, advocacy, lob-
bying, whistle blowing, and self-help action groups. Through the
years I have participated in sit-ins, advocated for individuals and
classes of people, and led self-help groups. Because of these expe-
riences, I view myself as a "good guy".

When asked to plan and coordinate an all-day working confer-
ence on the issue of self-advocacy, I was excited to be given the
opportunity to educate other professionals and to show them how
to mend their ways. However, I found this holy campaign to be my
own personal awakening. I was surrounded by many teachers.
Through their actions and accounts of their personal experiences,
they taught me that professional good intentions may hinder
people with disabilities from speaking out for themselves. I found
that even a "good guy" has room for improvement.

Prior to meeting the other participants at the conference, the
word "client" would flash before me during conversations with
them. I would become angry and tell myself that the correct term
was "consumer". After I met with everyone at the conference, I was
gently told that the "correct term" was people with disabilities.
Through working closely with everyone, the labels quickly went by
the wayside.

Lesson 1: Don't label people.
Get to know the person as an individual.

As a member of the helping professions, I found myself wanting
to help. I wanted to do things for people. For example, some
people had not stayed in a hotel and, as a result, they did not know
how to check in and out, charge meals to the room, and tip bell-
hops. Initially, I took care of a number of these activities. I eventu-
ally learned to explain the hotel "system" to people and let people
take care of themselves.

Lesson 2: People have the right to make choices in everyday life.
Practice what you preach.

I wanted to protect people. This behavior ranged from telling
someone that the area around the hotel wasn't safe to wanting to
keep tabs on people. A series of events occurred that made me
realize that my need to protect was a reflection of my focus on
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people's disabilities rather than their capabilities.
One afternoon several people decided to go to the Martin

Luther King Center. I decided to use a rented car. One individual
with a physical disability stayed behind. To my surprise, the per-
son who "stayed behind" was at the Center waiting for us. I later
found out that he preferred to travel independently rather than
with a segregated group. Several other participants periodically
left the group to either be by themselves or to meet new people.

Lesson 3: People have the right to discover; explore, and
experience life.

During the conference, the group worker within me became ner-
vous; the group controlled the group process. Some people didn't
talk while others monopolized the time. A few people were over-
bearing, some were more articulate than others, and some were
more socially skilled. Initially, I believed someone (a professional)
had to work the group dynamics to insure that the most relevant
information was brought to light. Because of this, I listened to
people who were brief, accommodating, articulate, socially skilled,
and focused. However, the facilitator was able to get beyond the
veneer. He listened and heard each person's message. Everyone
made a contribution to the conference and it was duly noted.

Lesson 4: Don't judge a book by its cover.
Listen to the person.

As these and other events occurred, I had a series of conversations
with the other participants about when a behavior is a reflection
of caring and support or when it's a reflection of control and
overprotectiveness. People shared their experiences through
these conversations. They all provided examples of a pro-
fessional's expertise and personal agenda overriding the wishes of
a person with a disability. They gave accounts about how the social
service system hinders personal growth. They shared moments
where others judged their lifestyle. These conversations helped
me to remember that I chose to work in the field to assist and sup-
port people with disabilities. They allowed me to re-affirm my be-
lief that people should experience life to the fullest.

Lesson 5: The manner in which a person chooses to experience life may
be inconsistent with our philosophy. These differences need
to be simply acknowledged and appreciated. No value

judgement is necessary.

Mary F Hayden is Research Coordinator with the Research and Training
Center on Community Living University of Minnesota, 108 Pattee Hall,
150 Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455; 612/624-4848.

Reprinted with permission from Impact: FeatureIssue on Self Advocacy, Winter 1990/
91, 3(4), published by the Institute on Community Integration (UAP), University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
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Appendix F
Out of My Old Life
and Into My New One
By Michael J. Kennedy

I grew up in three New York institutions. In 1982, when I was
twenty-one, I moved into a group living situation in the commu-
nity called a supportive apartment. I lived with three other men
with cerebral palsy, and we were supervised by staff whenever we
were home. The supported apartment was much better than the
institution, but in the six years I lived there I learned everything I
could learn and was ready to be on my own. Also, the program was
funded by Medicaid and had too many rules and regulations, like
having to have goals and a service plan.

I knew what I wanted, but I needed help to get it. So I started
talking to the director of the program about being on my own. I
was listened to in one way, but not in another way because noth-
ing was happening. What I had to do to get my point across was to
threaten to move back into the institution near my family in the
Adirondack Mountains area. The director got wind that I was ac-
tually going to do it, and the agency staff didn't want that. I know
it would have been a mistake, and I didn't want to quit my job at
the Center on Human Policy, but I felt my back was against the
wall. That was the beginning of my getting my own home.

The agency told me about a new program they had just re-
ceived funding for. It was called a Family Care program, but what
it does is to match a person with roommates and the other sup-
ports he or she needs. One of the staff at the supported apartment,
John, called me into the office one day and asked me if I would
consider setting up a home with him and his roommate Gordy. I
agreed, with the understanding that I didn't have to follow Medic-
aid rules or have a service plan. I wanted to make my own deci-
sions. I made it very clear that when it was time to leave the pro-
gram, I could just go, no strings or questions asked.

As time went on, the coordinator of the Family Care program
met with John and me. I told her what I wanted in terms of sup-
ports and a home. Part of her job was to help us find a place. The
exciting part is that we had a friend who used to work for the
agency who was into buying real estate. One day I was kidding with
her and said, "Why don't you buy a house that would be easily ac-
cessible and I would rent it from you?" About a week later she told
me she had bought a house! At first I thought she was kidding, but
then when she took me and John over to see it I knew she was se-
rious. We called the coordinator on the phone.

John and I then started meeting with her on a regular basis. It
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was actually pretty easy to set up the supports I would need, like
physical therapy and my orthopedic doctor, because I could just
take what I had from the apartment and transfer them to my new
house. The supports I didn't have at the apartment were just
added on. For example, I had to arrange attendant care with one
of the agencies in town. Medicaid would pay for all of this when I
was on my own because I kept my Medicaid eligibility.

Always keep in mind that it may not be as easy for someone else
as it was for me to set it up. The important thing you have to re-
member is that you should be involved in every aspect from start
to finish. You, the individual, must have the supports built around
you, and not be made to fit into a program that wasn't designed
just for you. This is true regardless of how severe your disabilities
are. It's very important that you have the say about how your wants
and needs are dealt with.

If you work at an agency, I'd hope that you would go along with
the individual on how he or she wants to live. You don't have to
agree, but they have the right to live like anyone else.

I've lived on my own for the last two years. Through this pe-
riod John and I have talked about moving down south. We both
like the South for a number of reasons. One is that we both have
family down there, and they have been asking us to move down
there for quite a while. The most important reason is that both
John and I felt we needed a change in our lives, we needed some-
thing new, and we needed to move on. So, we are moving to a town
near Atlanta, Georgia. I am very excited about this move.

Michael Kennedy was formerly the Self-Advocacy Coordinator at the Cen-
ter on Human Policy at Syracuse University, and is currently a consultant
to the Center.

Reprinted from Impact, 3 (4) Winter 1990/91, Research and Training Center on
Community Living and the Institute on Community Integration at the University
of Minnesota.
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Appendix G
ADA Requirements
Fact Sheet
Employment

Employers may not discriminate against an individual with a
disability in hiring or promotion if the person is otherwise
qualified for the job.
Employers can ask about one's ability to perform ajob but can-
not inquire if someone has a disability or subject a person to
tests that tent to screen out people with disabilities.
Employers will need to provide "reasonable accommodation"
to individuals with disabilities. This includes steps such as job
restructuring and modification of equipment.
Employers do not need to provide accommodations that im-
pose an "undue hardship" on business operations.

Who needs to comply:

All employers with twenty-five or more employees must com-
ply, effective July 26, 1992

All employers with fifteen to twenty-four employees must com-
ply, effective July 26, 1994.

Transportation
New public transit buses ordered after August 26, 1990, must
be accessible to individuals with disabilities.
Transit authorities must provide comparable paratransit or
other special transportation services to individuals with dis-
abilities who cannot use fixed route bus services, unless an
undue burden would result.
Existing rail systems must have one accessible car per train by
July 26, 1995.

New rail cars ordered after August 26,1990, must be accessible.

New bus and train stations must be accessible.

Key stations in rapid, light, and commuter rail systems must be
made accessible by July 26, 1993, with extensions up to twenty
years for commuter rail and thirty years for rapid and light rail.

All existing Amtrak stations must be accessible by July 26, 2010.

Public Accommodations
Private entities such as restaurants, hotels, and retail stores may
not discriminate against individuals with disabilities, effective
January 26, 1992.

Auxiliary aids and services must be provided to individuals
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with vision or hearing impairments or other individuals with
disabilities, unless an undue burden would result.

Physical barriers in existing facilities must be removed, if re-
moval is readily achievable. If not, alternate methods of pro-
viding services must be offered, if they are readily achievable.

All new construction and alterations of facilities must be ac-
cessible.

State and Local Government
State and local governments may not discriminate against
qualified individuals with disabilities.

All government facilities, services, and communications must
be accessible consistent with the requirements of section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Telecommunications
Companies offering telephone service to the general public
must offer telephone relay services to individuals who use
telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDDs) or similar
devices.

This document is available in the following accessible formats:
braille, large print, audio tape, electronic file on computer disk,
and electronic bulletin board. Call 202/514-6193.

For more information about the ADA, contact the U.S. Depart-
ment ofJustice, Civil Rights Division, P.O. Box 66118, Washington,
DC 20035-6118, 202/514-0301 (voice), 202/514-0381 and 202/
514-0383 (TDD).
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Appendix H
The Kindness of Others
By Roberta L. Juarez

"I have always depended on the kindness of others..." is one of the
most memorable lines from one of my favorite plays and until very
recently it pretty well described the way people with disabilities
interacted with society, or didn't interact. Well, no more!

Thanks to the newly-passed Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), Americans with disabilities are now on a more even
ground with their able-bodied brothers and sisters. Jobs, transpor-
tation, telecommunication, and public accommodations should
soon be more fairly accessible.

As an adult with cerebral palsy who spent far too much effort
and money on a college education to be told she wouldn't be con-
sidered for a professional position because her "co-workers would
feel uncomfortable around her", I am thrilled to know it will soon
be illegal to consider my disabilities rather than my abilities. Even
if I need something changed to make my job easier to perform,
Uncle Sam says it's okay as long as it's reasonable.

When this dream job affords me that well-deserved three-week
vacation, I should be able to take a few things for granted: I'll be
able to travel to my destination using the transportation system of
my choice; I'll be able to ask for an accessible hotel room and ac-
tually expect to get one; and if I want to call a friend who has a
speech or hearing impairment just to remind her that she's at
work and I'm not an appropriate telecommunication system will
be available.

If I were still in high school, the ADA would still prove impor-
tant. Even though it does not touch directly on education, the
ADA will strongly impact "education" outside of the classroom. No
longer will an adolescent be denied a trip to the movies with his
friends because the theater is inaccessible, or the bus doesn't have
a lift. No longer will he be unable to call a classmate to commiser-
ate over the unfairness of today's pop quiz because his friend
doesn't have as TDD. He can use a free, confidential telephone
interpreter service. Although these activities may seem unimpor-
tant, even trivial, they are not. Some of the most important lessons
are learned outside of the classroom.

More obvious is the fact that his education will really be worth
something because when he's ready, if he's qualified, he will get
the job.

One other thing about the ADA it eliminates the excuses for
parents and individuals with disabilities not to be assertive when it
comes to accessing the services they need for their children or
themselves. The days of relying on the kindness or paternalism of
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others are gone. People with disabilities have just become first-
class citizens. It's up to all of us to make the most of it.

Roberta L. Juarez, M.S., RD., works for the Metropolitan Center for Inde-
pendent Living in Minneapolis.
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Appendix I
Section 504 Fact Sheet

What is it?

Section 504 is a section of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which
protects the rights of persons with disabilities. It prohibits agen-
cies or organization which receive federal funds from discriminat-
ing against otherwise qualified individuals solely on the basis of
disability.

What is a disability under 504?
An individual is determined to have a disability if he or she:

1 Has a physical or mental impairment which substantially lim-
its one or more major life activities (walking, seeing, hearing,
speaking, breathing, learning, working, caring for oneself, per-
forming manual tasks);

2 Has a record of such impairment; or
3 Is regarded as having such an impairment.

This can mean that a school-age child who has an attention
deficit disorder and does not qualify for special education services
may still be entitled to accommodation in regular education un-
der Section 504.

What are "reasonable accommodations" under 504?
Accommodations must achieve meaningful equal opportunity,

must consider the functional limitations of the person and alter-
native methods of performance. Some examples could be the fol-
lowing: modified testing, preferential seating, taped textbooks,
readers, tailoring homework assignments, etc.

Are evaluations and IEP required?
A district must evaluate "any person who, because of handicap,

needs or is believed to need special education or related services"..
Evaluation is also required prior to a significant change in placement.

A written plan describing placement and services must be de-
veloped. A formal IEP is not required, but decisions will be made
by a group of persons. Placement decisions must be based on in-
formation from varied sources and must be documented. All in-
formation must be considered. Decisions must be made by a
group of persons who are knowledgeable about the child, the
meaning of the data, and placement options.

What are the responsibilities of schools?
Schools must provide assurance of non-discrimination, desig-

nate an employee to ensure compliance, provide grievance proce-
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dures, identify and locate all qualified children with disabilities
who are receiving public education, provide notice of district's 504
responsibilities and procedural safeguards. The procedural safe-
guards are as follows:

1 The right to written notice
2 The right to review records
3 Theright to an impartial hearing

What if there appears to be a violation?
The Office of Civil Rights investigates Section 504 complaints.

Minnesota is in Region Five, 300 Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
60606; Telephone 312/353-2520.
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Appendix J
Who Can Teach
Change Better?
By Beatrice Roth

In the early days when I was first asked to be a chapter advisor with
Speaking for Ourselves, finding guidance material on my role was
almost impossible. I was told, "Your members and your heart will
teach you." How true, and the lessons began immediately.

As a guest observing my third monthly meeting of the group,
the President once again welcomed me and expressed apprecia-
tion at my interest. Before fully understanding what was happen-
ing, I found that I had been nominated and voted in as a chapter
advisor. I know now that this was the start of a whole new way of
thinking, a way of reacting or better still, not reacting.

To assist others, to step in and help, had been instilled in me
since childhood. But, to "assist" often meant to take over and do it
myself. I leirned that an advisor does not take over. An advisor
supports and is a friend. The leadership role belongs to members.

For example, my natural tendency is to push my own opinion
of who's best suited for chapter officers, which are elected on a
yearly basis. But, time has taught that an advisor listens first to
what members have to say. Their fingers are on the pulse of what
is best for them. Those with top leadership abilities have already
taken the foreground over the previous year and members have
an instinctive knowledge of who can best represent the group.

When an individual speaks out on his or her own behalf, the
message is from deep within. Who better knows what needs to be
changed? Who can better describe the pain experienced and the
frustration of unanswered needs? Who more has felt the effects of
people ignoring their simple entreaties for everyday wants and
desires? Individuals need only to be encouraged to step forward
and speak out. Expressing reassuring faith in our members as in-
dividuals, exploring options, affirming abilities, is a vitally impor-
tant role of an advisor. It can't be faked. It starts with listening as a
true friend, prompting someone who has been devalued by soci-
ety to expose their wounds, to trust you, to believe in him- or her-
self. It's not easy for people that have been repressed and rel-
egated to the background to freely speak out about what's hidden
inside. But it's important for others to hear and understand the
effect of their often unintended actions that hurt. The story needs
to be told. Again, the advisor's part is that of a student learning
from a teacher, our members, who can best instruct from self
knowledge. Their insight gleaned through life's heartaches is the
best teaching tool in bringing about change. An encompassing
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circle of experience, learning, educating, and support is shared by
members and advisors alike.

One way the story is told is as members speak out on issues dear
to them during the annual Speaking for Ourselves Conference.
This event, planned, executed and presented from start to finish
by Speaking for Ourselves members, is directed toward educating
the world at large, parents, professionals, and staff about issues
such as real jobs, community integration, and awareness of the
many capabilities individuals with developmental disabilities offer
to today's society. An event of this size is only successfully accom-
plished through the dedication, systematic planning, and team-
work of members from all chapters. Throughout this, the advisor
is a strengthening backer, an affirming friend, providing transpor-
tation, paperwork and support backup. But, most important is the
vital role of encouragement, being there when needed to prompt
someone to take that scary next step.

My friends at Speaking for Ourselves inspire me to greater
heights in life. It's why being an advisor is one of the greatest en-
joyments of my life, just rubbing elbows with so many wonderfully
courageous and determined people. It's a two-way street where
each learns and teaches, where all of us together in Speaking for
Ourselves educate those in the world around us in the ways to a
better life not just for individuals with disabilities, but for us all.

Beatrice Roth is Advisor for the Montgomery County Chapter of Speaking
for Ourselves in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, 215/549 -0550.
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1VICHCY Newsletter on
Self-Determination
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SELF-DETERMINATION
The purpose of this issue of Transi-

tion Summary is to acquaint readers
with the issues of independence and
self-sufficiency -- sometimes called
self-determination or self-advocacy --

chat young adults with disabilities
face as they look toward the future.
In this issue, we also offer parents
guidelines, t, ai.d practical ad-
vice on helping their children with dis-

abilities cultivate some of the skills
they will need to function more inde-
pendently as adults.

People with disabilities have di-
verse needs and abilities. Someone
with a physical disability may have
different needs from someone with
mental retardation; likewise, someone
with learning disabilities may have
needs that differ greatly from some-
one with an emotional disturbance. In
spite of this diversity, however, most
people with disabilities have this in
common: they can express their own
viewpoints, and can make informed
decisions about matters that affect eve-
ry aspect of their lives.

This Transition Summary does not
attempt to present the diverse needs
of people in different disability
groups or the needs specific to any
particular disability group. Instead,
the focus is on the need for young peo-
ple with disabilities to take charge of
their own lives and to speak for them-
selves in an effort to overcome dis-
crimination, segregation, and unequal
opportunities based on disability.
Also discussed are the rights and
needs of these individuals to live with
dignity and respect; to have the same
opportunities to fail and to succeed as
people without disabilities; and to no
longer be seen as individuals perpetu-
ally dependent on welfare and charity.

In most families, an adolescent's
transition to adulthood is a stressful
period. For families with children
who have disabilities, the transition
may be even more disruptive. The
forms that the stresses may take and
the ability co react to those stresses
will vary from family to family, de-
pending on the number of family
members, the family's geographical
location, their social and financial re-
sources, and their personal values and
beliefs (Brotherson et al., 1986).

For parents, the period of transi-
tion means learning how to gradually
let go, becornH,: lv. protective., and
fostering in their child a sense of self-
assurance, self-reliance, and responsi-
bility. For many young adults, transi-
tion means leaving school and/or
home, and undergoing personal change
as well as (-N. ;n their relation-
ship with th i It means hay
ing more and more re-
sponsibility.

Recently, people with disabilities
have begun to consider themselves a
minority group denied basic rights,
such as attending public schools, be-
coming employed, marrying, and bear-
ing children (Funk, 1987). Indeed,
only in the past two decades have
many rights and freedoms taken for
granted by nondisabled persons --
been made available to people with
disabilities. According to a recently
conducted nationwide survey of 1,000
disabled people, 'there are clear
signs of an emerging group conscious-
ness among disabled persons' (The
ICD Survey of Disabled Americans,
1986).

Today, the focus of civil rights leg-
islation for individuals with disabili-
ties is 'to assist individual disabled
people to achieve a normal life exper-
ience as a citizen, not to create a near-
ly. normal person as has been the fo-
cus of human service providers'
(Funk, 1987). Along with the need to
be recognized as people with their
own rights, there is a call to reconsider
the ways in which society thinks about-
and treats disability and the disabled.
According to Thomas (1982), 'One of
the failures of our society is...its (in-
ability) to comprehend the normality
of handicap. It is the overwhelming
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insistence chat we perceive and encour-
age 'the disabled' to perceive them-
selves as deviant that is the root of the
problem.' Thomas further observes
that cultural attitudes coward those
with disabilities have progressed
through three stages: in the first, the
person with a disability was consid-
ered helpless; in the second phase,
skilled professionals became involved
in 'helping' those with disabilities;
and in the third stage, persons with
disabilities exhibit determination and
question their roles as passive recip-
ients of help (Thomas, 1982).

According to Gartner and Joe
(1987), what is needed in education
and other human service fields is 'a
recognition of the range of humankind,
the awareness that all individuals pos-
sess both strengths and limitations, in
varying mixtures and to different de-
grees.' This requires that we avoid the
use of terms and language that either
deny the fact of the disability or that
dispel reality. 'Being disabled is not
a 'challenge'... [the disabled] ... volun-
tarily undertake. Nor is it that we are
merely 'differently abled.' We are
disabled; there are just some things
we can't do, at least not as quickly .or
as easily as other people' (Browne et
al., cited in Gartner and Joe, 1987).

This issue of Transition Summary
contains articles about self-determination
and becoming a good se4"-advocale. Ironi-
cally, much that has been written about
these subjects has come from professionals
rather than from people with disabilities.
Each of the articles in this publication,
however, reflect the experience of someone
who has grown up with a disability.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE-



THE MANY FACETS OF
SELF-DETERMINATION

by Michael J. Ward
In the article that follows, the au-

thor describes his concept of self-
determination and discusses parents'
roles in encouraging their children
with disabilities to trust. and respect
themselves, to gain self-assurance,
and to become as independent as pos-
sible.

Michael Ward is the Chief of the
Secondary Education and Transition
Services Branch at the Office of Spe-

cia! Education Programs, the Ti. S.
Department of Education. Before
holding this position, he was a reha-
bilitation counselor for adults with
developmental disabilities in Brook-
lyn, New York.

He grew up in Brooklyn, where he
attended public schools. Recently, he
completed a Ph. D. in Special .Educa-
tion at the University of Maryland-

Dr. Ward has cerebral palsy and
uses a wheelchair.

What is Self-Determination?
Self-determination has been de-

fined in a variety of ways. The Ameri-
can Heritage Dictionary (1976), defines
it as 'the determination of one's own
fate or course of action without corn-
pulsion: free will.' Another source
defines it as 'decision according to
one's own mind and, will' (Webster's
New World Dictionary, 1972). A com-
mon element in both definitions is the
-nportance of people taking control,
.without undue external influence, over
what affects their lives.

Self-determination refers both to
the attitudes which lead people to de-
fine goals for themselves and to their
ability to take the initiative to achieve
those goals. Acquiring the personal
characteristics which lead to self-
determination is a developmental pro-
cess that begins in early childhood
and continues throughout adult life.
While it is important for all people
to acquire these traits, it is a critical --
and often more difficult -- goal for
people with disabilities. They must
first shatter the pervasive stereotypes
which imply that they cannot, or per-
haps should not, practice self-
determination.

The traits underlying self-
determination include self-
actualization, assertiveness, creativity,
pride, and self-advocacy. The terms
'self-actualization' and 'assertive-
ness,' borrowed from modern psychol-
ogy, are important in the development
and personal growth of all indivi-
ivals. Self-actualization refers to re-
alizing your potential and living your
life accordingly. Assertiveness is be-
ing able to express your needs clearly

and directly and to act and speak out
with self-confidence (Des Jardins,
1986). Creativity is the ability to be
innovative; to move beyond stereo-
typed images and expectations. Pride
in yourself and yo,.. abilities is a trait
that translates into feeling good about
the contributions you can make to soci-
ety. Self-advocacy, an essential com-
ponent of self-determination, refers to
the ablility to act on your own behalf.
This concept is an outgrowth of the
grass-roots disability movement of the
last 20 years, a movement which has
given disabled people the right and
power to take necessary, but often un-
popular, actions to ensure that their
basic civil rights and social and eco-
nomic needs are addressed. For peo-
ple with disabilities, self-advocacy is
'running risks, challenging rules, and
acquiring resources' (Varela, 1986). It
also involves 'knowing your basic hu-
man rights; standing up for your rights;
taking responsibility for your life; and
asking for help because you want it or
need it' (McGill, 1978).

Achieving self-determination, to
borrow a concept from Gestalt psy-
chology, is definitely 'more than the
sum of its parts.' It requires not only
that people with disabilities develop
inner resources, but that society sup-
port and respond to these people.
Self-determination is a lifelong inter-
play between the individual and soci-
ety, in which the individual accepts
risk-taking as a fact of life and in
which society, in turn, bases an individ-
ual's worth on ability, not disability.

Persons with disabilities who want
to achieve self-determination need to
learn how to trust and respect them-
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selves. They also need to learn to
identify their rights and needs and to
find the most appropriate ways of
communicating these to others. But
most importantly, people with disabil-
ities must acquire a sense of political
purpose and an understanding of their
rights, responsibilities, and the demo-
cratic process (Williams and Shoultz,
1984).

Historical Perspective of the
Disability Rights Movement

For centuries, society as a whole
treated people with disabilities as ob-
jects of pity and fear. They were
viewed as incapable of participating
in or contributing to society. Prior to
the 20th century, societal attitudes re-
flected the view that persons with dis-
abilities were 'unhealthy, defective,
and deviant,' requiring 'special institu-
tions, services, care, and attention in or-
der to survive' (Funk, 1987). The na-
tional policy that grew out of such
attitudes emphasized the reliance of
people with disabilities on welfare
and charitable organizations.

Even today, many people assume
that children with disabilities are seg-,
regated from non-disabled peers be
cause they cannot learn or because
they need special help or protection.
Similarly, for many, the absence of
people with disabilities in the work-
force is obvious proof that such people
cannot work. Little thought is given to
the idea that people with disabilities,
in fact, are discriminated against
(Funk, 1987).

Despite efforts through public pol-
icy in the 1950's and early 1960's to in-
tegrate persons with disabilities into
community programs, societal attitudes
had an isolating effect on persons with
disabilities, forcing them to identify
with and participate in groups of their
own kind. Goffman (1963) wrote in the
classic work in disabilities literature,
Stigma: Notes on the Management of
Spoiled Identity, that the relationship of
such people to informal and formal
community organizations made up of
their own kind is crucial to the self-
concepts of group members. However,
his book was written long before it
was recognized that persons with dis-
abilities could use these organizations
to improve their social status, and thus
reduce the stigmatizing effects of seg-
regation and isolation. The social and
political climate of the civil rights re-
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form movement of the 1960's greatly
influenced the disability rights move-
ment. The role of people with dis-
abilities shifted from passive depen-
dence to active involvement. Rather
than being recipients of philanthropy,
they were becoming active participants
in a far-reaching civil rights movement
that challenged the stigmas associated
with other minority groups, as well,
such as ethnic minorities, women, gays,
and the elderly. This shift in attitude
raised the consciousness of these
groups to the point where 'the minori-
ty group is no longer one for whom
pleas, reforms and changes arc made
by others, but where they themselves
[those in the movement] arc instrumen-
tal in provoking change' (Thomas,
1982). People with disabilities began
to understand that, among their rights,
they had freedom of choice and free-
dom to belong to and take part in soci-
ety (Funk, 1987).

Along with the civil rights move-
ment of the 1960's, local independent
living centers emerged across the coun-
try. Weiner (1986) defines an inde-
pendent living center as 'a community-
based program that has substantial
disabled citizens' involvement and
leadership and provides directly, or
coordinates indirectly through refer-
ral, those services necessary to assist
disabled individuals to increase self-
determination and to minimize depen-
dence." One of the first such centers
was the Center for Independent Liv-
ing, established in 1964 at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley. Its im-
pact was far-reaching. Not only did it
provide a wide range of services to the
community it served, it was created by
people with disabilities to meet their
needs as they saw them. Thus, it be-
came the symbol of all that those with
disabilities could achieve, given the
chance, and gave momentum and credi-
bility to the independent living move-
ment and the concept of self-
determination.

The acquiring of self-determination
is not limited to persons with physical
disabilities. People First and United
Together are two disability consumer
organizations made up of people with
mental retardation and their aides)
These organizations offer evidence that
although it is often difficult for peo-
ple with mental retardation to express
their needs clearly, they can learn to

. . it is difficult for adolescents to be independent
psychologically and emotionally from their
parents when they are dependent on them

for meeting their basic physical needs.
manage an advocacy organitation (with
help), and can make decisions that af-
fect their lives. Self-advocacy cannot
be reserved for the 'elite' among indi-
viduals with disabilities. People with
mental handicaps who cannot commu-
nicate well can and should be encour-
aged to contribute in self-advocacy
groups. With time and help, they, too,
can learn the skills they need to par-
ticipate in issues that affect their lives.

Adolescence: The Critical Stage for
Self-Determination

Manus and Manus (1983) discuss
the theory that adolescence is a phase
in which young adults, both with and
without disabilities, test their own
knowledge, ry v roles, and rely
on peer groups, .ather than their fami-
lies, for support. Generally, it is a
phase in which young people chal-
lenge parental authority in order to
assert independence and gain control
over their lives as a necessary part of
successfully moving into adulthood.

Many young people with disabili-
ties have difficulty with this process of
transition for several reasons. First, it
is difficult for adolescents to be inde-
pendent psychologically and emotion-
ally from their parents when they are
dependent on them for meeting their
basic physical needs. Second, al-
though adolescents without disabilities
may encourage and reinforce the ex-
pression of differences, a disability
may be a difference that they find un-
aceptable.

Some of the barriers that young
adults with disabilities face are in fact
found within the family structure. A
major obstacle is not being given the
right to fail. All adolescents must be
allowed to 'absorb the pain of fail-
ure, to react immediately to failure or
to delay and react to failure later'
(Manus and Manus, 1983). As chil-
dren with disabilities become older,
they should be given more responsi-
bilities and the support they need to
make their own decisions, even when -

parents feel that such decisions are not
the best ones. Young people with dis-

abilities need to learn that is is all
right to fail and start over again. Fail-
ure can provide important opportuni-
ties for problem solving, decision
making, and responding creatively to
difficult situations. By being allowed
to fail and to make mistakes, young
people with disabilities can begin to
develop an understanding of their
abilities and limitations.

Parents and other adults can do
much to encourage children with dis-
abilities to exercise independence and
self-determination. For example, chil-
dren need to be included in making
decisions that affect the whole family,
such as where the next family outing
will be, what the next family car will
be, or how family time will be spent.
As early as possible, children should
make decisions about basic issues that
directly affect them -- what clothes
they wear, for example, or how their
bedroom furniture is arranged.

Parents should also encourage
their children to perform household
chores that are within their capabili-
ties. It has been said that parents
should never do anything for their
children that their children can do for
themselves. This is especially sound
advice for parents reluctant to assign
chores or responsibilities to their child
with disabilities in the belief that he
or she is already overwhelmed and
should avoid anything that would
make life more difficult. While do-
ing chores may take longer for some
people with disabilities, most are not
in any overwhelming physical discom-
fort. Chances are that children who-
grow to feel overwhelmed by their
disabilities may have been treated as
'special' or 'sick' by parents, siblings;
teachers, friends, or relatives.

An important point for parents to
remember is that children challenge
their parents in a sincere and neces-
sary attempt to become independent
adults. For young people with disa-
bilities, this conflict may be more dif-
ficult or prolonged, but it is just as ne-
cessary as is is for all young adults.

'The aides in these organizations arc non-handicapped helpers who provide support and assistance with the development
of ideas, but who do not function as leaders in the organization (Williams and Shouln, 1982).



WHO CHOOSES?
by Bill Mitchell

Parents are a strong, stablizing
,orce in a child's life and play an im-
porta= role in helping the child devel-
op self-confidence and a sense of in-
dependence. Parents of a child with
disabilities typically want to protect
the child, an instinct based primarily

but not exclusively -- on a realistic
knowledge of the child's limitations.

In the article that follows, the au-
thor discusses the need for young
people with disabilities to be involved,
as much as possible, in making deci-
sions that affect their lives. He also
discusses ways in which families af-
fect their child's ability to take risks,
make decisions, and live with the
consequences.

Bill Mitchell works in the Gov-
ernmental Affairs Office of the Asso-
ciation for Retarded Citizens (ARC)
in Washington, D.C.. Currently, he

is involved in a project funded by the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development to provide technical as-
sistance in the fih. wid design of
housing for people with disabilities.

He came to Washington on a fel-
lowship with the National Council
on the Handicapped, during which
time he wrote a paper on developing
leadership in the disability rights
movement.

Mr. Mitchell grew up in Atlanta,
Georgia, where he attended public
schools. He later graduated from
Georgia State Lin:. i. ith a Bach-
elors degree in Philosophy. Before
coming to Washington, he worked as
a counselor for students with disabil-
ities at Georgia State University and
as the staff advocate for the Georgia
Advocacy Office.

Mr. Mitchell has a mobility im-
pairment.

Historically, people with disabili-
ties, both individually and in groups,
have had few opportunities to exercise
`loices in their lives. In his book,
,am Good Will to Civil Rights: Trans-

forming Federal Disability Policy (1984),
Richard Scotch observes that 'dis-
abled people generally have not
spoken for themselves, and public
policies have typically dealt with their
needs in ways shaped by stereotypes
of dependency.'

The lack of involvement of people
with disabilities in decision-making at
the policy level has its roots in the
lack of participation in decision-
making at the individual level. Deci-
sions affecting people with disabili-
ties have frequently been made by
others. Those disabled early in life
have gone from having parents make
decisions for them to having doctors,
social workers, or rehabilitation coun-
selors make decisions for them. Those
raised in segregated facilities have
found their chances of making their
own decisions restricted even further.
No wonder then, that when confronted
repeatedly with the message that they
must learn to take responsibility,
many people with disabilities feel

,nfused and unprepared.
What are the barriers to exercising

choices? Based on my observations
and experiences with ocher people

with disabilities, I have identified
three bathers that I believe restrict
opportunities for young people with
disabilities to learn to make their own
decisions:

1. Overprotection
Ironically, those who care most

about individuals with disabilities
may be among the obstacles to their
gaining the experiences necessary to
exert more control over their lives.
Typically, most parents, but particu-
larly parents of children with disabil-
ities, feel the need to protect their
children from the pain of failure and
rejection. Yet, as they mature, chil-
dren will be exposed to situations that
require them to make choices and
abide by the consequences.

As a part of growing up, young-
sters will be out in their environment -
- 'hanging out' with the neighborhood
kids, exploring the woods beyond the
back yard, or stopping at the corner
store on the way home from school --
out from under the watchful eye of a
parent or other authority figure. It is
during these times that children begin
to learn more about their own capabil-
ities and limitations and to feel a
sense of autonomy.

In some cases, the combined effect
of parental concern and environmental
barriers may lead to a situation in

which a child with a disability is never
out of the house unless in the presence
of a parent or another adult. The nat-
ural tendency of parents to protect
their children is reinforced by the re-
ality of the difficulties present in the
immediate environment. Parents of
children with disabilities often do not
have a basis of comparison for deter-
mining what are acceptable versus un-
acceptable risks in the environment,
and consequently may lack the reassu-
rance needed to be able to allow their
children their own 'space' to find
their way in the world.

In my own experience as a child
having a mobility impairment and us-
ing a wheelchair, I got out a lot. ex-
plored my surroundings, and played
with the neighborhood kids. These un-
supervised experiences were among
the most important in my life. 1

learned about relationships and about
taking responsibility for my own ac-
tions, and generally broadened my
perceptions of the world around me
and how I fit into it.

Compare my experiences to those
of a child in a residential facility.
One situation reflects the society we

limited by restrictions
live in -- the real world; the other re-
flects a society
that skew the child's perception of the
world. When I consider my experi-
ences of growing up in my own com-
munity and attending a neighborhood
school where I had the same restric-
tions as other children, and then com-
pare them to the experiences of ac-
quaintances who have spent a
significant part of their lives in resi-
dential facilities, it is not hard to ac-
count for the uncertainty many of them
feel when confronted with challenges
and opportunities.

Unfortunately, for many adults
with disabilities, decisions to take on
new experiences are influenced more
by the degree of risk involved rather
than the opportunities afforded by the
experiences. And while my observa-
tions are unscientific, there seems to
be a direct correlation between the
degree of restriction these adults had
as children and their fear of taking
risks as adults. If you have been told
much of your life that there are so
many things that are too hazardous for
you to do, and if you have never been
given the opportunity to test the true
limits of your capabilities, it wouldn't
be surprising that you would be ob-
sessed with security.
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2. Low Expectations
Another barrier to the achievement

of self-determination for many people
with disabilities involves the low ex-
pectations that society has of them and
consequently, that they have of them-
selves. As people with disabilities,
we receive conflicting messages from
different sources telling us: (1) that
we are absolutely incredible for do-
ing the most trivial of.things; and (2)
that whenever non-disabled people
are around, we should let them help
us do whatever we are doing because,
surely, they can do it better. Instead
of being encouraged to challenge our-
selves to the point that we run a real
possibility of failure, every effort is
made to ensure that this doesn't hap-
pen. In the process, we are denied the
thrill of a hard-earned success.

Such negative messages about the
capabilities of young people with dis-
abilities can be countered by conscious
efforts on the part of parents or other
adults. As I was growing up, and to
my complete consternation at the time,
I was constantly challenged by my
parents about whether I actually had
done my best at different tasks. They
attributed neither my successes nor my
failures to my disability. In spite of
what they may have felt inwardly, they
never allowed me to feel that merely
'getting by' was good enough. While
psychologists may debate the effects
of such an upbringing on the young
psyche, it did lead me to expect more
of myself. Being challenged in this
way also regularly required me to
make choices for myself: I chose ei-
ther to keep working at something to
make it better, or I chose to declare
the deed done.

The importance of receiving the
message that those who care about you
have faith in your ability nor only to
succeed, but also to survive failure,
cannot be overstated. Having a 'good"
failure is something everyone should
experience. To know that it is a nor-
mal part of life and that people still
care about you and believe in you can
encourage you to get up and try again.
Another effect of this kind of early
learning is a sense of feeling more in
control of your own destiny.

The more significant a person's dis-
ability is perceived to be, the more ur-
gent it is that he or she be given every
opportunity to exercise choices.
Whether children with disabilities in-
dicate their decisions through verbal

The importance of receiving the
message that those who care about you

have faith in your ability not only to
succeed, but also to survive failure,

cannot be overstated.

communication, or with the aid of a
pointer, a micro switch, or a communi-
cation board, it is important that they
exercise the right to make choices, and
in matters in which they can see the ef-
fects of their L. .cisions.

3. Lack of S ab1 ,eport Systems
The lack of basic support systems

to help one cope with failure can be
particularly difficult for persons with
disabilities. Discontinuity in some of
the basic necessities of life, such as
home, community, or friends, especial-
ly during the formative years, can add
an additional barrier to the disabled
person's freedom to make autonomous
choices. In some cases, the person's
need for security and safety in the en-
vironment may outweigh the benefits
of assuming a new role in the commu-
nity or taking on a new job that might
further his or her career. While it
may seem contradictory to the earlier
point about overprotection, having a
sense of belonging and a feeling of
continuity in your environment is an
important element in being able to
challenge your capabilities. To be
comfortable in raking risks, it helps to
know that you've got a place to come
home to after it's all over.

For parents, this means trying to
provide stability and security for your
children with disabilities to the great-
est extent possible, while also giving
them the freedom to explore. I be-
lieve that young adults with disabili-
ties who are beginning to cope with in-
creasing responsibilities and who are
feeling overwhelmed by their choices
can ease their anxiety by looking for
small ways to bring stability to their
world. For example, I love Mexican

food, so at least once a week, even if
the walls are crumbling around me, I
go to the same familiar restaurant
where they know me by name and al-
ways seem glad to see me. A small
derail, perhaps, but it helps me gain
perspective when other things are in
flux. No matter how unstable an indi-
viduals's circumstances may be, being
able to find even one small 'island of
cairn' that provides an anchor can do
wonders for one's sense of stability.

I have listed three basic obstacles
that young people with disabilities
face as they strive to become adults
with the confidence in their own capa-
bilities necessary for exercising self-
determination. All three barriers
have the potential to limit opportuni-
ties in making choices. Parents can
help their children to overcome these
barriers by providing as many oppor-
tunities as possible that allow their
children to take prudent risks and
make decisions independently.

As I see it, there are two challeng-
es to be addressed:

o How to expose children with dis-
abilities to more opportunities to
make choices for themselves and
to deal with the consequences of
their choices; and

o How to support and encourage
young adults with disabilities as
they explore their capabilities
and options.

The answers that parents and oth-
er caregivers come up with today to
these questions will determine the de-
gree to which the next generation of
young adults with disabilities is pre-
pared to meet the challenges of a
changing world.
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SELF-DETERMINATION AND
NORMALIZATION AMONG

ADOLESCENTS:
The Family as a Crucible of Values

by Rita A. Varela

Parents play an important role in
teaching their children decision-
making and problem- solving skills.
The family can be viewed as a "train-
ing ground" where members learn
how to adjust to feedback from oth-
ers, how to make decisions, and how
to receive guidance in what is expect-
ed of them (Summers, 1986).

In the article that follows, the au-
thor discusses the family as a source
of values and support.

Since 1983, Ms. Varela has
worked as a programmer analyst for
GTE Data Services in Tampa, Flori-
da. Her latest breakthrough is a book
on statistical analysis, Victor,' Over

Statistics, targeted to mid-level man-
agers, MBA students, and grant writ-
ers. Before coming to CITE Data
Services, Ms. Varela was a project
coordinator for the American Coali-
tion of Citizens with Disabilities in
Washington, D.C.

She was born and raised in New
York City, where she attended public
school, and received her undergradu-
ate degree at City College of New
York. She has an MA. from New
York University and is working on
an M.B.A. from the University of
Tampa.

Ms. Varela hi., ci palsy.

.stroduction
When I think about the term 'self-

determination,' the overriding issue
that comes to mind is the question of
how to live your life in such a way as
to actualize its full potential. I also
associate the term with my days as a
graduate student in political science,
when the need to make a living and
pay the rent was far from my thoughts
and the diaries of libertarians such as
John Stuart Mill. and Henry David
Thoreau absorbed me.

'Self-determination' is not a term
I generally associate with rehabilita-
tion literature. Yet, clearly, the term
touches on two areas which are crucial
to understanding both adolescents and
disability: first, the role of the family
as a crucible of values; second, the
roadblocks facing disabled youth and
the strategies families can follow to
overcome them.

The Family as a Crucible of Values
Many authors have portrayed the

Gamily as a crucible of values from
hich we learn about winning, losing,

cooperation, and conflict. I subscribe
to this view with joy and fervor.

It was from my family that I first
learned about planning, persuasion,
and money. I don't remember when 1
did nor know chat a nickel was worth
more than a penney, a quarter was
worth more than a dime, and paper
money was what you saved in the bank
so that you could buy a house on Long
Island. As for planning and persua-
sion, I still remember the arguments I
had with my folks whenever I wanted
to go downtown by myself. I grew up
in New York City and was unable to
use public transportation, so before I
asked permission to go. anywhere, I
would go through the long, drawn-out
process of calling a van service, nego-
tiating over a day, a time, and a price,
and investigating all the ocher details
I had to memorize in order to prove to
Mom chat I could be trusted to take
charge of my destiny. As I look back
on those days and the hazards of ur-
ban life, I realize that the most ex-
traordinary part of the arguments was
that I won them.

To an adolescent, self-
determination means the power to run
your life your way. It means the right
to make all the choices that adults in
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society can make. Before we dismiss
this definition as simplistic, let me
suggest that it has one virtue: namely,
it mirrors the experience of transition
from adolescence to adulthood.
Though cynics may quip that parents
won't stop telling their children what
to do until they reach the age when
they forget who their children are,
parents do ler go. The torch -- which
in this case is the power of young
adults with disabilities co make choices
that once were made for them -- is in-
deed passed in the vast majority of
cases. With that torch come lessons.
Planning, persuasion, and introductory
economics involve basic cultural and
political information transferred from
parent to child so early that we rarely
identify when a child begins to
scheme, negotiate, or barter. This
transfer nearly defines traditional pa-
renting.

Roadblocks and Remedies
The motivation underlying this

transfer is empowerment. Parents want
their child to enter the world of adult-
hood on an equal footing with all oth-
er adults. People with disabilities,
however, often face roadblocks to full
equality. Many roadblocks are institu-
tional. Others stem from personal
conflicts over values and identity
which invariably befuddle adoles-
cenm

All advocates know about the insti-
tutional roadblocks. We've all heard
about parents who fight to get their
child in school, who literally beg to
get a dentist to treat their child, or
who spend hours on the phone tracking
down reliable transportation. The
remedy for these roadblocks is equal-
ly clear: parent advocacy -- which
means fighting, fighting, and more
fighting. Personal roadblocks, howev-
er, are more complex.

A persist-ant sore faced by youth
with disabilities concerns the problem-
of putting disability in perspective.
Where does the disability end and
the 'you' begin? When things happen
to you that you don't like, how much
can be ascribed to you as a person and
how much to your disability? Most
kids with disabilities feel they are
overprotected. So do most nondis-
abled kids. The difference is that in
the former case, the kid is plagued by
the thought, 'If I weren't disabled,
would it be different?'



Parent-child conflicts are a fact of
life, not just a fact of disability life.
Children with disabilities need to
.now that. They need to learn how the

world works, how authority is trans-
ferred from parent to child, and how
to get around obstacles. One of the
best things parents can do to teach
their children about the world is to
widen the family's social circle.
Though socializing is not always seen
as either a priority or a simple matter
by the parents of a child with a disa-
bility, teenagers with disabilities
should see how other teenagers deal
with their own conflicts with parents.
Some teenagers with disabilities will
conclude that the grass is greener in
the next yard; others will not. In any
event, a child can learn a lot by watch-
ing other children elbowing their way
through adolescence. Parenthetically,
watching other parents deal with teen-
agers can be instructive to grown-ups,
as well.

An issue related to families and
values concerns therapy on the home-
front. More specifically, it involves
the danger of parents becoming too fo-
cused on rehabilitating their child.
Though I can't prove it scientifically, I
,irmly believe that the quality of your
ethics, or, more precisely, the amount
of time devoted to examining your eth-
ical assumptions, bears directly on the
quality of your life. I believe, for ex-
ample, that all children should be
taught it is wrong to steal apples. I do
not feel that you should skip teaching
this if your child hates apples or if
your child is severely spastic, in a
wheelchair, and unable to 'reach' for
an apple.

Though I do not advise parents to
refuse to do therapy at home, I do sug-
gest that parents set limits. The home
must remain a home, nor a rehab cen-
ter. In that home, all children should
be created as future citizens, not as pa-
tients. And in that home, if a choice
must be made between administering
therapy and taking time to explain
why it is wrong to steal, I urge the lat-
ter.

Summing Up
Perhaps the quintessential portrait

of the family as a crucible of values
,ccurs in The Autobiography of John Stu-

art Mill (1964). Mill describes taking
long walks with his father and discuss-
ing famous books. His father used

Parent-child conflicts are a fact of life, not

just a fact of disability life.

these occasions to offer 'explanations
and ideas respecting civilization, gov-
ernment (and) morality' (Mill, p. 29).
That portrait sums up my view of what
politics is all about, as well as my
views of parenting at its best.

Self-determination? It means the
right to make the kinds of choices that
others have a right to make, and it re-
quires equal access to public institu-
tions. Parent advocacy? Parent advo-

cafes are the first in battle, tackling
roadblocks which threaten a child's
chances to participate in society and
compete on an equal footing. The
family? That's where you learn to
plan and fight and scheme and dream
about being the President of the Unit-
ed States. When you are a clumsy,
sweaty, five-year-old, no one on earth
will share those dreams with you ex-
cept, possibly, your parents.

ANGER IN YOUNG ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES

Society often noes not allow an indi-
vidual to forget his or her disability. As a
result, many young people with disabilities
feel frustrated and angry.

The section that follows is taken from
a letter written by a young man to a cotat-

selor who expressed concern. over a 7-year-
old client's anger at having cerebral pal-
sy. The author of the letter, who has cere-
bral palsy, is presently studying to be a
lawyer.

Dear

...I would like to add my own ob-
servations based on my perspective as
an adult with cerebral palsy who .was
once an angry 7-year-old. When you
stop to think of it, the anger the child
feels is not unreasonable. Adults tend
to overlook the fact that being able to
walk and talk properly is much more
important to a 7-year-old's satisfaction
with life than it is for an adult. It may
seem very unfair to the child to have
been singled our for this problem.
Furthermore, the adults around the
child seem powerless to correct the
problem.

Indeed, the child's anger may be a
reflection of the disappointment that
the adults around feel. The anger may
be self-directed. I'm guessing ac this
child's feelings, based on my own ex-
perience and those of other people I
have known who have this condition.
The important thing is that the anger is
interfering with the child's develop-
ment. 368

In your letter [to me], you talk
about teaching the child to accept the
disability. Frankly, I think the notion
of acceptance is overrated. Many of
the people I know who have cerebral
palsy and who have succeeded in be-
coming independent and contributing
members of society are quietly angry.
The difference is that they've learned
to use their anger in constructive ways.

Ycur priority challenge as a coun-
selor may be to help this child chan-
nel the anger away from self and oth-
ers and toward the challenges
presented by the disability. It may
help the child to know more about cer-
ebral palsy and about people with cer-
ebral palsy.

It's important that the child knows
that there are people in this world
who have-as much and more difficulty
with walking and still manage to lead
satisfying lives. It would be even bet-
ter if the child could meet some adults
with cerebral palsy who are living in
the community, and learn more about
the activities that people with disabili-
ties can enjoy (J. Murphy, (personal
communication], June. 1987).
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TIM BECOMES AN EAGLE SCOUT
by Bud Fredericks

Having role models may be one
way to dissipate some of the frustra-
tion, anxiety, anger, and lonliness
that many young adults with disabili-
ties feeL Role models need not be su-
perheroes, but rather people with dis-
abilities who have accomplished
goals that are important to them.

The article that follows describes
a young man whose determination
has led him to realize personal aspi-

rations that man -.ever attain
-- a strong sense of dignity and self-
worth.

The author of this article, Bud
Fredericks, is a research professor at
the University of egon in Mon-
mouth. He is the father of four
grown children and is active in the
Association for Retarded Citizens.

The following is an excerpt of an article
from Exceptional Parent, Volume 17, No. 2,
March, 1987. (Reprinted with permission
from the author.)

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire,
and similar groups for youth offer excel-
lent opportunities for children with dis-
abilities to participate in recreational ac-
tivicies with those who are not disabled.
Often, in larger communities, separate
units are established to accommodate chose

h disabilities. This is a story of what
. happen when integration occurs. It is

also the story of what happens when a per-
son with disabilities speaks for himself.

On April 21, 1986, Tim Fredericks
was awarded the rank of Eagle Scout
in Troop 161, a regular Boy Scout
Troop of Philomath, Ore. (population:
2,500). One of the guest speakers at
that ceremony had the following to
say:

'The State of Oregon spends mil-
lions of dollars annually to main-
tain those with disabilities in sep-
arate work facilities and in
institutions.

This community demonstrates how
to integrate someone who is dis-
abled into the mainstream of its
society. Troop 161 could be a
model for all other Boy Scout
troops.'

Choosing a Project
Tim Fredericks has Down syn-

drome. Yet his entire Boy Scout ca-
of eleven years was spent in regu-

-. Cub Scout dens and a regular Boy
Scout troop.

Tim met the , -it:us for the
twenty-one merir necessary for
the Eagle .rank, b.:- rnr`it important
was his Eagle projet.t, which he inde-
pendently chose. His desire was to
speak at school assemblies and tell
other students what it is like to be dis-
abled. Eagle projects must be ap-
proved by the Boy Scout district. In
this case, the district was quite enthu-
siastic about the project's possibilities
and wrote an encouraging response to
Tim's request. The next step for Tim
was to prepare the speech and write
letters to school principals requesting
the opportunity to speak.

Tim reads at about the third-grade
level, and he prints anything he writes.
He can neither read nor write cursive
lettering, nor does he adequately com-
pose and write at the same time.
Therefore, Tim and his family devel-
oped a technique for all of his corre-
spondence. Tim dictates what he
wants to say while one of his parents
prints his words. Tim then copies the
dictated material. Tim's dictation over
the years has become quite fluent, and
he does not tolerate any editing of his
ideas. He occasionally tolerates a
suggested word or phrase change.

Writing a speech was more com-
plex, however. Tim had many things
he wanted to say to students who are
not disabled and had no difficulty
dictating these ideas over a period of
two weeks. I suggested organizing the
speech by subjects: school, work,
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friends, etc. Tim agreed, and all the
ideas for each subject were grouped.
Tim then added and deleted. Finally,
a speech emerged.

The speech Tim gave was initially
planned to be given to two or three
high schools and junior high schools or
elementary schools in the immediate
area. He ended up by speaking twen-
ty-seven times to more than 2,500 peo-
ple. The speech he gave follows:

Tim's Speech
My name is Tim Fredericks. I am

handicapped because I have Down
syndrome. I was born with Down syn-
drome. Down syndrome people have
an extra chromosome. Nobody knows
why we have this extra chromosome.
All of you have forty -six chromo-
somes. I have forty-seven. Would any
of you like my extra chromosome? I
would be glad to give it to you if I
could.

I would like CO tell you what it is
like to be retarded. I am doing this so
that you might be able to understand
people like me.

School is a good place to learn,
but I don't really like to go to school.
I am a slow learner. I have a hard
rime spelling. Some of your teachers
tell me that you have a hard time
spelling, and you don't have my prob-
lem. I have trouble reading. Every-
one tells me that I read about the fifth
grade level. I hate to write letters
ar.d to write in my diary because is is
hard for me to write.

After I graduate from school, I
hope to live in an apartment with a
goOd friend. I also hope to have two
or three part-time jobs. I have two now
that I get paid for. I work at Ark Ani-
mal Hospital every morning for two
hours. I have to be there at 7:15. I
work at Vandehey's Cabinet Shop
three afternoons a week. I have been
working now for more than a year at

jobs.
I do chores at home. I have to take

care of all the animals, twelve chick-
ens, three cats, a dog, three goldfish
and a horse. That's a lot of mouths to
feed.

I also help my Dad cut wood. I
take care of my own room, and I help
my Mom vacuum. She says I do a bet-
ter job than she does. And she is right!

I love music, but I like hard rock
best, but my Mom doesn't.
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I have a hard time explaining how
I feel, but I feel the same way you do.

The hardest thing for me is when
:ople make fun of me or ignore me.

,or instance, I went to a dance a few

weeks ago, and no girl would dance
with me. Can you imagine how you
would feel if that happened to you?
Well, I feel the same way.

Kids on the bus used to make fun
of me_ That used to make me mad.

I have a girlfriend, but she goes to
a different school than I do. I don't
ger to see her coo often. She is handi-
capped too. I have ocher handicapped
friends, but my best friends are Chris
and Mark Weaver. They have been
my friends for five years. I chink they
really like me, and I like them.

I feel good when people talk to
me or are friendly to me. That's one of
the things I like about Boy Scouts. The
boys accept me as I am. They know I
am handicapped, but it doesn't make
any difference. I am a scout just like
them. It takes me longer, and I have to
work a little harder to get my merit
badges, but I get them done.

That's one of the reasons I am here.
I am trying to be an Eagle Scout. I

ily have three mom merit badges to
go. My Eagle Scout project was to tell
you about myself. I hope I have done
that. I want to thank the principal, the
staff, and students for letting me come
and talk to you.

If anyone would like to ask any
questions, I'll try to answer them, but
if I can't, my Dad is here, and he can
help me.

The Students' Reaction
And what was the reaction of the

students? When he gave his speech to
the school assembly of his own high
school, the introduction by the princi-
pal was brief and noninformative:
'Tim Fredericks is going to tell us
something about his Eagle Scout project.'

Tim stood before the student body
of 400 with the microphone a little too
close to his mouth so that his voice
boomed throughout the auditorium.
This was Tim's first speech, and so we
as parents had little idea of what the
reaction might be. The speech lasted
approximately ten minutes. When he

iished speaking, there was a sponta-
neous cheer from the student body,
and all were on their feet applauding
and cheering. Teachers were wiping
tears from their eyes. One teacher

said to Tim's mother, 'We all needed
that. Thank you.'

Tim had been integrated into the
high school for four years and had
many friends who were not disabled,
but the majority of the student body
merely accepted him without really
knowing much about him. However,
after giving the speech, Tim said that
everyone spoke to him.

Speaking to Elementary Students
It was fascinating to watch Tim give

this speech, which was slightly edited
from the one above, to elementary
school students. The usual scenario
went as follows: Tim would be intro-
duced to approximately 100 students
who would be sitting around the floor
in a library or in some ocher general
meeting room in the school. He would
give his speech. Ac the conclusion of
the speech, when he asked for ques-

Lions, there would be a few seconds of
silence followed by one hand of a stu-
dent braver than the others. The ques-
tion was usually quite simple. 'What
is your favorite music?' Tim would
answer, and two more hands would be
raised. Twenty minutes later, after a
continuous give and take during a ques-
tion period, half the student body
would have their hands raised wanting
to know more about Tim and what it is
like to be handicapped.

We do not know the full effect
Tim has had by being his own spokes-
person, although many people have
shared their personal reactions with
us. We do believe he has made many
more students and adults aware of the
competencies that people with disabil-
ities can have, and that those with dis-
abilities arc, first and foremost, peo-
ple.
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Suggestions for Parents:
I IcIping Children Achieve

Self-Determination

Being aware of the significance of
self-esteem and decision-making and
problem-solving skills in a young per-
son's overall development does not ne-
cessarily mean that parents and pro-
fessionals know how to how to
encourage the growth of these skills.
The following suggestions for how
parents and others can help children
and young adults with disabilities de-
velop a sense of self-worth and self-
sufficiency have been developed from
readings in disability literature and
from conversations with individuals
with disabilities.

o Treat your child with a disability
as a capable human being by en-
couraging and supporting his or
her efforts to explore, take
healthy risks, and try our new situ-
ations.

o Provide opportunities for self-
awareness by focusing on your
child's strengths and the qualities
that make him or her special and
unique.

o Let your child know that you enjoy
Tending time with him or her. Try
to really listen when your child
shares thoughts and experiences
with you. 370
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o Share your family stories, histo-
ries, and traditions with your child
CO help the child understand that
he or she is a member of a family
circle, with a permanent place in
the larger scheme of things.

o Provide opportunities for interac-
tion with others of different ages
and backgrounds to help your
child develop social confidence.

o Help your child experience suc-
cess by encouraging him or her CO
build on known strengths and
abilities.

o Acknowledge your child's efforts
toward a goal, not just the final
product or accomplishment.

o Have realistic expectations; don't
expect so much that your child is
set up for failure or frustration, or
so little that you communicate a
lack of faith.

o Let your child take responsibility
for his or her own actions.

o Acknowledge your child's pres-
ence. Include your child in discus-
sions with family and friends.
Don't interfere unnecessarily to
answer questions that were direct-
ed at the child.



o Give your child a chance to grow
into a unique adult. Avoid using
labels such as 'shy," 'lazy,' or
'clumsy" to describe your child.

o Respect your child's need for pri-
vacy and time alone. Don't intrude
unless it is absolutely necessary.

o Promote your child's assertive (not
aggressive) behavior as well as re-
spect for others. Being assertive is
an excellent way for your child to
avoid being exploited or taken ad-
vantage of.

o Encourage your child to practice
and use basic coping statements to
handle difficult emotions, such as
anger, jealousy, or fear, but by all

means, encourage their expression.
(An example of a coping state-
ment might be: 'I can do this. I'll
be just fine.' or, 'I really feel up-
set, but I need to stay calm.')

o Acknowledge your own sense of
self-worth, when appropriate. Your
healthy self-image will be a good
model for your child.

There arc many resources availa-
ble to help parents understand their
role in helping their child with disa-
bilities learn to achieve self-
determination. Many such resources
are listed at the end of this Transition
Summary.

As you fact your responsibility, as
a parent, a teacher, or a professional
in helping a child with disabilities (

achieve self-sufficiency, remember'
chat learning to be independent is a
difficult task for all young adults.
Likewise, is is sometimes difficult to
earnestly encourage a child's indepen-
dence: letting go is one of the most
difficult tasks that parents face.
What is important to realize is chat
all children, regardless of their
strengths or weaknesses, have to try
many times -- and sometimes fail --
before they can gain the self-assurance
and sense of personal worth that
comes with adulthood.
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ORGANIZATIONS
American Association of Disability Communicators, do
National Organization on Disability, Suite 600, 910 16th
Sc., N.W., Washington, DC 20006. (An organization con-
cerned with disability issues and seeking improvement in
disability communications. Publishes a quarterly newslet-
ter, the AADC News.)

The Beach Center on Families and Disability. Contact
Gary Brunk, The Beach Center on Families and Disabili-
ty, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045. Phone
(913) 864-4950. (A federally funded national rehabilita-
tion research and training center on families and-disabili-
ties. The purpose of the center's research, programs, and
training is to advance the rights of people with disabili-
ties at every age as well as the members of their families
to have enduring and supporting relationships with each
other in their homes, neighborhoods, and communities.)

The Disability Rights Center, 1346 Connecticut Avenue,
N.W., Suite 1124, Washington, DC 20036. Phone (202)
223-3304. (A center established to advocate for the rights
of all persons with disabilities. Publishes information on
understanding disability, employment discrimination, and
other topics. Write the center for a price list for the pub-
lications.)

The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund
'T)REDF), 1616 P Sc., N.W., Suite 100, Washington, DC

J36. Phone (202) 328-5185 Voice or TDD. (A national
nonprofit organization run primarily by people with dis-
abilities. Offers information on the civil rights of people
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with disabilities. Publishes Disability Rights Review, a
larterly newsletter.) The national office is located at

2212 6th Sc., Berkeley, CA 94710.

Mainstream, Inc , 1030 15th Sc., N.W., Suite 1010, Wash-
ington, DC 20005. Phone (202) 898-0202. (A National
non-profit organization that works with corporations, state,
local, and federal government, educators, and rehabilita-
tion professionals to move persons with disabilities into
the workplace. The organization sponsors conferences and
disseminates publications on employment.)

National Self-Help Clearinghouse, 25 West 43rd, Room
620, New York, NY, 10036. Phone (212) 642-2944 (A na-
tional information and referral service for people seeking
LA wanting ro create a self-help group.)

People First International, P.O. Box 12642, Salem, OR
97309. Phone (503) 378-5136. (A self-advocacy group of
teenagers and adults with developmental disabilities.
People First exists in 20 states. Addresses and phone
numbers of existing offices available through the Salem,
rP 1-!dress.

The Research and Training Center on Independent Living,
BCR-3111 Haworth Hall, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
KS 66045-2930. Phone (913) 864-4095 (VoiceaDD). (A
center established to help people with disabilities live
more independent lives. Conducts research on issues in
the independent living field. Produces materials from
studies, research, and training activities.)
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Appendix L
Making Contributions

Giving a massage

Volunteering time
Making a gift

Pitching in recycling
Sticking up for someone
Helping someone move
Doing someone a favor
Helping with yard work
Caring for children
Hugging someone
Sitting with someone who's sick
Sewing or mending as a favor
Helping with light housework
Walking a neighbor's dog
Doing community service
Giving or sending flowers
Offering help if someone needs it
Helping a neighbor shovel snow
Working on a political campaign
Taking care of animals or plants
Visiting someone in the hospital
Lending books, tapes, or videos
Holding the door open for someone
Inviting a (new) neighbor over for. dinner
Running errands for someone else
Lifting things with or for a neighbor
Receiving packages for a neighbor
Offering good thoughts or prayers
Noticing or commenting on an improvement
Watering someone's lawn while they're gone
Assisting public broadcasting in fund-raising
Spending time with someone who's lonely
Giving somoeone a piece for their collection
Driving somoeone to the doctor, store, etc.
Remembering a special occasion, throwing a party
Stopping by regularly to see how someone's doing
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Participating in a local park's beautification effort.

Writing letters or placing phone calls to help out
Ushering at an event or volunteering at a booth
Asking if a friend needs something at the store

Acknowledging someone's expertise, talents, or gifts
Helping with small repairs around someone's house
Admitting a repair or utility person for someone else
Offering help finding needed numbers and resources
Sending a card thank you, valentine, birthday
Cooking for others or packing a lunch for someone
Offering friendship and support to someone having a bad day
Passing along to someone else items no longer used
Looking after a house or apartment while owners' are away
Sharing news of a bargain, job, news item of interest to another

Having a standing date for lunch with a friend at a local retire-
ment home
Taking a picture of someone in their setting or at a special
event

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Appendix M
Conversation Start-Up Kit
Ideas to assist people who have trouble knowing appropriate
ways to strike up a conversation.

Riding on a Bus

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Does this bus stop at Street? Thank you.

2 Pardon me. Could you tell me what time it is? (or some other
information query)
Thanks. I was wondering if I'd be late for my appointment.

3 How do you like the weather today?
I like it or I don't like it because
I hope it changes tomorrow. or

I hope it stays the same tomorrow.

Conversation with someone you want to get to know better:
1 I sure like that you have. I've been looking for

something like that; where did you get it?

2 Would you mind if I sit by you? or

May I please sit by you? or

I'd like to sit here, would you mind?
(If no) Thanks, anyway. (smile)
Oh. Well then, I'll sit over here.

3 I noticed that you ride this bus every day. Do you enjoy it? or

Where do you get off the bus?

In a Store, Library, or Restaurant

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Do you know if there's a restroom here? (or a drinking

fountain or a public telephone.) Thank you.
2 Do you know where the are located?

(example: crackers)

(Further description) You know, the kind that
I need them for

3 Could you help me with something? I need (or I want) to go
upstairs, and I don't know where the escalator is.
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(checking out or clarifying) Oh, do you mean.
I think I know what you mean; you mean or

Is this what you're saying? Is this the right direction?

? or

Conversation with someone you want to know better:
1 Do you happen to know anything about

(a product)?
I'm trying to decide between and , and
I don't know which to choose.

2 Did you notice that oranges are on sale today? or

How do you like the new shopping carts?

(Examples: something unique or appealing or interesting, a
change, a hot tip)

3 Do you know when this place closes?
Do you know if there's a bus stop ( or a coffee shop) nearby?

At a Church, School, Social, or Sports Gathering

Conversation with a stranger:
1 Is there a nearby?

Drug store
Bus stop
Subway
Pencil sharpener
Coat room
A coat rack

2 Is it OK if I
Sing loud
Go in late
Leave early
Bring a guest
Go dressed like this
Don't have the right change
Haven't got a ticket (or reservation)

3 Do you know where I can get a
Hymn book
A drink
Some popcorn
Some refreshments
Program

4 Would you mind showing me ? (pointing it out) or
Would you consider going there with me?
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Conversation with someone you want to know better:

1 May I have a copy of ? or
Is it OK if I copy ?

Your speech
Your poem
The article
Your idea
The instructions, directions
The assignment
The schedule
Your map

2 Do you have I could borrow? or
May I borrow ?

A pocket knife
A pen/pencil
A pad to write on
A nickel, quarter
Your binoculars
A needle
A flashlight
Your book/tape

3 Could I have ?

Your telephone number, address
Another chance
Fifteen minutes or your time
Your bracelet to look at ( purse, ID card, ring, scarf, glove,
briefcase)
One of your flowers
A tissue
Some tape
A paper clip

4 Would you be willing to share your ?

Bench
Table
Blanket
Peanuts
Popcorn
Water
Pew
Program
Sandwich
Locker
Newspaper
Hand lotion
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5 I'd like to if that's OK with you.

Save you a seat
Call you sometime
Come over to see you
See you again

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Appendix N
Additional Resource Ideas
Creating Community: A Catalogue of Ideas

Organize a neighborhood yard sale, spring cleanup, or dump
run.
Participate in networks: weight watchers, ethnic associations,
recovery groups, recycling centers, environmental groups, so-
cieties, volunteer organizations, political groups, watching or
participating in athletics, fan clubs, big brother/sister.
Fix up a house or yard.
Create a community center, a playground, community recre-
ation program, thrift store, flea market, community talk radio.
Create or join groups/clubs: Hiking, biking, photography,
book reading, horse riding, boating, sewing, pet or animal
training, pottery making.
Share the cost and use of land, a vacation home, condo-
minium, RV.

Become affiliated with a spiritual or religious group.
Share catalogs and order things together: vitamins, sale cata-
log items, bulk foods, etc.
Two households share cost and use of items: vacuum, bicycles,
camping equipment, tools VCR machine.
Create a slide show (or a series of slide shows) with individuals
contributing slides from their own collections.
Invite people over for: pancake breakfasts, games like charades
or Pictionary , birthdays/celebrations/parties, open house,
making Christmas cards or Valentines, Easter Egg decorating/
hunt.
Develop a lending library of books, tapes, records, videos.
Exchange skills of a trade, craft, or hobby. Exchange services
and skills with others: mentoring, apprenticeship, tutoring.
Rent out things that you buy: bicycles, video machines, can-
ners, juicers, etc.
Do potluck dinners, barbecues.
Make ice cream and have everybody bring ingredients for
something to put on it.
Attend self-help group meetings.
Start or join a co-op: food, housing, child care, respite care,
child-watch.

Share a garden or agricultural project.
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Special projects: canning, food drying, making root beer/
sasparilla, baking Christmas cookies, fix-up projects, quilt mak-
ing.

Traveling and trips: zoo, special places, aviary, concerts, mov-
ies, camping, outings..

Share rides or become part of a car pool.
Assist in group efforts: community celebrations/ festivals,
fund-raising events, disaster clean-up, sub for Santa, adopt-a-
highway, neighborhood crime prevention.

Community Resources

Recreation and Leisure
Golf course
Movie theatre
Novelty shop

Parks

Volleyball

Riding stables

Amusement parks
Gyms

Multi-purpose centers
YWCA/YMCA

Zoo

Campsites

Gardens
Museums

Ice cream parlors
Television

Art galleries

Routine/Community Life
Library

City/county building
Post office

Buses, depots

Airport
Cabs

Laundromat
Motorcycles

Public telephones

3g1

Spectator sports
Video rental
Bowling alley

Pools
Planetarium
Skating rinks
Resorts
Winter sports
County recreation
Game room or arcade games
Local national & state parks

Wilderness areas
Photography
Social circle

Plays, concerts
Water sports
Picnic areas

Grocery store
Fire station
Police station
Train stations
Travel agencies

Cars/carpools
Bicycles

Public restrooms
Driver's license
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Shelter, Money, Possessions

Residential options

Social services field offices

Department stores
Hardware stores

Motels, hotels

Spirituality/Service
Place of worship

Nature
News: TV and Radio

Magazines

Work/Money
Sheltered employment
Job Service

SSI office

Community centers
Department of Labor

Physical/Biological
Restaurants, coffee shops
Food stamps

Dental office
Medical offices

Barber, beauty shops
Special equipment retailers

Physical therapy

Hospitals

Spas

Yoga/Aerobics

Drug/alcohol abuse

Rights
Legal Center
Mental Health Center
Hospice

Mental Retardation Assoc.

DD Council

Police

Consumer groups

Malls

Shoe store
Thrift shops
Convenience stores

Music

Volunteer Organizations
Newspapers, Books,

Banks

Comnty. based employment
Medicare/Medicaid office
Vocational rehab office
Credit unions

Meals on Wheels
Community cafeteria
Doctor's office
Chiropractor
American Red Cross
Occupational therapy
Clinics

Alternative health care
Rehabilitation
Weight training
Counselor, therapist

Lawyer/Attorney
Planned Parenthood
National, state, & local Arcs

Dept. of Social Services

Legislative coalition

Vocational rehab services
Professional associations
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Relationships: Friends, Family Social Life

Dances Parties
Dates Big Brother/Big Sister
Clubs Neighbors
Relatives Child care
Agencies Counseling Center

Mental Stimulation
Talking books

Hobbies
Respite care
Community college

Evening classes

Personal interests

Continuing education
University

Adapted with permission from New Hats, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.
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